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Prefatory Note

The first draft of the present investigation was written in leisure hours in 1975-6 
during a stay at the University of Erlangen as a research fellow under the Alexan
der von Humboldt Foundation. The manuscript, originally completed by Novem
ber 1976, was later subjected to a substantial revision, especially with regard to 
the utilization of later literature (and of the 18th century Greenlandic sources to 
which 1 did not have access in the first round). The main plan was, however, 
preserved, a fact that accounts for certain inconsistencies in the physical shaping 
of the text, such as the many additional footnotes subnumbered by letters (19a, 
19b, etc.).

With this revision, the author’s work on the main text was terminated in the 
summer of 1978. This in turn explains the non-utilization of the recent high 
quality studies on the West Eskimo dialects of Alaska and St. Lawrence Island 
published by The Alaska Native Language Center of Fairbanks, Al.,*  which only 
got into my hands after that time. For West Eskimo, then, I have had to rely 
mainly on Hinz’s 1944 grammar and on the Soviet writings. It should be noted, 
however, that I have been fully aware of the shortcomings of these sources and 
have taken pains to use them with the necessary care: I have nowhere based the 
discrimination of /i/ and /ə/, or of /k/ and /q/, on Hinz alone, I have no capital 
arguments involving prosodic features of the Siberian material (note especially 
that the Soviet sources do not consistently indicate vowel length), and nowhere 
is a line of reasoning affected by the existence of labio-velars and labio-uvulars. 
It is my firm impression, therefore, that the higher degree of phonetic exactness 
attainable through the latest works, though important in its own right, would 
have no serious impact on the present study, where West Eskimo wordforms are 
for the most part quoted to demonstrate such macroscopic facts as the mere 
existence of a lexeme, the presence or absence of suffix-initial /-1-/, points of 
inflexion, and the like.

* Note especially the two important manuals of Alaskan and Siberian Yupik: 
Reed-Miyaoka-Jacobson-Afcan-Krauss, Yup’ik Eskimo Grammar, Fairbanks 1977, and 
Steven Jacobson, Siberian Yupik Eskimo as spoken on St. Lawrence Island, Alaska, 
Fairbanks 1977.

The investigation was not written by a specialist in the field of Eskimo studies; 
it is the work of an Indo-Europeanist testing the methodology of diachronic 
linguistics on a field less exhausted by previous cultivators. The main theory 
crystallized in the course of a series of (more or less informal) lectures I held at 



the University of Vienna in the spring term of 1974 and later repeated in Erlangen 
and Copenhagen. It is a pleasant duty to acknowledge the not insignificant im
pulses gained from discussions with the participants of these lectures that belong 
to my very dear memories.

At various stages in the course of preparation, the investigation profited from 
fruitful discussions with Jørgen Rischel. Needless to say, the responsibility for 
the present text is mine alone.

My English was corrected by Janet Gunzerhauser, who undertook the laborious 
task of weeding out the worst barbarisms (the remaining of which are of course 
my own). The extraordinarily difficult manuscript was prepared for print with 
admirable precision by Mrs. Inger Hansen of Akademisk Forlag,

The cost of printing was in part defrayed by a grant from Landsdommer V. 
Gieses Legat (Copenhagen). To the administration of the latter, as well as to the 
above-mentioned individuals, I wish to express my sincere gratitude for their 
valuable services in the interests of the present publication.

Roskilde, May 16th 1979 Jens Elmegård Rasmussen
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0. GENERAL REMARKS

In recent years a handful of studies have appeared concerning the phenomenon 
of gemination in West Greenlandic (henceforth “WG”) nominal declension, i.e., 
Pyle 1970, Underhill 1971, Sadock 1972, Webb 1973, and Rischel 1974.1 Only 
Rischel correctly sees the problem in a wider morphological context and draws 
on material from all subsections of WG grammar and derivation where the 
phenomenon is indeed frequently encountered. The aim of the present paper is 
to show that even this global synchronic scope is too narrow, as the rules govern
ing gemination can be shown to antedate certain Pan-Eskimo phonological 
changes, whereby evidence from the other Eskimo dialects — above all the West 
Eskimo (WE) of Southwest Alaska and Siberia — becomes not only relevant 
but sometimes even crucial to the analysis, if important information is not to be 
left out of sight. The Eskimo gemination was a historical event which took place 
long before the dialect of West Greenland came into being, and any investigation 
of it has to take this fact into account, much as a description of the Thirty Years’ 
War dealing exclusively with its after-effects on our present-day situation would 
only partially meet the average reader’s need of information,

1. GEMINATION: GENERAL THEORY

1.0. Dialectal distribution of gemination
Gemination of the type of WG /ammit/ ‘furs', pl. of /amiq/ is found all over the 
East Eskimo (EE) territory2 but appears to be lacking in the WE dialects:3 
Kuskokwim (S.W, Alaska) and Chaplino (Siberia) amiq, pl. amit. Aleut has no 
sign of it either: aδax ̥‘father’, pl. aδa-s (Attu and East Aleut -n), so on the 
surface we appear to be dealing with a clear case of EE phonological or morpho
logical innovation. The evidence of WE and Aleut is, however, trivial, as WE can 
be shown to have simplified old geminates, cf. Chap. unuk = WG /unnuk/ ‘night’ 
or Chap. quliq = WG /qulliq/ ‘topmost’ (the latter analysable into stem *qul ə 
‘top’ + suffix *-liq  ‘farthest out in the direction of -’ with regular dropping of 
*ə in an open internal syllable),4 and Aleut is reported to possess no geminates 
at all.5 It appears, then, that all we know is that the one dialect area which 
could show gemination — of whatever origin — does so. Therefore, the im
portant question is whether 1) the WE dialects (and perhaps Aleut) have 
given up gemination in the cases under discussion or 2) they never had this 
phenomenon, which would then make it an EE innovation. In my opinion 
solution 1) can be proved correct.
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1.0.1. Bergsland on gemination
Knut Bergsland, to judge from stray notes in writings on more general subjects 
(1958:626, 1966:210), also appears to take gemination to be Pan-Eskimo or 
possibly Pan-Eskaleut. Bergsland, however, does not seem to have undertaken 
any attempt to prove this point in any detail, and in fact his analysis of the 
conditioning factors of the process (Bergsland 1959:8ff) which still keeps writers 
on the subject spell-bound,6 is based on material which upon closer inspection 
proves irrelevant to the discussion. Bergsland’s analysis, for all the brevity of its 
presentation, demands a somewhat lengthy discussion, due to its connection with 
the no less difficult question of SYNCOPE, which indeed is relevant to the issue.

1.0.2. Gemination and syncope
When the addition of a possessive suffix /-ni/ of 4th sg. inergative of a singular 
word (henceforth 4.sg.ie.sg. and the like) ‘his own —’ to a word which is syn
chronically WG /iRniq/ ‘son’ engenders an output as short as /iRni/ ‘his (own) 
son’, syncope has certainly taken place. The alternative solution of (regular or 
spontaneous) haplology is excluded by examples like /aluq/ ‘sole’ -- /alli/ ‘the 
sole of his (own) foot'. Therefore these modern forms are somehow developed 
from sequences of the shape *iRn əR-ni and *aluR-ni  (cf. Chap. iRnəq ‘son’ and 
aluq ‘oar blade' [Kuskokwim ‘sole’]). Now /alli/ is seen to present the same 
gemination as the pl. /allut/, so the two phenomena are indeed in some way 
interrelated. But did syncope cause gemmation, or gemination syncope, or are 
they both due to other factors, shared or discrete?

1.1. Bergsland’s extra-syllable theory: Criticism and alternative 
solution

1.1.0. Presentation of Bergsland's theory: Gemination caused by syncope
Bergsland (1959:8-10) takes the stand that syncope caused gemination not only 
in 4. sg. forms like /alli/ but also in plurals like /allut/. He therefore undertakes 
to prove the existence of an older stage containing an extra syllable which can 
be made responsible for the geminate when it is later syncopated. Accordingly 
he reconstructs (1959:9) the forms *nuyar ət, *amirət, *pu γurət (in my notation
*nujaRət, *amiR ət, *pu γuRət) as pre-forms of WG /nutsat/, /ammit/, /puγγut/, 
the plurals of WG /nujaq/ 'hair' (from *nujaR),  /amiq/ ‘fur’ (* amiR), and /puuq/ 
‘bag’ (*pu γuR).7

1.1.1. Arguments for the extra syllable
Bergsland adduces two types of forms as arguments for the extra syllable of his 
proto-forms: I) that stems in *- əR form their plurals in *-R ə-t, cf. *pat əR 
‘marrow’, pl. *patR ət (WG /patiq/, pl. /paqqit/) and 2) that the type exempli
fied by WG /maRRaq/ ‘clay’ with a geminate preceding the last vowel also 
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shows pl. *- əi, cf. orthographical WG marrait (i.e. 19th cty. /maRRait/, now 
monophthongized to /maRRaat/). In Bergsland’s opinion these two sets of 
examples preserve the extra syllable thanks to their special conditions of 
word structure not shared by the type /amiq/, pl. /ammit/.

This is clearly an arbitrary point of view. No argument is adduced to refute 
the equally possible alternative that the type /ammit/, because of its structural 
characteristics, was the only type not to receive an extra vowel of anaptyxis 
inserted into the plural formations of words answering the structural descrip
tion of *pat əR (*pat əq) and whatever lies behind /maRRaq/ and the other 
members of its type. As long as this possibility has not been tested, the solution 
proposed by Bergsland remains arbitrary, even if the alternative may look 
clumsy and improbable at first sight.

1.1.2. Criticism: The two shwas
The assumption of an extra syllable in reconstructions like *amiR ət finds only 
very slender support in the segment *-R ə- of plurals like *iR nəRət or *patR ət 
(WG /iRniRit/, /paqqit/), allegedly from *iRn əR-t and *pat əR-t, because these 
words contain /ə/ which is generally considered subject to a rule of metathesis 
giving quite different conditions of syllable structure. Therefore generalizations 
made on the basis of the alleged forms *iRn əR-t and *pat əR-t are not necessari
ly valid for the real forms *nujaR- δ, *amiR- δ, and *pu γuR-δ. (On the recon
struction of the plural morpheme as pre-Eskimo *- δ instead of *- t, a detail 
irrelevant to the present issue, see Bergsland 1966a: 145.) The inflectional forms 
of the *- əR-type, e.g. erg.sg. *patR əwm, pl. *patR ət had in the final vowel a 
variety of shwa that must have been different from the shwas not generated by 
rule seen in e.g. *k əγutə(-) ‘tooth’ or *qulv ə ‘tear’ (WG /kiγut/, pl. /kiγutit/, 
Chap. xuta, pl. xutət, Sirenik kəγəta, pl. -tij, and WG quvdle, now /qulli/, Chap. 
qulva, pl. -vət), since the two vowels are treated differently before the ergative 
ending -p (< *- m). The *- əR-type forms show a labialization of the shwa to 
/u/, cf. WG erg. sg. /paqqup/, /iRniRup/, while the others merely display the 
normal development of to /i/ in anteconsonantal position: /kiγutip/, /qullip/. 
Now /i/ is the regular EE treatment also in cases where the shwa is known to 
have held its position before an /m/ all along: *təmə 'body’, Chap. təma, pl.
təmət, is WG /timi/, whose erg. /timip/, obviously from *təməm, leaves room for
no discussion. Stems ending in a velar have the same colourable shwa inserted 
between the stem-final consonant and the ending, as do examples of the type 
/maRRaq/ (to be treated in section 1.2. below), cf. erg.sg. /inuup/ (Proto-Esk. 
*iñuγ-əwm) from inuk ‘human being’ and orthographical erg. marraup (now 
/maRRaap/) ‘(of) clay’.

1,1,3. Solution: No underlying shwa
One immediate solution to the problem of the two shwas could be that the shwas 
presenting the conditioned development *əm > um are older than those of *əm
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> im. But this is contradicted by the material as shown above: *təmə-m >
/timi-m/ ( > /timi-p/) cannot have two young shwas. The alternative that a 
postulated proto-form *pat əR-m was metathesized to *patRəwm with simulta

*iRn°R, *iRnR°m,
*pat°R,  *patR°m,*təmə, *təməm,

neous coloration of the shwa would be highly unnatural since other shwas did 
not at this or at any other time become labialized before /m/ and since there is 
otherwise no metathesis of VRm to RVm.

The only reasonable solution therefore appears to be that there was no meta
thesis at all, because there was no underlying vowel to metathesize. This ana
lysis was in fact suggested by Underhill (1971:304f), and it will in the following 
be argued that this idea is correct, the final proof lying (inter alia) in the special 
gemination rules of stems in “*- əR", on which see section 2.2. below.

1.1.4. Reconstruction of underlying forms
We thus avoid all contradictory statements if we depart from underlying forms
like the following:

*iRnR ‘son’, erg. *iRnR-m, pl. *iRnR-δ;
*patR ‘marrow’, erg. *patR-m, pl. *patR-δ;
*təmə ‘body’, erg. *təmə-m, pl. *təmə-δ;
*aRnaR ‘woman, mother’, erg. *aRnaR-m, pl. *aRnaR-δ;
*aluR ‘sole’, erg. *aluR-m, pl. *aluR-δ;
*paniγ ‘daughter’, erg. *pani γ-m, pl. *paniγ-δ;
*kamγ ‘boot’, erg. *kam γ-m, pl. *kamγ-δ;

Note. The given proto-forms are meant to map all distinctions that are known to have
existed in the chronological stage immediately preceding the first demonstrable sound-law, 
and only in this sense should they be considered realistic reconstructions of the actual 
phonetic shape of the words at the time in question. This is particularly relevant for the 
possibility of unconditioned mergers: If, say, Proto-Eskaleut *a represents a coalescence of 
two vowels, e.g. /e/ and /a/, it is quite possible that the monotonous vocalism of the re
construction *aRnaR is in fact an anachronism. However, as long as there is no indication 
to the contrary, these conceivable refinements shall be considered irrelevant to the present 
■ 7a issue.

1.1.5. The anaptyxis rule
We have now obviously a very simple rule inserting an anaptyctic vowel /°/ 
before the final consonant of words terminating in such consonant clusters as 
were at that time no longer tolerated as word finals. We can only let the material 
speak: Final -RC (whether C be *-m,  *- δ > Proto-Esk. *- t, the dual ending 
*-γ > Proto-Esk. *-k,  or the 2.sg.ie.sg. poss. ending *-t  > Proto-Esk. *- n) was 
tolerated, -CR, -γC and -Cγ were not, and neither were groups of more than 
two consonants. By the operation of this rule the selected examples are changed 
to:

*iRnR°δ;
*patR°δ;
*təməδ (unchanged)
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*aRnaR, 
*aluR, 
*paniγ,
*kam°γ,

*aRnaRm,
*aluRm, 
*paniγ°m,
*kantγ°m,

*aRnaRδ (unchanged);
*aluRδ (unchanged); 

 *paniγ°δ;
*kamγ°δ.

1.1.6. The gemination rule
Now words ending in *-RC at this stage underwent the curious sound change 
consisting in gemination with loss of /R/, and words containing clusters of more 
than two consonants had these relieved by anaptyxis, which however did not 
occur between two identical consonants (geminates). The two processes of 
anaptyxis and gemination apply to different types of words, and their relative 
chronology is therefore difficult to assess (but not impossible — see below.) 
Hereafter the examples have the following shape:

*aRnat with cluster reduction -Rnn- > -Rn-;

*iRn°R, 
*pat°R, 
*təmə, 
*aRnaR, 
*aluR, 
*paniγ, 
*kam°γ,

*iRn°R°m,
*patR°m, *təməm,

*aRnnam,
*allum,
*pani°γm,
*kamγ°m,

*iRn°R°δ;
*patR°δ (unchanged);
*təməδ (unchanged);
*aRnnaδ (with gemination);
*alluδ (with gemination);
*paniγ°δ (unchanged);
*kamγ°δ (unchanged).

This would immediately explain why forms like *patR əwm and *patR əδ show 
no gemination: they never had the structure -VCVRm, -VCVRδ, the “under
lying” forms *pat əR-m, *pat əR-t being merely grammarians’ constructs. The 
last vowel of *patR əwm and *iRn əRəwm is anaptyctic and therefore subject to 
other rules than the “old” shwas of words like *təməm. We have, then, a sound
law “° > əw /  m but no development of to um. In other positions
(in WE ultimately in all positions) this vowel /°/ fell in with inherited /ə/ and 
was developed like it. As a suitable notation of the anaptyctic vowel I would 
suggest for the pre-Eskimo phonemic level /°/ (e.g. /iRn°R°m/) and, for the 
Proto-Eskimo phonemic level, /o/ for the position before /m/ and /ə/ for other 
positions: */iRn əRom/. On the morphophonemic level the vowel seems not to 
be present at all: //iRnRm//, //iRnRδ//.

1.1.7. Cluster reduction, final forms
After these final adjustments (to which should be added a rule simplifying a 
cluster to the first two consonants of a series as will be shown further on as well 
as a rule hardening word-final spirants to the corresponding stops8) the examples 
come out as follows in terms of Proto-Eskimo phonemics:

*iRnəq,
*patəq,*təmə,

*aRnaq,

*iRnəRom,
*patRom,*təməm,

*aRnam,

*iRnəRət;
*patRət;*təmət;
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*aluq, *allum,
*panik, *pani γom,
*kamək, *kam γom,

*allut;
*paniγət;
*kamγət;

The final development to the actual modem dialect forms is without complica
tions, cf. the WG and Chaplino forms (phonemic notation):

WG

iRniq, iRniRup, iRniRit 
patiq, paqqup, paqqit 
timi, timip, timit 
aRnaq, aRnap, aRnat 
aluq, allup, allut
panik, pani(j)up, paniit9 
kamik, kammup, kammit10

Chaplino

iRnəq, iRnəRəm, iRnəRət 
patəq, patRəm, palRət 
təma, təməm, təmət 
aRnaq, aRnam, aRnat 
aluq, alum, alut
panik, paniγəm, paniγət 
kamək, kamγəm, kamγət

Notice that the development of these examples is perfectly understandable 
without the assumption of an extra syllable to trigger gemination. This deprives 
Bergsland’s first argument of its cogency.

1.2. Bergland’s second type: WG marraq, marraup, marrait

1.2.0. General criticism: Formation unclear
The second type of material adduced by Bergsland in favour of the extra syllable, 
exemplified by orthographical WG marraq, marraup, marrait ‘clay’, is more 
difficult to evaluate. But one feels uncomfortable with a major argument 
stemming from material itself so little understood, and in fact it appears that 
these examples can be explained quite differently. But first we must call atten
tion to two facts of a more general nature.

1.2.1. Prerequisites of gemination: antevocalic /R/ or lγl; extra vowel 
after lγl preserved

First, it is clear that the necessary prerequisite of gemination, if we limit our 
scope to the morphological types whose etymological analysis is clear, is the 
presence of preconsonantal /R/ or lγl (examples of the latter will be given and 
discussed below). The plural type *amiR- δ comes out as *ammit,  and the other 
types with a single consonant before the last vowel (a necessary condition for 
gemination to be preserved down to the attested dialects) behave differently: 
*nuna-t ‘countries’, *pani γ-ət ‘daughters (not  *pannit,  see below on the 
different behaviour of /R/ and /γ/ under these conditions), *patR- ət ‘lumps of 
marrow’, *k əγutə-t ‘teeth’. The geminating type also gemmates before the erg. 
*-m, the dual *-k  and the 2.sg. possessive *-n:  WG /ammip/, /ammik/ (obsolete), 
/ammit/. The 4.sg. possessive type *aluR-ni  > /alli/ discussed below also presents 
preconsonantal /R/ in its underlying form, and a few suffixes triggering gemina
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tion of the consonant preceding the last stem-vowel can be analysed so as to 
conform to these rules, as will be shown. The only other type of WG gemination, 
viz. the one due to initial emphatic stress (e.g. orthographical WG una ‘that one’ 
with anaphoric prefix ta-'- yields táuna, i.e. 19th cty. /taunna/, now /taanna/ 
‘that one just mentioned’), is irrelevant to this problem and will be discussed in 
an appendix. In the literature the generative process of plural formations like 
WG /amiq/ -- /ammit/ is most often described as passing through an inter
mediary stage /amiq-t/. Pleasant exceptions are Swadesh and Bergsland, who11 
clearly say that the choice of the word-final variant for the uvular of the under
lying form was arbitrary and indeed contradicted by the facts. By the addition 
of the 3.sg.ie.sg, possessive ending /-a/ this word forms WG /ami(j)-a/ ‘its fur', 
where the uvular is regularly deleted intervocalically if the preceding vowel is 
not //ə//, provided the uvular in question is the spirant //R// for which this process 
is both synchronically and diachronically demonstrable. For example, WG 
/unaaq/ ‘harpoon shaft’ forms pl. /unaRRat/ where the geminated variant of the 
consonant dropped between the two a’s of the sg. form reveals this to be //R//, 
not //q//. Compare also an etymology like 19th cty. WG nauja = Chap. naRuja 
‘seagull’. Sirenik in fact preserves the /R/ before the poss. ending -a: taŋaR-a 
‘his child’. On this background other WE dialect forms like Chap. aŋjaq -> aŋja-a 
‘his boat’ might be assumed to have analogical zero on the analogy of forms with 
regular R-dropping like the pl. aŋjat, but it cannot be excluded that this is the 
phonetically regular form, a problem to be dealt with later on. Aleut, at least, 
does not present this analogy and has even generalized a combination of the 
fl-form in the simple word and the fl-less form in the inflected forms, e.g. ilax̥

-> ilā ‘his companion’ = Esk. ila, ila-a. For the treatment after *ə, cf. the preser
vation of *fl  in WG /iRniR-a/ = Chap. iRnəR-a ‘his son' and an etymology like 
WG /niRi-vuq/ = Chap. nəRa-quq ‘eats’.12 If the uvular were the stop //q// it 
would be lenited to EE /R/ in intervocalic position after non-first vowel, but not 
dropped, cf. the WG alternation in /miiRaq/ ‘child’ pl. /miiqqat/, where the 
geminate reveals the underlying plosive character of the uvular, or a plain etymo
logy like WG /anuRi/ = Chap. anuqa ‘wind’, both from *anuq ə.13

Secondly, the anaptyctic vowel postulated by Bergsland for the hypothetical 
stage *amiR ət is found with stems in *- γ and is here preserved: *qila γ ‘sky’, 
pl. *qila γəδ > Proto-Esk. and WE (Chap.) qilak, qilaγət, WG qilak, qilait. As we 
do not otherwise have different rules for /R/ and /7/ in intervocalic position (cf. 
loss of both in nauja < *naRuja  above and nauvoq ~ Chap. naγwaquq ‘grows’ 
and cp. footnote 9), the reconstruction *amiR ət seems highly unlikely, and we 
must test the possibility that anaptyxis in words of this syllabic structure devel
oped only after /γ/.

1.2.2. Examples of the type marraq: Proto-Eskimo geminates
Now the example marraq, marraup, marrait is, as stated expressly by Bergsland 
(1959:10), of a type containing a geminate between the penultimate and the 
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final syllable already in the uninflected form. Other examples conform to this 
description, cf. the examples given in Chr. Rasmussen (1888: lOf; orthographical 
notation here preserved): sorqaq, sorqaup, sorqait ‘baleen’, utorqaq, -rqaup, 
-rqait ‘old’, suffix -ínaq -ínaup -ínait ‘only a suffix -tsiaq -tsiaup -tsiait 
‘a medium-sized —'; and the word sujugdleq -gdliup -gdlît ‘first’ (phonemically 
19th cty. /syjulliq/ etc.)14 mentioned in Schultz-Lorentzen 1945 (§ 14, II b 1), 
to which should be added at least the following emerging from a scanning of 
J. Petersen 1951 (“ordbogêraq”): qiporqaq ‘humpback whale’, kilorraq (a kind 
of thread or scam), kípaq ‘cut-off piece’ (pl. kippait given by Erdmann 1864), 
majorqaq ‘defile, passage over a mountain’, marqaq ‘portage’, norraq ‘caribou 
calf', saggaq ‘thin-haired skin, light fog, thin . . . snow', tarraq ‘shadow’, uvkaq 
‘front wall, outer side' (Kleinschmidt’s -vk- arbitrarily for /kk/, cf. úkak in 
Fabricius 1804); and formations like sujugdleq and qutdleq ‘topmost’ (above), 
e.g. isugdleq ‘first of a series’ and others presenting definitely arbitrary spellings 
of the voiceless geminate /ll/.15 Another probable example is qigdloq ‘carcass’ 
mentioned as an example of this inflection by Kleinschmidt 1851:26.16 West 
Eskimo here has merely the simple consonant: Chap. suqaq, utuqa (Kusk. 
utoqaq), taua-ŋ-inaq ‘only so’ with hiatus-filling —ŋ—, pana-rāq ‘medium
sized spear, bayonet’ (Menovšcǐkov 1962:98), nuRaq, sivuliq, to which Bergs
land (1959:10) adds Kusk. marayaq ‘clay’.17 This reveals the EE geminates 
of these words to be old geminates, not assimilated clusters.17a so that it must 
be regarded as hazardous to base on this type of word the theory of an extra 
syllable to produce gemination, as long as we are unable to apply the same 
explanation to the uninflected form itself.

1.2.2.1. Analysis of the type: -RR excluded
Superficially, however, this seems to be quite easy. If, according to Bergslands’s 
theory, /ammit/ is from *amiR ət, then *suqqaR  should be from *suqaR əR, and 
the erg. *suqqa(R) əm from *suqaR əR-əm (with deletion of *- Rə- and the later 
EE lenition of the intervocalic R to zero), which would even appear to support 
the anaptyctic vowel for R-stems. But this is in fact impossible as is shown by 
the counter-examples presented by the inflexion of the word for ‘wife’, WG 
nuli(j)aq, Chap. nuliq̄ (Proto-Esk. *nuliaq).  As Bergsland’s extra vowel is WG /u/ 
before the ergative ending it is of anaptyctic origin, as was demonstrated above. 
So behind a proto-form like *suqaR əRəm we should posit an older stage 
*suqaRRm, i.e. stem *suqaRR,  erg. *suqaRR-m,  pl. *suqaRR- δ. Now the word 
nuliaq is in fact an example of stem-final *-RR.  The Chaplino inflexion is: 
nuliq̄, erg. nulīx̥əm, pl. nulīx̥ət, with a voiceless uvular spirant -x-̥ between the 
long -i-̄ (by regular monophthongization from *-ia -) and the anaptyctic vowel 
before the endings. This consonant is normally a mere allophone of /R/ (con
ditioned by an adjacent phonemically voiceless consonant), but has assumed 
phonemic status under very special conditions. A clear indication of this condi
tioning is given by derivatives involving the suffix *-RaR  ‘the young of — 
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(animal)’ seen in e.g. Chap. naRuja-Raq = WG (19th cty.) nauja-aq ‘young seagull'. 
After a stem-final uvular we get forms like Chap. ukaziRaxḁq and WG ukaliaq 
‘young hare’ (from Ch. ukaziq, WG ukaliq) which can only be understood in 
the following way: from *ukaliR-RaR  the regular development would be 
*ukaliRxḁR > Proto-Esk. *ukal(l)i xḁq.18 To such a form a productive suffix 
*-xḁq was added anew to the stem with its final uvular, this time with Chap. 
anaptyxis /ə/, which before the uvular changed to /a/ (for this point, cf. Chap. 
aRnəq ‘day’, aRvíγaq ‘wash’ = Nauk. əRnəq, əRvíγaq). In Greenlandic no ana
ptyxis occurred between the two uvulars, and -x- was treated like -R- in that it 
underwent the EE linition to zero (cf. the lack of anaptyxis in the WG intensive 
derivative akili-qaa from *aki- liR-qə-aR-a). It seems therefore safe to posit a 
sequence *-RR-  underlying the voiceless -x- of Chap. nulix̥əm nulix̥ət. The 
type marraq -aup -ait has been almost completely normalized in Chap.: suqaq 
suqam suqat, but there does remain the precious example pana-rāq -raR̄əm 
-rāRət (with normal retention of the stem-final uvular after a long vowel) 
showing that this type had a voiced uvular spirant, i.e. an underlying structure 
different from that of nuliaq.

1.2.2.2. Analysis: -Rγ excluded
For the details of nuliaq itself I refer to the treatment of its 3rd and 4th sg. 
possessive forms further on in the text (2.4.). Suffice it here to stress the fact 
that the treatment nulix̥əm reserves underlying -RR- for this type, so that 
pana-raR̄əm must have something else. There remain only two likely candidates, 
viz. -γR- and -Rγ-. At first glance one would immediately prefer -Rγ-, since 
(1) gemination is definitely known to be triggered by preconsonantal /R/ in the 
clearest examples, whereas gemination caused by /γ/ is much more difficult to 
prove (an attempt to prove it will be given below) and (2) the anaptyctic vowel 
seen in 19th cty. marraup marrait is otherwise restricted to γ-stems. Even the 
next few steps in the calculation of this possibility look rewarding: A recon
structed paradigm *maRaR γ, *maRaR γ-m *maRaR γ-δ would first undergo 
anaptyxis to *maRaR γ *maRaR γ°m *maRaR γ°δ, whereupon the dropping of 
preconsonantal /R/ accompanied by gemination would produce the forms 
*maRRaγ *maRRa γ°m *maRRa γ°δ, the two last of which would be the per
fect matches of the actual WG forms marraup marrait. But this possibility is 
ruled out by the uninflected form, which would have a final velar. In order to 
get the actual uvular of marraq etc. we would have to assume the operation of 
the rule assimilating uvular + velar to uvular known from examples like *aRnaR  -ka 
> Proto-Esk. and Chap. aRnaqa (WG amara with EE lenition). But this assimila
tion would be expected to occur in the inflected forms, too, and then the inter
mediary forms would be *maRaRR  *maRaRR °m *maRaRR °δ, i.e. exactly the 
type nuliaq excluded above.

1.2.2.3. Analysis: -γR acceptable
We must, therefore, choose the other alternative and posit a stem-final sequence 
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*-γR (not *-R γ and not *-RR).  This type then belongs together with the 
examples presenting gemination triggered by preconsonantal /γ/ which will be 
treated in the following. We now have the following development: *maRa γR 
*maRaγR-m *maRa γR-δ > *maRa γR *maRa γR°m *maRa γR°δ > *maRRaR  
*maRRaR°m *maRRaR° δ > Proto-Esk. *maRRaq  *maRRaRom  *maRRaR ət 
> WG marraq marraup marrait. The only surprise is that the uninflected form 
is not subject to anaptyxis. As there seems to be no material contradicting this 
development and as we must make our rules on the basis of the material we 
have, we are compelled by this analysis to accept the rule stating that the cluster 
*-γR was tolerated as word-final.

1.2.2.4. Additional material: The types kípaq and pátagpâ
Some additional material should be treated here as it seems to provide a wel
come corroboration of the analysis which gives *-yR  as the underlying form of 
the word-final sequence of marraq and the other members of its type. An 
interesting example cited among the material above (1.2.2.) is the word kípaq, 
phonemically /kippaq/ ‘cut-off piece’, because it is synchronically analysable as 
belonging to the verb kipivâ ‘cuts it off’. The Chaplino counterpart of this is 
kəpaqaa with verbal noun kəpnəq ‘segment’ matching WG kivneq ‘clearance (of 
the ice)’ (in the sense ‘cutting’ the verbal noun has been renewed as kipineq by 
secondary recomposition of the constituent elements), so the verbal stem is 
obviously *k əpə-. Then the immediate analysis of /kippaq/ would appear to be 
stem *k əpə-+ a geminating suffix -'-aq, which according to what was said above 
(1.2.2.3) should have the underlying shape *-a γR, and indeed a proto-form like 
*kəp(ə)-aγR could only give Proto-Esk. *k əppaq. But it is not as simple as that: 
The word (WG orth.) ínaq ‘fullgrown seal’ (phonemically /innaq/), which clearly 
belongs to the verb inerpoq ‘is finished’ (cf. the perfective derivative inersimavoq 
‘is grown up’), exhibits a most puzzling alternation /a/ ~ /i/, which cannot be 
boiled down to the normal behaviour of the morphophoneme //ə//. The same 
alternation is observed in the verbs patigpâ ‘lays hands on him/it’ (Chap. patxaqa ̄
‘wipes it off with his hand’, cf. the further enlarged patəγ-miγa-qa ̄‘chases it 
away with his hand') -> pátagpâ ‘strikes something off him with his hand' and 
mikigpâ ‘pulls at it with the teeth in order to get it loose’ -> míkagpoq ‘plucks 
with the teeth (the hair from a sealskin), eats meat by tearing it with the teeth’ 
(semantics cited from Schultz-Lorentzen 1927). In all these words the situation 
is descriptively that a vowel /a/ has replaced the /ə/ of the underlying base-word 
and the preceding consonant has been geminated. But this is not the whole 
story. Words of a less complicated phonemic make-up have a uvular /-R/ added 
to the stem alongside these adjustments, cf. WG aulavoq ‘moves’ -> autdlarpoq 
‘goes away' (Kusk. arûlauq ‘moves’ -> Chugach aRulaRtuq ‘flees’ cited from 
Birket-Smith 1953:242), nalavoq ‘lies’ -> natdlarpoq ‘lies down’ ,paluvoq ‘lies 
on its belly’ -> patdlorpoq ‘lies down on his stomach’ (Kusk. palortoq ‘falls or 
lies on his face’), napavoq ‘stands upright’ náparpâ ‘places it upright, raises 
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it on end’ (Chap. napaxt̥aqa ̄‘places it upright’). Functionally the modification 
expressed by this suffixation is in all these examples a change of the mode of 
action, the derivatives having in each case an ingressive or iterative force not 
inherent in the base-word. A WE example without the secondary -t- (probably 
stemming from the active participle, so that e.g. Kusk. palortoq is in fact the 
etymological counterpart of the WG participle patdlortoq ‘lying down’) is Chap. 
qujaquq qujaRaquq both according to Rubcova 1971 ‘radovat'sja, rejoice’, 
the first of which is clearly the counterpart of WG qujavoq ‘says thanks', while 
the second would correspond to a WG *qutsarpoq  not citable from the hand
books, whereby the presumed original semantic opposition would be ‘is grateful’ 
vs. ‘gets (completely) grateful’.

1.2.2.5. Analysis: suffixal -γR, anaptyctic -a-
Now to the analysis of these forms. Since we only have examples of gemination 
being produced by the dropping of preconsonantal /R/ or /γ/ we must also 
reckon with one or both of these elements here. As the suffix in question is 
seen to leave a uvular /-R/ in /nallaRpuq/ etc., the last element of the suffix 
must be /R/, i.e. the suffix has at a certain stage the shape /-CR/, This /R/ 
may have been /R/ from of old, or it may be an old /γ/ assimilated to a neigh
bouring /R/. As the forms /pattaγpaa/ and /mikkaγpuq/ show, a stem-final /γ/ 
is preserved and not assimilated to any following /R/. Therefore the first conso
nant of the suffix cannot be /R/, and as it must be something capable of 
triggering gemination, it can only be /γ/. Then the final consonant of the suffix 
must have been /R/ all along, i.e. the suffix can only have had the original shape 
*-γR. The rest is pure algebra, the selected examples showing the following 
developmental details:

I *kəp(ə)-γR-m *inR-γR-m *patγ-γR-paR-a *mikγ-γR-puR *aRula-γR-puR

2 *kəpaγRm *inaRγRm *pataγγRpaRa *mikaγγRpuR

3 *inaRR(R)m *pataγγpaRa(?) *mikaγγpuR(?)

4 *kəpaγR°m *inaRR°m

5 *kəppaR°m *innaR°m *pattaγpaRa *mikkaγpuR *aRullaRpuR

PE *kəppaRom19 *pattaγpaRa *mikkaγpuq *aRullaRpuq

WG /kippaup/ /innaup/ /pattaγpaa/ /mikkaγpuq/ /aullaRpuq/

Like *aRula- γR-puR > *aRullaRpuq  further: *nala- γR-puR > *nallaRpuq,  
*palu-γR~puR > *palluRpuq,  *napa- γR-paR-a > *nappaRpaRa,  and 
*quja-γR-puq > *qujjaRpuq.

The only thing we did not know in advance is that the sequence *-CGG(G)C-  
(where G is used as a cover-symbol for /R/ and /γ/) is relieved by an 
anaptyctic vowel /a/ to *-CaGG(G)C-  before further anaptyxis (with /°/) takes 
place. This is the only way of explaining how an apparent “suffixal” vowel -a- 
could find its way into the interior of the verbal root, and since we have no
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material against such an assumption, it 
material we do have.

must be accepted as demanded by the

1.2.2.6. Conclusion; -γ- lost, not -γə-
It can thus be considered proved that stem-final consonantism of the type 
marraq was originally *-γR. and with this result in mind we now revert to 
Bergsland’s theory. For the uninflected form, it must be granted that a proto
form *maRa γaR (with anaptyctic /ə/) would indeed give the output *maRRaR  
if the sequence *- γə- were dropped with compensatory gemination, as Bergs
land’s theory has it. But the erg. *maRa γR-m could only give the actual 
*maRRaRəm if it went through a stage *maRa γəRəm with double anaptyxis as 
in *iRnRm  > *iRn °R°m (WG ernerup). However this double anaptyxis only 
occurred in words having three consonants in front of the pre-final anaptyctic 
vowel, i.e. it occurred in *iRnR°m  > *iRn°R °m but not in e.g. *atR°m  = Chap. 
atx̥əm (erg. of atəq ‘name’). Therefore the intermediary stage in the develop
ment of *maRa γR-m could only by *maRa γR°m. We now see from the develop
ment of this form, *maRa γR°m > *maRRaR °m, that the gemination was not a 
compensation for the loss of a syllabic sequence *- γə-, but a compensation for 
the loss of /γ/ alone. This invalidates the second type of material which super
ficially favours the theory of an extra syllable triggering gemination.

1.3. General assessment of Bergsland’s theory

1.3.0 . Gemination in /ammit/; phonetic development
An important implication of the findings of the preceding paragraph is that there 
is no reason to believe the development of *amiR- δ to *ammiδ > *ammit  to
have passed through a stage involving an anaptyctic /ə/ or /°/ either. If gem
ination arose as a compensation for the loss of /γ/ or /R/ in (certain types of) 
anteconsonantal positions, we can explain the material with the rules we have 
already and need not posit any ad-hoc rule to produce anaptyxis in words of the 
structure *amiR- δ in order to explain the geminate once it is deleted again.

The phonetics of the development *amiR- δ or *a miR-m to /ammit/, /amtnim/ 
are not of course known in detail, but it seems likely that the final cluster was 
simplified to /δ/ (later /t/) and /m/, possibly through a stage with uvular co
articulation, and the loss of material was compensated by the gemination of the 
consonant; erg.sg. *amiR -m > *am:iRm > *ammim, a development
perfectly understandable without the assumption of extra syllables.

1.3.1 . Criticism of new version of Bergsland’s theory
For the sake of completeness I add that Bergsland's explicit formulation (or 
amendment?) of the development from "*amirət" to ammit reported by Rischel
(1974:297) as spelling out the intermediary steps as *amir ət > *amit  > *ammit
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> ammit, is highly improbable, too, even if we disregard the problem of the 
unfounded anaptyctic vowel of the original form. The first step is further re
ported (Rischel ibid.) to be meant as consisting in deletion of the uvular spirant 
with subsequent contraction of the flanking vowels to one long vowel, i.e. 
*amirət > *ami ət > *amit.  First of all, West Eskimo retains /R/ in intervocalic 
position, so R-dropping — an East Eskimo innovatory sound-law — should not 
be invoked for a development which is meant to be pre-Eskimo. Secondly, the 
rule of “gemination in the environment V__ V”, although valid for a certain
dialect area within West Eskimo (where it represents an innovation), is con
tradicted by the East Eskimo material showing forms like /akiit/ ‘their prices’, 
with 3rd person possessive of plural word /-i/ followed by the plural marker 
/—t/ (referring to the possessor) from of old without gemination of the preceding 
consonant. It may be noted, thirdly (though this is perhaps not quite fair in 
view of the intervening fifteen years), that the statement in Bergsland 1959:10 
that “in the few cases where the preceding consonant already is a geminate 
there is no such contraction, e.g. marraq . . . marrait" is only reconcilable with 
the latest version of Bergsland’s theory if pre-Eskimo /R/ was dropped in 
“*uqaR ət > *uqa ət“ (> /uqqat/, pl. of /uqaq/ ‘tongue’), but not in “*cuqqaR ət” 
‘baleens’, i.e. dependent on the geminated or non-geminated nature of the 
consonant preceding the vowel before the /R/. This is a very unnatural con
ditioning indeed, which would demand very strong arguments in its favour to 
convince anyone. Since the WG 19th cty. erg. /suqqaup/ definitely points to 
*cuqqaRom with /o/ of anaptyctic origin, not underlying /ə/, a conditioning 
triggering anaptyxis and gemination in the type *cuqqaq  *cuqqaRom  *cuqqaR ət, 
but no anaptyxis and only limited gemination in the type *uqaq  *uqqam  *uqqat  
must be considered superior to any ad-hoc theory of extra syllables where the 
material has none.

2. THE 4th PERSON POSSESSIVE SUFFIX /-ni/ 19a

2.0. Gemination not caused by syncope
We now come to the type /alli/ 4.sg.ie.sg. ‘the sole of his (own) foot’, somehow 
derived from *aluR-ni  with the same possessive suffix as nuna-ni *his  (own) 
country’, which Bergsland (1959:9) adduces to make syncope responsible for 
gemination. The ergative case of this word is /allumi/ from *aluR-m-ni,  and the 
plural is /alluni/ from *aluR- δ-ni, both presenting gemination without syncope. 
This is also the situation with the homophonous non-possessive locatives, sg. 
/allumi/ ‘on the foot-sole’ from *aluR-m-ni  and pl. /alluni/ from *aluR- δ-ni 
(“oblique” case-endings are added to the form of the ergative, sg. *- m-, pl. -Ø- + 
pl.-marker *- δ-). Then, at least in the four last-mentioned forms, gemination 
must have another origin than the after-effects of syncope, and it appears 
desirable to have this other origin account for the geminate of /alli/ as well. 
This is in fact quite easy, and the rules seem very clear.
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2.1. Syncope
First, all the selected examples drop their anteconsonantal /R/ with compensa
tory gemination:

*aluR-ni 
*aluR-m-ni
*aluR-δ-ni
*aluR-m-ni
*aluR-δ-ni

4.sg.ie.sg.
4.sg.erg.sg.
4.sg.pl. 
loc.sg. 
loc.pl.

*alluni
*allumni
*alluδni
*allumni
*alluδni

The next step is obvious: The first of these forms has its medial vowel syncopated. 
This must occur before the consonant clusters of the other forms are assimilated 
to one short consonant. Otherwise the sg. inergative and the corresponding 
plural could not come out different, as both would have the intermediary stage 
+*alluni.  We have, then:

*alluni > *allni  (syncope) > /alli/ (cluster reduction)
*allumni (no change) > /allumi/ (assimilation *- mn->*-m-)
*alluδni (no change) >  /alluni/ (assimilation *- δn->*- n-)
*allumni (no change) > /allumi/ (assimilation)
*alluδni (no change) /alluni/ (assimilation)

It is seen, then, that syncope is conditioned by the syllabic structure of the 
word, a natural enough factor to produce adjustments of the syllabic structure 
itself. The pre-Eskimo syncope deleted the vowel of a light syllable following a 
geminate consonant as seen in *alluni  > *allni, but did not affect the vowels
of heavy syllables, so *allumni and *allu δni (and of course all forms with no 
subsequent assimilation of clusters, such as dual loc. *aluR- γ-ni > *allu γni > 
19th cty. WG atdlungne /alluŋni/) kept their number of syllables unimpaired. 
Although hardly anything is known about the prosodic features of Proto-Eskimo 
or its pre-stages, it is interesting to note that the occurrence of syncope is 
restricted to syllables which in WG words of the same structure would carry no 
phonetic stress (short vowels in open non-final syllables), whereas syllables 
which in WG would show some degree of dynamic stress are not subject to 
syncopation. We are therefore not at ail surprised to find that it is *alluni  and 
not *allumni or *allu δni that loses its vowel, and an inference about the pre-Esk. 
stress pattern as conforming to the rules of modem WG inducing us to postulate 
*álluní, but *állúmní  and *állú δní, seems reasonable.19b

This analysis shows that gemination preceded syncope, and syncope preceded 
the assimilations mn > m and δn > n. Since even this last step is pan-Eskimo, cf. 
Chap. nunami = WG /nunami/ < *nuna-m -ni, whether 4.sg.erg.sg, ‘(of) his own 
country' or loc.sg. ‘in the country', and Chap. nunani = WG /nunani/, whether 
4.sg.pl. ‘(of) his own countries’ or loc.pl. ‘in the countries', then, by implication, 
gemination and syncope are pan-Eskimo, too, and must be assigned to a pre
stage of the proto-language.

4.sg.pl
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2.2. Gemination in clusters, details of syllabification
As is well-known, no gemination is found in words with a consonant cluster in 
the position where a single consonant is geminated: WG /aRnaq/ ‘woman’ pl. 
/aRnat/. Now the syncope presented by 4.sg. forms like /aRni/ ‘his (own) 
mother’ bears witness of an old gemination even here: *aRnaR-ni  became 
*aRnnani, the light syllable following the geminate lost its vowel, and the 
resulting *aRnn(n)i  had its cluster reduced by rule to the first two consonants: 
Proto-Esk. *aRni  > WG /aRni/. We see again that the restrictions imposed upon 
Esk. consonant clustering forbidding groups of more than two (like or different) 
consonants belong to post-gemination or even post-syncopation times. This 
means, of course, that we do not have free hands to project Esk. consonant groups 
like that of *aRnaq  itself back to stages preceding these restrictions, since our 
imagination has room for untold possibilities of heavier clusters that might 
eventually assume this shape. It is, however, of importance for the argument 
that *aRnaq cannot have had a simpler consonantism than it has in historic 
times, and whatever its exact shape we now know it to have undergone gem
ination of its final member in certain inflectional forms.

This observation makes us more comfortable with the intermediary stage 
*aRnnam *aRnna δ postulated above (1.1.6.) between the underlying *aRnaRm  
*aRnaRδ and the Proto-Esk. reconstructions *aRnam  *aRnat.  Not only is there 
no material which argues against the assumption of gemination in this environ
ment, the syncopated 4.sg. form /aRni/ is a definite proof that it did occur.

We now also understand what happened in the 4.sg.ie.sg. /iRni/ ‘his (own) 
son’ from *iRn əq ‘son’ with possessive ending *-nt.  If we posit the underlying 
form without the anaptyctic vowel(s) as argued above we get *iRnR -ni. This 
form is of the same syllabic structure as the l.sg.ie.sg. *iRnR-ka  which on the 
evidence of Chap. iRnəqa and WG /iRniRa/ must be taken to be vocalized 
*iRn°Rka, which in turn became *iRn°qa  by assimilation without leading to 
R-dropping with gemination. Correspondingly we will expect *iRnR -ni to be 
vocalized *iRn°Rni  yielding the structure triggering gemination: *iRnn °ni > 
*iRnn(n)i>*iRni  as described for *aRni. 19c The fact that *iRnRni  > *iRn°Rni  
produced the conditions for gemination with subsequent syncope, while the erg. 
*iRnRm > *iRnR°m  > *iRn°R°m  and the pl. *iRnR δ > *iRnR° δ > *iRn°R° δ 
did not, is a clear confirmation of the analysis that these latter forms are not 
underlying *iRn əR- + endings *-m  and *- δ, but rather monosyllabic sequences 
relieved by the same rules of anaptyxis.19d Reconstructions like *iRn əRm 
*iRnəRt (or, worse, *iRn əqm, *iRn əqt, to say nothing of *iRniqp  *iRniqt)  
should be excluded from treatments of Eskimo diachrony — and possibly also 
from synchrony, unless one wants all interesting "irregular” forms to be stored 
away as “lexicalized”.
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2.3. The suffix -tsiaq and its inflectional forms

2.3.0. 4th sg. /-tsii/. Criticism of Bergsland's theory
A special section must be devoted to the 4.sg.ie.sg. form WG /—tsii/ of words 
containing the suffix /—tsi(j)aq/ NN ‘a medium-sized —because it, too, plays a 
certain role in Bergsland’s argumentation, in that its North Alaskan counterpart 
-tsiai is said to have lost only the stem-final /R/ and the ending-initial /n/ by 
the complex process of syncope and gemination (Bergsland 1959:9). Bergsland 
therefore assumes that the vowel preceding the stem-final uvular was in fact not 
lost, but rather merged with the vowel of the suffix (i.e. with the /i/ of the 
suffix /-ni/) to form a long vowel which was later shortened. This seems to me 
completely impossible. Even though I do not want to press the point that the 
cited NA1. -tsiai is at variance with Bergsland’s own rule demanding the creation 
of a monophthong out of the /a/ of the stem and the /i/ of the suffix, there are 
still a good many unwarranted and unlikely assumptions involved in this theory. 
The laconic statement that “in the usual type nukki, the i represents a con
tracted, formerly long vowel” (Bergsland loc.cit.) can only be read to mean that 
the development of the 4.sg.ie.sg. of nukaq ‘younger sibling of same sex’ is con
sidered by Bergsland to be the following: *nukaR-ni  > *nukai  > *nuki  > 
*nukki > /nukki/, the two final steps being shared with the pl. forms *amit  > 
*ammit > /ammit/. This view is open to criticism on a number of points. First 
if the cluster *-Rn-  is dropped in intervocalic position in *nukaRni  > *nukai,  
why then is it retained in /aRnaq/? If it is lost only after a non-first vowel, the 
only structural difference likely to be of significance in this pair, why then is it 
not dropped in WG qasigiarniarpoq = Chap. qaziγjaRniRaquq ‘is hunting 
speckled seal’? The possible counter-argument that aRnaq may have -Un
developed from a heavier cluster is not applicable to the quoted WG-Chap. 
correspondence, because (1) the stem-final /-R/ is seen in intervocalic position 
in Chap. qaziγjaRaq ‘young of a speckled seal’ where a cluster should have re
tained two consonants20 and (2) the suffix-initial /n-/ is no different after stem
final vowel, cf. Chap. ama-niRaquq ‘is hunting wolves’, which shows that this is 
not a reduced cluster either. (The WG suffix of puissi-ngniar-poq ‘is seal 
hunting’ is a conglomerate of two suffixes: *- ŋ- seen in e.g. Chap. tuŋtu-ŋ-aquq 
‘has killed a caribou’ and *-niaR-  seen as Chap. -niR- in the words just men
tioned; judging from Chap. words like nāŋnəq ‘end’ and maŋnəRraq ‘leather 
belt ‘listed by Rubcova 1971, it is not possible to see the same conglomerate in 
Chap. -niR-.) Next, if *nukai  changed to *nuki  by regular phonetic develop
ment, why then did nuna-i ‘his countries’ retain its old form? If nuna-i is to be 
reconstructed with hiatus-filling —ŋ—, as Bergsland seems to suppose (his analysis 
at 1966:212f of “EE ïlaa”, supposedly the etymological counterpart of 
Kuskokwim itle ‘he’, as from *ïla-ŋa < *ïlï-ŋa apparently meaning that he 
takes the *- ŋ- either as part of the ending or as an obligatory hiatus-filler and 
not merely as an optional hiatus-filler, as I would, considering as I do the forms 
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*əLə-a and *əLə-ŋa to be variants based on some non-semantic criterion such 
as speech tempo or social environment — on which variation see the treatment of 
personal endings, section 3.3.2.), why then is the same consonant retained in WG 
/assiŋ-i/ ‘his pictures’ (from /assik/) contrary to the productive pattern of 
words in -k which is of the type *pani γ-i > WG /panii/ ‘his daughters’? If the 
answer to this question is that /aṣsịŋi/ has two underlying -ŋ-’s (*- iŋ-ŋi), why 
then are they not preserved as a geminate, as in WG /qiŋŋat/ ‘nostrils' (pl. of 
/qiŋaq/)? Thus a development of the type *nukai  > *nuki  is only possible if the 
last stem vowel is itself /i/, as is the case in amiq ‘fur’, for which the same steps 
would be *amii  > *ami. But, as demonstrated above, the form *amii  could not 
develop from *amiR-ni,  and the further development of *ami  to /ammi/ is con
tradicted by the preservation of forms like aki - /aki-i/ ‘his prices’. Only the 
last step, supposedly *ammi  > ammi seems irrefutable: I know of no possessive 
forms of WG avdla /alla/ ‘other, different' = Chap. aLa < Proto-Esk. *aLLa,but 
even if a 3.sg.ie.sg. should be */a lla/ and not the expected */al laa/ this alone 
could not save the theory of /Rn/-dropping, contraction, and gemination between 
short and long vowel, steps that have all been disproved above. Thus, unless 
everything we can analyse is due to secondary restructuring, our material de
mands that we restrict the Esk, syncope to deletion of the vowel of a light 
syllable following a geminate consonant, and no sound laws based on un
analysable or nonexistent material should be formulated so as to violate this 
rule. So far, then, the most plausible analysis of /nukki/ still appears to be 
*nukaR-ni> *nukkani  > *nukkni  > /nukki/.

2.3.1. Development of Siberian -raq̄ and EE -tsiaq
East Eskimo -tsiaq ‘a medium-sized a relatively good or pretty (with ad
verbs ‘rather -’) is in all probability the etymological counterpart of Chap, -raq̄, 
Sir. -rax. A good indication of the original function may be seen in the EE 
adverb uva-tsiaq, in Canada meaning ‘not long ago’ (Thibert 1954 s.v. owatsiark), 
in WG specialized in the sense ‘this morning’, derived from uva ‘watch this, now’, 
as compared to Chap, iknáqə-rāR-inaq ‘not very strong' (Rubcova 1971:605 
under suffix entry “-rāRina”) from the verbal stem iknaqə- ‘be strong’ (gerund 
iknáqə-lRi ‘strong’) and elaborated with the further suffix -inaq ‘only’, i.e. 
originally meaning something like ‘strong to a limited degree only'. The same 
semantic shade is seen in Sirenik ayəni-ráx ̥‘there nearby' as opposed to aγəni 
‘there far away’, where the latter is the loc, adverb corresponding to the pronoun 
aγ-na ‘that one going past, that one going away’ (Menovšcǐkov 1964:56), and 
the former obviously expresses a limitation of this notion, i.e., something like 
‘somewhat far away’. Other Siberian examples of this suffix are inconclusive: 
Chap. ami-raq̄ = Sir. ami-rax ̥‘fur’ means pretty much the same thing as the 
base-word amiq // aməx ̥itself, the semantic difference between Chap. kujŋá 
‘tobacco pipe’ and kujŋə-raq̄ ‘small receptable for offerings’ or ‘old pipe’ (two 
entries in Rubcova 1971) is not very enlightening, and that between Chap. 
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qikmíq ‘dog’ and qikmí-rāq ‘dog’s fur’ cannot be original. But it should be 
pointed out that none of the recorded examples excludes the assumption of an 
original meaning ‘a medium-sized — (etc.)’ as in EE, an analysis strongly suggested 
by the cited cases of cross-dialectal correspondence in adverbial derivatives 
with this suffix.

As regards the phonological analysis of -rāq, Siberian -r- seems to be the 
normal reflex of Proto-Esk. *δ in consonant clusters, if one may be allowed to 
judge from examples like Chap. aqirγiq ’ptarmigan’ = WG aqigsseq or Sir. 
siŋraR-məRa = WG sigssar-mio ‘beach-dweller’ (with suffix *-miRu).  In Sirenik 
this phoneme later became -c- in the position before the reduced vowel /ə/ 
(Bergsland 1966a: 142), whether from old *ə or as a result of the Sir. reduction 
of non-first vowels (further conditioning unclear: possibly in light non-initial 
and all final syllables?), cf. Sir. siŋcə̌x ̥‘beach' = WG sigssaq (Proto-Esk. 
*ciŋδaq).20a That this also happened in intervocalic position is evidenced by the 
very clear example qəcə̌x ̥‘firewood’21 vs. qərux-tux-̥təqəx-̥təx ̥‘collects fire
wood’ cited by Bergsland (loc.cit.) as evidence of this rule. This example, corre
sponding to WG qissuk ‘wood’, clearly contains the same medial consonant as 
Sir. əcǎ = WG isse (Proto-Esk. *əδə) = Aleut δa-x ̥‘eye’, i.e. Esk.-Al. *- δ-, 
wherefore one feels fairly certain that the suffix of Chap. ami-rāq does indeed 
contain the Proto-Esk. phoneme *5.

For the analysis of EE -tsiaq it is of importance that /ts/ is otherwise the gem
inate corresponding to the single consonants /j/ and /c/ (WG /s/). Proto-Esk. /c/ 
is excluded by Sib. -raq̄, but /j/ could very well be correct, as we shall see. 
Since the WE reflexes of the geminate /jj/ are the same as those of simple /j/ the 
peculiar EE articulation /ts/ for the geminate must be an innovation of this 
group. The obvious intermediary stage between PE jj and EE tc (cc) is some
thing like d'd'z (jj). One may compare, by way of parallels, the Gothic 
strengthening of Germanic *jj  to ddj and Italian maggiore from Latin /majjôrem/. 
As EE had no voice distinctions, this d'd'z fell in with t' t's ("tc” or “cc”), the 
geminate of /c/ (whose palatal articulation is proved by reflexes like Kusk. tsh = 
c ̌and Mackenzie c ̌[Henry 1879:5]).

It is seen, then, that WE points to *δ and EE to *j  or even *jj,  and the only 
way of maintaining the etymological identity of -rāq and -tsiaq is now to press 
all of these (or their pre-stages) into one proto-form. This is not as impossible 
as it may seem: no examples of Chap. or Sir. /rj/ appear to be attested to by the 
sources, so it may well be assumed that /j/ was simply dropped in this position, 
perhaps by dissimilation against the markedly palatal articulation of Sib. /r/, and 
possibly with compensatory lengthening of the following vowel, an assumption 
which would quite smoothly explain the vowel length of -raq̄. On the EE side, a 
sequence *δj (where /δ/ is itself a palatal [δ'], judging from reflexes like Chap. 
/j/ and Sir. /c/) may easily have joined the fate of /jj/ when this became d'd'z > 
t't's'(= tc).

This brings us to Proto-Esk. *- δjiaq with a sequence /—ji—/ that may well be
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the regular development of the geminate /-jj-/ expected on the basis of the in
flected forms -tsiaup -tsiait. If this is correct, the underlying form of this suffix 
is *- δjaγR, with the following development: > *- δjjaR > *- δjiaq > EE
-tsiaq, erg. *- δjaγR-m > *- δjaγR°m > *-δjjaR°m > PE *- δjiaRom > EE
-tsiaum (WG -tsiaup), pl. *- δjaγR-δ > *δjaγR°δ > *- δjjaR°δ > PE *- δjiaRtət 
> EE -tsiait.

2.3.2. Development of 4th sg /-tsii/
For the 4.sg.ie.sg. WG /—tsii/ the following is clear: After the period of gem
ination and loss of preconsonantal /G/ this form ends in /-ani/ following a gem
inate, so that the /-a-/ of the light medial syllable is syncopated. This demands 
the interpretation of the /—i—/ of -tsiaq as a consonant, at least in this old stage, 
a finding which is in perfect harmony with the underlying form reached in the 
preceding section. There is the difficulty, though, that nothing is reported in the 
handbooks about the regular form of the 4.sg.ie.sg. possessive of words of the 
type marraq, sorqaq etc. A case in point, however, appears to be presented by 
WG qigsse ‘his (own) crying*  cited by Schultz-Lorentzen 1927 s.v. qia(k) ‘crying, 
tears’. This evidently belongs to a not listed qigssaq*, 22 whose inflection is 
evidenced by Mackenzie Eskimo erg.sg. qiʃ'aup occurring in a folk tale recorded 
by the Fifth Thule Expedition (Kn. Rasmussen & H. Ostermann 1942:84, the 
inerg. being listed ibid. 149 as qiʃ'aq). It is, therefore, not an ad-hoc analysis 
when I propose to interpret the form /—tsii/ as *- δjaγR-ni considering the 
following line of development the most probable: *- γR- was simplified (to /γ/ 
or /R/) before the suffix “-ni” (cf. the development of the 4.sg. possessive 
of nuliaq discussed in the following section), and the ensuing *- δjaG,-ni 
underwent gemination with loss of /R/ to *- δjjani which triggered syncopation 
of the post-geminate short vowel before the syllable boundary, giving the 
product *- δjjni. Our rules of cluster reduction may now be refined somewhat. 
The main rule is that any number of consecutive consonants was reduced to a 
cluster consisting of the first two members of the series, but a few interesting 
forms bear witness to an intermediary stage preserving the first three consonants 
of a heavy cluster. One such form is *δjjni which was first reduced to *- δjji, at 
which stage the second /j/ was obviously vocalized to /i/ (just as the unin
flected form *- δjjaR gave *δjiaq) giving Proto-Esk. *- δjii > EE /—tsii/. This 
form, then, in actual fact reflects no loss of intervocalic consonants at any stage, 
however obvious this might seem from a synchronic formula like “-tsiaq + -ni 
-> -tsii". The stem-final uvular was lost as part of the complex process giving 
gemination, the -a- was syncopated, and the -n- was dropped after a consonant 
cluster. This does not, of course, explain the North Alaskan form /-tsiai/ re
ported by Bergsland (1959:9), but the obvious solution seems to be that this 
was simply normalized after the pattern of the uninflected form /-tsiaq/. At any 
rate, the output form of WG /-tsii/ is synchronically totally unpredictable and 
can therefore not be analogical; the synchronic status of the /-a-/ of the form 
/-tsiai/ is quite the contrary of this.22a
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2.4. The type nuliaq.
A comparable problem is presented by the word nuliaq ‘wife', Chap. nuliq. The 
4.sg.ie.sg. of this word, WG /nulii/, is only explicable on the assumption that the 
/i/ was consonantal earlier. From the WG plural /nuliat/ (not +/nuliṣsạt/), we 
see that the gemination product of this /lj/ comes out the same as the non-gem
inated cluster. This means, of course, that we do not know whether the /lj/ of 
the uninflected form is geminated already. In fact, certain curious details indicate 
that this is really the case. The Sirenik form nucǐx ̥may be an indication of an 
underlying geminate, but the sound laws are too little known (Sir. ukačəx ̥= 
Chap. ukaliq ‘neighbour’, being of the same morphological type as WG sujugdleq 
= Chap. sivuliq ‘first’, must have had a voiced geminate /11/ appearing as Sir. /c/ 
as contrasted with tasiməŋij ‘five’ = Chap. taLimat, WG /tallimat/, showing Sir. 
/s/ from geminated voiceless /LL/.) The final proof is provided by the 3.sg.ie.sg. 
WG nulia, which is only understandable as older *nulia̭ resulting from cluster 
reduction of *nuli̭iC̭a, this in turn from *nul i̭ia̭C-a by syncopation due to the 
geminate preceding the light inner syllable. The voiceless -x-̥ of the WE in
flected forms (Chap. pl. nulixḁt) explains the geminate, the full line of sound 
changes experienced by this form being evidently as follows: *nul ia̭RR-a > 
*nulia̭Rx-̥a (with allophonic [x]̥) > *nul i̭ia̭xḁ (with phonemically voiceless /x̥/) 
> *nul i̭i̭xḁ > *nul ia̭ > Proto-Esk. *nul ia̭. The Kuskokwim form nulerra given 
by Hinz 1944 (vocabulary) is undoubtedly a normalization caused by introduc
tion of the voiceless spirant from other inflected forms.22b The 4.sg. possessive 
had the following development: *nul ia̭RR-ni had its geminate -RR- simplified 
before the ending, and the resulting *nul ia̭Rni underwent the usual changes of 
gemination, syncope and cluster reduction through *nuli̭i̭ani > *nul i̭iṋi > *nul ii̭ 
to the Proto-Esk. reconstructum * nulii.23

2.5. Reflections on the chronology of gemination
By these analyses most of the material cited in favour of Bergsland’s theory of 
the conditioning factors of gemination is shown to have developed according to 
other rules, and for the rest alternatives have been presented depriving Bergs
land's analysis of all cogency.

We will now expect to find that these phonological changes antedate every
thing we know to be East Eskimo linguistic innovations, and in fact gemination 
is found to be older than the EE lenition. This is the only possible conclusion 
from the fact that the geminate appearing in such WG plurals as /miiqqat/ 
‘children’, /tulukkat/ ‘ravens’ or /sanapput/ 'they carve' does not represent a 
doubling of the single consonant of the contemporary singular forms /miiRaq/, 
/tuluvaq/ (Labrador /tuluγaq/) and /sanavuq/ ‘he carves’, but rather presupposes 
an older still unweakened state. This is particularly obvious where the single 
consonant has been dropped altogether, as e,g. /naaq/ ‘stomach’, pl. /nassat/, 
/puuq/ ‘bag’, pl. /puγγut/, or /unaaq/ ‘harpoon shaft’, pl. /unaRRat/. An in
teresting point is the different gemination product of /j/ seen in nujaq ‘hair’, pl. 
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nutsat, as against qajaq ‘kayak', pl. (orthogr.) qáinat. Now, the single consonant 
has become /j/ all over the map in both of these words, cf, Chap, and Kusk. 
nujaq and qajaq, Sir. nujəx ̥and qajəx,̥ so this merger apparently antedates the 
fission of the proto-language. Again, we find that gemination is older than a 
pre-Eskimo phonological change and, therefore, itself pre-Eskimo.

3. THE POSSESSIVE NOUN INFLEXION

3.1. The 2.sg. ergative
Some very important evidence pertinent to the problems of the age of gem
ination and its precise conditioning is offered by the possessive inflexion of 
nouns. Within this evidence, the case of the 2.sg.erg. forms is specially illustra
tive. Of Esk. *taLiq  ‘arm’, the WG (19th cty. orthographical) forms are: sg. 
talerpit, du. tatdligpit, pl. tatdlivit; the corresponding Chap. forms are taLixp̥ək, 
taLixpək, taLixp̥ək. Of these, only the sg. and the du. can be reduced to common 
denominators, i.e. Proto-Esk. *taLiR-p ətk and du. *taLLi-y-p ətk. In the pl., 
however, this type (consisting of stems in *-aR,  *-iR,  *-uR)  is seen to contain 
in its WE continuant a stem-final /R/ not present in the Greenlandic form, so 
that the question arises which of the two dialect areas (if any) has preserved the 
old state of affairs. By contrast, stems in a final vowel like nuna ‘land’, 2.sg.erg. 
WG nuna-r-pit, nuna-g-pit, nuna-vit as opposed to Chap. nuna-vək, nuna-x-pək, 
nuna-vək present an extra /R/ in the sg. form in WG, but not in Chap. This 
element was taken by Hammerich (1936:202f) to represent the singular number 
of the possessed object in cases where the possessor is of non-singular number:
"Popular ausgedrückt . . . kan man sagen, dass die Eskimos — wie wir — es naturlich finden, 
dass einer ein einzelnes besitzt, weshalb in solchem fall die einzahl des besitzes nicht be
zeichnet wird (G[rönländisch] igdluga 'mein haus’, igdlut ’dein haus’) — während bei 
einem besitzer die mehrzahl des besitzes hervorgehoben wird (igdlúka ’meine häuser’, 
igdlutit ’deine häuser’). Allein die Eskimos finden es auch natürlich, dass mehrere ein 
mehreres besitzen, weshalb in solchem fall die mehrzahl des besitzes nicht bezeichnet wird 
(igdluvut ’unsere häuser’, igdluse 'eure häuser’, igdlutik 'die häuser der erwähnten’). Dagegen 
verdient es nach eskimoischer auffassung hervorgehoben zu werden, wenn mehrere einen 
besitz haben (igdlorput 'unser haus', igdlorse ’euer haus’, igdlortik 'das haus der erwähnten’).” 
(Hammerich 1936:202f)

Unfortunately, this intelligent analysis is not supported by the comparative 
evidence: The -r- of the WG endings -rput -rse -rtik is expressly reported by 
Kleinschmidt to be lacking in the corresponding Labrador forms (Kleinschmidt 
1851:30); for Central Canada, Thibert (1954:155f) gives the forms tuktu-wut 
‘our one deer’ and tuktu-si; and for Barrow, Jenness (1944:9) reports nuna-ting 
‘their own land' (the 1.pl. and 2.pl. forms nuna-k-put nuna-k-si are, if correctly 
reported, doubtless generalized dual forms due to the widespread formal identity 
of the sg. and the dual). The WE forms also agree with this picture, cf. Kus
kokwim (Hinz 1944:13) âna-vut -se -sing (from âna ‘mother’), Chaplino 
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(Menovšcǐkov 1962:202) pana-vut pana-zi pana-jəŋ ‘our, your, their own spear', 
Sirenik lu-pu ‘our house’ (Menovšcǐkov 1964:146, text 8, sentence 73) lu-təŋ 
‘their own house' (ibid. p. 47; no forms of the 2.pl.ie.sg. of stems in final vowel 
arc given in the grammar and none appears to occur in the texts). The -r- of the 
Greenlandic form is, therefore, evidently an innovation due to the analogy of 
stems in *-R.  The process is easy to reconstruct: the type arnaq arnap arnat 
with non-surfacing gemination had a number of forms in common with the vo
calic type (nuna nunap nunat) anyway, cf. 2.sg. arnat nunat, 3.sg. arnaa nunaa, 
3.pl. arnaat nunaat, l.sg.erg. arnama nunama, 3.pl.erg. arnaata nunaata, l.pl.erg. 
(19th cty.) arnavta nunavta, 2.pl.erg. (19th cty.) arnavsi nunavsi, 3.pl.erg. arnaata 
nunaata, a list that could be continued by the forms of pl. possessum and forms 
involving the (now obsolete) dual. It is therefore not surprising that the regular 
series *nunavut  *nunasi  *nunatik  was changed to nunarput nunarsi nunartik so 
as to agree with arnarput arnarsi arnartik.

The conclusion of all this is, of course, that there is no morpheme *- R- of 
singular number in Eskimo. Then the ergative of the 2.sg.sg. of vocalic stems, 
which in modem WG has the form nuna-r-pit, cannot prove a Proto-Esk. *-R-  
of the sg., but must be analogical (after arnar-pit, interpreted as arna-rpit ac
cording to the list of syncretisms given above), an analysis which is proved by 
the mere fact that the 18th cty. sources indeed have it as nuna-vit24 fully in 
accordance with the comparative evidence (Canada and Alaska -vit, Siberia -vək, 
probably from *-v ətk). The forms we have to reckon with, then, are for the 
erg.sg. *nuna-v ətk and *taLiR-p ətk revealing a morphophonemic alternation 
*v ~ *p  already on the level of Proto-Eskimo. For the dual all dialects agree on 
having *nuna- γ-pətk *taLLi- γ-pətk, but for the plural the disagreement between 
WG /tallivit/ and Chap. taLixpək is somewhat problematic. Kuskokwim is cited 
(Hinz 1944:13f) for both angiarpit ‘(of) your boats’, qayarpit ‘(of) your kayaks’, 
amerpit ‘(of) your skins’ agreeing with the Chap. forms and (in footnotes) 
angiavit, qayavit, amivit (misprinted anivit) superficially matching the WG forms, 
but in fact doubtless due to a generalization of the endings of vocalic stems. 
The phonetically regular S.W. Alaskan counterpart of WG -vit seems to be /-pət/, 
cf. Barnum (1901:24) kaťǔnrǎ-put ‘(of) thy children’, phonemicaliy /qətunRa-pət/ 
from /qətunRaq/ = WG /qituRnaq/ ‘child’. As the R-less ending /-pət/ cannot 
be analogical, this must be the well-preserved regular form of the 2.sg.erg.pl., 
which is then to be reconstructed as *-p ətk. The WG -vit shows regular EE 
lenition of *p  to /v/ in intervocalic position after a non-first vowel, and the 
variant /-Rpət/ ~ /-Rpək/ is probably simply the sg. form introduced into the 
pl., due to the identity between sg. and pl. in the vocalic type (*nuna-v ətk erg. 
‘thy country’ and ‘thy countries’).

Thus, the Proto-Esk. paradigm of 2.sg.erg. possessive forms runs as follows: 
(1) vocalic stems: sg. *nuna-v ətk, du. *nuna- γ-pətk, pl. *nuna-v ətk, (2) stems 
in *-R:  *taLiR-p ətk, du. *taLLi- γ-pətk, pl. *taLLi-p ətk. We see again that the 
dropping of the *-R  is accompanied by gemination, and that this process is 
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older than the EE lenition seen in *taLLip ətk > WG /tallivit/. This confirms the 
theory of relative chronology involved in this development: Gemination is older 
than the splitting up of the Eskimo language family.

3.2. Consonant alternations in possessive personal endings

3.2.0 . General conditioning
A further interesting point is presented by the puzzling consonant alternation 
observed in such Proto-Esk. forms as 2.sg.erg.pl. *nuna-v ətk as opposed to 
*taLLi-pətk. As the other forms cited clearly show, the allomorph *-v ətk is 
restricted to postvocalic position, so in *taLLi-p ətk one would explain the *- p- 
by the assumption that the stem-final *-R  was not dropped until after the 
creation of this alternation. Comparable doublets are found in the l.pl.ie. possess
ive of vocalic stems, sg. *nuna-vut,  pl. *nuna-put,  in the 2.pl.ie.sg. *nuna-si  : 
2.pl.ie.pl. *nuna-ci  (seen in Kusk. : -ci,24a Chap. -zi : -si), and in the 4.pl.ie. 
which must be reconstructed as something like sg. *- zəŋ : pl. *-təŋ. In the 4.pl., 
the form is in Kusk. -siŋ and in Chap. -jəŋ, both presenting the same consonantal 
phoneme as in the word for ‘shoulder’, Kusk. tusa = Chap. tuja (Naukan tujə). 
Judging from WG tuve(q), Barrow (etc., see Jenness 1928:121) tui, and Kusk. 
quser-toq ‘coughs’ = WG quer-poq, the EE regular representation in intervocalic 
position is zero, so that Labrador -tik, Barrow -ting must have generalized the 
postconsonantal variant. Also Sir. -təŋ) appears to be the old postconsonantal 
allomorph, cf. what is apparently the regular postvocalic treatment — as /j/ — in 
Sir. kajŋəjux-təqəftəx ‘is ashamed’ = Chap. kajŋújuγ-áquq = Kusk. kasinguyug-toq, 
all with retention of the consonant cluster *- zŋ- (in Kusk. with anaptyxis), 
which in EE is assimilated to /nŋ/ and in WG further assimilated to /ŋŋ/, cf. 
Barrow kanŋusuktuq (Webster & Zibell 1970:29) and WG kángusug-poq. I see 
no way of deciding whether the series *-v ətk *-vut  *-si  *-z əŋ is developed 
through a process of lenition out of the series *-p ətk *-put  *-ci  *-t əŋ or 
whether the latter represents a “strengthening” of the former. Suffice it to stress 
the point that the "strong” endings originated in postconsonantal position, 
whether following a stem-final *-R  (as in *taLLi-p ətk from *taLiR-)  or a plural 
marker *- δ (as in *nuna -put *nuna-ci  *nuna-təŋ). A comparison of the 2,sg. 
and the l.pl. is particularly revealing. The underlying forms are fairly clear: 
2.sg.erg.sg. *nuna-m-t  (later enlarged by the addition of the pronoun *t kət 
‘thou’), pl. *nuna-δ-m-t (+ *tkət), Lpl.ie.sg. *nuna-B- δ, pl. *nuna- δ-B-δ (B 
being used as a cover-symbol for the alternants /v/ and /p/). In all these forms, 
the labial consonant has been neutralized with regard to mode of articulation, 
obviously due to its contact with the following consonant, i.e., before anaptyxis 
took place. We have, then — leaving out the 2.sg.erg.pl. for a moment — the three 
forms *nuna-Bt  > *nunaB°t  (+ *tk ək -> *nunaB°tk),  *nuna-B δ > *nuna-B° δ, 
*nuna-δ-Bδ > *nuna- δ-B°δ. The treatment of /B/ is now seen to be /v/ after 
vowels and /p/ after consonants, and the quality of the anaptyctic vowel is 
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found to be dependent upon the mode of articulation of the following dental. 
We get /ə/ before a plosive in *nuna-v ətk, and /u/ before a spirant in *nuna-vut  
*nuna-put, somehow corresponding to the double treatment /i/ : /a/ observed 
in Aleut: Central Aleut 2.sg.erg. -mis, 1.pl. -mas (East Aleut -min, -man).

3.2.1 . The 2.sg. ergative plural
The 2.sg.erg.pl. *nuna-v ətk is still problematic, as an underlying form 
*nuna-δ-m-t (+ *tk ət) makes one expect the labial to be hardened to *-p-  after 
the plural morpheme, as was the ease in the 1.pl.ie.pl. *nu na-δ-Bδ > *nuna-put.  
If this problem is not cleared up, our rules for the representation of the labial 
in these endings will be invalidated and an important piece of evidence con
cerning the relative chronology of gemination and other phonological processes 
will wither away. One possible solution would, at first glance, seem to be a 
typologically very likely loss of the *- δ- in the word-final three-consonant 
cluster *-δmt, a process which would make the form identical with the sg.
*nuna-mt and thus lead to the two identical forms we have, sg. and pl. 
*nuna-vət-k. But this assumption would be untenable: stems in final *- R had 
four word-final consonants, so a form like the erg. *taLiR- δ-mt ‘(of) thy arms’ 
would a fortiori be expected to drop one or two. But in fact the final form 
*taLLipətk gives evidence that all four of them were retained for a considerable 
period of time after the start of these developments: The *- R- was kept until 
it triggered and was deleted by the process of gemination, and the *- δ- must 
have been present at this time as well, because otherwise the form would have 
coincided with the corresponding sg. form *taLiR-mt  > *taLiRB°t (+tkət) in 
which no gemination occurred (doubtless owing to the syllable boundary 
between /R/ and /B/, cf. below). There appears therefore to be no way of saving 
a proto-form *nuna- δmt from going through the stages *nuna δBt > *nuna δB°t 
> *nunap °t (+ tkət), which would give a Proto-Esk. form *nuna-p ətk. Failing 
this, there remains only the explanation by analogy: The actual form *nunavs ətk 
is merely a duplicate of the sg. form in imitation of the identity of the erg.sg. 
and the erg.pl. in all non-third persons of vocalic stems. The Proto-Esk. endings 
of the ergative, sg. and pl., are: l.sg. *-ma,  2.sg. *-v ətk, refl. *-mi,  1.pl. *-mta,  
2.pl. *-pci,  refl.pl. *məŋ. The endings are the same for consonantal stems, but
with stem-final *-R  there are differences between the sg. and the pl. with 
regard to gemination, and a survey of the full paradigm may reveal some inter
esting facts pertinent to the question of the exact conditioning of this process.

3.3. The possessive inflexion in Proto-Eskimo

3.3.0. Reconstruction of Proto-Eskimo endings
The Proto-Eskimo system of possessive suffixes can be reconstructed approxi
mately as follows (- denotes the dropping of a stem-final uvular, + its retention; 
morphemes with no indication are used after a stem-final vowel):
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sg. noun dual noun pl. noun
l.sg.ie. +ka -γka -nka

erg. -ma -γma -ma
loc. -mni -γəmni -mni

2.sg.ie. -n -γkən -tən
erg. +pətk ~ vətk -γpətk -pətk (~ vətk anal.)
loc. +pəni -γpəni -pəni

3.sg.ie. +a ~ ŋa -kək ~ γək +i ~ ŋi
erg. +an ~ ŋan -γkən +in ~ ŋin
loc. +ani ~ ŋani -γkəni +ini ~ ŋini

refl.sg.ie. -ni -γni -ni
erg. -mi -γmi -mi
loc. -mini -γmini -mini

1.du.ie. +puk ~ vuk -γpuk -puk
erg. -məγ-nuk -γməγ-nuk -məγ-nuk
loc. -məγni -γməγni -məγni

2.du.ie. +tək ~ zək -γtək -tək
erg. -ptək -γpətək -ptək
loc. -ptəγni -γpətəγni -ptəγni

3.du.ie. +ak ~ ŋak -γkək -kək
erg. +aγn-ək -γkən -kən
loc. +aγni -γkəγni -kəγni

refl.du.ie. +tək ~ zək -γtək -tək
erg. -mək / -məγ-nuk -γmək/-γməγ-nuk -mək / -məγ-nuk
loc. -məγni -γməγni -məγni

1.pl.ie. +put ~ vut -γput -put
erg. -mta -γəmta -mta
loc. -mtəni -γəmtəni -mtəni

2.pl.ie. +ci ~ si -γci -ci
erg. +pəci ~ pci -γpəci -pci
loc. +pəcini -γpəcini -pcini

3.pl.ie. +at ~ ŋat -γkət +it ~ ŋit
erg. +ata ~ ŋata -γkəta +ita ~ ŋita
loc. +atni ~ ŋatni -γkətni +itni ~ ŋitni

refl.pl.ie. +təŋ ~ zəŋ) -γtəŋ -təŋ
erg. -məŋ -γməŋ -məŋ
loc. -məγtəni -γməγtəni -məγtəni
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3.3.1. Analysis of the Proto-Eskimo endings
This is the paradigm that emerges from a reasonably careful analysis of the facts 
(my sources being above all the material recorded by Hammerich 1936, supple
mented by the later works on WE, especially Hinz 1944 and Miyaoka 1975 for 
Kuskokwim [Yupik], Menovšcǐkov 1962 for Chaplino, Men. 1964 for Sirenik, 
and Men. 197 5 for Naukan). Space limitations forbid a full discussion of the 
arguments for the reconstruction of each single item. The following observations 
should, however, be made: The diacritic under the morpheme of l.sg.ie.sg. 
is meant to indicate that the /k/ coalesces with a word-final *-R  to form a 
single stop /q/, cf. Chap. taLiqa = WG talera ‘my arm’. That the same change did 
not occur with the ending -kək of 3.sg.ie.du. (Chap. taRnuxḁ-kək ‘his two 
children’ from taRnuxḁq) must be due to analogy with other stem types, perhaps 
supported by the 3.du.ie.du. in -γkək. The hiatus-filling /ŋ/ of certain 3rd 
person forms is of so widespread occurrence that it must be assigned to the 
proto-language, but only as a free variant, seeing that the WG and Chap. forms 
certainly continue proto-forms without it; perhaps the original difference was 
one of speech tempo or emphasis, -aŋa being a not unlikely phonetic output of 
/-aa/ in weak and lazy talk. The element *-nuk  added to a few erg. forms is 
of unknown origin (through the similarity to the l.du. personal pronoun con
tained in the second part of Chap. xwa-nkuk is hardly fortuitous), but it is clear 
that all the elements of, e.g., l.du.ie.sg. +puk (-vuk) are contained in the first 
part of the complex ergative ending -məγ-nuk (consisting of a labial consonant 
marking the 1. person and a velar marking the dual, the whole being preceded 
by another labial morpheme of the ergative case, the original initial cluster being 
responsible for the deletion of stem-final *-R  with gemination). The East Eskimo 
ending -mnuk (thus Barrow, WG 19th cty. -vnuk) of l.du.erg. (all numbers) is 
irreconcilable with the differentiated series attested by the dialects of SW Alaska. 
Hinz (1944:12) gives the bare endings as sg. -miginuk, du. -gimiginuk, pl. 
-miginuk; Barnum (1901:24) cites the R-stem forms as sg. kătun̆ra-̆muğ’nuk̆, 
du. kat̆un̆ra-̆g’muğ’nuk̆, pl. kătun̆ra-̆muğ’nŭk which, in view of the Kuskokwim 
forms and the obsolete WG undifferentiated qitorna-vnuk cited expressly by 
Uhlenbeck (1907:26f), can only mean /qətunRa-məγnuk/, /-γməγnuk/, /-məγnuk/ 
(the ’ being a “voice glide” [Barnum p. 4] matching the anaptyctic i’s of 
Hinz’s forms). These phonemicizations may well be taken as homophonous 
with the Proto-Esk. reconstructions, EE -mnuk being in all probability a non- 
phonetic spontaneous simplification of these cumbersome endings, perhaps 
starting as an haplology-like development reducing the dual ending *- γməγnuk 
to *- γmnuk (which could have been realized as *- γomnuk), thereupon dropping 
the segment *- əγ- of the sg. and pl. forms as well, and finally uniforming the 
series *-mnuk  *- γ(o)mnuk *-mnuk  to a single *-mnuk  for all numbers.

3.3.2. The particle /-a/
Is seems obvious that the final /-a/ of the l.sg. endings (ie. and erg., all numbers
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and the l.pl.erg. endings (all numbers) has the status of an added particle. The 
/-a/ is absent from the corresponding Aleut endings, and one observes an 
interesting alternation between Eskimo word-internal stop and Aleut word
final nasal: l.sg.ie.sg. +ka vs. -ŋ, du. -γka vs. -kiŋ, pl. -nka vs. -niŋ. This cer
tainly reflects a prehistoric phonetic change of word-final stop to the corre
sponding nasal, cf. the parallel relationship between -t- and -n in, e.g., erg. 
*aŋutə-m from *aŋun ‘man’ or the 2. dual possessive ending *-t ək vs. the 2. sg. 
*-n. The l.sg.erg.sg. -ma (Al. -miŋ) may be assumed to go back to *-m-ŋ + *-a  
(the development of the nasal cluster being comparable to *-mi  from *-m-ni  in 
the refl.sg.erg.sg.), and the corresponding pl. -nka ultimately to *- δ-k + *- a. 
Both forms, however, must be seen as contaminations between the simple forms 
and those with the added /-a/: In the erg.sg., the extended form *-m-k-a  was 
changed to *- mŋa on the analogy of the simplex (from *-m-k), while
the ie.pl. *- δ-k-a became *-nka  in imitation of the nasal of the simplex *- n°ŋ 
(where it arose by assimilation in *- δ°ŋ, earlier *- δ-k). Then also the l.pl.erg. 
forms consist of the same elements as the corresponding inerg. forms, only 
flanked by the ergative /-m-/ and the particle /-a/. Thus (the actual person
marker being a labial here merely given as -B-), sg.ie. *-B- δ > *-put,  erg. 
*-m-B-δ+a > *-mta, du.ie. *- γ-B-δ > *- γput, erg. *- γ-m-B-δ+a > *-γəmta,
pl.ie. *- δ-B-δ > *-put, erg. *- δ-m-B-δ+a > *-mta. All these developments 
are seen to be regular, and the phonetic laws they reflect have been formulated 
and ordered in Appendix II.

3.3.3. The 2.sg. pronoun in endings
The forms of the 2.sg., except the ie.sg. in pure *- n < *- t, display an enlarge
ment appearing as *-tk,  *- kən, and *- tən, which is, doubtless, identical with 
the Aleut pronoun txin ‘thou’ as correctly seen by Hammerich (1936:172). The 
analytic character of these forms (elaborating on Bergsland’s idea, 1951:169f) is 
clear: sg.erg.sg. *-m-t  + *tk ən > *+p ətk ~ *-v ətk, sg.ie.du. *- γ-t + *tk ən > 
*-γkən, erg. *- γ-m-t + *tkən > *- γpətk, sg.ie.pl. *- δ-t + *tk ən > *- tən, erg. 
*-δ-m-t + *tk ən > *-pətk. The word-final cluster *-tk  has been posited for PE 
in some of these forms on the strength of the dialectal variety, supported by 
internal analysis: Chaplino and Naukan have -k, SW Alaskan and East Eskimo 
-t, and a sequence *-tk-  is obviously demanded by the underlying forms as 
shown. This is probably a case of non-phonetic shortening of unusually long 
word-forms, and perhaps the only case of a Proto-Eskimo word-final cluster.

3.3.4. The 2nd person and the reflexive
The 2nd person and the reflexive have a few interesting morphophonemic 
characteristics in common: (1) Both the 2.du. and the refl.du. have the allo
morphs +tək ~ -zək. Judging by parallel variations like +put ~ -vut or -kək
~ -yək, one expects a form *- δək as the lenited form of +tək, and a form 
*+cək as the unlenited form of -zək. The interdental spirant is indeed 
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found in Aleut, where -δix is likewise both the 2.du. and the refl.du. of the ie.sg. 
Originally, however, the two persons must have had different morphemes, as 
they have given different results with the ergative morpheme *- m-, viz. Eskimo 
2.du. -ptək and refl.du. -mək, Aleut -mδix and -max. The obvious conclusion 
is here that in Proto-Eskimo-Aleut (“Eskaleut”) *δək was the 2.du. and *-z ək 
the refl.du., later separate linguistic development leading to the generalization of 
the one or the other. Then, by implication, the original distribution of the un
lenited endings was *-t ək for the 2.du. and *-c ək for the refl.du., but here, due 
to the disappearance of both in Aleut, we cannot tell in what chronological 
stage the generalization of *-tak  took place. (2) No less remarkable is the sur
prising /-i/ of the refl.sg. *-ni  and the 2.pl. In the 2.pl., one excepts a com
bination of the morphemes //-t-// (“2. person”) and //-δ-// (“pl.”). It seems 
reasonable to suspect — though it cannot of course be proved — that the two 
dental consonants coalesced at an early date and triggered an auxiliary vowel 
/-i/. And if such a vowel could be triggered by a dental environment, a palatal 
environment would be even more likely to produce it. Then the refl.sg. ending 
*-ni may perhaps be understood as the development of a single consonant, as in 
fact indicated by the internal analysis: Corresponding to the refl.du. *- cək 
postulated just above, one expects a sg, *-c.  The phoneme /c/ being notoriously 
of a markedly palatal timbre, and underlying plosives being known to change to 
nasals in word-final position, the expected realization of this ending is *- ñ, a 
palatal nasal. The actual Proto-Eskimo-Aleut form in *- ni may be simply a 
straightforward phonetic development of this. The possible repercussions of this 
analysis for the conditioning of gemination will be discussed in a later chapter 
(7.2 with footnote 41a).

3.3.5. Third person forms
The system of the 3rd person forms is perhaps not immediately transparent 
owing to the very considerable paradigmatic levelling in the individual dialects. 
In West Eskimo, however, the reservation of -a -i for the 3.sg.ie. (of sg. and pl. 
noun, respectivly), -an -in for the 3.sg.erg., and of -at -it for the 3.pl.ie., -ata 
-ita for the 3.pl.erg. is so consistent (discounting Sirenik and the single Chaplino 
item -ita instead of -ata), that one must agree with Bergsland 1951:169 in con
sidering this the original distribution. In the case of a singular noun, the mor
pheme of 3rd person possessor is certainly /-a(-)/. In the 3.sg., the ergative mor
pheme is just as certainly /-n/, i.e. either //-n// or //-t//. The pl. morpheme /-t/ of 
-at -it (etc.) is of course from //-δ// (since //-t// gives /-n/), wherefore the plosive 
character of the -t- of the erg. forms -ata -ita (etc.) cannot stem from the pl. 
morpheme, but must be assigned to the ergative marker, which is thus found to 
be The final -a of the 3.pl.erg. forms is absent from the de-ergative case 
forms like the loc. -at-ni -it-ni and is therefore not part of the endings proper. 
It must be either the particle /-a/ of the 1st person forms discussed above, or 
perhaps an auxiliary vowel supporting what was once a final cluster. The 3.pl.erg. 
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series -ata -γkəta -ita is then found to consist of the following elements: (1) the 
series -a -kək/-γək -i of the 3.sg. + (2) the plural morpheme -δ- + (3) the 
ergative marker of 3rd person //-t-// + (4) an added vowel /-a/ of uncertain 
origin. The assimilation involved in these forms is, thus, *- δt- > *- t-, not 
“*-n-t  > -t” as Bergsland has it (1951:169): As clearly shown by the 3.sg. and 
3.du. forms, the number morphemes precede the ergative marker, not vice versa. 
The assimilation of the pl.marker to a following consonant is also seen in all 
non-third person forms of the right-hand column of the chart, where *- δ-, 
though absent on the surface, may be recovered by (1) the absence of lenition 
(only -put, not -vut, etc.) and (2) the geminating effect of the endings. The 
same morphophonemic behaviour is displayed by the 3.du.pl. endings ±kək and 
-kən, testifying to the presence of the pl. //-δ-// also in the 3rd person possessive 

of a plural noun, despite the aberrant forms of the sg. and the pl. -i -in -it -ita. 
Another bewildering point is that the “dual noun” forms (the middle column) 
contain the dual marker twice, but no marker of 3rd person possessor. This 
makes it very likely that one of the dual markers is in fact an old 3rd person 
marker, either unaltered or rather assimilated to the real dual marker. Now, if a 
3rd person marker is really contained in the dual forms, it is most likely that it 
was present in the plural forms as well, the more so as the latter do have some 
otherwise unexplainable idiosyncrasies. As all other morphemes inherent in the 
possessive forms of sg. nouns are the same in those of du. and pl. nouns, it is only 
reasonable to believe that the 3rd person marker disguised in the dual and 
plural is originally the same as in the sg., i.e. identical with the morpheme /-a/ of 
*iRnəR-a ‘his son’. If this morpheme is to be assimilated to the //-γ-// of the 
dual, it must originally have been a consonant. In the table of the presumed 
ultimate analysis of the subsystem of 3rd person possessive forms given below 
I write this “coëfficient sonantique” (de Saussure) as //A//:

sg. noun dual noun pl. noun

3.sg.ie. -A -γ-A -δ-A
erg. -A-t -γ-A-t -δ-A

3.du.ie. -A-γ -γ-A-γ -δ-A-γ
erg. -A-γ-t -γ-A-γ-t -δ-A-γ-t

3.pl.ie. -A-δ -γ-A-δ -δ-A-δ
erg. -A-δ-t (+ -a) -γ-A-δ-t (+ -a) -δ-A-δ-t (+ -a)

In order for this system to give the actual forms (or just the reconstructed 
Eskimo-Aleut proto-forms), the following rules will have to be added to the 
ones already known: (1) γA > γγ, (2) δA > i (through δδ ? ), however (2a) δAγ 
> δγγ (through δδγ ? ), and (3) A > a. The rest of the rules are known from a 
reasonable number of other examples (and may be found in the list of sound 
laws in Appendix II). They include rules of pre-final neutralization of modes 
of articulation (e.g. *- γγt > *- γgt), anaptyxis in final clusters (* -γgt > *- γg°t), 

3.du.pl
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lenition of /b, d, g/ after vowel and strengthening after consonant (*-γg°t > 
*-γk°t, but 3.sg.ie.du, *- γA > *- γγ > *-g γ > *- g°γ > *- γ°γ after stem-final 
vowel), word-final nasalization of stops and hardening of spirants (*- γk°t > 
*-γk°n, *- γ°γ > *- γ°k). The 3.du.erg.sg. *-A γt regularly gives *-agt  > *-ag °t 
> *-a γ°t > *-aγ°n, which is preserved in the ioc. *-a γni (with regular deletion 
of the shwa), the erg. itself having been enlarged by an additional dual morpheme 
/-ək/ on the analogy of forms like *-ptək or *-m ək. Apart from this minor 
change, which is easily accounted for, all the forms of the chart regularly give 
the actual Eskimo forms. The oldest rules (1-3) are admittedly mere postulates, 
but if the system they are designed to save is seen as regular, all eighteen forms 
in their further development obey six more rules that were set up on the strength 
of totally different evidence, a fact that can hardly be fortuitous.

3.3.6. The distribution of gemination
One striking feature of the personal endings as set up in the chart is that all 
forms beginning with a consonant cluster trigger gemination (28 examples, 
counting only ie. and erg. forms, no counter-examples). A following consonant 
cluster is then doubtless a sufficient condition for gemination to occur. But it is 
not necessary: A single final consonant is at play in the 2.sg. *-n, and ultimately 
also in the refl.sg. *- ni if this is from older *- ñ. Of the 30 endings in CV- 
(discounting the refl.sg.ie.sg. -nt), 21 cause gemination and 9 do not. Among 
the 21 geminating endings, 15 are plural forms where the plural marker //δ// has 
obviously been lost in anteconsonantal position, and 5 are erg.sg. forms in m- 
where a following consonant has been lost (like the l.sg. -ma from or the 
l.du. -məγ- from *-m-B- γ). Thus, 20 of the 21 geminating endings originally 
began with a consonant cluster. Only *-k ək of the 3.sg.ie.du. did not, and this 
is most probably analogical (see above). None of the 9 non-geminating endings 
in CV- is found to have lost a consonant when confronted with their underlying 
forms: *-p ətk is from *-m-t-tkət, *-puk /*-vuk  from *-B- γ, *-t ək/*-z ək from
*-t-γ or *- c-γ, *- təŋ/*-z əŋ ultimately from *-c- δ, and even *- ci from *-t- δ 
and *-p əci from *- m-t-δ are not examples of simple loss of a consonant in an 
ending-initial cluster. It is clear, then, that gemination is absent when the 
following ending began with CV- (or V- alone), but present where it began with 
CC- (or consisted of just one -C). It is obvious, too, that the chronological 
stage relevant for this conditioning is that of the underlying forms after they 
have been modified by the rules of anaptyxis, but before certain events of 
cluster simplification have occurred. Chronologically, therefore, gemination is to 
be ordered between anaptyxis and the oldest cases of cluster simplification. To 
be able to determine the age of this period in relation to the Eskimo-Aleut 
proto-language, we shall now have to look for a while at the Aleut facts.
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3.4. The possessive inflexion in Aleut
Some interesting details of the Eskimo possessive endings are verified by the 
corresponding Aleut forms. The following is the presumed Common Aleut system 
of synthetic endings, as far as this can be extracted from the very sketchy 
literature (Veniaminov-Geoghegan 1944, Iochel’son 1934, Menovšcǐkov 1967a 
and — most important — Bergsland 1951). I omit most dialect variants, choosing 
in each case the more conservative specimen and thus recording all distinctions 
attested by the dialectal diversity (for the details of which the reader may be 
referred to the mentioned sources):

Note: The refl.pl. is given by Bergsland (170, no. 186, after Veniaminov) as East Aleut of 
19th cty. δin. As the Central Aleut distinction of word-final -n and -s (e.g. as 2.sg. vs. pl. 
morphemes) must be older than the Eastern -n for both, this ending is here listed in its 
presumed Central Aleut shape. Modern Central Aleut has generalized the dual form -δix for 
refl. du. and pl. (this is given by Menovšcǐkov p. 391 for the pl. as -δix ̥with the usual in
accuracy in the printing of diacritics which mars all Menovšcǐkov’s publications).

sg. noun dual noun pl. noun

l.sg.ie. -ŋ -kiŋ -niŋ
erg. -miŋ (= ie.) (= ir.)

2.sg.ie. -:n -kin -txin
erg. -mis -kimis

3.sg.ie. -a -kix // -:x -(ŋ)is
erg. -γan

refl.sg.ie. -:n
erg. -:m -ki:m

2.du.ie. -δix
erg. -mδix

refl.du.ie. -δix
erg. -max

l.pl.ie./erg. -mas
2.pl.ie. -cǐ

erg. -mcǐ
3.pl.ie. -ŋis -ŋis

erg. -γan -γan
refl.pl.ie. -δis*

erg. -maŋ

3.5. Comparison of Eskimo and Aleut; the age of gemination

3.5.0. Distribution of anaptyxis
It is now clear that all corresponding Eskimo endings that have an anaptyctic 
vowel have it in the same position as their Aleut counterparts. The forms are: 
2.sg.ie.du. A -kin E *-γkən, pl. A -txin E *- tən, 2.sg.erg.sg. A -mis E

refl.pl
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*+pətk/*-v ətk, du. A -kimis E *+ γpətk (with further Aleut anaptyxis), 2.du.ie. 
sg. A -δix E *+tək/*- zək, erg. A -max E *-məγ-nuk, l.pl.ie.sg. A -mas E 
*+put/*-vut, refl.pl.ie.sg. A *- δis E *+ təŋ/*- zəŋ, erg. A -maŋ E *-məŋ (from
this form the final *- ŋ was apparently introduced into the inerg. replacing the 
pl. morpheme seen in the Aleut form, the *- ŋ being itself perhaps as assimilation 
product of the pl. morpheme *- δ due to the once neighbouring nasal). In the 
3.sg.ie.du., A -kix corresponds to E *-k ək, but the variant -:x is not congruent 
with the Esk. variant *- γək. However, -:x may well be an old dual matching the 
Esk. 3.du.ie.sg. *+ ak (and A -kix could also correspond to E 3.du.ie.du. *- γkək 
with anaptyxis in the same place). There are, however, a few Aleut forms showing 
anaptyxis where Eskimo has none: l.sg.ie.du. A -kiŋ E -γka, pl. A -niŋ E -nka, 
l.sg.erg.sg. A -miŋ E -ma and perhaps l.pl.erg.sg, A -mas E -mta, but here the 
underlying forms are different, as described above (+/- the particle -a like 
l.sg.ie.sg. A -ŋ E -ka). Thus, even including these, there appears to be full 
agreement between the reconstructed paradigm of Proto-Eskimo and that of 
Common Aleut.

There can be no doubt, therefore, that anaptyxis was present in the Esk.-Al. 
proto-language with the same distribution as in Eskimo. And as the specific 
syllabic structures brought about by anaptyxis were found to be the causal 
background of gemination, it is seen that the conditioning factors of Eskimo 
(-Aleut) gemination were in fact present already in the Eskimo-Aleut proto
language. This means, of course, that within the system of possessive inflection 
there is nothing to preclude that gemination itself belonged to Proto-Esk.-Aleut.

3.5.1. Post-gemination sound changes common to Eskimo and Aleut
To prove that gemination did in fact arise on a pre-stage of the Esk.-Aleut 
proto-language and had been completed by the time of the dissolution of this 
linguistic unity, one would have to find traces in Aleut of pre-Eskimo sound 
changes that are manifestly younger than gemination. I find two such indications 
in the material that is analysable by me: the assimilation of *mn  to *m  and the 
absence of stem-final *-R  in inflected forms. As the refl.sg.erg.sg. *aluR-m-ni  
> *allumni  > PE *allumi  (or *aluR-m-c > *allum ñ > *allumni  > PE *allumi)  
‘his own sole’ without syncope showed (see above 2.1), the reduction of the 
cluster *mn  to *m is posterior to gemination, and the Aleut form tana-:m erg. 
‘(of) his own land’ (inerg. tana-:n) clearly presupposes the same sound law for 
the prehistory of Aleut. In the inflection of the Aleut verb, the 3.sg., e.g. 
haka-kux ̥‘he walks’, is obviously used as a stem to which the various specific 
pronouns of the other persons are added, cf. l.sg. haka-kuq, older -kuqiŋ, clear
ly going back to *-kuR-ti ŋ (tiŋ 'I’), 2.sg. -kux̥-t from older -kux-̥txin (txin 
‘thou’), 2.du. -kux̥-txiδix (txiδix ‘you two’), 2.pl. -kux-̥txicǐx (txicǐx ‘you’ with 
-x on the analogy of the dual). In the 3rd persons, this form is merely inflected 
for number, giving the series haka-kux ̥haka-ku-x haka-ku-s. This inflection is 
the perfect typological match of the Chaplino series -quq -quk -qut with which 
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it shares dropping of the stem-final uvular in the inflected forms, a development 
which is proved by the WG series -vuq -ppuk -pput to be part and parcel of the 
complex process of gemination.

3.5.2. Synopsis of the conditioning of gemination
There can be little doubt, therefore, that compensatory gemination is governed 
by sound changes going back to a pre-stage of the Eskimo-Aleut proto-lan
guage. We shall now sum up the conditions of this process as far as determined 
up till now, and in the following chapters we shall try to establish these condi
tions with somewhat greater precision.

From the observations already made we know the following to be sufficient 
to trigger loss of /R/ with gemination:
(1) a following final consonant: erg. taLLi-m,  du. taLLi-k, 24b pl. taLLi-t,  
2.sg.ie.sg. taLLi-n;

* * *
*

(2) a following -ni  of refl.sg.ie.sg., which, if reflecting a development - c > - ñ 
> -ni,  is only a subtype of (1): taLLi-ni  > taLLni  > taLLi;

* * *
* * * *

(3) a following consonant cluster: l.pl.erg.sg. taLLi-mta  and all other personal 
endings involving the ergative, the dual and the plural morphemes;

*

(4) a following /R/: nul ia̯RR~a > nulia̯Rxḁ > nul i̯ia̯xḁ > nul i̯ix̯ḁ > *nuli̯a >* * * *
*nulia ‘his wife’.

We know, too, that loss of /7/ with gemination was triggered by:
(1) following refl. - ni, though we have only two examples: pani γ-c (?) > * *
*pannic (?) > *panni ñ (?) > *pannini  > *pann(n)i  > PE *panni  ‘his own 
daughter' and *nañaγ-c (?) > *naññani > *naññni > PE *naññi > WG (19th 
cty.) /nainni/ (wr. náine) ‘his little sister’ (najak). Apart from these two relic 
forms, this type has been normalized, as, e.g., WG kuja-ni 'his own loin’ (kujak).

(2) a following /R/: maRa γR-δ > maRa γR°δ > maRRaR° δ > Proto-Esk.* * *
*maRRaRət > WG marrait, pl. of marraq ‘clay’.

4. THE l/ ZERO ALTERNATION

4.0. General remarks
We can now show that both /γ/ and /R/ were lost with gemination before a 
suffix-initial sequence *-li-  or *-Li-  and that the rules of syncope and cluster 
reduction applied to the outcome of this process: a light non-final syllable 
following a geminate consonant lost its vowel, and the resulting consonant cluster 
was reduced first to its first three, later to its first two, members. This is of some 
general interest, in that it provides a consistent solution to the vexed problem of 
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the Eskimo alternation between /l/ (of /L/) and zero in suffix-initial position.25
All WG suffixes beginning with /-li-/ where the /i/ is from Esk. *i (not *ə) 

are found to have allomorphs without the /1/. For want to access to part of the 
data no full screening of the facts can be given, but the WE facts that are 
accessible to me (Kuskokwim, Chaplino, Sirenik) show so marked points of 
contact with WG and Labrador data that their joint testimony can safely be 
considered normative for Proto-Eskimo.

4.1. List of WG suffixes with // zero alternation
Following is a list of the relevant WG suffixes (cited with examples extracted 
from various handbooks: Schultz-Lorentzen 1927, Chr. Rasmussen 1888, J. Pe
tersen 1951, and, for Labrador, Erdmann 1864 and Bourquin 1891, for 
Chaplino, Rubcova 1971, and, for Kuskokwim, Hinz 1944):

4.1.1. -lerivoq ~ -erivoq
-leri-voq ~ -eri-voq (normalized from the alternative form -lera-oq ~ -era-oq)
NV ‘has to do with —, has a pain in his —': WG issi-lerivoq ‘has a pain in his 
eyes’, Labr. kublo-lerivoq ‘has a sore thumb’ = Chap. kumlu-Liqa-quq (from 
kublo = kumlu, which must be the older form as contrasted with WG kuvdloq). 
With *tL > s, WG and Labr. apuserivoq ‘works with snow’ (aput); WG and Labr. 
kiguserivoq ‘has a toothache’ = Chap. xus̄iqaquq from WG kigut, Chap. xut̄a, pl. 
xūtət ‘tooth’ (PE *k əγun, pl. *k əγutə-t). With loss of stem-final /γ/, Labr. 
agla-lerivoq ‘has to do with books’ (WG agdlait ‘book’, pl. of agdlak ‘spot, 
written matter’) and, from a verbal stem, WG nâla-lerivoq ‘strives to be obedient’ 
(nâlag-poq ‘is obedient’). With stems in a final uvular, the underlying sequence 
*-VR-L- is, descriptively, lost with compensatory gemination of the preceding 
consonant: WG niarq-era-oq (phonemically /nijaqq-iRa-uq/) ‘has a headache’ 
(also -erivoq) = Chap. nasq-iqa-quq from WG niaqoq, pl. niarqut, Chap. nas̄quq; 
WG násserivoq ‘has a bellyache' from nâq, pl. nássat (Erdmann 1864 with in
consistent spelling of the geminate, natserivok, nãk, nakset). If two consonants 
precede, gemination of course does not show, cf. WG orsserivoq, Labr. 
orqsserivoq 'works with blubber' (WG orssoq). That loss of stem-final spirant 
with gemination, syncope and cluster reduction was also the regular treatment 
in case of stems in /-γ/ is shown by WG kangmeraoq (or kangmerivoq) ‘is at 
work with boots’ (from kamik), obviously an unetymological spelling for 19th 
cty. /kammiRauq/ (/-Rivuq/) (on this problem cf. the remarks on the Chap. 
examples under -lerpâ and -liorpoq, sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.7 below). Then the 
examples of plain /γ/-dropping before retained /1/ (aglalerivoq above) obviously 
represent secondary normalizations and should not be used as the basis for the 
formulation of sound laws. The same clearly applies to Chap. aqsakəx-Liqa-quq 
‘has a pain in his back’ which is aberrant in that it contains a ready-made dual 
form aqsákək ‘back1 as its first part (rather than the bare stem as Labr. aglalerivoq). 
The Proto-Eskimo form of the suffix is plainly *-Liq ə- which was treated ac
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cording to regular local sound laws (EE *L > l, and *q  > R intervocalically after 
a non-first vowel, Eastern EE *ə > i, Chap. -Liqaquq < *-Liq ə-δaR + -qə-uq, as 
described in footnote 12).

4.1.2. -lerpâ ~ -erpâ
-ler-pâ ~ -er-pâ NV ‘supplies him with — ’ : WG aki-ler-pâ ‘pays him, pays it’ 
= Kusk. akîlerâ = Chap. akíliRáqa ̄warrants the reconstruction of PE *- liR-. 
With *tl  > s, WG and Labr. mátuserpa ̄‘applies a plaster (mátut) to it’. With loss 
of *-VR -l- against gemination, WG igaláss-erpâ ‘puts a window in it’ = Labr. 
igalatj-erpâ (from igalãq, pl. WG igalássat, Labr. igalatjat), WG and Labr. ím-erpâ 
‘fills it’ = Kusk. im-erâ = Chap. im-íRaqā from imaq 'contents’ (also ‘ocean’). 
With non-surfacing gemination, WG orss-erpâ ‘puts blubber into it, fills it (the 
lamp) with oil' = Labr. (Erdmann) orks-erpa = Kusk. oq-erâ = Chap. uq-íRaqā 
(from WG orssoq, Kusk. oqoq, Chap. uqūq). If /t/ precedes, the outcome is 
/—tsiR—/ (from *-ttliR-  with loss of *-VR-  only): WG atserpâ ‘gives him a name’ 
= Kusk. atserâ, or WG ajagutserpâ ‘puts props under it’, from ateq ‘name’ and 
ajagutaq (pl. ajagútat) ‘prop’, respectively. This clearly shows that the develop
ment of *tl  to *c is younger than gemination and syncope, but older than the 
reduction of heavy clusters to the first two consonants, the only plausible line of 
development being *at°R- liR- > *att° liR- > *attliR-  > *atciR -. It is seen from 
these examples that the intermediary stage containing *-ttl- demanded by the 
syncopation rule was in fact once a reality, and also gemination is proved 
by them: Subsequent to syncopation, the second /t/ combined with the /1/ to 
give /c/, the resulting cluster *- tc- now remaining unchallenged by the cluster 
restriction rule. With stems in *- γ we have the usual normalization consisting in 
plain deletion of the velar, cf. WG túngavi-lerpâ ‘lays a foundation under it, puts 
a foot on it’ (e.g., a lamp, the translation ‘puts his foot on it’ of Schultz-Lorent
zen 1927 being one of the errors made in re-translating the Danish glossings into 
English) = Labr. tungavi-lerpâ = Kusk. tusingavi-lerâ (with suffix -vik in the 
first element). But some very interesting examples survive of the regular treat
ment, cf. WG sím-erpâ ‘corks it’ (from simik ‘cork’) and — with an interesting 
verbal ending — magdl-erpoq ‘the sea has risen’ (literally ‘is has been supplied 
with waves’ from malik ‘wave’, the spelling -gdl- obviously being due to a 
misinterpretation of the segment /-ll-/ as composed of the elements /1/ and /k/ 
of the base word — compare the -ngm- of kangm-eraoq above). Even if these 
examples could, strictly speaking, be analogical (on the pattern of R-stems), this 
possibility would be completely ruled out for the following two derivatives: 
(1) Chap. qiR̄aqā ‘lights it (a stove)’, literally ‘supplies it with firewood’, is un
doubtedly derived from quk̄ ‘firewood’, but the link between the two is only 
diachronically transparent, the base-word being reconstructible as *q əδuk to 
match WG qissuk and Sirenik qəčəx ̥~ qəruγ-. The development *q əδuk > qūk is 
comparable to that of *əγət-paR-a (WG igípâ) --> *əγət-δaqaRa > *əγtaqaa > 
Chap. xtáqā ‘throws it’ showing deletion of *ə if the word is pronounceable
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without it, and to *uq δuq (WG orssoq, Sir. uqčəx ̥‘blubber’) > Chap. uqūq 
certifying loss of *δ after *q.  The treatment of the derivative *q əδuγ-liR- 
‘supply with firewood’ is now the following: loss of /γ/ with gemination gives *qəδδuliR-, 

in which the /u/, being the vowel of a light non-final syllable 
following a geminate, is syncopated to give *q əδδliR-, which undergoes cluster 
reduction to PE *q əδδiR-; in WE the geminate is simplified, in Chap. the /ə/ of 
the now open syllable is syncopated, and finally the /δ/ is lost: *q əδiR- > *q δiR- 
> *qiR̄-,26 and in the prs.ind. the postvocalic allomorph -aqā (footnote 12) is 
generalized, resulting in the form qiR-aqā. (2) The other example is even more 
illustrative: WG agss-erpâ ‘spills blood on it, mixes it (water, soup) with blood’ 
is obviously a derivative of auk ‘blood’ presenting a geminate /—ṣs—̣/ (spelled 
-gss- in the erroneous belief that it contains the velar of the base-word) corre
sponding to an intervocalic zero in auk itself. This is the normal behaviour of PE 
*δ, cf. Sir. qačəx ̥‘grass padding for shoes’ = WG qâq ‘skin for sleeping platform, 
feather-bed, mattress’, from which qáss-erpâ ‘aranges a rug for him on the 
sleeping platform, prepares a bed for him on the sl. pl.’ is derived with the 
suffix here treated. The individual steps of the development of this word are 
clear: *qa δaR-liR- > *qa δδaliR- > *qa δδliR- > PE *qa δδiR- > WG /qassiR-/, 
and for the derivative meaning originally ‘supply with blood’ they are corre
spondingly: *a δuγ-liR- > *aδδuliR- > *aδδliR- > PE *aδδiR- > WG /aṣsịR-/. 
Although this analysis is in itself compelling, it should be pointed out that the 
Sirenik form of the base-word, ačəx (from *a cǔk < *a δuk) with the preserved 
regular reflex of the spirant *- δ-, leaves room for no doubt about the correctness 
of this analysis. The important point to be made is, however, that neither Chap. 
qiR̄aqa ̄nor WG agsserpâ can be derived by analogy, sound laws, or otherwise 
from the synchronic forms of the words to which they belong (qūk, auk), i.e., 
they can only represent the regular phonetic outcome of the old (i.e. pre-Eski- 
mo) derivatives based on the pre-forms of these words. It can be considered 
proved, therefore, that gemination with loss of /G/ in the environment 
“__ VGli” is as valid for the case “G = /γ/” as it is for “G = /R/”.

4.1.3. -lersorpâ ~ -ersorpâ
-lersor-pâ ~ -ersor-pâ NV ‘supplies it with several —', e.g. WG îgk-ersorpâ ‘covers 
it with a wainscot’ (îgaq, pl. îgkat). This suffix, which is evidently an extension 
of the former one, is not recorded for Labrador by Bourquin.

4.1.4. -lerssârpoq ~ -erssârpoq
-lerssâr-poq ~ -erssâr-poq NV ‘talks about —e.g. WG takordlômeq ‘vision’ -> 
takordlôrni-lerssârpoq ‘relates about his vision’, takordlûgaq (pl. -ûgkat) -> 
takordlûgkerssârpoq ‘id.’. Not quoted by Bourquin.

4.1.5. -liaq ~ -iaq
-liaq ~ -iaq NN ‘a manufactured —WG su-liaq ‘work’, cf. Kusk. tsha-liaq
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(both derived from the interrogative-indefinite so // tsha ‘what, something’, PE 
*cu and *cu-a respectively). This suffix is obviously nothing but the passive 
participle of 4.1.11 -li-voq NV ‘makes-' below, derived from this with the 
usual participial morpheme *- δaq. Cf. the corresponding verb, WG su-livoq = 
Kusk. tsha-lioq ‘makes something, works', and the parallel interrelationship 
between Kusk. erin-iaq ‘child’ = WG ern-iaq ‘brood, interest’ and Kusk. erin-ioq 
= WG ern-ivoq ‘gives birth'. The development of this example involves the 
regular loss of *-VR-l-  with gemination: *iRn° R-liδaR > *iRnn° liδaR > 
*iRnnliδaR > PE *iRni δaq ‘the son that has been made’ -> ‘the offspring, the 
brood, the increase that has been accomplished’. No corresponding verb appears 
to have been preserved in the case of WG ím-iaq ‘beer’, literally ‘manufactured 
water', from WG imeq < PE *əməq through the stages *əm°R-liδaR > 
*əmm°liδaR > *əmmliδaR > PE *əmmiδaq. With *tl > s, WG ipusiaq ‘a manu
factured oar’ (iput). Normalized forms are WG ajortu-liaq ‘misdeed’ from ajortoq 
‘bad’ and Labr. savi-lia-nga ‘das von ihm verfertigte Messer’ (Bourquin) from 
savik (regular form seen in WG sagfiaq /savvijaq/ ‘manufactured knife' with 
regular loss of *-Vγ-l- and compensatory gemination).

4.1.6. -liarpoq ~ -iarpoq
-liar-poq ~ -iar-poq NV ‘travels to —’ and -liaq NN ‘travelling to —': WG 
kitâ-liaq ‘travelling West’ from kitâ ‘its West side’ (from *k ətə-a), palasi-liarpoq 
‘goes to the priest’ (palase from Norwegian prest). With normalizing loss of *- γ, 
WG Nû-liarpoq ‘goes to Nûk/Godthåb’ (WG nûk ‘naze, point or end of some
thing, Chap. nuvuk ‘top, end'), Labr. niuverti-liarpoq I ‘goes to the merchant’ 
(niuverte), 2 ‘goes to the shop' (niuvertik). With regular loss of *-VR-l- with
gemination, WG Káng-iarpoq ‘goes to Kangeq’ through *ka ŋ°R-li(C)aR- > 

*kaŋŋ°li(C)aR- > *ka ŋŋi(C)aR-, and similarly Labr. Oq-iarpoq (obviously for 
/uqq-ijaRpuq/) ‘goes to Oqaq’ (cf. WG oqaq, pl. orqat ‘tongue’). The parallel 
development with final velar is exemplified by WG qíss-iarpoq ‘is out looking 
for driftwood' from qissuk. The dropping of a word-final dental continuing Esk. 
/n/ seen in WG uvavtínu-liaritse 2.pl.ipv. ‘come and see us’ from uvavtínut ‘to us’ 
(Chap. xwaŋkuNun = Kusk. vangkutnun) is probably due to normalization.

4.1.7. -liorpoq ~ -iorpoq
-lior-poq ~ -ior-poq NV ‘manufactures —, makes —': WG igdlu-liorpoq ‘builds a 
house’ = Labr. iglu-liorpoq, cp. Chap. na-liR̄aquq ‘settles down’ (na, pl. nə-t 
‘house’).Loss of *-VR-l-  with gemination in WG qáin-iorpoq ‘makes a kayak’ 
(qajaq, pl. qáinat) from *qa ñaR-liuR-, or WG ám-iorpoq ‘prepares skin’ from 
ameq ‘skin, hide’, whose derivative amigssaq ‘boat skin’ is the basis of amiggs- 
-iorpâ ‘seeks a covering for it (the boat)’ (cf. the Chap. derivative amír-iR̄aquq 
‘covers a skin vessel’ from amir̄aq ‘skin’). Note the interesting vowel-length in 
WG umîorpoq ‘builds an umiaq' revealing the consonantal origin of the -i- of 
the base-word: *umia̯R-liuR- > *um i̯ia̯liuR- > *um i̯il̯iuR- > *um ii̯uR- with  
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reduction of the four-consonant group to a two-consonant group, followed by 
syllabic realization of -i-̯ in the environment “C__ V” to give PE *umiiuR -. It is
doubtful whether [i] and [i]̯ were ever different phonemes: If the underlying 
form of the suffix was in fact *- liuR with antevocalic syllabic [i], they obviously 
were, but as it cannot be excluded that some pre-Eskimo consonantal phoneme 
has been lost in *- li(C)uR, the realization of /i/ may well have been predictable 
at all stages (in which case the antevocalic realization is consonantal at the 
oldest stages of our internal reconstructions, but vocalic in the final phase of 
Proto-Eskimo). Kuskokwim examples are: nivû-liortoq ‘works in the earth, digs’ 
from nivo ‘earth’, kivg-iorâ ‘serves him’ from kivgaq ‘servant’, and, with *tl  > PE 
*c (WG and Chap, /s/), angutsiortoq ‘runs after men’. Regular loss of *-V γ-l- 
with gemination is seen in WG agss-iorpoq ‘makes soup of dried blood’ (cf. the 
discussion of agss-erpâ under 4.1.2 above), magdl-iorpoq ‘labours in the waves 
(a vessel)’ (cf. magdl-erpoq in 4 1.2), kangm-iorpâ ‘treats a boot with a boot 
stretcher’ (cf. Chap. kam-iRaquq ‘sews boots’, and kangm-eraoq under 4.1.1 
above), savf-iorpoq ‘forges’ from savik ‘knife’ (earlier also ‘iron’ which is 
obviously still the meaning underlying the derivative *caviy-li(C)uR-  ‘works with 
iron’). That the /-vv-/ of the last-mentioned word is not from *-v γ- as indicated 
by the alternative orthography sagfiorpoq, is proved by Chap. sav-iR̄aquq
being preserved in Chap. kəvγaq = WG kivfaq ‘servant, messenger’). The same 
rule is seen to obtain with the extended suffix -liúpâ ~ -iúpâ NV ‘makes it into -’ 
(matu-liúpâ 'makes it into a door’), cf. qíss-iúpâ ‘uses it for fuel’ (lit. ‘makes it 
into firewood’) from qissuk and kiklss-iupâ ‘uses it for a nail’ (kikiak). In view 
of these clear examples the correspondence between WG máni-liorpoq and Chap. 
mani-liR̄aquq ‘boils eggs’ from mánik H manik, otherwise impressive, can only 
represent parallel normalizations. This suffix is undoubtedly an extension of 
4.1.11 -livoq ‘makes —’. Judging from the pair WG ernivoq ‘bears’ : erniorpoq 
‘breeds, brings forth young, gives interest’, the function of the extra suffix 
*-(C)uR- is an iterative force, as correctly seen by Schultz-Lorentzen (1927:290, 
however with errors in the details: The entry "-orpoq, -gorpoq, -rorpoq nv, 
repeatedly. erniorpoq, propagates” can only mean that Sch.-L. did not recognize 
the suffix -li- here, but instead took erniorpoq to be derived directly from the 
noun erneq). The same functional relationship is found with the WG suffixes 
-kitdlivoq NV ‘gets a smaller (e.g., size, price)’ and -kitdliorpoq NV ‘has a 
smaller —’ (Sch.-L. 1927:282).

4.1.8. -lípoq ~ -ípoq
-lípoq ~ -ípoq NV ‘has arrived in —': WG nuna-lípoq ‘has reached land’,
sigss-ípoq ‘sets foot on the beach’ (from sigssaq with loss of *-aR-l-  and 
gemination). The normalizing loss of /γ/ is seen in Labr. inu-lípogut ‘we meet 
people’ (inuk).

4.1.9. -lissarpoq ~ -issarpoq
-lissar-poq ~ -issar-poq NV 1 ‘takes — with him’, 2 ‘resembles his —WG 
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sáku-lissarpoq ‘has his weapons with him (sáko). Loss of *-VR-l-  is seen in WG 
túp-issarput ‘they have their tent with them’ (tupeq -> *tup°R- li-) and arn- 
issarpoq ‘resembles her mother’ (*aRnaR-li- ), but cf. the normalized Labr. 
arna-lijarpoq ‘has his wife with him’. With *tl  > *c, WG angusissarpoq ‘resembles 
his father’ and Labr. supôrusijarpoq ‘smokes his pipe’ (supôrut).

4.1.10. -livik ~ -ivik
-livik ~ -ivik NN ‘container of/for —': qáin-ivik ‘kayak scaffold’ (through 
*qañaR-li- > *qa ññali- > *qa ññli- > *qa ññi-), merqusivik ‘needlecase’ from 
merqut ‘needle’ with *tl  > *c. Obviously containing -vik VN ‘a place or time 
for —', added to -li-/-i- (see the following with footnote 27).

4.1.11. -livoq ~ -ivoq
-li-voq ~ -i-voq NV ‘makes —': Labr. adsi-livâ ‘makes a picture of him’ from 
adse, but WG ássi-livâ ‘id.’ from ássik indicates that this is in fact a normalization 
that has been extended to the base-word itself. Gemination and loss of *-Vγ-l-
is seen in WG atúng-ivoq ‘prepares sole skin’ from atungak, the same with *-VR-l- 
in Kusk. tuner-ioq ‘practises sorcery’ from túneraq and in the very significant 
correspondence WG ern-ivoq = Kusk. erin-ioq = Chap. iRn-iquq ‘gives birth’, 
literally ‘makes a son’ (*iRn əq). Full suffix in Kusk. tsha-lioq ‘works’, cf. WG 
su-livoq.27

4.2. Conditioning of the l/ zero alternation
We can now formulate the rules governing the alternations presented by these 
suffixes.

4.2.1. The full suffix -li-
A full suffix with -l- (or -L-) is used (the numbers 1-11 refer to the individual 
suffixes treated in sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.11 above):

1. After a vowel: WG neqi-liorpoq = Chap. nəqə-liR̄aquq (7) ‘cooks meat’.
2. After stem-final /R/ when this is dropped without further alteration of the 
stem: WG ajortu-liaq (5), Chap. ajvə-liR̄aquq ‘cooks walrus meat’ (ajvəq). As 
shown by the type C1 below this type is plainly analogical, showing the productive 
derivational procedure with full suffix added to a vocalic stem synchronically 
singled out by reanalysis of inflected forms.

3. After stem-final /γ/ when this is dropped without further change: WG 
mani-liorpoq = Chap. mani-liR̄aquq (7). This type is clearly secondary as con
trasted with the type WG savfiorpoq = Chap. saviR̄aquq (7).

4. After a fully inflected word form in final -t which is then dropped: 
qavdlunât nunâ-liat ‘travellers for Denmark’ (Qavdlunât nunât). This type is 
manifestly secondary as shown by the old type B.
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4.2.2. Allomorphs with -ci-
B. A variant with initial -c- (WG -s-) is used after stem-final /t/ where it re
presents a fusion of the cluster *—t—l—: WG ipusiorpoq ‘makes an oar’ (iput), 
Kusk. angutsiortoq (7), Chap. xus̄iqaquq (1). A special case is represented by the 
variant WG form with -ts- arising in words where a /t/ was geminated due to the 
loss of /R/ or /7/ and the subsequent syncope gave rise to the cluster that 
yielded the not unexpected result *- tc- (WG -is-): WG atserpâ = Kusk. atserâ 
(2). In both subtypes, secondary realignment of the constituent elements was 
likely to occur, cf. Chap. javuqutə-li- ‘make an oar’ (Menovšcǐkov 1967:29, i.e., 
3.sg.prs.ind. javuqutəliR̄aquq) from jāvuqun̄, pl. -qūtət, and atə-liRāquq ‘gives a 
name’ from atəq.

4.2.3. The shortened form -i-
C. The variant with no suffix-initial consonant is used:
1. After stem-final /R/ which upon dropping out causes the chain reaction of 
gemination, syncope and cluster reduction: iRn°R-li-  > iRnn°li-  > iRnnli-  > 
*iRnni- > iRni-  ‘make a son’ in WG ernivoq = Kusk. erinioq = Chap. iRniquq 
‘gives birth’ (11), and similarly WG niarq-eraoq = Chap. nas̄q-iqaquq ‘has a 
headache' (1).

* * *
*

2. After stem-final /γ/, showing the same further details as the R-stems: 
*caviγ~li(C)uR- ‘manufacture iron’ > cavvili(C) uR- > cavvli(C)uR-  > 
*cavvi(C)uR- > WG /savvi(j)uR-puq/ (wr. savfiorpoq or sagfiorpoq) = Chap. 
saviR̄aquq (7). As demonstrated by the examples Chap. qiR̄aqa and WG agsserpâ 
(2) from qəδuγ-liR- and a δuγ-liR-, this can only be the regular phonetic 

* *

* *
treatment.

Note. WG ujarq-erivoq (Erdmann for Labr. ujarkerivok) 'works with stones’ (suff. no. 1) 
from ujarak, pl. ujarqat, as contrasted with Chap. ujR-iR̄aqa 'throws anchor’ (probably suff. 
no. 7 as ’prepares a stone for it’, sc. the vessel) from ujRak, shows a surprising geminate /qq/ 
corresponding to a uvular spirant in the Chaplino form. The same problem is seen in the pl., 
not only of the same word, but also of WG isigak, pl. isigkat ’foot’. Corresponding to the 
latter Labrador has itigak, pl. itikkat, and the derivative (in Erdmann’s spelling) ittik-ittárpok 
’es langt, reicht bis auf die Füsse’, phonemically /itikk-it-tar-puq/, obviously a habitual 
derivative with the suffix WG -tar-poq ~ -ssar-poq from a verbal stem /itikk-it-/ 'reach the 
feet’, itself a derivative with suffix no. 8 -lípoq ~ -ípoq above. The plurals ujarqat, isigkat, un
expected with stems in a velar, are matched by WG eqaluk 'trout', pl. eqatdlut (and eqatdl-iat 
'trout fishers’ with suff. no. 6). The stem-final velar of ’stone’ and ’trout’ is proved ancient 
by the WE counterparts, cf. Chap. ujRák and iqáLuk ’fish’ (Sirenik iqəLux), but the word 
for ’foot’ seems to have an old uvular, cf. Chap. itəγaq (Sir, itəγəx)̥, It will seem reasonable 
to assume, therefore, that the EE -k of ’foot’ represents an assimilation of the old uvular 
still seen in the WE forms under the influence of the syllable-initial velar. With ’stone’ and 
'trout', conversely, dissimilation seems the only possible solution, the sequence uvular + 
velar in all probability going back to a sequence of two uvulars. Here the change happened 
before the end of Proto-Eskimo, but after the rise of gemination, which demands a stem
final uvular to be produced in the plural formations. This, however, solves only the problem 
of the WG pl. gemination, not the discrepancy with regard to the mode of articulation of 
the consonant preceding the last vowel of WG pl. /ujaqqat/, isikkat/ and Chap. ujRak, 
itəγaq. If Chap. points to spirants here, why then did WG geminate them as stops? The 
possibility that WG merely adapted the declensional variation of old spirants to the pattern 
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of words like saneraq, pl. sanerqat ’side’ and ûgaq (later ûvaq), pl. ûvkat /uukkat/ 'cod', 
which arose as a result of the EE lenition (cf. Chap. saniqaq and ūkaq), seems ruled out by 
Aleut kitax ̥’foot’ which, though unclear in several details, may safely be taken as a proof 
that the velar of Esk. *it əyaq goes back to a Proto-Esk.-Al. *k. In ujarak the first /a/ is no 
doubt an anaptyctic duplication of the second, cf. the same interrelationship between WG 
ujoruk and Chap. ujRú ’sister’s child’. But the geminate /qq/ of the pl. ujarqat must have 
been intervocalic already at the time when cluster reduction would have otherwise deleted 
its final member, so the only plausible reconstruction for Proto-Esk. is sg. *ujRak,  pl. 
*ujaqqat. The sg. was probably dissimilated at the stage *ujRaR  > *ujRaγ, i.e. prior to the 
hardening of word-final spirants. Since there appears to be no material demanding a Proto- 
Esk. cluster *-jq-  in any word, the form *ujRaR  is very probably simply a phonetic develop
ment of the older *ujqaR  demanded by the plural. The only possible line of development is 
now the following: first of all, gemination changed the pl. *ujqaR- δ to *ujqqa δ; next, in the 
sg. the cluster *-jq-  was changed to *-jR-  thus triggering the dissimilation of *ujRaR  to 
*ujRaγ, while in the pl. an otherwise unknown anaptyctic development brought about 
the form *ujaqqa δ; finally, word-final spirants were hardened to the corresponding stops to 
yield Proto-Esk. sg. *ujRak,  pl. *ujaqqat.  Thus, even if a number of details concerning the 
phonetic development of these words remain obscure, what we do know about them in no 
way invalidates the rules of stem-alternation either in the derivations treated here or in 
the formation of the plural.

3. After stem-final vowel in a few, obviously restructured, formations: WG 
sík-iarpoq (6) ‘goes out on the ice’ besides sikuliaq. J. Petersen (1951) gives a 
derivative síkerpoq with the glossing ‘sikunigpoq (there has come ice)’with no 
*sikulerpoq quotable beside it. Therefore, this may represent another base
word derived from ciku  with either a velar or a uvular suffix, very probably 
the WG counterpart of Chap. sikuk ‘ice’ (as opposed to siku ‘floe’), in which 
case the example belongs under 2. Other examples are: WG íp-erpâ = ipu-lerpâ 
‘puts a shaft on it’ = Chap. pū-liRaqa;̄ WG isúm-erpâ ‘suggests (something) to 
him’ from isuma ‘mind, thought’, the latter presumably with restructuring in the 
base-word, cf. erg.sg. isúmap, pl. isúmat (J. Petersen 1951:13); WG nís-eraoq 
(or nís-erivoq) ‘has a pain in his leg’ from nio, pl. nísut, 4.sg.ie.sg. níse, whose 
inflected forms demand a stem ni δuR- nowhere attested;29 WG nuíss-erpoq 
‘it becomes cloudy’ from nuia, pl. nuíssat, which also demands a uvular stem, 
though there is widespread interdialectal agreement on the vocalic stem through
out the EE territory, cf. Birket-Smith 1928:33 and Kn. Rasmussen 1941:14, 
29,37, in both of which, however, the WG form is given as nuiaq which may be 
an archaism. The relation of WG nán-erivoq ‘is busy with a bear, is fighting 
a bear’ from nano ‘bear’ poses no problem, the old form nanoq being still in use 
in WG and apparently the only form attested outside Greenland. Two words 
with /t/ before their last vowel have been treated on the analogy of the type WG 
atserpâ: from mato ‘door’ are made matserpâ ‘puts a door in it’ (from which 
matserfik ‘door frame’) and matsiúpâ ‘uses it as a door’ beside the regular 
matulerpâ and matuliúpâ; from puto ‘hole’ J. Petersen (1951) gives putsiorpâ 
‘sews a buttonhole’, but the corresponding instrument noun is given by Schultz- 
Lorentzen 1927 as putuliût ‘bodkin’ presupposing a regular putu-lior-poq  
‘works with a hole’.

*

*

*
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4.2.4. Synopsis of regular formations
There can be no doubt that the following subtypes represent the regular phonetic 
treatment of suffixes beginning with *-li-  or *- Li-:

A1: remained unchanged.
B: *-t-li- > PE *-ci- > WG -si-, with the variants:

*-tVR-li- 
*-tVγ-li-  > *-ttVli- > *-ttli- > PE *- tci- > WG -tsi-

Cl: *-CVR-li-
C2: *-CVγ-li- > *-CCVli- > *- CCli- > -CCi-

4.3. Suffix-initial l/ L followed by vowels other than /i/*

4.3.1. WG -(l)utaq
This alternation is restricted to cases where the /1/ was followed by PE *i.  The 
only apparent counterexample, WG -lutaq -utaq VN ‘means of —’ is no 
doubt analogical, forms like WG tâlutaq ‘shooting sail' (Erdmann fãlutak 
‘Vorhang, rouleaux’) using /l/ as a simple hiatus-filler to help preserve morpho
logical transparency and avoid neutralization of length in the diphthong /au/ 
that would otherwise arise. The choice of /1/ is of course due to the analogy 
with the alternation l ~ Ø. As indicated by Schultz-Lorentzen (1927:285,302) 
this suffix is evidently an elaboration of WG -ut VN ‘means to —', cf. the 
semantic identity between nangmautaq and nangmaut ‘carrying straps’ from 
nangmag-poq ‘carries something on his back' reported by Chr. Rasmussen 
(1888:102). This suffix, therefore, contained no /1/ in its original form.

4.3.2. - lə-*
No gemination is caused by suffixes beginning with WG /—li—/ where the /i/ is 
from Esk. *ə, either: WG qajalik = Kusk. qajalək ‘having a kayak’, Chap. 
qikmi-lək ‘having a dog’ (qikmiq), WG umia-lik ‘having an umiaq’ = Chap. 
umi-̄lək ‘chieftain’, all agreeing in the treatment of *-Rl-  as *-l-  without further 
ado. Likewise with stem-final velar: WG au-lik ‘bloody’ (Chr. Rasmussen 1888: 
112), Chap. səfLuγa-lək ‘having a gun’ (səfLuγak, Menovšcǐkov 1962:101). An
other case is the suffix *-l əR- VV ‘begin —', WG -ler-poq = Chap. -laRa-quq 
(Menovšcǐkov 1967:41) with simple deletion of stem-final spirant: WG ini-ler-pâ 
‘has almost finished it’ (iner-pâ), as opposed to -(l)er-pâ from *- liR- (4.1.2 
above). One cannot quite agree with Rischel (1974:195f) in considering the 
different morphophonemic behaviour of -ler-pâ / -er-pâ NV ‘provides him with 
—’ as against the pair -ler-pâ VV ‘begins to — him’ and -er-pâ NV ‘takes — 
away from him’ unpredictable from a synchronic point of view. The information 
that the alternating suffix -lerpâ/-erpâ is morphophonemically //-liR-paR-a//, 
while the others are //-ləR-paR-a// and //-iR-paR-a//, respectively, i.e., that the 
first contained a sequence *-li-  while the others did not, is perfectly recogniz
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able from synchronic forms like WG (1) pi-ler-pâ ‘provides him with some
thing’ forming an intensive derivative piler-sor-pâ ‘provides him with several 
things’, as contrasted with (2) pi-ler-pâ ‘starts it’ with the intensive derivative 
piler-tor-pâ ‘gets it over with quickly’. This shows that the /i/ of the suffix 
/—liR—/ of the first of these is the morphophoneme //i// causing assibilation of the 
following //t// (a rule also operating through an intervening consonant), whereas 
the second is revealed to have //ə// (i2, ï, e) and therefore no assibilation; op
posed to these is of course (3) pêrpâ, i.e. /pi-iR-paa/ ‘takes it away’, from the 
same stem, showing the absence of underlying //l//.

4.3.3. ~la-*
The same is true for suffix-initial /-la/: WG -lâr-poq VV ‘—a little’ in kia-lârpoq 
from kiag-poq ‘is hot’, sikua-lârpoq from sikuarpoq ‘is covered with thin ice' 
cited from Chr. Rasmussen (1888:138) who gives also (ibid.) the interesting 
example suja-lârpâ ‘fries it a little’ from sujápâ showing a treatment of *-tl-  as 
/1/, not /s/ as before /i/. That this treatment is phonetically regular is indicated 
by the WG verbal negative indicative /—ŋŋila—/, which must contain a morpheme 
/—ŋŋit—/ as its first element, cf. the participle /aki-ŋŋit-suq/ ‘not answering’ 
agreeing with /tikit-suq/ ‘coming’ (thus Kleinschmidt 1851:113; Schultz-Lo
rentzen 1951:66 has /tikittuq/ which must be analogical, the normal post- 
consonantal allomorph of the participial suffix being /-tuq/).

4.3.4. -Lu-*
The handbooks differ very much in their statements about the suffix *-Lu γ- NN 
‘a bad —’ or NV ‘has a bad —’. The shape of the suffix is clear from such corre
spondences as WG sialuk ‘rain’ (with loss of one /I/ by dissimilation) = Labr. 
silaluk = Kusk, tla-tluk ‘bad weather’ = Chap. sLa-Luk ‘bad weather'. The 
examples mentioned in Kleinschmidt 1851 (145) agree with Menovšcǐkov’s 
(1962:113) for Chap. in presenting deletion of stem-final spirant: WG ánorâ- 
lugpoq ‘hat schlechte kleidung’ (ánorâq) and oqa-lugpoq ‘he speaks’ (literally 
‘has a bad tongue’ from oqaq), Chap. aŋja-Luk ‘old, no good boat’ from aŋjaq 
and kamə-Luk ‘worn-out boot’ from kamək, but Chr. Rasmussen (1888:127) 
gives ánorâr-dlugpoq, agreeing with Hinz’s Kuskokwim data (1944:90), e.g. 
umyuar-tlugtoq ‘has an evil mind’, and the renovated WG sila-rdluk ‘bad 
weather’ must have got its /R/ from somewhere. It is possible that there were 
originally two different, but related, suffixes, *-Lu γ- and *-R-Lu γ-, with a 
slight difference of meaning, perhaps parallel to the pair *-ki γ- : *'-qi γ- (WG 
-gigpoq and ‘-rigpoq), on which see the following section (5.1). The important 
point is, however, that no gemination is found with the suffix *- Luγ (*-RLu γ), 
and also the development of *tL  to *c  (WG /s/) is alien to it, failing the con
dition of following /i/, cf. WG avqut-dluk ‘bad road’, Kusk. angûtluk (i.e. 
/aŋut—Luk/) ‘bad man’ (Hinz 1944:90), Chap. məRút-Luk ‘thrown-away cup’ 
(Rubcova 1971:601).
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4.4. Conclusion: Gemination triggered by -γ/-R before -li-/Li-
The case of the WG (and other Eskimo) suffixes with initial -l- (or -L-) thus 
provides us with the insight that gemination and its aftereffects occurred when 
stem-final /7/ or /R/ found a position next to a suffix-initial sequence /—li—/ or 
/—Li—/. This finding should be included in the formulation of the complex 
regularity governing the occurrence and non-occurrence of gemination.

5. THE SUFFIXES '-rigpoq AND '-vik.

5.0.
Two other suffixes triggering gemination agree in having the vowel /—i—/ after 
the suffix-initial consonant: WG '-rigpoq and '-vik. Only in the case of the 
latter, however, does this appear to be essential.

5.1. WG '-rigpoq : the suffix -gigpoq / -rigpoq
The suffix given by Schultz-Lorentzen (1927:278) as -gigpoq, -rigpoq NV ‘has 
a good, fine —; is a good or fine —’ is obviously from PE *-ki γ-, cf. the 
regular EE lenition of /k/ to /γ/ after a non-first vowel in WG igdlu-gigpoq ‘has 
a good house’, while stems in final uvular like qajaq -> qajarigpoq ‘has a good 
kayak’ fuse the group *-Rk-  to Proto-Esk. *- q- which with EE lenition be
comes WG /R/ according to the rules known from cases like *ta LiR ‘arm’ + *-ka  
‘my’ -> PE and Chap. taLiqa, WG talera. The Kusk. form -qig-toq NV ‘is good, 
nice, fine —; has a good, pretty —, etc.’ (Hinz 1944:85) appears to be a general
ization of this post-uvular variant, cf. tla-qigtoq ‘it is beautiful weather’ : WG 
sila-gigpoq (although one should not exclude the possibility that this is just one 
of Hinz’s many inaccuracies in distinguishing /k/ and /q/, cf. his laudable self
criticism in 1944: VIII, “I believe there is often a k where there ought to be a q, 
and it may be that there is sometimes a q instead of a k”, a modesty proved 
fully justified by the glossary). From this suffix no forms with gemination occur.

5.1.1. '-rigpoq = - γR + -gigpoq*
From the former is derived the suffix WG '-rig-poq VV ‘is good at —e.g. 
sána-rigpoq ‘is good at working in wood or bone’. As this suffix has a uvular 
also after a stem-final vowel, it must contain a suffix-initial uvular itself, i.e., 
its underlying form appears at first glance to be *-R-ki γ. But if this is the whole 
truth, why then did gemination occur in the sequence *cana-R-ki γ- but not in 
*qañaR-kiγ- ‘have a good kayak’? Indeed, a simple functional analysis immedi
ately reveals what is wrong. If *-ki γ- means ‘have a good —what precedes 
must be a noun, so the first part of sánarigpoq including the uvular element 
must mean something like ‘working skill, artisanship’, a meaning for which there 
is no immediately obvious candidate among the recorded derivatives from this
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stem. But in the case of WG tutsarigpoq ‘is quick at hearing, hears well, receives 
good news’ the solution lies right at hand: this is not directly from tusar-poq 
‘hears’, but from its derivative tutsaq ‘hearing (noun)' formed with the suffix 
that was reconstructed as *- γR above (1.2). Thus, sánarigpoq is to be analysed as 
*cana-γR-kiγ-puR ‘has a good working’, whereby the different treatment of 
this and the type *qa ñaR-kiγ-puR ‘has a good kayak’ becomes perfectly under
standable:

Underlyings forms
Rk > q:
CVG > CCV /___ qi:
R > q/__ #, ñ > j/ V____ V:

*cana-γR -kiγ-puR
*canaγqiypuR 
*cannaqiγpuR 
*cannaqiγpuq

*qañaR-kiγ-puR
*qañaqiγpuR 
(no change) 
*qajaqiγpuq

5.1.2. -rqigpoq = -t + '-rigpoq
Another variant belonging here is WG -rqig-poq VV ‘is good at -ing’ which, as 
shown by the semantics, must belong to '-rigpoq rather than to -gigpoq. Now 
the two variants are sometimes found with the same word-stem, cf. the ex
ample oqalorqigpoq ‘is eloquent’ vs. oqatdlorigpoq ‘is talkative’ cited by Rischel 
(1974:287) who adds, “the obvious regularity is that there is gemination in the 
preceding stem if the suffix appears with /r/ but not if it appears with /qq/, i.e. 
a trading relationship between clusters”. This is, of course, the synchronic state 
of affairs, but it does not seem to be essential for the historical explanation of 
this suffixal variety. It is clear that oqatdlorigpoq, having experienced a change 
of meaning from ‘is good at talking’ to ‘talks much’, is the older member of the 
pair, the variant oqalorqigpoq being a renovation created to fill the vacuum left 
when the old form was no longer usable without a pejorative shade. But what 
was the origin of this variant? One glance at the handbooks is enough: Schultz- 
Lorentzen (1927:293) gives merssorqigpoq ‘is good at sewing’ from merssorpoq, 
ersserqigpoq ‘is distinct’ from ersserpoq ‘becomes visible' and qorsôrqigpoq ‘is 
vividly green'. The last-mentioned of these belongs ultimately to qorsuk ‘green’ 
with the suffix given by Schultz-Lorentzen (ibid. 294) as -rpâ VV '— repeated
ly’ (i.e. lengthening of the last stem-vowel + stem-elaborating /R/), cf. sungârpoq 
‘is yellowish’ from sungaq ‘gall’. From this Kleinschmidt (1851:153) gives 
sungârqigpoq ‘ist lebhaft grün, hellgrün’. To the examples of Sch.-L. J. Petersen 
(1951:223) adds pitdlarqigpoq (no meaning given) from pitdlarpâ ‘punishes 
him'. Chr. Rasmussen (1888:142) only gives examples of -rqigpoq ‘again, 
further’ which may be a different suffix, but with the further extension 
-tdlar-poq VV '— very much’ he cites forms like qajartu-tdlarqigpoq “is an 
excellent kajak-rower”. This survey clearly shows that the form -rqig-poq is 
merely a post-uvular variant of '-rigpoq. But even so, it is of secondary origin. 
The whole series of derivational steps made from a vocalic stem is preserved in 
the case of WG makita-voq ‘is out of bed; has risen; is proud, conceited’ (itself 
derived from makípoq = Chap. makətaquq ‘stands up') -> makítaq ‘that by 
which something is made to rise . . .; ability to rise’ -> makítarigpoq ‘is upright, 
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straight, horizontal; stands vertically’ (literally ‘has a good ability to stand up’). 
The last of these is of course from *mak əta-γR-kiγ- > *mak ətaγqiγ- > PE 
*makəttaqiγ-. Now a secondary confrontation of *mak əta~ with its second- 
degree derivative *mak əttaqiγ- led to the singling out of a suffix *-qi γ- with 
the meaning ‘have a good ability of -ing’. This was in its turn added to such 
verbal stems in final uvular as had no apparent gemination, e.g., Proto-Esk. 
*əδR-iR- ‘hide no longer’ (i.e., WG ersserpoq ‘becomes visible’, derived from 
the stem of WG isserpâ ‘hides it’ as beautifully demonstrated by Rischel, 1974: 
277) *əδRiR-qiγ-puq > WG ersserqigpoq. From here it spread beyond its 
original boundaries giving rise to a more handy productive type applied wherever 
the original formation had become impractical. The most frequent reason for 
this was probably semantic change as in oqatdlorigpoq, but other motivations 
are also conceivable. Thus, in pe-rqigpoq ‘is healthy, dashing' (from the seman
tically empty word-stem /pi-/ whose derivatives have simply the sole meaning of 
the suffixes themselves) the regular variant '-rigpoq was obviously not used for 
the simple reason that the word was too short for gemination to show. The 
regular treatment after a stem-final uvular is no doubt the undramatic pure loss 
of the uvular seen in the type tutsarigpoq. The development is: * tucaR-γR-kiγ- 
puR ‘has a good ability of hearing’ > *tucaRqi γpuR > *tuccaqi γpuq > EE 
*tuccaRiγpuq. That the sequence *- γR- merely behaved like one /G/ (* R or 
*γ) which dropped out and caused gemination in certain environments, 
was shown above in the discussion of the 4.sg. qigsse ‘his own crying' (2.3.2) 
from PE *qi δδi < *qi δδni < *qi δδani < *qi δδañ < *qi δδac < *qi δa-γR-c. 
Another corroboration is provided by stems in *- əC like WG paner-poq ‘is dry’ 
or kâvig-poq ‘walks in a circle (*- ə- being proved by derivatives like the parti
ciple panertoq ‘dry’ and the form kâvig-tuarpoq ‘. . . alone’ with /t/, not /s/). 
According to the rules found above in the discussion of the type kípaq, pátagpâ, 
the sequence *-CGG(G)C-  (where G is either *R  or *γ) is relieved by an 
anaptyctic /a/ to *-CaGG(G)C-.  This sequence now arises in the words under 
discussion here: *panR -γR-kiγ-puR ‘has a good ability of being dry’ first be
comes *panaR γRkiγpuR and then (through unknown intermediary stages) 
*panaRqiγpuR, whence, with gemination and word-final hardening, Proto-Es
kimo *pannaqi γpuq, the obvious pre-form of the WG form pánarigpoq ‘is com
pletely dry’. Likewise, the non-initial segments of kâvfarigpoq are developed 
from *-av γ-Rγ-kiγ-puR through *-ava γRγkiγpuR > *-avaRqi γpuR > *-avvaqi γpuq, 
and patdlarigpoq ‘is good at making sun-tanned’ from palerpâ ‘makes sun-tanned’ 
(forms cited from J. Petersen 1951:203 under suffix-entry -arigpoq). It may be 
noted that this is in its turn a strong support for the analysis of the types 
*kəppaq and *patta γpaRa given in 1.2.2.5 above. If the sound laws drawn up on 
the strength of the examples in that section were wrong, the chance that they 
would work here as well would be practically nil.29a Another important indica
tion that the type tutsarigpoq is ancient is the word nutaggarigpoq ‘is quite new' 
from nutâq 'new, novelty’ through the intermediary nutaggarik ‘brand-new’ 
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with gemination revealing a velar for which there is no synchronic basis (nor is 
there in reality any diachronic basis for a velar here, since all WE dialects agree 
on a common denominator *nutaRaq,  cf. the forms collected by Swadesh 1952: 
251f, which I take to reflect a pre-Esk, assimilation of *- γaR to *-RaR  in the 
forms without gemination). The various forms taken by these suffixes thus have 
their justification in sound laws and restructurings on several different chrono
logical levels, and not a few of the forms are seen to reflect very ancient 
morphophonemic alternations with a truly amazing fidelity.

5.2. WG '-vik. General allomorphy
It is not easy to see exactly what lesson is taught us by the behaviour of the 
suffix ´-vik VN ‘a place or time for -ing’. The form of the suffix is the same all 
over the Eskimo territory (except, of course, for such manifestly secondary 
adjustments as Sirenik -vəx and Wales üγöik < EE *əγγavik ‘kitchen’), i.e, 
Proto-Esk. *-vik, erg. *-vi γom, pi. *-vi γət (the notation -vïk for WG morpho
phonemics in Bergsland 1955:9,103 is a curious mistake), cf. Chap. ulíma-vik, 
pl. -viγət ‘workshop’ = WG ulíma-vik ‘chopping block’ (from Chap. ulíma-̄quq 
‘works’, WG ulima-voq ‘cuts with an axe’). In EE the suffix is accompanied by 
gemination if the verbal stem ends in -VCV, e.g., WG /ulimmavik/, /sannavik/ 
‘workshop’ from sana-voq, /niRRivik/ ‘table’ from neri-voq ‘eats’. A stem
final /t/, being assimilated to any following consonant, of course gave 
rise to the allomorph /-vvik/ (phonetically [-FFik], spelt -vfik) which was used 
productively wherever useful. An important factor was no doubt semantic 
change combined with the gradual decline of the synchronic predictability of 
gemination. Once the semantic difference between /tuqqu-vik/ ‘place or time of 
dying’ (from /tuqu-/ ‘die’) and /tuqu-v-vik/ (from /tuqu-t-/ ‘kill’), originally 
‘place or time of killing (or being killed)’, was no longer perceived, a suffix 
conglomerate /-vvik/ could be segmented off and used in new coinings like 
inûvfik ‘birth-place’ (whose old form inûvik had become specialized in the 
meaning ‘birthday’, cf. Schultz-Lorentzen 1927:303 agreeing with the entry in 
J. Petersen 1951) or in a case like iga-vfik ‘kitchen, stove' instead of the older 
igga-vik with a voiceless [xx] not easily identified with the voiced spirant of 
igavoq ‘cooks’. The same change is found to have taken place from an old form 
/sulli-vik/, spelt sugdli-vik, to the normalized suli-vfik ‘working-place, -hours’ 
(the second being the only form given by e.g. J. Petersen 1951 and by Bugge 
et al. 1960 s.v. arbejdsplads). Here again the “trading relationship between 
clusters” seen by Rischel (1974:287) to obtain between such variants (-qq . . .v- 
alternating with -q. . .vv- etc.) is without bearing on the historical evolution of 
the switch. The productive allomorph just did not originate in vocalic stems, so 
its lack of gemination is trivial, and, conversely, the geminating type is restricted 
to vocalic stems, so its failure to assimilate anything to produce a geminate 
/-vv-/ is no less trivial.
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5.2.1. Analysis of underlying form
There remains the difficult question of the origin of gemination in forms like 
sána-vik, Proto-Esk. *canna -vik. I can propose no better solution than an ad 
hoc re-positing of the underlying form. In accordance with the rules pieced 
together so far we would expect gemination to have arisen in a sequence 
*-VCVGCi-, changing this to *-VCCVC i-, If we take the liberty of writing in 
the -G- this is exactly what we have. Then, taking the suffix to be *-Gvi γ (i.e. 
*-γviγ or *-Rviγ we have a proto-form *cana-Gvi γ which would be very
likely to come out as Proto-Esk. *canna-vik.  But then problems begin to turn 
up.

5.2.2. Counterexamples; delimitation of gemination
If *cana-Gvi γ became *cannavik,  why then did *atuR-Gvi γ become WG atorfik 
‘position, office’ (literally ‘place for being useful’ from ator-poq ‘is useful’) with 
an ungeminated /t/? The sequence *-RG-  of the postulated proto-form could 
hardly be crucially different from the *-yR-  that did cause gemination in 
*qiδa-γR-c (“-ni") > *qiδδi ’his own crying’ (WG qigsse explained above at 
2.3.2 and 5.1.2). And if a sequence *-CGGC-  was otherwise changed to 
*-CaGGC-, why then does WG patig-pâ ‘puts his hand upon it’ with underlying 
stem *pat γ- form patigfik ‘piano key’ from what would seem to be *pat γ-Gviγ? 
The fact that the expected form */pattaGvik/  could be seen in the actually 
occurring pátagfik (same meaning) is no help, for this plainly belongs directly 
to pátagpâ ‘strikes it with his hand’, intrans. pátagpoq ‘plays the piano (etc.)’.

5.2.3. Conclusion: gemination analogically redistributed
The only way of saving the theory that the gemination in *cannavik  was caused 
by the dropping of a suffix-initial velar or uvular spirant is to assume that all 
word forms that are not immediately reconcilable with this analysis are due to 
secondary restructuring. This is, at any rate, certainly the case with very many 
examples. It is significant that all derivatives with the suffixal variant '-vik 
retain their verbal stem intact. Apart from the gemination in the type *cannavik,  
no synchronically unpredictable change could be found in any relevant word 
recorded by the handbooks excerpted for this purpose,30 a fairly clear indication 
that analogical levelling has indeed been at work. Therefore, the evidence of 
the suffix ‘-vik is inconclusive for the establishment of rules governing 
gemination, but, in a passive manner, it is itself best accounted for if gemination 
is assumed to change a sequence *-VCV-Gvi γ to *-VCCV-vik.
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6. THE INSTRUMENT-NOUN SUFFIX ”-ut”

6.0. General remarks. List of allomorphs
A particularly tricky case is presented by the suffix commonly cited as WG -ut 
VN ‘means to —; cause, reason to —; the time when —’ (thus Schultz-Lorentzen 
1927:302). In WG, the allomorphs of this suffix are: (1) -́t, (2) '-ut, (3) -ut, 
(4) -rut, (5) -qut, (6) -t, (7) -'ssut (i.e. /-ṣsụt/) with a most puzzling distribu
tion, the main facts of which are to be disentangled in the following.

6.1. The allomorph -t
Verbs in stem-final -a, -i or -u (not *- ə) geminate the preceding consonant and 
add /—t/ (Proto-Esk. *-n,  older *- tə) to the stem (allomorph no. 1): sana-voq 
‘works’ -> sána-t ‘(carving) tool’ = Naukan sana-n (Menovšcǐkov 1962:92). After 
a cluster, gemination, of course, does not show, cf. WG sagdlu-ti-gâ ‘tells a lie 
about him or to him’ (from sagdlu-voq ‘tells a lie’, i.e., literally ‘has him as a 
means of lying’).

Stems in final *- ə fall into at least two distinct subcategories:

6.2. The allomorph ´-ut
Gemination + -ut (allomorph 2) is found in the following examples: WG kíput 
‘cutting implement’ from kipi-vâ = Chap. kəpáqā = Kusk. kípâ ‘cuts it off’ (cf. 
the verbal noun *k əpə-nR > *k əpən°R > *k əpn°R > Proto-Esk. *k əpnəq > 
WG kivneq ‘clearance in the ice’, Chap. kəpnəq ‘segment, stump’); WG súp-ut 
‘bellows’ from supi-vâ ‘blows at it’ = Chap. sup̄aqā - Kusk. tshupâ (cf. Nunivak 
cupun ‘breath’ and the Alask. words for ‘gun’ in Swadesh 1952:253 and 
Jenness 1928:113); WG uláp-ut ‘that which keeps one busy’ from the equivalent 
of Chap. ulāpa-quq ‘trains’ (WG ulapípoq ‘is busy’ being a derivative of this); 
WG káput- as a verbal stem in kápúpâ ‘thrusts it into something so that it 
sticks’ from kapi-vâ ‘stings him’ = Chap. kap̄a-qā (J. Petersen 1951 also lists 
káput ‘a kind of nail’, with which cf. Naukan kapún ‘spear used for hunting sea 
animals’ given by Menovšcǐkov 1975); WG pl. qíputi-t ‘several twines; vice; 
press, with screws’, verb qípúpâ ’twines it with something else; fixes it with a 
screw’ from qipi-vâ ‘twines it’, turns it’ = Chap. qəpá-qā ‘ties it’, qəput-aq ‘tie’, 
qəputaqā ‘ties it to something’ (verbal noun qəp-nəq ‘bundle’ = WG qivneq 
‘winding, screw thread’).

6.3. The allomorph -ut without gemmation
Under apparently similar phonetic circumstances the following words present 
-ut without gemination (allomorph 3): WG naqitar-ut ‘lashing’ from naqitari-vâ 
or naqitarâ ‘lashes it fast’; sap-ut ‘dike, weir’ from sapi-vâ ‘blocks its way’ = 
Chap. sap̄a-qa ̄‘covers it’, cf. Naukan sapútaq ‘a blocking, covering' in Men. 
1975; api-voq ‘there is snow on it’ ~ Chap. apə-nRan̄ ‘fresh fluffy snow’ which 
is certainly the basis of the very old derivative WG ap-ut = Sirenik apəta ‘snow’ 
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(the Sir. form, from *aput ə, has been regularized from a paradigm *apun  
*aputə-m *aputə-t; for Naukan, Menovšcǐkov gives only apə in 1964:213 and 
in the glossary of 1975, but the grammar section in 1975:83 refers to a paradigm 
ápun, apútəm matching the pre-forms of Sirenik); then also Proto-Esk. *k əy-un 
‘tooth’ (WG kigut, Chap, xuta, Sir. kəyəta etc.) will be derived from *k əyə- 
‘bite’ (WG kî-vâ, Kusk. /kəxaa/, Unaaliq kxxaa, Naukan kəxáqa ̄‘bites it off’, 
Chugach kix-maR-tuq). A clear example is also WG uvserut ‘tar’ from 
uvserivoq / uvseraoq ‘tars, caulks’ = Chap. umsixqaqā ‘patches a hole in it'.

6.3.1. Delimination of 6.2 and 6.3: The status of /-ə/
The crucial difference between the types of 6.2 and 6.3 — which cannot be 
sought in the element preceding the /a/ as in both types this can be /p/ — seems 
to lie in the status of the /ə/. At least the fact that the verbs of 6.2 form WG 
“halftransitive’’ derivatives of the shape kipi-ssi-voq, supi-ssi-voq, kapi-ssi-voq, 
qipi-ssi-voq with retained stem-final //ə//, as contrasted with the “syncopated” 
derivatives from the verbs of 6.3, WG naqitar-ssi-voq, sav-ssi-voq, strongly 
suggests an analysis of this sort. We would then have to reconstruct simply 
*ulapə- + suffix for uláput, but *cap-  + suffix for saput, i.e. stem forms with 
and without underlying //-ə//. Part of the reason for the lack of gemination in 
*capun is then the mere fact that in this type, the last stem consonant was not 
immediately followed by a vowel at the time when the gemination rule was 
operative.

6.3.2. -ut with stems in -7 and -R
The allomorph ~ut is also regularly found in derivatives from verbs with a stem
final velar or uvular spirant: WG agdla-ut ‘chalk’ from agdlag-poq ‘writes’ (Bar
row etc. aγλaun ‘pencil’ agrees with the WG form, but Nauk. alŋan given by 
Menovšcǐkov 1962:92 must be derived from Nauk. alŋaquq [Men. 1975 matches 
Jenness 1928:7, who gives “East Cape” aλ∙iŋaq∙oq] with regular suffix variant 
no. 1); alugssa-ut ‘soup spoon’ from alugssar-poq ‘sips it’ (Barrow /aluun/ in 
Jenness 1928:16 must be derived directly from aluk-toq 'licks’, WG alug-pâ 
'licks it’); pauti-t (pl.) ‘kayak paddle’ from paor-poq ‘paddles a kayak’ with 
(19th cty.) /-au-/ from older *-auu- . This derivational type, however, is 
productive and should therefore only be used with the utmost caution for the 
formulation of sound laws. In fact, the verbal derivative parrúpâ ‘tries to keep 
pace with or overtake him in a kayak' can hardly be anything other than the old 
non-regularized instrument-noun derivative from paor-poq in a verbal function, 
i.e. Schultz-Lorentzen’s derivative in -úpâ, -ssúpâ VV ‘— for him; — with it; — 
with regard to him' (1927:301). The original meaning would then be that of a 
home-made German phrase ‘er berudert ihn’. As this form cannot possibly be 
analogical, there seems to be no alternative to the assumption that this is the only 
regular example of this class that has resisted normalization. We must, then, posit 
the following structural description for the instrument-noun derivative made from
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a verb in -CVR: loss of -VR, gemination of -C-, suffixal allomorph *-un/-utə-. A
Proto-Esk. stem *paRRut ə- could be the regular outcome of underlying *paRR-  
Cutə-, itself arising by syncope from *paRRuCut ə-, which points to an older form 
*paRuR-Cutə- with a suffix-initial consonant that makes the stem-final /R/ 
anteconsonantal and therefore prone to loss with compensatory gemination. By 
this operation the stem of the derivative is made to harmonize with that of the 
base-verb paor-poq, i.e. /pauR-/ (modern WG /paaR-/) from *paRuR-.

6.3.3. -iut from verbs in -iarpoq, -iorpoq
A decisive corroboration of this analysis is furnished by the derivatives in -iut 
from verbs in -iar-poq and -ior-poq, such as agiar-poq ‘rubs, files’ -► agi-ut 
‘file’, pi-niar-poq ‘hunts’ -> pi-ni-ut ‘hunting implement’, pujor-sior-poq ‘walks 
around in the mist’ -> pujor-si-ut ‘compas’, kangm-ior-pâ ‘treats it (a boot) with 
a boot-stretcher’ (suffix -lior- NV ‘manufacture, make’) -> kangm-i-ut ‘boot
stretcher’. In all of these examples, the antevocalic /i/ is treated as a consonant 
which is geminated and causes syncope before cluster reduction simplifies the 
geminate again: *a γia̯R- + suff. > *a γi̯ia̯-Cutə > *a γi̯i̯aCut > *aγi̯ia̯Cun > 
*aγi̯i̯Cun > PE *a γiun; even in EE the /i/ is here treated as a consonant in that it 
prevents the loss of /γ/. The same process obviously underlies the derivation 
anguar-poq ‘rows’ -> angût ‘paddle’, i.e. *aŋu̯aR- + suffix > *a ŋu̯ua̯-Cutə > 
*aŋu̯ua̯Cut > *a ŋu̯ua̯Cun > *a ŋu̯uC̯un > PE *a ŋuun.

6.3.4. Cases of preservation of stem-final -R before -ut
In a number of cases a stem-final /R/ is preserved before -ut: (1) If the /R/ is 
preceded by a consonant in the underlying form, e.g. parq-ut ‘marrow extractor’ 
from PE *patR-un  derived from pater-pâ ‘extracts the marrow from it’ = Chap. 
patəxtaqå ‘sucks it in’ formed directly from the stem of WG pateq, Chap. patəq 
‘marrow’. Similarly, WG qern(g)uti-t (pl.) ‘binoculars’ from qiner-poq ‘looks 
around him for something’ = Imaklik qənəRa-toq (Menovšcǐkov 1964:215) = 
Chap. qinəxta-quq ‘looks at something’ (the difference qən- : qin- probably be
ing due to inaccuracy in the sources, cf. Barrow /qiniqtuq/ in Jenness 1928:67 
with -n- proving *qin -, not *q ən-). (2) After /ə/ preceded by a consonant 
cluster as in WG agdler-ut ‘miscarriage’ from agdler-poq ‘bears prematurely’. 
(3) After /ə/ preceded by a sequence /-əC-/ as in WG eqiter-ut ‘glove to scrape 
caplin with’ from eqiter-pâ ‘compresses it’ = Chap. qətáqā ‘clenches his fist’; 
thus also ipiter-ut ‘steering wheel’ from ipiter-pâ ‘moves or turns it little by 
little’ (*- ət- proved by lack of assibilation of the /t/). (4) After the vowel 
clusters /ai/ and /aa/ (in terms of EE phonemics), e.g. WG atâr-ut ‘ski’ from 
atâr-poq ‘comes down’, nalunaer-ut ‘message’ (on which see section 6.5 below), 
parnaer-ut ‘lock, lashing’ = Nauk. paqneR̄-un (Menovšcǐkov 1962:93).

6.4. WG tarn(g)ut
A subgroup of the former is made up of the one word WG tarn(g)ut ’grease,
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salve’, obviously belonging to tanípâ ‘greases it’ (stem //tanət-//) and like it 
derived from the equivalent of Chap. tan̄a-qa ̄‘washes it’ (verbal noun tānə-Ləq). 
As the WG uvular nasal is always the product of Proto-Esk. *-nR-,31 the re
construction *tan-Run  cannot be seriously doubted. This word has a stern-final 
consonant different from any of the examples under 6.3 above, so the two 
sections very probably belong together, showing different results of the same 
suffix in complementary distribution. The important lesson to be learnt from 
*tan-Run is, of course, that the suffix-initial consonant, whose existence was 
inferred under 6.3.2 above, can now be identified as /R/. Then, at least for a 
large subgroup of examples, the underlying form of this suffix can so far be 
traced back to a stage *-Rut ə.

6.5. The allomorph -qut
An allomorph -qut is found in a few tricky examples. One major difficulty is 
that this suffixal variant has achieved a semi-independent status, allowing it to 
spread beyond its original bounds. One clear example of this is WG pugtaqut 
‘buoy’ derived from pugta-voq ‘flows on the water’, showing retention of inter
vocalic -q- after non-first vowel contrary to the EE lenition rules. The form 
-qut is restricted to EE and may therefore very well be the regular outcome 
of *-Run  following a plosive. Since no other plosive than /t/ appears to occur 
stem-finally in EE verbs, it seems at least probable that the original locus of 
this variant was the verbal type in /—t/, and indeed this assumption sheds light 
on some forms that would otherwise remain obscure. One such is WG náparqut 
‘pillar; spire; cross or stone on a tomb’ from náparpâ ‘places it upright’, which is 
found to have lost a stem-final /t/ when contrasted with Chap. napaxt̥aqā. From 
WG nalunaer-poq ‘communicates; explains; gives evidence (about himself)’ = 
Kusk. natlunaerâ ‘makes it known’ = Chap. naLúniR̄aqā ‘notices’, the instru
ment noun is WG nalunaerut = Kusk. natlunaerun ‘announcement’ = Chap. 
naLuniR̄un ‘sign’. The form WG nalunaerqut ‘mark; sign’ (in the sense of Germ. 
Kennzeichen) is not merely a variant of this, but is rather derived from nalunáipoq 
‘is clear, is known’ (given by Chr. Rasmussen 1888:103, itself a derivative from 
nalunar-poq ‘is incomprehensible’ with the suffix *-it-, which changes the
meaning of adjectival verbs to the opposite, as in manig-poq ‘is even’ -> manĩpoq 
/mani-ip-puq/ ‘is uneven’). Therefore, the original meaning may be assumed to 
be ‘means of being known’. Other clear examples are ímúpá ‘rolls, wraps it into 
something’ -> ímorqut ‘swaddle’; kápúpâ ‘thrusts it into something so that it 
sticks -> káporqut ‘pin’; and the interesting word kiggerqut ‘clothes' pin’, which 
for semantic and formal reasons can belong neither directly to kigar-pâ ‘makes a 
notch or an incision in it’ nor to kiger-poq ‘casts traces (a dog)’, but only to the 
derivative kiggípâ ‘pinches it’ (all of which, of course, ultimately belong together 
with the words for ‘bite’ and ‘tooth’ mentioned in 6.3 above).
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6.6. The allomorph -t without gemination
The allomorph -t without gemination is rare and somewhat problematic. One 
small group of examples is manifestly secondary: WG uvserit ‘tar brush’ is plain
ly from uvseri-voq ‘tars', which is nothing but a normalized variant of uvsera-oq 
whose regular instrument noun uvser-ut ‘tar’ has already been explained in 6.3 
above. Then WG míngerit ‘something which is used for dirty work’ (pl. 
míngerisit ‘clothes for dirty work’) and its base-verb míngeri-voq ‘is engaged in 
dirty work’ must be taken to have replaced an older pair *m ínger-ut : 
*míngera-oq (the latter obviously from *miŋuγ-Liqə-[p]uR  > *mi ŋŋuLiqə- >
*miŋŋLiqə- > Proto-Esk. *mi ŋŋiqə-uq, cf. minguk ‘dirt’). As this normalization 
presupposes the merger of *ə and *i into WG /i/, it is manifestly younger than the 
productive period of gemination. The model for this formation may be seen in 
the type sagdluti-gâ (6.1 above) or ikitsi-t ‘match’ (from ikit-si-voq, half
transitive of ikípâ ‘kindles it’) with non-surfacing gemination. The assibilation 
seen in the plurals uvserisi-t, míngerisi-t, though regular only after Esk. *i,  does 
not provide a counterargument against the assumption of the proto-forms 
*umcix̥qə- (from *umci γ-qə-, being the intensive of WG uvsig-poq ‘is water
proof’) and *m iŋŋiqə-, because all inherited instrument nouns in WG -it are of 
course derived from verbs in *- i-. Verbs in *- ə- have different allomorphs, all 
ending in -ut as described, and so the model for the inflexion of these words 
can only be the type autdlait ‘gun’, pl. autdlaisit.

6.6.1. WG ímît, qôrqît, amîsit
To this section belong also the three curious WG examples (1) ímît /immiit/ 
‘ramrod’ from ímer-pâ = Chap. imíRa-qā ‘fills it’ (lit. ‘supplies it with content’, 
see 4.1.2), (2) qôrqît 'grooving plane’ from qôrqer-pâ ‘makes a furrow in it’ 
(this being in its turn from qôroq ‘valley, furrow, groove’ with the same suffix 
*-liR- as the preceding), and (3) amîsit pl. given by J. Petersen 1951 with the 
glossing ‘qalipausiutit’ = ‘paint brush', i.e. amît*  derived from amer-pâ ‘covers it 
(a skin vessel [with a hide, WG ameq]), paints it’. At first glance, this looks like a 
clear-cut transformation from the verbal stem in //-iR// to an instrument noun 
in //-iitə-// or //-iRitə-//, but as the regular formation is found to be of the type 
ami-ut ‘paint’, aki-li-ut ‘payment’ (aki-ler-pâ ‘suppiles him with payment’ i.e. 
‘pays him’), the small group of examples in -ît must have another explanation. 
The first example appears to correspond exactly to Chugach imin̄ ‘water dipper’ 
given by Birket-Smith 1953:239 and apparently pointing to a proto-form 
*immiin, not *immiRin.  Now, a WG form /immiit/ would be the regular in
strument noun made from a verbal stem /immii-/ with allomorph 1 (gemination 
+ -t, the gemination failing to show if there is no consonant before the last 
stem-vowel), and this can only be the halftransitive derivative ímîvoq*  
/immiivuq/ ‘fills something’ (not recorded by the handbooks for this verb, but 
cf. with the same suffix atúngerpâ ‘soles it’-> htr. atúngîvoq from atungak ‘sole’, 
ivsserpâ ‘casts earth upon him’ -> htr. ivssîvoq from ivssoq ‘earth, peat’,
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tigumísserpâ ‘gives him something into his hand’ -> htr. tigumíssîvoq from 
tigumiaq ‘that which one has in one’s hand’). That instrument nouns can be 
derived from the intermediary halftransitive derivative was seen in the word 
ikit-si-t ‘match’ in the preceding paragraph (to which could be added, e.g., 
inápâ ‘commands him’ -> htr. inatsivoq -> inatsit ‘command’, qarnípâ ‘puts it out 
[the lamp]’ -> htr. qamitsivoq -> qamitsit ‘extinguisher’, naqípâ ‘presses it down; 
seals it' -> htr. naqitsivoq -> naqitsit ‘signet; sealing wax’,simêrpâ ‘uncorks it’ -> 
htr. sirnêrsivoq -> simérsit ‘cork screw’). In like manner. Chap. aγlat̄-i-siq ‘means 
for carrying something’ is derived with a different suffix from the halftransitive 
aγlāt-i-quq ‘carries something, walks away with something’ of aγláRa-quq 
‘walks’ (Menovšcǐkov 1967:78). After stem-final -R, the half transitive suffix 
*-δi- (on which see the discussion in the subsections of 6.7 below) changed to 
*-i-, possibly through an intermediary stage *-ji-  (*-ii̯-).  As the pre-form of
WG verbs in -lî-voq (or gemination + -îvoq) we should then posit *- liR-ii̯-puR 
> *- liR-ii-puq, and for the corresponding instrument nouns *-liR-ii̯-R(u)tə > 
*-liRi̯ii̯t(ə) > *-liR i̯in̯ > *- liRii̯n > PE *- liRiin, or with syncope, *- liRi̯ii̯tə > 
*-liRi̯it̯ə > *- liRit̯ > PE *- liRin, i.e., in any case with retained stem-final /R/ 
contrary to the expectation expressed above. Now, it can be proved with 
absolute certainty that stem-final /R/, or perhaps rather /R/ following a non- 
first vowel, is in fact dropped in front of a vocalic suffix in all non-Sirenik 
dialects. Apart from the unanalysable WG atausiq = Sir. atəRəsəx ̥‘one’ this is 
proved by such forms as WG ima-er-pâ ‘empties it’ ~ Chap. imi-̄lŋuq ‘empty’ = 
Sir. iməR-ə-lŋux ̥(stem *imaR-iR-  ‘remove content’), WG qajũtaq ‘ladle, scoop’ 
= Chap. qajut̄aq ‘wooden tray for eating meat’ = Sir. qajəR-ətáx ̥‘cup’ 
(*qajuR-uttaq  derived from qajuq ‘meat broth, tea’), or the suffix *-miRu  NN 
‘inhabitant of —’ in WG -mio = Chap. -mi = Sir. -məRA31a  (siŋraR-məRa ‘beach
dweller’). Then a non-Sirenik WE possessive form like Chap. aŋja-a ‘his boat’ 
will represent the regular reflex of Esk. *a ŋδaR-a (for the stem, cf. Iglulik 
Shaman’s language agʒaq given by Kn. Rasmussen 1930:73) as hinted at under 
1.2.1 above. Unfortunately no Sirenik forms corresponding to the type ímît have 
been found (and the chances of ever finding any in this moribund dialect are 
practically nil), so a definitive choice between the two proposed reconstruc
tions for ímît, either PE *immiRiin  (would be Sir. *im əRita) or PE *immiRin  
(Sir. *im əRəta), cannot be made on the basis of direct observation. It seems, 
however, that a decision — favouring *immiRiin  (and *kuCuqqiRiin, 32 *amni- 
Riitə-t) — may be reached on the basis of a more precise knowledge of the 
general rules governing gemination, on which see section 6.8.2. below.

6.7. The allomorph -ssut from halftransitives in -ssivoq
The allomorph -ssut has known a certain degree of productivity, cf. such 
doublets as WG toqú-ssut ‘cause of death’ and torqu-ti-gâ ‘dies from it’ (lit. 
‘has it for his torqut*  = cause of death’, cf. the entry in Schneider 1970:433 
“torquti-poss. pour toqoguti motif de mort”), or sulí-ssuti-gâ ‘works for it’ 
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and sugdli-si-t (pl.) ‘work clothes' (unetymological spelling for /sullisit/ from 
su-li-voq ‘works’). According to Kleinschmidt 1851:117, the origin of this allo
morph is to be found in verbs with stem-final /t/, and the same belief is ex
pressed in Bergsland 1955:103. To be sure, this is the picture that emerges from 
a scanning of the dictionaries (Schultz-Lorentzen 1927 was found to contain ten 
examples of the type inápâ ‘commands him’ -> inássut ‘order’), but it is cer
tainly not what we expect from our knowledge of the sound laws. And since the 
allomorph -qut of the type nalunáipoq -> nalunaerqut (6.5 above) could not 
possibly arise under any other circumstances than after stem-final /t/, the origin 
of -ssut must lie elsewhere. The only unproblematic solution appears to be that 
a derivative like oqáussut ‘message, exhortation’ belongs not directly to oqáupâ 
‘tells him what to do, exhorts him’, but rather to its halftransitive derivative 
oqáussivoq. Then also examples like qaerqússut ‘call, vocation, invitation’, 
kuíssut ‘baptismal name, bapt. water’, pivdluarqússut ‘blessing’ and tuníssut 
‘gift, sacrifice’ are derived not from qaerquvâ ‘calls him’, kuivâ ‘pours it out, 
pours water on it, baptizes him’, pivdluarquvâ ‘blesses him’ and tunivâ ‘gives 
him something’, but from their halftransitives qaerqussivoq, kuissivoq, 
pivdluarqussivoq, tunissivoq, thus exemplifying the regular treatment of the 
suffix after stem-final *- ə described under 6.2 above. A strong corroboration 
of this analysis is provided by the fact that other derivatives of these verbs con
tain the same halftransitive extension, cf. the 3.sg. possessive of the verbal noun 
qaerqu-ssi-ner-a ‘his vocation’ given by Schultz-Lorentzen 1927 and the two 
active participles kui-ssi-ssoq ‘baptist’ and tuni-ssi-ssoq ‘giver’ listed in Bugge 
et al. 1960 under the catchwords døber and giver. A particularly instructive case 
is the derivational line of erqartũpã /iqqaRtuuppaa/ ‘reminds him of something; 
speaks to him of what has happened; judges him' ->  erqartũssivoq -> erqartus̃sut 
‘judgment, sentence', Gûtip erqartus̃sinera ‘God’s judgment’, erqartus̃sissoq 
‘judge’; erqartũssivik ‘court of justice’. In this group of words, the morpheme 
-ssi- was so intimately integrated into the stem that a new instrument noun 
could be derived with it, either regularly as erqartus̃si-t ‘ordinance, legal provi
sion’ or with the productive suffix variant -ssut as erqartũssíssut ‘law suit’.

6.7.1. The htr. morpheme and its allomorphs
As the allomorph -ssut is here conceived of as containing the suffix of half
transitive verbs, an analysis of the underlying form of this extension may not be 
out of place here. But the morphophonemic behaviour of the htr. suffix is very 
unusual and has been blurred by so many analogical re-formations that the odds 
seem very unfavourable for a definitive solution. On top of this, all descriptions 
of non-WG Esk. dialects available to me are, to say the least, very sketchy in 
their information on this point. There is, however, a clear and interesting agree
ment between WG (for which Schultz-Lorentzen 1927 and J. Petersen 1951 
may be expected to give fully representative coverage of all forms that are not 
analogical anyway) and Kuskokwim (so far as the facts can be obtained from the 
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more or less fortuitous references in Hinz 1944, including the glossary). In 
both dialects the suffix has the form /—si/ after a stem-final dental, and the 
form /—i/ after any other stem-final consonant, cf. WG toqut-si-voq = Kusk. 
toqût-si-oq ‘kills’; WG ikiu-i-voq = Kusk, ikaior-i-oq ‘helps’ (WG ikiorpâ, 
Kusk. ikaiorâ ‘helps him’); WG qalipa-i-voq ‘paints’ (qalipag-pâ ‘paints it' from 
qalipak ‘covering, shell, colour’) agreeing with Chugach mingug-i-uq ‘paints’ 
(Kusk. mingug-â ‘paints it’ from minguk ‘ointment, paint’). Though out of a 
total of 109 WG forms in -si-voq given by Sch.-L.’s dictionary only 69 are 
formed from stems in /—t/ (the remainder comprising 21 stems in /-γ/, 17 in /-R/ 
and the two vocalic stems kî- ‘pinch’ and tigu- ‘take’), the fact that no other 
stems form this type of htr. in Kusk. may be taken as proof of an old rule re
stricting the allomorph /-si/ to the position following an Esk. dental. This 
assumption is not contradicted by the WG facts either, for all t-stems not 
formed with the suffix -úpâ and its variants have -t-si-voq as their htr. form, so that 
nothing speaks against the assumption that this variant has been generalized some
what beyond its original bounds. After a stem-final vowel, the suffix is in WG in
variably -ssi- (i.e., /-si-), cf. ila-ssi-voq ‘adds’, matu-ssi-voq ‘closes’, ili-ssi-voq 
‘places, buries’ (Esk. *əLi-, cf. Chap. Livəq = WG iliveq ‘grave’), and — with /-ə/ 
— the two types supi-ssi-voq ‘inflates’ and sav-ssi-voq ‘blocks the way’ (sapi-vâ) 
whose distribution was discussed above in 6.3.1. Unfortunately the Kusk. material 
contains examples of no stem-final vowels other than /-ə/, for which Hinz 1944: 
43 gives kink-i-oq ‘loves’ (kink-â ‘loves him’) and lists in his vocabulary nak-i-oq 
‘reads, counts’ (nâk-ai ‘counts them', cf. Miyaoka 1975:70 na'qa').

The very few examples which can be quoted from Chaplino all have -i- 
irrespective of the preceding phoneme. The short lists in Menovšcǐkov 1960, 
1967:78, 1967b and Emel’janova 1967, to be sure, only give examples of stem
final /t/ and /ə/, as, e.g., aγlata-qa ̄‘carries it’ -> aγlat-i-quq (/a/ is anaptyctic 
after /t/, so there is really no “cěredovanie” a ~ i as Emel’janova 1967:275 sees 
it) and kuva-qā ‘pours (water) out of it’ -> kuv-i-quq (WG kui-ssi-voq), but cf. 
also an entry in Rubcova 1971 such as məsuni-Ləq, verbal noun of məsúnā-quq 
‘cuts hair’, tr. məsúnā-qā 'cuts his hair' testifying to a htr. derivative *m əsuna-i- 
with regular monophthongization. The Chap. forms corresponding to the WG 
causative suffix -típâ (*- tət-) and its htr. derivative -tit-si-voq (e.g., autdlar-típâ 
‘lets him go’ -> autdlar-tit-si-voq) are -sta-qã and -st-i-quq, cf. Menovšcǐkov 
1960:94 ulima-sta-qaŋa ‘he lets me manufacture’ -> ulima-sti-quq ‘he lets (some
one) manufacture’, in which the sequences -staq- and -stiq- are definitely from 
older *-ttəq-  and *-ttiq -, which in their turn arose through regular syncopation
of /ə/ in the open syllables of *-t ət-əq-, *-tət-i-q-. This means that the Chap- 
lino deletion of whatever consonant once preceded the vowel of the half
transitive morpheme is found to antedate ə-dropping in an open syllable, which 
rule, then, though in part belonging to Proto-Eskimo, must have been repeated 
at a later period by this dialect area. The same must be true of Kusk. -tsitâ 
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(Hinz 1944:100) whose -ts- must be the product of the encounter of the two 
dentals — cf. the variant -tstâ — so that there seems to be no other explanation 
of the -i- but anaptyxis, a common enough phenomenon in this dialect. The 
Naukan facts are not without interest here: The only htr. morpheme found 
in the examples given by Menovšcǐkov 1975 (p. 206-14 and the glossary) 
appears to be /—i—/ as in Chaplino. The material comprises stems in /-ə/, /-R/ 
and a dental only, exhibiting the following morphophonemic behaviour: /-ə/ is 
dropped by rule in an open internal syllable, cf. taneq̄uq (i.e. /tan-i-quq/) 
‘scrubs the floor’ <- taná-quq ‘washes himself’ (Chap. tana-qa ̄‘washes him’, 
verbal noun tan̄ə-Ləq); /-R/ is retained after any vowel, cf. simíReq̄uq /simiR-i- 
quq/ ‘changes something’ <- simíRaqa ̄‘changes it’ or iváxṭuR-e-̄quq ‘examines 
something, does research’ <- iváxṭuRā-qā ‘examines it, searches for it’ (htr. 
morpheme also in the verbal noun iváxṭuR-i-̄nəq ‘examination, search’); and a 
dental, surprisingly, assumes the shape /s/, cf. unəxs-e-̄quq ‘leaves (someone)’ 
from unəxta-̄qa ̄‘leaves him’ or təŋús-e-̄quq ‘flies away with something’ from 
təŋúta-̄qa ̄(WG tíngúpâ) ‘flies away with it’. The causative of dental verbs 
(probably the original locus of WG -t-ípâ, Chap. -s-taqa,̄ Kusk. -tsi-tâ, cf. the 
shorter form with stem-final vowel in WG toqúpâ = Chap. tuqutaqā = Kusk. 
toqûtâ ‘kills him’) has the form -sit̄āqa,̄ cf. mákəsit̄aq̄a ̄‘raises him’ (WG makitípâ) 
from makəta-quq ‘rises’ (WG makípoq), which in its turn forms the htr. 
mákəsis̄eq̄uq ‘raises someone’ (Menovšc.̌ 1975:214; I take the liberty of correct
ing the spelling maqə- [not repeated in the glossary]). Naukan /—sit—/, /—sisi—/ is 
now found to differ from Chap. /—st—/, /—sti—/ in presenting the same anaptyctic 
vowel as Kusk. /—cit—/ (htr., apparently not recorded by the handbooks, prob
ably /-cici-/).

Now, the historical explanation of the htr. morpheme, as it presents itself 
through these more or less well-preserved alternations, is difficult to a degree 
parallelled perhaps only by the suffix -ut on which it is itself expected to shed 
light. At first glance, little can be said about its exact underlying form beyond 
the general formula -CV-, which raises as many problems as it contains elements: 
What consonant can reasonably be assumed to show the WG alternation “/s/̣ 
after vowel, /s/ after /t/, zero after /γ/ and /R/”, the Kuskokwim alternation 
“/s/ after a dental, zero after /γ/, /R/ and /ə/”, and a Chaplino-Naukan in
variable zero, accompanied by certain adjustments of a stem-final dental? And 
which vowel did in this environment regularly give pan-Eskimo /i/, except when 
followed by the instrument noun suffix where its morphophonemic behaviour 
was that of either //i// (WG -tsit and the type ímît, both discussed in 6.6.1) or 
//ə// (WG -ssut)? And how does this tie in with the Naukan alternation /t/ ~ /s/?

6.7.2. The two kinds of dental stems
One important observation to be made here is that there arc two kinds of “t"- 
stems in Eskimo, viz. (1) stems derived with the instrument noun suffix in verbal 
function, WG -upâ ‘— with it, for him’, presenting the same morphophonemic 
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variation as the nominal suffix (e.g., WG sánápâ ‘carves, manufactures some
thing for him or in his place’ like sánat ‘tool’ from sana-voq) and therefore 
definitely pointing to an old stem-final sequence *- tə rather than a plain *- t, 
and (2) verbal stems ending in a “coronal” (non-labial, non-velar, and non- 
uvular) consonant of somewhat unclear articulation, these stems being restricted 
to verbal function and therefore not very easy to single out of their paradigmatic 
variation. These two groups behave differently when forming halftransitive 
derivatives. Group 1 undergoes regular syncope of /ə/ in an open syllable, and 
the cluster consisting of the /t/ and the suffix-initial consonant gives WG /ṣs/̣, 
e.g. sánássivoq ‘carves something for someone (etc.)’. In group 2 the result is in
variably WG /—tsi—/ as described above. Theoretically, this difference could be 
due to either chronology — the cluster of group I then being younger than the 
syncopation of /ə/ — or to an underlying difference of substance located in the 
last stem consonant, i.e., in the “t”. In fact there are enough indications that 
this consonant is, in the second group, the morphophoneme //c// to prove the 
second of these alternatives correct.33 This can be read out of the conjugation 
synopsis in Hinz 1944:55-9. Before the suffix -an of 3.sg. “conjunctive” (i.e., 
subordinate preterite) we get Kuskokwim forms like atu-an (< *atuR-an)  from 
ator-toq ‘is used’, ayên (< *aja γ-an) from aγag-toq ‘goes away’, ukfar-an from 
ukfar-toq ‘believes’, agên (< *aγa-ŋan with hiatus-filling -ŋ-) from aga-uq ‘is 
hanging’, nau-ngan from nau-goq ‘grows’, taq-ngan (< *taqə-ŋan) from táq-oq 
‘is finished’ (in Hinz given with -k-, but cf. Chugach tarquq and Chap. taq̄a-quq), 
but maktsh-an (i.e., /makcan/) from makt-oq ‘rises’, obviously from *mak( ə)c-an. 
With the suffix -kan of 3.sg. “subjunctive” (subordinate future) we have atoqan 
(*-Rk-  > Proto-Esk. *-q-  though given by Hinz as -k-), ayakan, ukfaqan 
(Hinz -kan), aga-kan, nau-kan, takkan (thus Hinz p. 57, obviously from *taq-kan  
< *taq ə-kan, the phonetic reality underlying the spelling with -kk- being 
unclear to me), but makiskan from *mak əc-kan contrasting with the preservation 
of -tk- in Kusk. and Chap. atkuk ‘coat’. The same behavious of “t”-stems is 
seen in the Chaplino preterite and its Kusk. correspondence in -umauq (Hinz’s 
suffix no. 160) expressing completed action. In Menovšcǐkov 1967:96 (§ 113) 
the morpheme of this formation is given — with the usual inaccuracy of this 
work in matters of segmentation — as -ma. In fact, the analysable examples given 
by Menovšcǐkov point to an underlying sequence -uma- followed by the usual 
indicative (or participial) morphemes, most probably intr.3.sg. *-uma- δuq, 
tr.3.sg. + 3.sg. *-uma- δaR-a. In WE outside Sirenik, -δ- and -R- disappeared 
and gave Kusk. -umauq -umâ and Chap. -umāq -umā with regular contractions, 
and correspondingly Sirenik -(ə)məcə̌x ̣-(ə)məcə̌Ra with regular vowel reduction. 
Some examples will illustrate: Chap. itxạ-quq ‘goes in’ -> itx-̣uma-ŋa 'I went in’ 
(stem *itR-,  *it əR-), ana-quq ‘goes out’ -> an-uma-ŋa ‘I went out’ (stem *anə-), 
taγi-quq ‘comes’ -> taγi-ma-ŋi ‘I came’ (iu > i,̄ vowel-length being systemati
cally ignored in M.’s grammar outside the phonetic sections), aγlaRa-quq ‘goes' 
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-> aγla-ma-ŋa ‘I went’ (R > O intervocalically after a non-first vowel, then au 
> a,̄ no notation of length); Kusk. kuv-â ‘pours it out’ -> kuv-ûma-uq ‘it has 
been poured out’, anertor-â ‘saves him’ -> anertûmauq ‘it has been saved’ 
(*-tuR-uma -); Sir. ucə̌mə-mə-cə̌-ŋ ‘I manufactured something’ (Menovšcǐkov 
1964:83) from učəḿə-čəq́əx̣-təx́ ̣‘manufactures’ (the corresponding Chaplino 
form given by Men. in 1967:96 as ulimaŋa is no doubt a misprint for ulima-ma- 
ŋa), kəlγəti-mə-cə̌x ̣‘it appeared' (Men. 1964:85) from the verb which in Chap. 
has the form kəlγúta-quq. After a stem-final dental, this suffix gave rise to the 
very surprising sequence *-c-ima- δuq, tr. *-c-ima- δaR-a: Chap. aγlata-qa ̄
‘carries it’ -> aγlas-imā, tuγuta-qā ‘brings him something’ -> tuyús-ima ̄(the 
latter example being borrowed from the lengthy note in Rubcova 1954:121-3 
devoted to the fact that “in the present the correspondence of the [preterite] 
suffix -sima is the suffix -ta" [p. 122]); Kusk. toqût-â ‘kills it’ toqûts-ima-uq 
‘it has been killed', unît-â ‘leaves him’ unîts-ima-uq ‘has been left’;34 Sir. 
aRaRət-əqəx-tə-mkən ‘I lead you’ -> aRaRəs-əmə-rə-mkən ‘I led you' (Men. 
1964:86). The sequence *-cima-  was lifted out and generalized to all verbs in 
East Eskimo, cf. WG sana-sima-voq ‘has carved’ and Barrow ikaγoq-sima- 
lanniari-pkin ‘1 shall undoubtedly help you’ (Jenness 1944:26). With dental 
stems the normal WG form is now of the type nâpí-sima-vât ‘they have (no 
doubt) met him’ (nâpí-pâ ‘meets him’), but there does remain a small residuum 
of old forms like tarris-ima-voq ‘is lost out of sight’ from tarrí-poq ‘disappears, 
sets behind something’ or nâtis-ima-voq ‘has been hung on a hook’ from nâtî-pâ 
‘hangs it on something (like a nail or a hook)’, both given by J. Petersen 1951: 
226. Even though the morphophonemic alternation in the initials of the suffix 
-uma-/-ima- remains thus far obscure,35 there can be no doubt that the word
final sequences -c-an and *-c-ima- δuq have preserved the original stem-final 
consonant of the dental stems of group 2 before a suffix-initial vowel.36

6.7.3. The consonant of the htr. morpheme
With this finding in mind we can now analyse the halftransitive final -tsivoq of 
WG dental verbs of group 2. There can be no doubt that the -ts- is here the 
outcome of the encounter between stem-final *-c  and the suffix-initial conson
ant appearing after a vowel as WG /s/. It is an interesting fact that in Chaplino 
and Sirenik the cluster arising at the morpheme boundary between a stem-final 
dental (of group 1 verbs, from which it was generalized to all dental-stem verbs 
of these dialects) and the halftransitive suffix is treated exactly like the cluster 
originally produced by the same dental + the initial of the suffix of the active 
participle (in Siberia functioning as the so-called “near past”). Thus we find 
Chap. aγlati-quq ‘carries something’ with the same -t- as qamaxtuq ‘it has just 
been finished’ (i.e.,“that’s it”, the finishing formula of the tales recorded by 
Rubcova 1954) from qamaxta-quq ‘is being finished’, and in Sir. the semantically 
corresponding pair aRaR-ət-i-cə̌qəxtəx ̣and qamáxtax,̣ likewise with -t- in both 
(for a more detailed analysis of these forms, see the following paragraph). Now, 
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in Sirenik the “near past” morpheme is -čəx after a stem-final vowel, cf. 
učəmə-čə-ŋ ‘I manufactured’ (Menovšcǐkov 1964:83), so the suffix-initial 
consonant concerned is plainly Proto-Esk. *- δ-. In WG this consonant gives /s/ 
in intervocalic position when preceded by *ə, from which position it must have 
been generalized to all vocalic stems (instead of being regularly deleted after all 
vowels other than *ə), so that for this dialect we get not only neri-ssoq ‘eating’ 
(< *n əRə-δuq), but also toqu-ssoq ‘dying’ and sana-ssoq ‘carpenter’ (* tuqu-δuq 
and *cana- δuq with analogical retention of /—s—̣/). Regular deletion is observed 
in Chaplino and Naukan, though probably restricted by rule to the position after 
a non-first vowel, cf. Chap. prs. ukini-quq ‘sews’ -> near past ukiniq (Menovšcǐ
kov 1967:96 for ukiniq̄ < *ukini-uq  < *ukini- δuq) ‘he just sewed’ (or ‘he just 
started sewing’), ulimāq (Men. ibid. without notation of length) ‘he just manu
factured’ (< *ulimauq  < *ulima- δuq), Nauk. aki-ûq ‘he just answered’ (* aki- 
δuq), sana-ûq ‘he just manufactured’ (*cana- δuq) (Men. 1975:233f). After /R/ 
the suffix-initial *- δ- appears as /t/ in all dialects: WG ajor-toq ‘bad’, Kusk. 
qavar-toq (Hinz 1944:163 with incorrect k-) ‘sleeps’ = Chap. and Nauk. qavax-̣ 
tuq ‘he just fell asleep’ (for Nauk. recorded by Menovšcǐkov’s text material, e.g., 
Men. 1975:363, sentence 218). Sir. aftalRax-̣tə-ŋ ‘1 just worked’ (Men. 1964:83). 
This /t/ was carried over to the velar stems, apparently before the splitting up of 
the proto-language, cf. WG nâlag-toq ‘obedient’, Kusk. tigilig-toq ‘steals’, Nauk. 
aγlux-tuq ‘he just worked’, and Chap. qamaxtuq and Sir. qamáxtəx ̣just cited 
above (the phonetically regular treatment of *-y δ- is seen in WG ugssuk = Sir. 
uyčəx ‘barbed seal’ and WG igssuk = Sir. iyčəx ‘testicle’). In Chaplino the /—t—/ 
was further exploited to prevent contraction of /u-u/ in the type tuqu-tuq ‘he 
just died’ (Men. 1967:96) corresponding to Sir. tuqə-́čəx ̣(Men. 1964:140, tale 
8, sentence 218). After all consonants other than /R/ (and /γ/), the reflex of Esk. 
*-δ- was simply lost in non-Sirenik WE: Chap. təŋ-uq ‘flew’ *t əŋə-δuq (through 
*təŋδuq), an-uq ‘went out’ < *an( ə)-δuq, puv-uq ‘blew’ < *puv( ə)-δuq (cited 
from Men. 1967:96), Nauk. tə́ŋ-uq, ān-uq (Men. 1975:234), Kusk. tingoq, anoq, 
puvoq. Men. 1964 seems to contain no corresponding Sirenik forms, but as the 
present indicative morpheme (3.sg.intr.) -čəqəxṭəx ̣~ -təqəxṭəx ̣shows the same 
suffix-initial allomorphy as the morpheme of the near past, glossary entries like 
an-čəqəxṭəx ̣‘goes out’ and təŋ-čəqəxṭəx ̣‘flies’ may safely be taken as proof of 
near past forms of the shape (*) an-cəx,̣ (*) təŋ-čəx ̣from *an- δuq, *t əŋ-δuq, 
i.e., the same pre-forms as for the rest of WE. The only major difficulty en
countered when operating with PE *- δuq is the WG (EE) active participle of 
dental stems in /-ttuq/ (in both types: tikiútoq ‘who has arrived’ like makítoq 
‘who has got up’, cf. Schultz-Lorentzen 1952:30). But the suffix-initial conson
ant is doubtless the same in the passive participle,37 which with dental stems 
presents the two WG types (1) nermússaq ‘that to which something has been 
lashed’ (J. Petersen 1951:227 under -ssaq I, obviously from nermúpâ / nemgúpâ 
‘lashes it to something’ = Chap. nəmRūtaqa,̄ derived from nimerpâ ‘winds it 
about' = nəmRáqa,̄ a direct verbal application of the stem nimeq = nəḿəq 
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‘wrapping, band’) and (2) toqutaq ‘killed’ (toqúpâ ‘kills’, causative of toqu-voq 
‘dies'). This means of course that the regular treatment of *-t δ- (after syncope 
of *- ə-) is Proto-Esk. *- tδ- > pre-EE *- δδ- > EE *- žz-̌ > WG /—ṣs—̣/, and 
that underlying *- cδ- gives *- t-, probably already in Proto-Esk. (it should be 
noted, however, that WE trans. forms with /—ta—/ can be from any of these, cf. 
Naukan tuqútā ‘killed it’ and itxụ́tā ‘brought it in’ in Men. 1975:348, sentences 
107 and 134). Then the active /-ttuq/ can hardly be the phonetically regular 
form for any of the types in WG (though in WE it could well be regular for 
both), but will have to be explained by analogy, being in all probability a simple 
recomposition of a synchronic stem in /—t/ and a productive suffixal allomorph 
/-tuq/ originally belonging to uvular stems, i.e., /-t-tuq/ like /-R-tuq/. The 
credibility of this assumption is considerably heightened by the fact that the 
process can be shown to have repeated itself in the normalization of the 
assibilated type tikit-soq (with /-tsuq/ from /-ttuq/ due to preceding *i, not 
*ə, cf. Labr. tikítoq) to present-day WG tikítoq, where /-suq/ was simply re
placed by the “regular” postconsonantal shape of the morpheme /-tuq/. The 
only form of this suffix required for the working of our underlying representa
tions (i.e. the “original” form, as far as the reconstructions go) is, then, *- δuR 
with a dental spirant.

6.7.4. The htr. - δi- in individual dialects*
Very probably, then, the initial consonant of the halftransitive suffix is Proto- 
Esk. *δ, too, and indeed, the additional assumptions needed to account for the 
details of its allomorphy are fully within reasonable limits. Regular WG treat
ments are /—sị—/ after *ə (the type kapi-vâ -> kapi-ssi-voq) and most consonants 
(sapi-vâ with anaptyctic *- ə- -> sav-ssi-voq), therefore also after stems in 
-(u)tə- like Esk. *uqaR-ut ə-paR-a ‘calls upon him' > *uqautpaa  > WG 
/uqauppaa/ (now /uqaappaa/) yielding a halftransitive *uqaR-ut ə-δi-puq > 
*uqautδipuq > EE *uqau žzǐvuq > WG /uqauṣsịvuq/ (spelt oqáussivoq, now 
/uqaaṣsịvuq/); further, the sequence /-tsi-/ represents stem-final *- c + suffixal 
*-δi- as in Esk. *tuqu-c- δi-puq > *tuquccipuq  > EE *tuquccivuq  = WG 
toqutsivoq ‘kills someone’. The regular treatment after -a, -i and -u should have 
been plain WG /—i—/ with loss of *- δ- as mentioned above. In fact, although the 
allomorph /—sị—/ of *ə-stems was generalized to give forms like ila-ssi-voq 
‘adds’, ili-ssi-voq 'lays, buries’ (stem Esk. *əLi-), qalu-ssi-voq ‘scoops’, anallo
morph /—i—/ must have existed, for it was analogically extended to stems in /-R/ 
and /-γ/, probably due to the early loss of these phonemes in many paradigmatic 
forms, so that forms like agtor-pâ ‘touches it’ htr, agtu-i-voq, amer-pâ 
‘dresses, paints it’ -> htr. /ami-i-vuq/, assag-pâ ‘washes it’ -> htr. assa-i-voq, 
mísilig-pâ ‘examines it’ -> htr. /missili-i-vuq/ are found practically without 
competition. The type was even extended to cases where the /R/ — for /7/ there 
appear to be no examples — was retained after *ə as in the aspectual suffix 
-ter-poq, -ter-pâ VV ‘gradually, again and again’ or NV ‘covers it with —e.g. 
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iser-ter-pâ ‘brings it in gradually’ -> htr. iser-ter-i-voq ‘brings in the harvest’, 
imer-ter-pâ ‘waters it’ -> htr. imer-ter-i-voq.

In WE the dental stems had a treatment of their own, the dialectal difference 
pointing to two types: in Kuskokwim the final -ts-i-oq as in toqutâ ‘kills him’ 
-> toquts-i-oq definitely arose from *-c -δi- and was generalized to stems in 
*-(u)tə-δi- like pikiutâ ‘conveys it' -> htr. pikiuts-i-oq (Hinz's Supplement 
1944:97). The same generalization obviously underlies the Naukan halftransi
tives in -s-i-quq treated in 6.7.1. above. Chaplino and Sirenik, however, genera
lized the form -t-i-̄, stemming from the type *-(u)t- δi- < *-(u)t ə-δi-, cf. Chap. 
aγlat-i-quq ‘brings’. Sir. aRaR-ət-i-čəqəxṭəx ̣‘carries something’ (both with 
*-aR-ut-δi- > *-aRut i-̄, in Chap. with R-dropping and monophthongization 
au > a,̄ in Sir. with vowel reduction, the morphological structure being as in WG 
oqar-poq -> oqá-u-pa -> htr. oqá-u-ssi-voq). Outside the dental stems Kusko
kwim and Chaplino have only -i-̄, noted long in Rubcova 1954:154, obviously 
owing to the fusion with the -a- of the following prs. morpheme *- δa(R)- (Sir. 
-čə[R]-).

The few examples in Men. 1964:79 of a Sir. suffix -ti- all allow the isolation of 
segment -iti- when compared with their respective glossary entries (except “aRaRa- 
ti-čəqəx-̣təx̣", where the suffix is in fact -i- as just shown). Thus, sitəRcaR-iti- 
čəqəxṭəx ̣‘goes for an outing by sledge’ clearly belongs to sitəRcǎR-təqəxṭəx ̣
‘slides, goes by sledge’, likewise qəruxsiR-iti-čəqəxṭəx ̣‘chops wood’ to qəruxsix-̣ 
ta ‘wood-cutter’ and Chap. qūxsíRā-quq ‘cuts wood’ and skati-čəqəxṭəx ̣‘keeps 
watch for something’ to əskə-́čəx ̣‘opened his eyes’ (near past). But this is not 
enough to account for the functional relationship: a halftransitive verb must of 
course be derived with a morpheme expressing the intransitivization of a 
transitive verb. Therefore, Menovšcǐkov's examples cannot be derived directly 
from the intransitive stems with which they are here confronted, but clearly 
presuppose an intermediary derivation with some transitivizing suffix.

In the first of the three examples this is undoubtedly the suffix *-(u)t ə-. The 
verbal base is here Esk. *citu-  seen in WG sisu-voq ‘slides downwards’ = Chap. 
stā-quq (with ua > a ̄as in Chap. tuqá-quq = WG. toqu-voq ‘dies’, tuγá-qa ̄= 
WG tigu-vâ ‘takes it’ [with a Chap. assimilation *t əγu- > *tuγu-], naLā-quq = 
WG nalu-voq ‘does not know how’, cf. Chap. naγwa-̄quq = WG nau-voq ‘grows’ 
with Chap. reflex of /u/38, cp. past tense stum̄aq (* citu-uma-δuq) and verbal 
noun stú-Laq. To this was added an aspectual suffix of iteration, probably 
a conglomorate of the shape *-aRə-δuaR- composed of (1) the suffix of 
WG arq-ar-poq = Chap. atx̣-áRa-quq = Sir. atx-̣áx-̣təqə̄́xṭəx ̣= Kusk. atr-ar- 
toq ‘descends, dives’ as against WG ater-poq = Chap. ātxạ-quq (stem *at əR-, in 
Chap. with prs. marker *-( δ)a- and subsequent syncope of -ə-) and (2) Proto- 
Esk. *- δuaR-, i.e., the suffix appearing as WG -(t)uar-poq VV ‘keeps on -ing’.39 
From the proto-form *citu-aRa- δuaR-, the development in Chap. and Sir. was 
in part identical, and perhaps one has to reckon with a common intermediary 
stage *cit āRδāR- with double monophthongization.
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In Chaplino the further development consisted in the curious sound law deleting 
the /i/ of a word-initial sequence /sit-/ with simultaneous lengthening of the 
following vowel known from Chap. stāmat = WG sisamat ‘four’ from Esk. 
*citamat, and in the dropping of postconsonantal /δ/ (examples above). 
In Sirenik, there was vowel reduction (by unclear rules) to /ə/, and *δ 
changed to /c/̌, so that the verbal stems come out as Chap. stāRāR- and Sir. 
sitəRcǎR-. The meaning of this derivative is given in Rubcova’s dictionary as 
iterative (“mnogokratnoe dejstvie") ‘slides downhill’. This shade of meaning is 
not stated expressly in Menovšcǐkov’s Sirenik glossary (Men, 1964), but the 
isofunctional character of the two forms is plain from the very neat corre
spondence in the derivative Chap. staR̄aR-vik = Sir. sitəRcǎR-vəx ‘place for 
sliding, sledge slope’. From this stem is derived the Chap. transitive verb 
staR̄āta-qa ̄‘brings him downhill in a sledge’, formed with the suffix *- utə- like 
ātx̣at̄a-qa ̄‘carries it down’ = WG arqáupâ. The halftransitive of this should be 
Chap. staR̄at̄-i-̄quq*  (not quotable from any source known to me) traceable to 
Proto-Esk. *citu-aR ə-δuaR-ut(ə)-δi-. The expected Sirenik form would be 
*sitəRcǎRəti-cə̌qəxṭəx ̣‘takes something away in a sledge’. The actual form given 
by Men. 1964:79 (quoted just above) has -iti-, not -əti-. One can only make 
more or less airy guesses as to the origin of this segment, but the solution in
volving the fewest irregular (“spontaneous", “chance”) elements is probably 
the assumption that the htr. morpheme eo ipso, which is Chap. and probably 
also Sir. -i-, simply combined with the final string of dental-stem 'halftransitives 
in —t—i— to give the conglomerate product -iti-.

Of the remaining two examples, one, skati-cə̌qəx̣təx ̣‘keeps watch’, most 
probably contains the same suffix *-(u)t ə-. In Chap. we have the (probably un
related) verb sxạ́paγ-úta-qa ̄‘looks out for it, keeps watch over it’ derived from 
sxạ́paγá-quq ‘looks, watches'. Therefore Sir. skati- (with sandhi deletion of *ə-) 
may very well be taken to be composed of the stem appearing in the glossary 
and texts as əskə- + the conglomerate suffix -iti- functioning as the halftransi
tive of *- utə-. Indeed, a stem form *əska- could explain everything. Judging 
from the correspondence Chap. ulima-sta = Sir. učəḿa-sta ‘artisan’ at least the 
vowel /a/ is not reduced before the agent noun suffix in Sir., so that the glossary 
entry əská-sta may be taken as a conclusive argument for this stem form. The 
transitivized derivative would be *əska-tə- > Sir. *əskətəqəxṭəx ̣‘looks out for 
it’, and the halftransitive of this could hardly be anything besides *əska-iti ̄> 
*əskat̄i- without weakening of the long vowels, i.e,, exactly the form (ə)skati- 
cə̌qəxṭəx ̣given by Menovšcǐkov.

For the last example the same can be assumed (if not proved): the Esk. word 
for ‘looking for firewood’ with the secondary meaning of ‘chopping wood’ is 
*qəδuγ-ciuR- as seen from the close correspondence of WG qissug-sior-poq 
‘looks for driftwood or fuel; cuts wood’ = Sir. qərux-siR- (the suffix *-ciuR-  
appearing also in Kusk. as postvocalic -shor-toq — postconsonantal -tshor-toq 
NV ‘is in search of, is hunting’, Hinz no. 128). From this, a derivative *qəδuγ- 
ciuR-utə- would mean ‘cut wood for —', and its htr. would be Esk. *qəδuγ-
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-ciuR-ut(ə)-δi- ‘cut wood for someone’, which in Sir. would substitute —iti— for 
its last two morphemes to give the form qərux-siR-iti-cəqəxṭəx ̣‘he is cutting 
wood for someone’. That the two last examples in fact do contain a morpheme 
(or the substitute of a morpheme) expressing the notion of some “indirect” 
object, appears even to be corroborated by the two sentences given as illustra
tions in Men. loc.cit.: Kujapa skati-cə̌qəxṭəx ̣ajvəR-nu ‘Kujapa is watching for 
walrus’ and nukəLpiγcə̌x ̣qəruxsiR-iti-cə̌qəxṭəx ̣apa-mə-nu (my segmentation) 
‘the boy is cutting wood for his grandfather’ both contain explicit mention of a 
more or less indirectly affected object, in both cases in the shape of an allative 
case form in -nu.

6.7.5. The htr. - δi- + “-ut”*
Thus, everything analysable clearly demands a proto-form *- δi- for the suffix 
of half transitive verbs, and nothing among the somewhat tricky details of the 
htr. forms themselves is found to exclude this conclusion. There remains, how
ever, the important question of what exactly happened when the instrument 
noun suffix was added. Descriptively, the situation is clear anough: *- δi- + the 
suffix so far identified as "*Rutə"  gave East Eskimo *- δδun (WG -ssut) ex
cept when preceded by stem-final *- c, in which case the final outcome of 
*-c-δi- + “-Rutə” was pan-Eskimo *-ccin  (WG -tsit).

It should be noted, however, that WG /-ssut/ is hardly found outside of stems 
in *-t(ə), so that the geminate /-ṣs-̣/ pointing to (pre-) EE *- δδ- may in fact
represent a Proto-Esk. cluster *- t-δ-. This is certain for words of the type 
oqáussut, which comes somehow from (pre-Esk.) *uqaR- “Rutə’’-δi-“Rutə” 
through Proto-Esk. *uqaRut δun. Words like WG tuníssut ’gift’ may then, 
theoretically, either be made analogically on the pattern of oqáupâ -> oqáussut 
or simply represent the regular phonetic treatment of a proto-form *tun ə-δi- 
“Rutə” suggested by the morphological analysis. If the first of these options is to 
be preferred, we must ask ourselves what the regular form would have been, 
and — supposing this to be different from the actual form — the answer could 
hardly be anything other than *tun ə-δδi-n formed with gemination and the same 
reduction of the suffix as seen in the type *canna-n  ‘tool’ (WG sánat from 
sana-voq), *cilli-n  ‘whetstone’ (WG sitdlit = Kusk. slin from WG sili-voq), 
*tuqqu-n 'cause of death’ (Kusk. toqun ~ WG toqu-voq). In this case, the total 
lack of WG instrument nouns in /-ṣsịt/, which are not even found as sporadic 
archaisms, would be most embarrassing, so that it must be assumed that a 
word-final sequence *- δδun did exist already on the level of Proto-Esk. and 
that it represented the regular treatment of an older sequence identified so far as 
*-δi-“Rutə”. However — as the manner of quotation indicates — even this re
construction is open to some further refinement, on which see the following 
section.
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6.8. Identification of the underlying form *-Ru̯ətə
The exact form of the suffix hitherto cited as “*-Rut ə”, or phonetic alterations 
of this basic form, becomes clear from a closer look at the phonetic processes 
involved in the evolution of the most bewildering variation observed in Proto- 
Esk. *canna-n  of type I and *kapp-un of type 2. As Eskimo gemination has 
been found to be the compensation for loss of an /R/ or a /γ/ in certain ante- 
consonantal positions, it is clear that in the type *canna-n  the -u- of the suffix 
was either consonantal or absent at the time when gemination occurred. If it 
were absent, the correspondence with the type *kapp-un with regard to 
gemination would be merely fortuitous, which seems very hard to believe. Thus, 
if *canna-n  and *kapp-un  are to have their gemination explained by the same 
rule, there remains only the possibility that the -u- was once consonantal, i.e. 
that R-dropping with gemination changed sequences of the shape *canaRut̯ə 
*kapəRut̯ə to *cannau̯tə *kappəut̯ə. Since there is no Esk. morphophoneme 
//u̯//, its consonantal character in these forms must be due to a neighbouring 
vowel. The only realistic reconstructions are, therefore, *cana-R u̯ətə *kap ə- 
Ru̯ətə with /u/ in antevocalic position and therefore non-syllabic, a rule known 
e.g. from forms like the WG possessive 3.sg.ie.sg. igdlú-ngua ‘his small house' 
from igdlú-nguaq, obviously generated through *- ŋŋu̯aGR-a > *- ŋŋu̯ua̯Ra > 
*-ŋŋu̯u̯Ra > *- ŋŋu̯a > PE *-ŋŋu̯a  with antevocalic /u/ treated as a consonantal
member of the geminated cluster responsible for syncope and made vocalic only 
after the first cluster reduction rule had reduced the five consonants *- ŋŋu̯u̯R- 
to three. In *- Ru̯ətə, the first /ə/ occurred in an open syllable and was conse
quently dropped, whereas the /ə/ of the stem *kap ə- was retained before the 
two consonants *-R u̯-. Thus, the first steps of the postulated development are 
perfectly regular: *cana-R u̯ətə *kap ə-Ru̯ətə > *canaR u̯tə *kap əRut̯ə > 
*cannaut̯(ə)  *kapp əut̯(ə) *canna un̯ *kapp əun̯ > Proto-Esk. *cannan  *kappun.  
The different development of *-a u̯t- > *-at-  (and *-iu̯t-  > *-it-  in *cu-li-  
‘do something’ -> *cullin,  *-u u̯t- > *- ut- in *tuqu-  ‘die’ -> *tuqqun)  on one 
hand and *-əu̯t-  > *-ut-  on the other is, of course, invented ad hoc. But it is
found to run counter to no known sound law and is, among all conceivable ad 
hoc solutions, no doubt the simplest and most realistic one which can account 
for the observed variation, one which certainly is not explainable by any of the 
rules known in advance.

6.8.1. -R u̯ətə in types 3-4-5*
Most of the other types present no dramatic problems when “-ut” is analysed 
as *-R u̯ətə. Types 3-4-5 are, as stated, in complementary distribution, and the 
sound laws presupposed by the following developments are contradicted by no 
known material: (3) *cap-R u̯ətə 'means of blocking the way’ > *capu̯tə with 
loss of *-R- in the environment “p__ u”̯ > *caput  > Proto-Esk. *capun;  (4)
*tan-Ru̯ətə ‘means of anointing > *tanR ut̯ə with retention of *-R-  in the en
vironment “n__ u”̯ > *tanRut  > PE *tanRun ; (5) *naLu-naR-ic-Ru̯ətə ‘means 
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of being not incomprehensible, sign’ > *naLunaRitR ut̯ə > *naLunaRitRut ə > 
*naLunaRitRut > PE *naLunaRitRun  > EE *nalunaiqqun  > 19th cty. WG 
/nalunaiqqut/ (now /-aaqqut/). The deviations presented by the subgroups 
mentioned under type 3 are found to be triggered by regular gemination: 
*paRuR-Ru̯ətə ‘means of paddling’ > *paRuRR ut̯ə > *paRRuR u̯tə > 
*paRRuRutə >*paRR(R)ut( ə) with synscope > *paRRut  > Proto-Esk. *paRRun ; 
*pi-nia̯R-Ru̯ətə ‘means of hunting something’ > *pin ia̯RRut̯ə > *pin i̯ia̯Rut̯ə 
with gemination > *pin i̯ia̯Rutə with vocalization of *- u- > *pin i̯ia̯Rut > 
*pini̯ia̯Run > *pin i̯iR̯un with syncope > *pin iu̯n with cluster reduction > Proto- 
Esk. *piniun.  These examples are of course decisive for questions of chronology: 
Note, especially, that, the vocalization of consonantal *- u̯- is younger than 
gemination, but older than syncope, which means, of course, that syncope is 
— as elsewhere — found to be younger than gemination.

6.8.2. -R u̯ətə in the type ímît*
The type of WG ímît ‘ramrod’ treated in 6.6 is found to contain Proto-Esk. 
*-iRiin provided (1) that the suffix is *-R u̯ətə and (2) that the suffix of half
transitive verbs *- δi- was changed to *- ii̯- prior to gemination, as assumed 
above. We have then *imaR- liR-δi-Ru̯ətə ‘means of providing something with 
content' > *imaRliR i̯iR̯u̯tə > *immaliR i̯i̯iut̯ə > *immaliR i̯i̯iiun̯ > *immliR i̯ii̯un̯ 
> *immiR ii̯u̯n with cluster reduction > *immiR ii̯n > PE *immiRiin  > EE 

*immiin > WG /immiit/. The exact conditioning of the process *- δi- > *-i̯i-,
especially whether or not it is dependent on a preceding *- i(C)-, may be left 
aside for the time being.

6.8.3. WG -ssut
Another assimilatory process appears to be responsible for the allomorph seen in 
WG -ssut. As was shown above (6.7), this is the regular instrument noun forma
tion from half transitives in WG -ssi-voq and -ssi-voq. The latter of these was 
found to be regular with stems in *- tə, while the former appears in vocalic 
stems but was originally restricted to stems in *- ə. Thus all relevant verbal stems 
seem to agree in having the stem-final *- ə. In fact, only in one instance did a 
screening of the WG lexicalized material reveal a derivation -ssi-voq -> -ssut 
departing from a verb with a vocalic stem-final other than *- ə, viz. in the case 
qaerqu-vâ ‘calls him’ qaerqussivoq -> qaerqússut (6.7 above). But even here 
there are good reasons for assuming an older stage with stem-final *- ə. The 
form qaerqu-vâ, also meaning ‘invites him, summons him’, is plainly a derivative 
from qai-voq ‘comes’ with the suffix -rqu-vâ VV ‘bids him to —; orders him 
to —; permits him —; wishes that —; begs him to —; in order that — ’ (semantics 
as given by Schultz-Lorentzen 1927:293); the connection has been seen (at 
least) by Schultz-Lorentzen 1952:44, and it is certainly strengthened by the 
fact that -rqu-vâ regularly forms the htr. -rqu-ssi-voq. The WG -rq- (/-qq-/) 
is not an old geminate, but represents a late assimilation, as revealed by the 
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Barrow form qai-tqo-ga ‘he tells him to come’ given by Jenness 1944:25 (where 
the suffix is misanalysed as ”-qoga"). The West Eskimo correspondences are 
now somewhat easier to identify. In Hinz’s Kusk. material we find the suffix 
-skâ VV ‘wants him to; bids or asks him to’ (1944:100, no. 134) illustrated by 
e.g. tai-goq ‘comes’ -> tai-skâ ‘bids him to come'. For this connection to be 
correct, Hinz’s spelling will have to be a mistake for -sqâ, and in fact the 
uvular is what we find in Siberian. For Chaplino, Menovšcǐkov 1967:75 gives 
“-sqa”, i.e. /sqə-/ (Rubcova 1954:195 gives examples of preterite forms in 
-sq-uma-), and for Naukan, Men. 1975:216 has “-jq̯a”, i.e. /-sqə-/ (cf. Nauk. 
nájq̯uq = Chap. nasquq = Kusk. nasqoq ‘head’ or Nauk. nájp̯ətaqa ̄= Chap. 
naspət́aqa ̄‘determines it’).39b Thus, WE clearly points to *-cq ə-, and whatever 
the origin of the -u- of EE *-tqu -, the derivation -ssi-voq -ssut may well date 
from a period when the stem-final vowel of this suffix was still *- ə. It may then 
safely be asserted that all verbs presenting halftransitive derivatives in which the 
vowel of the suffix *- δi- behaves morphophonemically like *- ə-, yielding in
strument nouns in *- un, not *- in, are themselves found to present (or to have 
replaced verbs presenting) stem-final *- ə. Everything then boils down to the 
fact that an expected sequence *- ə-δi-Ruə̯tə behaves as if it were *- ə-δə-Ru̯ətə. 
The obvious solution here is that a simple straightforward assimilation has 
changed the *- i- to *- ə-. Again, this solution is ad hoc, but not contradicted by 
any known material and not unrealistic: if *ə was phonetically a retracted or 
lax variety of *i, this is a very likely kind of assimilation, consisting merely in 
retention of the tongue position (or of a certain degree of articulatory tension) 
throughout all four syllables, of which three already contained the vowel *ə. 
This assimilation is of course older than the dropping of in an open internal 
syllable and, if the change *- δi- > dealt with in the preceding paragraph 
does not presuppose a preceding *i, older than this change as well. We have 
then: *kuv ə-δi-Ruə̯tə ‘means of pouring’ > *kuvəδəRu̯ətə > *kuv ə-δəRut̯ə 
(the reason for the retention of the stem-final *- ə is unknown [paradigmatic 
levelling?], but the retention is definitely a fact tying in with the distribution of 
instrument-noun types 2 and 3, as described above) > *kuvə-δδəut̯(ə) > 

*kuvəδδəu̯n > PE *kuv əδδun > EE * kuvəžzǔn (or the like) > WG /ku(v)iṣsụt/.
Correspondingly with *-cq ə- : *qaRi-cq ə-δi-Ru̯ətə > *qaRicq əδəRu̯ətə > 
*qaRicqəδəRut̯ə > *qaRicq əδδəut̯(ə) > *qaRicq əδδut > PE *qaRicq əδδun -> 
pre-EE *qaRicqu- δδun > EE *qaitqužzǔn > WG (19th cty.) /qaiqqussut/ 
‘vocation’. As stems in *-t ə are mostly (perhaps exclusively) derived with the 
instrument-noun suffix in verbal function, derivatives from these contain an 
underlying sequence *-R u̯ətə-δi-Ru̯ətə, where assimilation is all the more likely 
to occur as it here results in five consecutive syllables containing *- ə-. An 
example is *ənqaR-δuR-Ruə̯tə-δi-Ru̯ətə meaning something like ‘means of 
subjecting something to thorough consideration’, giving *ənqaRδuRRuə̯təδəRu̯ətə 
> *ənqaRδuRRut̯δəRut̯ə > *ənqaRδδuRut̯δδəu̯t(ə) > *ənqaRδuRutδəu̯n > PE 
*ənqaRtuRutδun > EE *ətqaRtuužzǔn > WG /iqqaRtuuṣsụt/ (erqartũssut) 
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‘ordinance, legal provision’ (reconstruction of stem made under consideration 
of Chap. nəqáRa-qa ̄‘remembers it/him’ = Barrow itqaq-toq ‘ponders, tries to 
remember’ [Jenness 1928], here with the aspectual suffix known from such 
conglomerate suffixes as -tar-tor-poq VV ‘is on the point of —, goes in order 
to—’, -ler-tor-poq VV ’— quickly’, and -vig-sor-poq VV ’— particularly').

6.8.4. The WG type ikitsit and conclusion
The type WG ikitsit ‘match’ contains, according to the above findings, a sequence 
*-c-δi-Ru̯ətə. Here *- δi- did not become *-i̯i- but *- cδ- was assimilated to 
*-cc-, this being a matter either of chronology or of the precise conditioning of 
*-δi- > *-i̯i-. The development of this form was, then, the following: *əkə-
əc-δi-Ru̯ətə ‘means of making something bum' > *əkəcδiRut̯ə > *əkəcδδiut̯ 
> *əkəcδδiun̯ > *əkəcδiun̯ > *əkəcδin > PE *əkəccin (the shape of the verbal 
stem is seen in the verbal noun *əkə-nR, erg. *əkə-nR-m > Proto-Esk. *əknəq, 
*əkənRom, whence, with different paradigmatic levelling, 19th cty. WG /iŋniq/, 
/iŋniRup/ and Chap. kənəq, kənRəm ‘fire’).

It is seen, then, that all the details become realistic if (and only if) the under
lying shape of the instrument-noun suffix is posited as *-R u̯ətə, and that of 
the halftransitive suffix as *-δi-. The intriguing problem of the morphophonemic
variation of the suffix “-ut” appears finally to be solved.40

7. CONCLUSION. THE CONDITIONING OF GEMINATION

7.0. General preliminary rule of gemination
With this analysis the last piece in the puzzle presented by Eskimo gemination 
falls into place. The rule by which gemination was triggered has been found to 
be of the following shape: 

C V G

1 2 3 1 1 2 /

i.e. “a postvocalic uvular or velar spirant (here written as G) is lost when followed 
by two consonants, one consonant + i, one consonant + juncture, or by the 
phoneme /R/, and the nearest preceding consonant is geminated”.

7.1. Further conditioning of gemination
It is not critical to the conditioning of gemination whether the consonant sub
ject to gemination is preceded by a vowel or a consonant. It is true that the 
geminate can only be preserved down to the individual East Eskimo dialects 
as a geminate if a vowel precedes, but forms like 4.sg.ie.sg. *aRni  ‘his own 
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mother’ (WG arne) from *aRnaR- “ni" and *iRni-puq  ‘makes a son, gives birth’ 
(WG ernivoq) from *iRn° R-li-puR provide unambiguous evidence for the 
gemination of the final member of consonant clusters, just as their syncopation 
was proved to be the after-effect of gemination.

What does, however, appear to be a critical factor is exactly what kind of 
consonant preceded the i in sequences of the shape CiVGCi (G = R or γ), which 
may come out as either CiCiVCi > CiCiCi > CiGii (or — if preceded by yet an
other consonant — as CCii) or as CiVGCi (i.e., unchanged), depending on the 
character of C. Gemination was found before all suffixes in *-li-  and *-Li-  and 
before the individual suffix *- ni of 4.sg.ie.sg. possessive, in both cases restricted 
to forms with preceding stem-final *-R  or *- γ. It was found, restricted to forms 
with a stem-final vowel, before the suffix *-vik  of nomina loci for which a 
suffix-initial *- R- or *- γ- could be neither proved nor disproved. It was found 
not to occur when the suffix *-ki γ- NV ‘have a good —’ was added to a stem
final uvular spirant, and one glance at the list of suffixes in e.g. Schultz-Lorent
zen’s dictionary (1927) is enough to prove that it does not regularly occur when 
uvular stems are elaborated by suffixes like *-niR-  VV ‘is nice to —’ (tusar-ner- 
poq ‘is nice to hear’, *- i- being proved by *R-dropping in the negative 
tusarnĩpoq /tusaR-ni-ip-puq/ ‘is bad to hear’), *-pik  NN ‘a real —’ (whether the 
phonetically regular form be of the type seen in WG ima-vik ‘main sea’ matching 
Chap. aŋja-pik = Sir. aŋjə-́pix ‘real boat’ or of the type instanced by WG 
imar-pik ‘the real big sea’ and taler-pik ‘right arm’ corresponding to Kusk. 
imarpik and tatlerpik), or *-ci-puq  NV ‘provides —’ (WG ingner-si-voq ‘fetches 
the fire’). Insofar as the suffix *-miRu  NN ‘inhabitant of —’ is independent of 
the termination of the locative and not merely an elaboration of it added to all 
stems in defiance of obsolete phonetic laws, forms like imar-mio ‘sea-dweller, 
aquatic animal’ or Iluliar-miu-t ‘inhabitants of Iceberg, i.e. Jakobshavn’ point to 
non-occurrence of gemination before *-VRmi-.41

7.2. Suggestions for underlying forms of relevant suffixes
One difficult question which can hardly be satisfactorily answered, is this: What 
did *-li-, *-Li -, 4.sg. *-ni  and (perhaps) *-vik  have in common phonetically 
with consonant clusters, word-final consonants, and the phoneme /R/? In the 
case of /R/, phonetic affinity to the vanishing spirant was obviously a major 
factor, so that this condition may be set aside as a special case with no reper
cussions for the analysis of the rest of the set, with which no obvious phonetic 
relationship is found to exist. As for *-ni,  it is probably just a special develop
ment of a single word-final consonant.41a Then, leaving the possibility -Ci- 
aside for a moment, we find gemination to occur whenever (postvocalic) R or γ 
appeared before a tautosyllabic consonant. One educated guess would therefore 
suggest that the suffix-initial consonant of all geminating suffixes once belonged 
to the preceding syllable. In the case of -Ci- this would mean that either the -i- 
was once consonantal, or a consonant has been lost before it. Since neither
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*-i̯ə- nor *- ii̯- occurs in the underlying forms of the analysable parts of the 
material, any of these could be involved here. Indeed, this assumption would 
explain the actual forms with considerable ease. If we re-write the suffix *-li-  
puq NV ‘makes —' (4.1.11 above) as *-l i̯ə-puR we get, e.g., *iRn°R-l i̯ə-puR 
‘gives birth’ > *iRn°Rl ip̯uR > *iRnn°l ip̯uR > *iRnn°lipuR  > *iRnnlipuR  > 
*iRnipuR > Esk. *iRnipuq  > WG /iRnivuq/. With *-l ii̯-puR, the first few steps 
would be *iRn°R-l ii̯-puR > *iRnn°l ii̯puR > *iRnn°lipuR.  Thus, if the change 
was i̯ə > i,̯ it was prior to gemination, if it was i̯i > i, it was posterior. For *-vik,  
parallel assumptions would give the options (1) *cana-Gv i̯əγ > * cannavi̯əγ > 
*cannaviγ > PE *cannavik  > WG /sannavik/, erg. *cana-Gv i̯əγ-m > *canaGv i̯əγ°m 
> *canaGv i̯γ°m > *cannav i̯γ°m > *cannaviγ°m > PE *cannavi γom > WG 
/sannavi(j)up/, or (2) *cana-Gv ii̯γ > *cannav ii̯γ > *cannaui γ > *cannavik,  erg. 
*cana-Gvii̯γ-m > *canaGv ii̯γom > *cannav ii̯γ°m > *cannavi γ°m > *cannavi γom. 
This leaves only the problem why these forms did not undergo syncope of the 
final vowel of the verbal stem (the second -a-), seeing that both *-i̯ə-/*-i̯i- >
*-i- and *-C iC̯- > *-CiC-  were found to be early enough to generate the 
syllabic structure demanded for this. The obvious way out is analogy, the 
structural transparency of the vocalic-stem type *tuqqu-vik  being preserved 
owing to support from the consonant-stem type *tuqu-c-vik  (WG toqúvfik). 
Then, everything considered, the smoothest solution is the assumption of a 
sound change *- i̯ə(-) > *- i(-) (or *- i̯i(-) > *-i(-)).

Two important points of detail tie in with the assumption of consonantal 
*-i-̯ in these suffixes. First, the suffix of WG -lior-poq NV ‘makes —’ could 
simply be from *-l iu̯R- with no intervening consonant between /i/ and /u/, as 
strongly suggested by the derivative in -(l)iúpâ NV ‘makes it into —’ containing 
the instrument-noun suffix, which gives the following development: *matu-  
liu̯R-Ru̯ətə-paR-a ‘uses it as means of making a door' > *matul iu̯RRut̯(ə)paRa 
> *matul i̯iu̯Ru̯t(ə)paRa > *matul i̯iu̯RutpaRa > *matul i̯iR̯utpaRa > *matul iu̯t- 
paRa > Proto-Esk. *matuliutpaRa  > WG /matuli(j)uppaa/. Secondly, the chron
ology presupposed by these calculations, viz. (l) ə-dropping in open internal 
syllables, (2) gemination through loss of /R/ and /γ/ before tautosyllabic conson
ants, (3) vocalization of interconsonantal *- i-̯ and *- u̯-, (4) syncope, and (5) 
cluster reduction — occurring in this order — is exactly the same as the order of 
events we were led to postulate in the above discussion of the suffix “-ut” (see 
especially section 6.8.1).

7.3. Suggestion for final rule formulation
I would, therefore, suggest the following formulation of the rule governing 
gemination as the most likely hypothesis that can be set up on the basis of our 
present knowledge:

C V G 

1 2 3 > 1 1 2 /
Cn1   

/R/
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i.e.  “a postvocalic uvular or velar spirant is dropped when followed by a tauto
syllabic consonant or the phoneme /R/, and the nearest preceding consonant is 
geminated".

The rule operated on a pre-stage of the Eskimo-Aleut proto-language. It 
was posterior to certain events of anaptyxis and /ə/-dropping, but antedated a 
number of other important syllabic adjustments, including syncope and reduction 
of consonant clusters to the first three, later the first two, members of a series. 
As unpredictable word-forms caused by this rule are found in great quantities 
in the grammar and lexicon of all dialects of this linguistic family, and as a 
number of such forms were taken as models for new forms and derivations, this 
is one of the notable cases where diachrony lends substantial support to a 
meaningful analysis of synchronic facts.
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8. Appendix I: EMPHATIC GEMINATION

8.0. General remarks: Living’s theory
The gemination presented by a number of demonstrative and anaphoric word
forms, such as WG avfa /awa/ ‘look, there in the north!’ and fauna = 19th cty. 
/ta-unna/ with anaphoric fa- (now /taanna/) ‘that one just mentioned' as 
opposed to ava-ne ‘in the north’ and una ‘that one, he, she, it’ has been treated 
in the main correctly by Tor Giving (1953:5 If). Ulving’s main theory of dynamic 
stress as the active factor producing gemination in general is, however, im
provable. Stress is non-phonemic in Eskimo, so even phonetic changes which 
are in actual fact caused by the influence of stress can just as well be correlated 
with other factors, as was the case with the pre-Eskimo syncope in *alluni  > 
*allni above. But in the present case it admittedly makes very good sense to 
call attention to “a natural tendency ... to put strong stress on the initial 
syllable of a form employed to arouse the instant attention of an interlocutor” 
(Ulving 51). But even so there is no way of proving this theory. Nothing positive
ly indicates that the geminates presented by the output of such attention
arousing pronominals originated in simple consonants following emphatically 
stressed vowels rather than being simply emphatic geminates themselves, created 
directly by the emphatic character of the word.

8.1. List of WG demonstratives presenting emphatic gemination 
Following is a list of the WG examples of exclamative demonstratives formed by 
adding /-a/ (with which cf. the particle -a in a number of personal endings) to a 
monosyllabic pronominal stem and geminating the stem-final consonant (after 
Schultz-Lorentzen 1945 §§ 19-21 andj. Petersen 1951):

8.1.1. tka
tka /ikka/ ‘look yonder!’; non-exclamative ika-, e.g. loc. ika-ne ‘yonder’; 
pronominal stem ífik-í: tnga /itjtja/ ‘the one yonder', erg. igssuma, pl. igkua, 
obviously from *ik-na,  *ik-5um-a,  *ik-ku8-a,  cf. Chap, ika, iká-ni ‘on the 
other side’, pronoun ikna, erg, ikum*  (not recorded by the handbooks), pl. 
ikaxkut ( < *ik-kut,  cf. Ulving 1971:94); for inflection cf. Sir. ik-na, erg. ik- 
cam-a*  (judging from iij-csm-a ‘that’from ry-na, pl. irj-kar-a), pl. ix-kor-a), 
(Menovscikov 1964:56f) and the very beautiful analysis in Bergsland 1966a: 144.

8.1.2. pika
pika /pikka/ ‘look, up there, in the east!’, pika-ne, pron. pinga pigssutna pigkua;
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Cor. piqna ‘he up there, in the south’ (like WG ‘east’ from an old meaning *“up 
inland”), Wales pika (unlenitcdl), Chap, píká, pikáni ‘up there’, pikna pikum*  
piksxkut, Sir. pikna ‘he up there, away from the sea, in the north’, pl. pixkara. 
Proto-Esk. obviously *pikka,  *pika-ni,  *pik-na  *pik-8um(-a)  *pik-kutl~ku&-a.

8.1.3. avfa
avfa /awa/ ‘in the north!’, ava-ne, avna avssuma avkua; Barrow ara ‘far away', 
Kusk. avâne ‘down south’; cf. Chap, awava-ni ‘there, far away from the shore, 
far away out on the sea’, awã-liq ‘distant’, Proto-Esk. probably *avva,  *ava-ni,  
*av-na *av-ĩ>um(-a)  *av-kut/-kuH~a.

8.1.4. qavfa
qavfa /qawa/ ‘look, in the southl', qava-ne, qavna qavssuma qavkua; Barrow 
qava ‘east’; Chap, qawã ‘there at the end, on the bottom’, qawãní, qáwna 
qawxkut. Proto-Esk. *qavva,  *qava-ni,  *qav-na  *qav-8um(-a)  *qav-kut/-kuf>-a.

8.1.5. pavfa
pavfa /pawa/ ‘look, up there, in the cast!’, pava-ne, pavna pavssuma pavkua; 
Barrow pava ‘inland, south’ (Jcnness 1928), pavva ‘back there, landwards’, 
pavani ‘located back there’ (Webster & Zibell 1970; 113f); Kusk. pavane ‘up 
there, far back over land’. Proto-Esk. *pavva,  *pava-ni,  *pav-na  *pav-bum(-a)  
*pav-kut/-ku5-a.

8.1.6. massa
mássa /massa/ ‘of course’ (from *“look here, that’s it!”), mã-ne /maa-ni/ ‘here’, 
mána ‘this one’ matuma mákua; Kusk. mane, mana matum makut; Chap, mã 
‘place around settlement’, mãni ‘in this neighbourhood’, mãna ‘the one at this 
place’ matum makut; Sir. mana maksra. Proto-Esk. obviously *maô5a,  *ma8a-  
ni, *maÔ-na  *ma8-Ôum(-a)  *maÔ-kut/~kuÔ-a,  the spirant *5  being corroborated 
by Sir. mac3-yna ‘from here’ = WG manga (/maaqrja/ from *ma8a-yna)  and 
marámu ‘hither’.

8.1.7. kigga
kigga /kiyya/, kiga-ne ‘in the south’, kinga kigssuma kigkua; cf. also (from 
Jenness 1928) Cor. tãtkiya ‘outside there’ and Wales kiyata ‘its north side’, as 
well as Erdmann’s Labrador entry kingna ‘der draussen vor der Tiir’. The reten
tion of intervocalic lyl demands a preceding *a,  cf. SW Alaska ksx- in Miyaoka 
1975 (Table 10). Then Hinz’s vocabulary entry qrãne 'outside, in front of the 
door’ is obviously for /kxxaani/. Proto-Esk. *ksyya,  *k3ya-ni,  */o7-na  *ksy-  
8um(-a) *kay-kut/-ku8-a.

8.1.8. qáma
qáma /qamma/, qamane ‘in there’, qavna qavssuma qavkua; Kusk. qamane, 
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qamina qamum qamkut; Chap, qama, qamani, qãmna qamkut; Sir. qama-mu all. 
‘inside’, qamna qamksra; Proto-Esk. clearly *qamma,  *qama-ni,  *qam-na  
*qam-Sum(-a) *qam-kut/-kub-a.

8.1.9. sáma
sáma /satnma/, sama-ne ‘down, towards the sea, west', savna savssuma savkua, 
Ungava samani ‘lâ-bas vers la mer'; Kusk. tshamâne ‘below’, tshamma tshamum 
tshamkut; Chap, sámá, samani, samna samkut; Sir. samã, sámna ‘the one by the 
sea, underneath, in the south’ samksra; Proto-Esk. *camma,  ^cama-ni, *cam-  
bum(-a) *cam-kut/-kul>-a.

8.1.10. kána
kána /kanna/, kana-ne ‘down, in the west', kána katuma kákua; Barrow kan'a 
kiit'uma ‘he down there’; Kusk. kanáne ‘down west’, kána katum kankut; Chap. 
kana-ni ‘down’, kana kankut', Sir. kana ‘the one down by the sea, at the entrance 
of the house’ kanksra; obviously Proto-Esk. *kanna, * kana-ni, *kan-na  *kan-  
ôum(-a) *kan-kut/-ku8-a,

8.1.11. uvfa
uvfa /uwa/ ‘look here!’, uva-ne ‘here where I am pointing’, una ‘this one, he, 
she, it', uma ukua; Kusk, vane ‘here, where it is shown or written' (Hinz 1944: 
412), una ûm ukut; Chap, xwa ‘look, now!’, xwani ‘here, there’, una um ukut; 
Sir. mani ‘here’ (cf. matja ‘I’ = Chap, xtuaija = WG uvanga), una; Proto-Esk. stem 
*u-, i.e. exclamative adverb *u^ua,  loc. *u(%)a-ni,  *u-na  *u-8um~a  *u-Au6-o. 42

8.1.12. General analysis
There is ample evidence, then, that the normal catalogue of forms made from a 
pronominal stem in Proto-Eskimo comprised the following basic items: (1) an 
interjectional adverb (meaning ‘look towards the ...!') formed with a suffix -a 
and gemination of the last stem-consonant (in *u-a  the gemination hit the glide 
to give *uuua);  (2) a non-interjectional nominal base, in principle identical with 
the former, but lacking gemination, from which adverbial case forms are 
derived (in part with special morphemes not presented by non-pronominal 
declension) as, e.g., the loc. *kan-a-ni  ‘below’;43 (3) a demonstrative pronoun 
(meaning ‘the one situated towards the . . .’) presenting a declension all its own: 
inerg.sg. root + *-na,  erg.sg. root + Mum with or without a following *-u,  pl. 
root + *-ku8  with or without *-a  (without *-a  the final *-8  of course hardens 
to *-t,  the EE “nominatives’’ in pure *-ku  being in all probability back-forma
tions created at a time when ♦-S- had already been lost intervocalically).44

8.2. Forms with anaphoric prefix ta-

8.2.1. ta- + u-
When the anaphoric prefix ta- is joined to u- the result undergoes gemination 
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of the consonant following u-. If we depart from the reconstructed pre-forms 
of una, everything comes out regular:

* ta+una -+ taunna  — WG fauna (now /taanna/)*

* ta+u-Ôum+a tau55um+a  ~> 19th cty. WG /taussuma/, wr.*
taussuma (now /taassuma/)

* ta+u-kuĩ>+a taukku8a  > EE taukkua  > WG /taukku(v)a/ 
(now /taakku(v)a/)

* *

Elsewhere in EE the second part of the diphthong /au/ developed into a con
sonant treated like /v/, cf. Labrador (Bourquin 1891:88) tâmna tâpsoma tapkiia 
(like amna apsoma from no. 3), Ungava (complete assimilation) tanna 
tatsoma takkoa, Barrow (Webster &■ Zibell 1970:116) taamna taavruma taapkua. 
The WE forms, lacking gemination, are of course merely formed by prefixing 
ta- to the paradigm of u-: Kusk, fauna taum taukut, Chap, tãna (au > ã) tãm 
tãkut, Sir. tãna, pl. tavsksra (stem *tava-  analogical after tava = WG tássa on 
which see the following section).

The only surprise is the outcome of *ta-  + *u-a  itself, which is WG tassa 
/tassa/. However, the consonant geminated is in this form the glide -jf- for 
which rules concerning /v/ are not necessarily valid. Moreover, considering the 
highly idiomatic application of this form for “it is, that is to say, that’s the one, 
there, then, now, that’s enough, don’t’, it would not be surprising if tássa 
behaved like any other interjection allowing a wide range of spontaneous changes. 
Cf., e.g., the different forms in the Mackenzie tales of Kn. Rasmussen (1942) 
presenting notations of what is (originally, at least) the same word as different 
as tagva, tayva, tagua, tagfa, tayfa, taf'a, tauvfa, tasfa, taf'a. Similar deviations 
from normal phonation are seen in Kusk. toi (or tua), tome = WG tassane ‘there’, 
Chap, tãwa, tawáni, and Sir. tava, tavini. These special treatments of -au- + 
gemmate go back to a time when intervocalic spirants had not yet been lost in 
EE. Later, of course, new sequences of this type arose in words like WG qaumat 
from *qaRumman  ‘means of being light, moon’.

The statement in Rischel 1974:294 that “The forms /taanna/, /taassuma/, 
/taakku/ cannot be continuations of /ta/ plus inflection of /una/" is, therefore, 
unjustified. It is very hard to see on what grounds Bergsland (apud Rischel ibid.) 
can have “pointed out . . . that “u” in the spellings [Taursoma Tauko of Egede 
1750:180] must reflect a labial consonant”. First, Kleinschmidt heard it a cen
tury later as the second part of a diphthong /au/ in an environment where *p,  
*ti or *tn  would have coalesced with the following /s/ to form a long spirant 
likely to be spelt -»ss-. Secondly, if the “u“ had been a consonant, the /s/ 
could not have been doubled, as this would mean a cluster of three consonants. 
The fact that it fell in with one of the existing labial consonants in a few other 
dialects (tâpsoma, taavruma), has no relevance for WG, let alone for the pre
stage of Proto-Eskimo, in which gemination arose. The form taussuma is the
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perfect etymological counterpart of Sir. tacáma (recorded by Mcnovscikov 1964: 
138, text 8, sentence 142). Proto-Esk. *tau88um(a)  became Proto-WE 
*tau8um(a), whence the Sir. form with vowel reduction, monophthongization, 
and *5  > c before Sir. /9/ as usual. Outside Sir., *-6-  was lost in this position, 
cf. Kusk. taum and Chap, tarn (with normal monophthongization), continuing 
the variant without the particle *-a  (which must have been an enclitic of much 
the same status as *-I.u  ‘and’; cf. also the fact that *-a  did not count as part of 
the word when the syncopation rule was in operation, the form *tau88um-a  
preserving a light internal syllable following a geminate). The same phonetic and 
morphological details arc seen in the uncompounded form, Proto-Esk. and WE 
*u8um(-a), whence Sir. ucima (Men. 1964, text 5, sentence 58), Kusk. and 
Chap. /uum/. Cf. the same dialectal variety in the behaviour of *6  in the environ
ment “u__ i” as seen in the words (1) *ku8ik  ‘river’ (in EE assimilated to
*ku8uk before loss of *ô:  WG kîik) in Sir. kueax, Chap, dual kiwak (from 
*kuiyak** a < *ku8iy-ak),  cf. WG kugssiorpoq ‘makes a water conduit' 
from Esk. *ku88iuRpuq  < underlying *ku8iy-liuR-puR  ‘makes a river’, and (2) 
*uSt'7- ‘taste, try’ in Kusk. vig-â ‘tastes it’ = WG ûg-pâ ‘tries it’ (with the same 
assimilation as kuk), cf. WG ússer-pâ ‘tries it’ from ingressive *u88iR-paR-a  < 
pre-Esk. *u8iy-yR-paR-a.

8.2.2. ta- + other demonstratives: Word-internal preservation of clusters 
simplified initially

When ta- is prefixed to any other demonstrative stem than u- there is basically 
no phonetic change. And yet a few of the forms present quite considerable sur
prises (I give the locatives, which are agreeably transparent):

1 ikane taikane
2 pikane -> tagpikane 1
3 avane távane
4 qauane —► tarqavane 1
5 pavane —> tagpavane I
6 mane —► tamâne
7 kigane —* tákigane ! (i.e., /takki—/)
8 qamane —► tarqarnane !
9 samane —> tasamane

10 kanane —► takanane
11 uvane —» tássane (above)
12 imane taimane ‘at that time’

The immediate analysis is that something more than just ta- has been prefixed 
to the stem. We have a phonological doubling of the initial in items 2,4,5,7, and 
8. Therefore the prefix is given by Bergsland 1955:153 (with examples through 
157) as *taC-  containing an unspecified consonant which combines with the 
initial of the stem to form a geminate in the cases 2 /tappikani/, 4 /taqqavani/, 
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5 /tappavani/, 7 /takkiyani/, and 8 /taqqamani/. This analysis, intrinsically prob
able as it appears at first glance, has also met the approval of Rischel: “Histori
cally this is without doubt the correct explanation" (1974:293). But at least 
in tagpikane the spelling -gp- appears to be etymologically justified, as this 
corresponds exactly to Erdmann’s Labrador entry "takpikane”. True, Jenness 
has tatpika for Barrow, Mackenzie and Coronation Gulf, and -t- in 5 tatp-, 
7 tatk- and 8 tatq- (the last-mentioned only in 1944:11) as well, so the value 
of Erdmann’s spelling appears for a moment questionable. But there does exist a 
cluster showing regularly this very distribution of WG (Kleinschmidt) -gp-, 
Labr. -kp-, Central Canada to N.Alaska -tp-, namely Esk. *-Lp~.  For ‘guillemot’ 
WG has agpa, Erdmann akpa, and Jenness gives atpak for Wales; for ‘young man' 
WG has nukagpiaq, Jenncss for Wales, Barrow and Mackenzie nukãtpiaq (here 
Erdmann’s nukapiak and Bourquin’s nukáppiaq [1891:393] may representan 
earlier assimilation due either to the position in the word or to the velar sur
roundings, cf. also Thibert's nukapiak, but akpak); for both words *-Lp-  is 
proved by Chap. aLpa, nukaLpiyaq. Therefore tagp-/tatp- may very well be from 
*taLp~, in which case the prefix should be *taL~,  This is, however, excluded by 
the other forms like *ta-ava-ni,  *ta-unna  where the lateral should have been 
preserved intcrvocalically. This solution would therefore be highly problematic.

There are two very precious Chaplino examples of a surprising /z/ emerging 
between ta- and stem-initial /i—/: (1) Chap, taziqa-ni ‘there, not far’ as opposed 
to iijc-ni, the pronoun being iy-na iy-kut and taziy-na taziqkut, and (2) Chap. 
tazima-vák all. ‘to somewhere', tazima-ksn ‘from somewhere’ as against imá-ni 
‘somewhere’, with which cf. WG ima ‘thus’ with the pronoun ivna = Chap. imna. 
Here the Chap, -z- is the phoneme seen in e.g. Chap, qaziyjaq ‘speckled seal’ 
= Sir. qaeiyjax - WG qasigiaq; Chap. naztRaq ‘young fiord seal’ = Sir. naciRax = 
WG natsiaq (with gemination as also the base-word, WG natseq ‘fiord seal’); 
Chap. kzzíRmi adv. Tonely’, kszamaRaq adj. ‘quite alone’ ~ Sir. kacamslqux 
‘the only one’ ~ WG kisime ‘(he) alone’, Le. a special Esk. phoneme probably 
to be posited as Proto-Esk. /z/.

Even if this could be indicative of a special treatment of stem-initial i- in 
Chaplino (no forms made from ta- + ik- appear to be mentioned by the sources), 
there is no way of saving a prefix form *taz~,  seeing that with k- we have both 
WG tákigane (no. 7) and takanane (no. 11), which recur in Barrow with -tk- in 
the former as opposed to simple -k- in the latter.

There seems, therefore, to be only one possible solution to the problem. We 
must bear in mind that Eskimo has very radical restrictions with regard to word 
and syllable structure. The only phonemes tolerated as word initials in Proto
Eskimo are ptckqmnnØ followed by a i u a. But this is of course only the 
state of affairs in the phase of the proto-language reached by our reconstruc
tions, i.e. the final period immediately prior to the splitting up of the family. As 
most other morphological phenomena of Eskimo have been found to be much 
older than this period (and often older than Proto-Esk.-Aleut as well), there is 
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no reason why this should not be the case with the anaphorics under discussion. 
There is therefore nothing to exclude the obvious solution that a form like 
*taLpikani (or the like) simply consists of the prefix *ta-  and a stem *Lpik-  + 
suffixes. Without the prefix, *Lpik-  has then undergone a no doubt regular 
simplification of word-initial consonantism to give Proto-Esk. *pik~.  Likewise, 
*zíij- and *zim-  simply lost their initial *z-  when uncompoundcd, but retained 
it after *ta~,  thus giving rise to the Proto-Esk. and Chap, alternations trj-/ta-ztij- 
and im-/ta-zim-. This makes it immediately transparent why forms like WG 
tasamane and takanane present no doubling of their stem initial: The stems were 
merely *cam-  and *kan~,  and the anaphoric forms of course simply *ta-cam-  
and

8.3. The WG imperative qarrît
A very interesting case is presented by the imperative qarrit ‘come here!’given 
by Schultz-Lorentzen under the entry qai-voq ‘is visiting, gets there’. For the 
pl. he gives the ipv. as optionally qarrĩtse or qaigitse implying a sg. form qaigit 
which is in fact given by J. Petersen. The WG imperative morpheme -git, 
pl. -gitse, normally with retention of -g-, points to Proto-Esk. with
and without the 2.pl. ending *-ci.  For Barrow, Jenness (1944:13) gives the 
endings as -in -itci, but his example (p. 19) aularin aularitci ‘depart’ from the 
uvular stem of aulaq-toq has, of course, EE /R/ by lenition from Esk. /q/ which 
arose from the underlying combination *-Rk-.  We can then posit Proto-Esk. 
*-k‘/3n ± ci. There appears to be no correspondence of this ending in WE, 
where SW Alaska and Chap, use the bare stem, e.g. Unaaliq tai — Chap, tayi 
‘come’ (Swadesh 1952:73 and Menovséikov 1967:111), Sirenik offering an 
emphatic particle -a in the sg., cf. aRaR-a, pl. aRax-si ‘go’ (Men. 1964:86). Zero 
ending also underlies the WG transitive forms, e.g. takûk, pl. taku-si-uk ‘hear it’ 
from *taku-yu  ± ci. Thus, the intransitive ending *-fcan  is obviously identical 
with the enclitic pronoun of 2.sg. *tksn,  which in Esk. shows an alternation 
between postvocalic *-tan  (WG /aki-va-a-tit/ = Chap, aki-qa-a-tsn ‘he answers 
thee’) and postconsonantal *-ksn  (WG aki-va-v-kit = Chap, aki-qa-m-ksn ‘I 
answer thee'). In the imperative the latter variant was generalized: regular forms 
are tusarit ‘hear’ and nálagit ’obey'; from the latter -git was generalized to 
vocalic stems and “t”-stems (tikigit for expected *tikikit,  from which the 
variant tiki tit was normalized).

Thus the final segments of qarrit go back to *-iAan,  which would have been 
expected to give EE *-iyin  and WG *-iyit.  Now, EE /7/ has been dropped 
intervocalically in WG in a number of forms, on the basis of which no obvious 
rule can be formulated. In some cases the active factor was apparently one of 
assimilation to a markedly labial environment, cf. words like tuluvaq ‘raven’ for 
Labr. tulugak (Esk. *-k-  proved by the geminate of pl. tulugkat) and ûvaq ‘fiord 
cod’ = Chap, ukaq and the list given in Schultz-Lorentzen 1945 §14. There 
seems to be no such assimilatory factor involved in the imperatives in -(g)it and 
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-(g)uk discussed by Rischel 1974:252. The latter example is spurious: the 
ending -(g)uk contains a velar spirant in Proto-Esk. as proved by WE -yu, so the 
WG variant with retained -g- belongs in fact originally to verbs in final *-a  like 
neri-guk ‘eat it’, from which it spread and gave rise to variants like taku-guk 
beside takuk ‘hear it’. The spirant origin of the velar of -(g)uk is proved by the 
allomorph /-ssuk/ arising in “t”-stems and whenever the ending is preceded by 
a plural morpheme: tikissuk ‘come to it’ and optative 3.pl. + 3.sg. aki-lissuk 
‘let them pay him’, the latter corresponding to Chap. aki-Li-t-xu as against 
3.sg. + 3.sg. WG aki-li-uk + Chap. aki-Li-yu. There is no need to set up a 
separate underlying form /suk/ for this variant in WG as Rischel does (1974: 
253), for the change *ty  > WG /ss/ is synchronically transparent in the deriva
tion of pássúpâ ‘treats him (as a physician), beats him, ravishes her’ from 
the verb patig-pa ‘lays hands on him’ with the instrument-noun suffix “-ut”, 
where /passut-/ is manifestly from *paty-ut-,  there being no other obvious 
candidate for the result of this cluster in WG. Thus the variation -(g)it must have 
a reason of its own, and it lies right at hand:

As no rules can be formulated on the basis of optional variants, we must look 
for a pair where the variation -git ~ -it is combined with some other palpable 
feature. I would suggest that the answer is being cried out by the very pair 
qai-git : qarri-it. The obvious generalization is here that the ending-initial /y/ is 
lost if the word is pronounced with emphatic gemination. This could be under
stood as a massive concentration of the articulatory energy on the beginning of 
the word, combined with a corresponding weakening of syllables located further 
toward the end. By this process the form *qaRi-ksn  may have been altered to 
something like *qaRRiyan,  whence EE *qaRRiin,  WG qarrtt. This is of course 
an ad hoc solution, but if the word is the only example of its kind, it would have 
to be so anyway.
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9. Appendix II: LIST OF PRINCIPAL SOUND LAWS

9.0 . General remarks: The Stammbaum model
The following phonological rules formulated during the preparation of the 
present paper are meant as sound laws in the Neogrammarian sense. As far as 
possible, they are presented in chronological order. The rules are meant to serve 
a practical purpose only, above all as a convenient index or key to the problems 
discussed in different, often unpredictable, contexts throughout the paper. No 
attempt has been made at pressing the greatest number of related processes into 
the formulation of a single rule. Whether several of the events of anaptyxis could 
or should be presented as one complex rule (which would be of informative value 
only if the reader were a computer), is a purely theoretical and aesthetic problem 
without bearing on the subject matter under discussion.

The concept of language evolution underlying this survey of diachronic rules 
is as close to the Neogrammarian Stammbaum model as the facts allow — and 
they sometimes demand its strict application. The applicability of this model 
presupposes linguistic split, Le., the cleavage of a population through migration. 
One look at the vast territory covered by the linguistically relatively homo
geneous East Eskimo group is enough to convince anyone that migration has 
indeed taken place in the not all too distant past. Generally accepted cases of 
this type of language differentiation are the separation of Eskimo from Aleut 
and that of EE from WE. Within WE, however, another split was certainly caused 
by the migration of the Sireniks leaving the rest of the then homogeneous WE 
group to produce linguistic innovations not shared by Sirenik (cf. sound laws 
no. 67 through 69 below). Within EE there was probably a steady eastward 
drift, but one Stammbaum-type landmark is definitely the merger *i,  *a  > /i/ 
setting off a then homogenous migrating group from the part of EE that stayed 
behind in Central Alaska. In such cases, the Stammbaum model undoubtedly 
gives a realistic picture of the actual development. Then, if “no one, surprisingly, 
seems to have been foolish enough to attempt seriously a Stammbaum-type 
classification of all Eskimo dialects” (Krauss 1973:849), it is perhaps high time 
someone did just that — to the extent that such an enterprise is sustained by 
the facts. Stammbaumtheorie and Wellentheorie are not, or should not be, mutu
ally exclusive credos of diachronic linguistic approach; they complement each 
other, each giving part of the truth, the former reflecting the spectacular splits 
caused by sudden isolation through migration (or by some other dramatic event, 
such as famine or war, eliminating a neighbouring population), the latter corre
sponding to the natural undisturbed development of a static population over 
and above a certain degree of geographic extension (cf., e.g., the very sober 
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remarks of R. Trautmann, Die slavischen Volker und Sprachen, Gottingen 
1947, p. 19).

9.1 . Sound changes antedating the fission of the Eskimo-Aleut 
proto-language

(1)
+ cons - cont

- nas
+• voice

*) further specification unknown

“Certain consonants are realized as voiced (or lax?) stops before (at least) 
word-final *-0,  *-7,  and *-t ”. This accounts for some personal endings: l.du.ie, 
sg. *-m~7 4s > *-67;  2.sg.erg.pl. > *-ôbt;  2.du.ie.sg. *-l-7>*-d7;
3.sg.ie.du. (perhaps originally *-y-A  >) *-77  > *-gy,  3.sg.erg.du. (*-7-.-l-Z  >) 
*-77t > *-ygt.  Treated in section 3.2.0; cf. also 3.3.4.

(2) /C__  C (C) #
x

(x = permitted final consonantism, i.e., for clusters, at least *-7k  and *-RC)

“Anaptyxis between consonant and permitted word-final consonantism”. This 
changes the examples of (1) to *-b  y, *-Sb°t,  *-d°y,  *-g  7, and *-yg  t. In the 
2,sg.erg. possessive forms, the pronoun *tkat  ‘thou’ was later added (see section 
3.3.3). Between (1) and (2), unknown sound laws created new final clusters like 
*-my, *-78,  *-R6,  which were not subject to the neutralization of mode of arti
culation in their penultimate members produced by rule (1). Examples: *kamy  
‘boot’ > *kam°y,  erg. *kamym  *kamy°m,  pl *kamyt>  > *kamy°5;  *iRnR  
‘son’ > *iRn°R;  erg. *aluR-m  ‘sole’ unchanged, likewise, pl. *aluR-5  and 
*maRayR ‘clay’. Treated in 1.1.5 (cf. also 1.2.2.3).

(3) 0 > a/C__ G G
#1
CJ

(G = *y  or *R,  perhaps also *6)

“Anaptyxis — as /a/ — after a consonant followed by two voiced spirants (*7  or 
*R, perhaps *6)  + word boundary or yet another consonant”. Examples: 
*paty-yR-paR-a ‘touches him suddenly with his hand’ > *patayyRpaRa",  
*panR-yR-kiy-puR ‘has a good ability of being dry’ > *panaRyRkiypuR ; 
kamy-y-ka ‘my two boots' > *kamayyka,  perhaps pl. *kamy-ĩ>-ka  ‘my boots' 
> *kamay5ka;  dual *tupR-y  ‘two tents' > *tupaRy.  For further treatment of 
the examples, see rule no. 7. Discussed in 1.2.2.5, 5.1.2, and footnotes 24b and 
29a.

2.sg.erg.pl
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(4)

(4a)

+ voice
- cont

> [+ cont] / V

+ voice
- cont

> [- voice] / C

“Voiced (or lax?) stops are spirantized after vowels and devoiced (strengthened?) 
after consonants”. Examples (from 1-2): > *-K- d°7 vs. *-R-b  y >
*-R-p°y; *-0b°t(-tk3t)  > *-8p°t(-tkat);  *-V-d°y  > *-V-b°y  (later *-l'-z°y  on 
the analogy of the reflexive?) vs. *-R-d°y  > *-R-t°y;  *-V-g°y  > *-f'-y oyvs. 
*-C-g°y~> *-C-k°y;  *-yg°t>  *~yk°t.  For further treatment, see rules no. 12, 22, 
24, 25, and 27. Discussed in 3.2.0 and 3.3.4.

(5) a > 0 I [+ syll] (X)__ I [+ segm] 

“The vowel /a/ is lost in open internal syllables”. Blurred by a certain amount 
of analogy. Examples: *quls-HR  ‘upper’ > *qulliR;  *nspa-pay~  ’(use) bigvoice’ 
> *nsppay~;  suffix *-Ruat3  ‘means of —’ > *-Ruta,

(6) R > x / R_ V 

“A uvular spirant is devoiced when preceded by another uvular spirant and 
followed by a vowel”. Example: *nuljaRR-°f>  ‘wives’ > *nuljaRx c&. See section 
2.4.

(7) c v g J c |I
12 3 >112/__  1/R/ | (G = /yl or /R/)

“A postvocalic velar or uvular spirant is dropped when followed by a tauto- 
syllabic consonant or the phoneme /R/, and the nearest preceding consonant is 
geminated”. Examples: Erg. *aluRm  > *allum,  pl. *aluR$  > *allut>,  2.sg.ie.sg. 
*aluR-t > *allut,  refl.sg.ie.sg. *aluR~c  > *alluc,  rcfl.sg.crg.sg. *aluR-m-c  (re
stituted for regular *aluRp°c  ?) > *allumc;  loc.sg. *aluR-m-ni  > *allumni,  
loc.pl. *aluR-8-ni  > *allubnr,  pl. *aRnaR-6  > *aRnnab  ‘women’, refl.sg.ie.sg. 
*aRnaR-c > *aRnnac;  *patayy(R)paRa  > *pattaypaRa  (3); *panaR(y)RkiypuR  
> *pannaRkiypuR  (3); *kamayyka  > *kammayka  (3); *tupaRy~>  *tuppay  (3); 
*nul^aRx°b > *nulijax°b  (6); 3.sg.ie.sg. *nuljaRR-a  by 6> *nuljaRxa  > *nuliiaxa;  
*atuqay-lja-puR (?) ‘prepares sole skin’ by 5 > *atui}ay-Li-puR  > *atut)t)aljpuR  ; 
*cana-Ruts ‘carving tool’ > *cannauta;  *kap3-Ruta  ‘stabbing tool’ > *kapp3Ut9',  
*kuv3-5i-Ru3t3 > ‘means of pouring’ by assimilation > *kuvsl>aRu3t3,  by 5> 
*kuua-l)3Rut3 > *̂uiiaôÔajxta;  *imaR-ljsR-l>i-Ru3t3  (or *-liiR-)  ‘means of 
providing something with content’ > *imaRli3RiiRuat3,  by 5 > *itnaRljpRiiR%t9,  
by 7 > *immalhRiiiut9.  This rule is posterior to the changes *-a5t-  > *-a6o-  
and *-Si-  > *-#-  in halftransitives (probably spontaneous). The details are 
discussed in sections 7.0, 7.1, 7.2 and 6.8.2, 6.8.3.
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(8) Í9 > i (orii > i?)

Examples: *immalÍ3Rjiitit3  > *immo/í7fypyta  (or *immaljiRiiiut3  >
Ríiuts ?)• Perhaps also *cana-Gvj3f  ‘workshop’, by 7 > *cann«tuay  > *cannaviy  
(or *cana-Gviiy  > *cannaviiy  > *cannaviy  ?). On die principle, see 7.2 with 
footnote 41a.

(9) i > i /_ v
C(-iJ

“Consonantal /j/is vocalized in antevocalic position, and also in interconsonantal 
position, except when contiguous to another l\j (i.e., in the case of a geminate 
/ji/)”. Examples: *umiaR-liuR-puR  ‘makes an umiak', by 7 > *urniialiuRpuR  
> *umiialiuRpuR ; *aturjqal^puR  (7) > *atuqtja/ipuR  (if not with *-ú'->*-í-  
already by 8). See 7.2.

(10) u > u I C [_ K|----C(_^| 

“Consonantal /u/ is vocalized when interconsonantal, except when contiguous to 
another /u/ (i.e., when geminated)”. Example: *snqaR-8uR-Ru3t3-ĩ>i-Rif3t3  
‘means of subjecting someone to thorough consideration’, by assimilation 
*3nqaR5uR(R)u3t3Í)3Rji3t3, by 5 > *3nqaRHuRutí>3Rut3 , by 7 > *snqaRf>u-  
Rut88ayts, by 10 > *3nqaR8uRut&63^t3.  Further treatment under rules no. 1 1, 
12, 19, 21, and 30. The word is discussed in 6.8.3, the principle in 6.8.1 and 7.2.

(11) a > 0 / t__ # 

“Word-final /a/ is lost after /t/”. Examples: *3nqaR8uRut883^t3  > *3nqaR8u-  
Rutôôsut; *canna#t3  (7) > *cannaut;  *cili-Ru3t3  ‘whetstone’, by (5) *ciliRfft3,  
by 7 > *cilliut3  3> *ctlliut;  * tuqu-Rusts ‘cause of death’ similarly > (5) 
*tuquRut3 > (7) *tuqquut3  > *tuqquyt.  This rule explains the alternation 
observed in WG angut ‘man’ vs. angute-qarpoq ‘there is a man’ and anguta-uvoq 
‘he is a man'.

(12) [-conl]’> [+nasal] /__ # 

“A single word-final stop is nasalized’’. Examples: *cannaut  > *cannat^n,  
*cilliut > *ctlliun,  *tuqqu%t  > *tuqquun,  *3nqaR8uRutÔôsut  > *snqaRÔu-  
RutSdsun, all mentioned under rule 11; *kappsiit3  (7), by 11 > *kapp3ut  > 
*kapp3un; 2.sg. *allut  (7) > *allun;  refl.sg. *alluc  (7) > *allun,  *aRnnac  (7) > 
*aRnnan; l.sg. *-k  > *-r)  (Aleut), cf. *-k-a  (Esk.) with preserved stop; 1.sg.ie.pl. 
*~8~k : *-8-k-a,  whence, through > *-n°ij  : *-8ka,  the contamination 
product *-nka  of Esk. corresponding to Aleut -nnj); S.sg.erg.du. *-yk°t  (4a) > 
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*-yk°n. The univerbation with the personal pronoun in the 2.sg.erg. possessive 
forms has happened by now: *nuna~v°t-tkat  gives Proto-Esk. *nuna-vstk  with 
no trace of nasality, while the pronoun itself gives Aleut txin. For the application 
of this rule in the possessive inflexion, see sections 3.3 through 3.5. The rule 
explains the PE alternation erg. *t>rjuta-m  ‘man’.

(13) n > ní/__ #

“The palatal nasal /n/ changes to /ni/ in word-final position”. This explains the 
refl.sg. possessive forms in /-ni/ with gemination: *allun  > *alluni,  erg. *allumn  
> *allumni',  *aRnnan  *aRnnani.  Discussed in section 3.3.4 and footnote 41a.

(14) V > 0 / C.Cj___  |

“A light internal syllable following a geminate loses its vowel”. Examples: 
*alluni > *allni,  *aRnnani  > *aRnn(n)i  (13); *atutit)alipuR  (9) > *atur)i)lipuR ; 
*nuliiaxa (7) > *rtulpxa;  *immaliRi(i)ijft3  (8), by 11-12 > *immaliRi(j)nfn  > 
*immliRi(^)iun; *umiialiuRpuR  (9) > *umijiliuRpuR.  This is the syncopation 
rule treated in 2.1 and used throughout the present paper.

Í ■
1 - > cl__ i

"The groups/tl/and/tL/ become /c/ (Eskaleut *Cj  = Esk. *c,  Al. *s)  before /i/”. 
Examples: *ksyut-Liqa-uR  ‘has a pain in his tooth’ > *kayuciq3-uR  (I forego 
the problem of what consonant was pronounced between /a/ and /uR/, where 
an old /p/ had been lost); *at°R-ljaR-paR-a  ‘provides him with a name’, by 
7 > *att alisRpaRa, by 8 > *att°HRpaRa  (or *-luR-  > *-/ î/ĩ-), by 14 *attliR-  
paRa > *atciRpaRa\  suffixal sequence *-(R)ut-HR  ‘useful for —’ > *-(R)uciR.  
Discussed in 4.1.2 and footnote 40.

(16) C| Cj Cj C4 C5 • . . C| Cj C3

“Any longer sequence of consonants is reduced to the first three members”. 
Examples: 3.sg.poss. of diminutive *-i)t))faGR-a,  by 7 > *-i)ijyuaRa,  by 14 > 

> *-r)t){t<i;  *pi~njaR-R}i3t3  ‘hunting implement', by 5 > *piniaRRut»,  
by 7 > *piniiaRut3,  by 10 > ★piniiaRuts, by 11 > *pinipiRut,  by 12 > *piniia-  
Run, by 14 > *pinjiRun  > *pinijun.  Presupposed by rules 17 and 18. Cf. also 
the discussion of the form nulia in section 2.4 with footnote 22b.

(17) pu/ CC_

“Consonantal /)j/ is vocalized when preceded by two consonants”. Examples: 
*-rjrum (16) > ‘his small —erg. *-rjquaC/i-m  ‘(of) a small — by 2>
*~TjrjuaGR°m, by 7 > *-t]ijuuaR°m,  by 14 > *-t)i)UuR°m,  by 16 > *-qqu°m  
> ‘-rjiju0™. See footnotes 19 and 22b.
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(18) j > i I CC _ V (?)

“The consonant /j/ is vocalized to /i/ when preceded by two consonants and 
followed by a vowel”. This is the most likely generalization to be made from the 
suffix -tsiaq treated in the sub-sections of 2.3. Examples: Inerg. *~ÍjayR,  by 7 
*-ôjjaR > *-8juiR  (>WG -tsiaq); refl.sg.ie.sg. *-SjayR-c,  by 7 *-ĩ>jjac,  by 12 
> by 13 > *-ĩ>jjani.  by 14 > by 16 > *-f>jji~>  *-fyii  (> WG -tsê).

(19) C^CjCj > CiC3 

“A sequence of three consonants is reduced to the first two”. Examples: 
*aRnna8 (7) > *aRnab;  *allni  (14) > *alli:  *aRnni  (14) > *aRni;  *nuljixa  (14), 
by 16 > *nuliia  > *nulia;  *atuip)lipuR  (14) > ’cfuijippu/ĩ; *piniiun  (16) > 
★piniun; *immliRi(i)iun  (16) > *immiRiiun;  *umiiliuRpuR  (14), by 16 > 
*umiiiuRpuR > *umpuRpuR ; *anqaR5uRut55oun  (12) > *anqaRt>uRutl)3un.
Examples discussed throughout the paper, see especially section 4 on the // zero
alternation.

(20) u > 0 I - 

“Consonantal /u/ is lost before a consonant when preceded by any of the vowels 
/a, i, u/. Examples: *cannayn  > *cannan,  *cil/iun  > *cillin,  *tuqquun  > *tuqqun,  
all mentioned under rule 12. The same change happened in the inflected forms, 
cf. erg. *cannautsm  > *cannat9m,  pl. *cannaut9Ĩ>  > *canrtata5.

(21) ju > u

Examples: *kappdun  (12) > *kappun;  *9nqaRĨ>uRutĩ>3yn  (12) > *snqaR8u-  
Rutôun. Perhaps the intermediary stage was which became *-un  by rule 
20.

(22) ° > å / [+ labial]____[+ cont] # 

“The anaptyctic vowel /°/ is realized as */å/  (= Aleut /a/, Esk. /u/) when located 
between a labial consonant and a word-final spirant”. Examples: l.pl. *-u°5/  
*-p°S (from *-m-5  by 1, 2, 4) > *-våô/*-på8  (Esk. *-vut/*-put,  Al. -mas); 
l.du. *-v°y/*-p°y  (4) > *-uåyl*-påy  (Esk. *-vuk/*~puk),  See 3.2.0.

(23) ° > o/_m # 

“The anaptyctic vowel /°/ is realized as */o/  (only Esk. examples, EE /u/, WE 
/a/) before word-final /m/”. Examples: *kamy°m  (2) > *katnyom  (Chap. 
kamysm, WG kangmup); erg. *-qi]u om (17) *-qijuom  (WG '-^ngûp); erg. 
*maRayR-m ‘(of) clay’, by 2 > *maRayR°m,  by 7 > *maRRaR°m , escaping 14
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(syncope) by analogy from the uninflected form *m«RR<iR,  then > 'mtRRaRom 
(EE *maRRaum).  Note that the non-anaptyctic vowel /0 / is retained: erg. 
★tsms-rn ‘body’ (EE *t3msm/*timim,  WG timip). Discussed in 1.1.2 through 
1.1.6.

(24) ° > a

“Elsewhere the anaptyctic vowel coincides with /a/ (Esk. /s/, Aleut /i/”. 
Examples: 2.sg.erg.sg. *-m-t  > (1) *-bt  > (2) *-b°t  > (4) *-i°t/*-p°t  -*■  
*-v°t-tk3tl*-p°t-tk3t  > *-v3tk/*-p3tk  (Aleut -mis); l.sg.erg. *-m-k  > (2) 
*-m°k > (12) *-tn°q  (Aleut -mtij), with enclitic
by contamination with (see rule 26); 2.du. *-S°y/*-t°y  > *-&3y/*-tay  
(Esk. *-z3k/*-t3k,  Al. -Six). See 3.2.0, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, and 3.5.0.

(25) [+ cont] > [- cont] I__  #

“A word-final spirant is hardened to the corresponding stop’’. Examples: Pl. 
*aluR-b ‘footsoles’ > (7) *allut> *allut;  dual *aluR-y  (7) *alluy  > *alluk;  
*kam°y (2), escaping 22 on the analogy of other stems in *-C°y,  by 24 > 
*kamsy *kam3k',  *aRnaR  ‘woman’ > *aRnaq;  l.du. *-våy!*-påy  (22) 5*  
*-vãkl*~påk ; 2.du. *-ĩ>3y/*-t3y  (24) > *-Ô3k/*-t3k  (Esk. *-z3k/*-t3k).  See 
footnote 8 and passim.

(26)
0 / m

“The nasals /rj/ and /n/ are lost after /m/”. Examples: Loc. and refl.sg.erg.sg.
*allumni > *allumi;  l.sg.erg. *-mija  (24) > *-ma.  See especially 2.1.

(27) 5 > 0 I [- cont] 
[+ nas]

“The spirant /S/ is lost before a stop or a nasal”. Examples: 2.sg.erg.pl. *-Sp°t  
(4) -> *-Ôp"t-tkat  > *-Ôp°tk  > *-&p3tk  > *-p3tk;  loc.pl. and refl.sg.ie.pl. 
★alluSni > *alluni.  See 3.2.1 and 2.1.

9.2. Eskimo sound changes not demonstrable for Aleut
(random order)

(28) Rk > q

Examples: *taLiR-ka  ‘my arm' > *taLiqa  *tuccaR-kiy-puq  ‘has a good hearing’ 
> *tuccaqiypuq;  *pannaRkiypuq  (7, with *~q  by 25) > *pannaqiypuq.  See 5.1. 
This is the basis of the well-known synchronic WG rule “~q +g- > -r-” (taleq + 
-ga -> talera).

2.sg.erg.pl
refl.sg.ie.pl
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(29) + vocal
- syllab

[+ syllab]

“Non-syllabic vowels become syllabic”. Examples: *nuliaq  ‘wife’ > *nuliaq-,  
*piniun (19) > *piniun ; refl.sg. *nuliaRR-c  ‘his own wife’, by 7 > *nuliiac,  by 
12 > *nuliian,  by 13 > *nuliiani,  by 14 *nulimi,  by 16 and 19 5*  *nulji  > 
*nulii‘, *ai)uaR~puq  ‘rows’ > *aquaRpuq.

(30) S > t / R 

‘‘The cluster /R3/ changes to /Rt/”. Examples: *anqaRl>uRut8un  (21) > 
*vnqaRtuRut6un‘, act.ptc. *-R~l>uq  > *-R-tuq  in all dialects; habitual (with 
stem-final /R/) *-R-l)aR-puq  > *-R-taR-puq.  Then Chap, uvular-stein verbs 
in /-R-aquq/ like qaváRaquq ‘sleeps’ (derived from qaváq ‘sleep’, cf. qavåR-vik 
‘place for sleeping’) or qamúRaqã ‘drags it along’ (qamúq ‘load to be dragged’) 
are analogical, in that the regular post-uvular allomorph -taquq / -taqã has been 
replaced by the post-vocalic variant -aquq / -aqã (with regular loss of *-3-),  cf. 
Sir. qavixtsqixtax and qamcáxtvqãxtaRá (Kusk. inconsistently qavartoq and 
qamorã, both given with k- in Hinz 1944). See especially footnote 12.

(31) n > j/V^.j _V

“The palatal nasal /íĩ/ becomes Proto-Esk, /j/ in intervocalic position, except 
when preceded by /i/”. Example: *qanaq  > *qajaq  ‘kayak’. Another /j/ is seen 
in *pujuq  ‘smoke’, *nujaq  ‘hair’, etc., obviously from old *j,  cf. Aleut hujuq 
‘smoke’.

(32) C > Í P # (C) V__ V
a V

(33) C > # / [+syll] (X) V(_9]_V 

“An intervocalic consonant is allophonically weakened; the weakening is of the 
first degree after the first vowel of a word and after /a/, and of the second 
degree after a non-first vowel other than /a/”. This is the obvious common basis 
of the different lenition rules of the individual dialects. As the weakenings are 
not phonemic in Proto-Eskimo, they are not marked in the notation of the 
proto-forms.

9.3. Sound changes between Proto-Eskimo and Proto-East-Eskimo
(mostly random order).

(34)
j > ts

3 
■ .

J
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“The clusters /5j/ and /jj/ yield EE /ts/”, cf. the suffix -tsiaq (18), refl. > 
-tsii. See 2.3.1, 2.3.2

(35) n > n I

“Palatal /n/ becomes EE /n/ when preceded by /i/ or word-initial”. Examples: 
*inuk > inuk ‘human being’, *naRuja  ‘seagull’ > *na(R)uja  (see 37): Sir. jaRíja', 
*niRu ‘leg’ > *ni(R)u  (37): Chap. iRu. See footnote 29.

(36) [+ contin] > [+ voice]

“Non-stops are voiced”, i.e. *L  > /1/, *x  > /R/, *x  > /7/. Examples: *taLiq  
‘arm’ > taliq; perhaps *nuliaxat  ‘wives’ (7, with further treatment through 19, 
24, 25, 29) > *nuliaRat  (see 37). Note that there is no East Eskimo distinction 
corresponding to Proto-Eskimo */77/  as against */xx/,  i.e. (1) *puyyut  in WE 
*puyut, EE *puyyut  ‘bags' and (2) *axxaR-puq  in WE *axafl-,  EE *ayyaR-puq  
‘is on his way’ (footnote 3). Thus this rule may also apply to geminates.

(37) [+spir] > 0/Vh3|_ V

“An intervocalic spirant (/R/, /7/, /5/, and probably also /z/) is lost unless 
preceded by /a/”. Examples: *naRuja  (35) > nauja; *niRu  (35) > niu\ erg. 
★paniyom > *paniom  (from panik ‘daughter’); *ma8a-ni  ‘here’ > maani; *tuzs  
‘shoulder’ > *tus;  pl. *nuliaRst  (36) > *nuliast.  Retention after /»/ is evidenced 
by: *naRa-puq  ‘eats’ (see 38), *«9739  ‘north wind’, *kazi-mi  ‘he alone’. Older 
than 38. On /z/, see 3.2.0.

(38) - contin 
- dental

> [+ contin] / [+ syllab] (X) V__ V

“An intervocalic non-dental stop is lenited to the corresponding (voiced) spirant 
unless it immediately follows the first vowel (mora) of the word”. Examples: 
★naRspuq > *naRavuq,  *tulukaq  ‘raven’ > *tuluyaq,  *taliqa  > *taliRa  ‘my 
arm’. Rules 37 and 38 are responsible for a number of well-known EE consonant 
alternations like -0- ~ -77- or -R- ~ -qq-. Ulving (1953) recognized most of 
the sub-rules, but projected them back into a much too distant past, linking the 
EE alternation with the Fennie “Stufenwechsel”.

(39) 0 > v / u V. , ' ' — 1-u]
“A glide /v/ is inserted between /u/ and a following vowel (other than /u/)”. 
In many present-day dialects, the glide has evidently been deleted again, some
times with subsequent contraction (“flattening”). Examples: *uyi  ‘husband’ 
(Chap, and Aleut uyi), by 37 > *ut  > uvi (thus WG and Mackenzie; for North 
Alaska, cf. Wells & Kelly 1890:60 “Oo we'ga ‘[my] husband’ ”, but Webster & 
Zibell 1970:4 ui-ga; *ua-qa  ‘I’ > uvaija (thus WG, Mck, B [including W & Z 
1970], but Imaklik ôija).
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(40) 0 > j / î _ Vhi| (?) 

"A glide /j/ is inserted between /i/ and a following vowel (other than /i/)”. 
Examples: *niu  ‘leg’ (37) > nijui *paniom  (37) > *panijom.  Rule of doubtful 
age, located here because of the obvious parallel with (39). If correct, the glide 
appears to have been deleted again in most dialects.

(41) ty > 88

Examples: WG pássúpâ from patig-pa with suffix -úpâ, i.e. *paty-ut~  ‘use as a 
means of touching with hands’ > EE *pa5but~;  optative 3.pl.+3.sg. PE *-Li-t-yu  
> EE *-/í68u-i)  (WG -lissuk, Barrow -lirung). See 8.3.

(42) J [+ apical] 
v(?)

> [+ palatal] / i

“Apicals, i.e. /t/, /n/, and /1/, and possibly also /v/ are palatalized when preceded 
by /i/”. Examples: *citamat  ‘four’ > *citamat  (see 49); *inuk  (35) > *inuk;  
perhaps also *ivalu  ‘sinew’ > and *civu  ’front' > *civu  (see 52). The
palatalization was probably not very strong and was eliminated again in most 
dialects. Possibly also other (all ?) consonants assumed a palatal timbre after /i/, 
but only for /t, n, I, v/ did the palatalized variants assume phonemic status in 
one dialect or another.

(43) o > u

“The ‘rounded shwa’ becomes EE /u/”: *pani]'om  (40) > *panijum,  *iRnaRom  
erg. ‘(of) the son’> *iRnsRum.  See 1.1.2.

(44) zi) > ng

Examples: *kazt)ujuy-puq  ‘is ashamed’ > *kani)ujuypuq,  *tuzj)avuq  ‘rests on 
something’ > *tunijauuq.  See 3.2.0.

(45) my > mq

Example: Pl. *kamy-b  ‘boots’, by 2 > *kamy°b , by 24 > *AamyaS,  by 25 > 
*kamyst (= PE) > EE *kamtp>t.

(46) 8 > z 

“The dental spirant — where still preserved — develops into a voiced retroflex 
sibilant”. Examples: *pazzut~,  *-lizzui)  (41), PE *a3a  > EE *aza.  As a con
venient notation of this phoneme I have used z in the present paper. The details 
of its realization in the different EE dialects have been treated together with 
the related questions of orthography by Robert Petersen 1976 (in Greenlandic).
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9.4. East Eskimo outside certain peripheral dialects of Alaska

(47) 3 > i/ C 
#

“/sI coalesces with /i/ when followed by a consonant or word-final”. Examples: 
*iRnsRum (43) > *iRniRum,  *kamrjst  (45) > *kamrjit  (WG kangmit), *sís  
(46) > *izi.

9.5. East Eskimo outside of Alaska46
(48) n > n

“The palatalized /n/ is depalatalized”. Example: *inuk  > inuk, preserved as inuk 
in North Alaska. Probably matched by a comparable rule /'> /. Rules 47-48 
reflect linguistic change in a migrating population. The distinction /i/ : /a/ is 
reported to still exist in Imaklik (Menovscikov 1965), the Nunamiut dialect of 
Brooks Range (Bergsland), and perhaps Wales (Jenness). Otherwise, the distinc
tion is said to have been neutralized in Alaskan Inuit (Krauss 1973:830), in 
which case the palatalized apicals are raised to the status of phonemes.47 In my 
opinion this gradual loss of distinctions reflects the course of the EE migration.

9.6. Special (West) Greenlandic sound laws

(49) t' > s /__ v

Examples: *cit'amat  ‘four’ (42) > WG sisamat, elsewhere sitamat; *it'sRpuq  
‘enters’ > (47) *it'iRpuq  > WG /isirpuq/ (iserpoq).

(50) z > s

Examples: *izi  ‘eye’ (47) > WG /i?i/ (tsre); PE *maôôa  ‘look here’(8.1.6) >EE 
*mazza > WG /massa/ (mássa); PE *snqaRtuRutĩ>un  (30), by assimilation > 
*stqaRtuRul>bun, by 37 > *stqaRtuuĩ>ĩ>un,  by 46 > *stqaRtuuzzun,  by 47 > 
*itqaRtuuizun > WG /iqqaRtuu;sut/ (erqartũssut).

(51) v > v /__ i

“The palatalized /v/ (see rule 42) is depalatalized when followed by the phoneme 
/i/ (whether from older *i  or *a) ”. Examples: iverpâ ‘satirizes him in song’ 
(*ivsR~);  *ivizai)iq  ‘woman’s breast’, by 37 > *iviaxyiq,  by 40 > *ivijar)iq,  by 
42 > *ivijat)iq  > WG /ivi(j)arjiq/ (iviangeq), cf. Kusk. ivisaiq (Hinz 1944, Supple
ment), Nauk. ivjE'q (Kn. Rasmussen 1941:40). This rule is necessary in order to 
keep WG /ivi/ from undergoing the changes expressed by the following four 
rules. On the whole complex of rules 51-55, see footnote 14.
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(52) i > y I__ v 

“The vowel /i/ is rounded to [y] before the palatalized /v'/, where the latter is 
still preserved”. Examples: *ivalu  (42) > *yvalu,  *civu  (42) > (*sitiu  >) *syt'u.

(53) v > j 

“The palatalized /v/ changes to /j/”: *yvalu  > *yjalu,  *syvu  > *syju.  At this 
stage, /y/ is certainly phonemic.

(54) lyl > /u/ 

“The phoneme /y/ is identified with the phoneme /u/”t *yjalu  WG /ujalu/, 
*syju > 19th cty. WG /suju/. After /s/, there was no actual phonetic change: the 
language just did not possess any words with /suj/ of different origin, so a 
pronunciation [syjo] could now be interpreted as /suju/ (Kleinschmidt sujo).

(55) y > i 

“The phone [y] changes to [i], thus falling in with the phoneme /i/”: [syjo] > 
[sijo], now phonemically /si(j)u/.

(56) + nasal 
> [+ uvular] I__ R- velar

“/n/ and /m/ are uvularized before /R/”. Examples: *tanR-un  ‘grease, salve’> 
*taNRut;*smR-om,erg.o{  *a  mag‘water’, > *imRum  > * i^NRum /-up. The rule 
may probably be formulated as valid for any nasal followed by /R/, since the 
surprising change of /r)R/ to /RR/observed in kangeq ‘promontory’ -*  S.sg.poss. 
karra ‘its extreme, high promontory’ (*kat)R-a,  Chap, kaijaq "*  kai)Ra) is prob
ably much older than this (cf. the form kax'a ‘its point, cape’ given for King 
Island byjenness 1928:48).

(57) Dialectally different further treatments of 56:

(57a) Northern dialects: R > [+ nasal] / [+ nasal]__

“/R/ following a nasal is nasalized (to the uvular nasal /N/)”: *taNRut  > taNNut 
(spelt tarngut), *i wNRup > iwNNup (spelt ervngup).

(57b) Southern dialects: [+nasal] R 
1 2 > 2 1

“Metathesis of nasal + R to R + nasal”, cf. *taNRut  > *taRNut,  *i u/NRup >
*iRwNup. Followed by a secondary adjustment:

(57ba) + nasal
+ uvular

> [- uvular]
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“Uvular nasals are deuvularized", cf. *taRNut  > taRnut (tarnut), *iR wNup > 
iRmup (ermup). On the whole question of the uvular nasal(s), see footnote 31.

9.7. Sound changes between Proto-Eskimo and
Proto-West-Eskimo

(selected rules only).

(58) CiC; > C.

“Geminates are simplified". Examples superfluous. The chronology of the Sir. 
different treatment of *11  in uka-eax ’neighbour’ (*uka-lliq)  and *LL  in 
tasimatpj ‘five’ (*taLLimat)  as opposed to the preservation of *1  and *L  in e.g. 
qtlax ‘sky’ (*qilak)  and nuLa ‘buttock’ (*nuLu  / *nuLuq)  is unexplained.

(59) n > 0 / I i I

“In/ is dropped before or after /i/”: *inuk  > *iuk;  *niRu  ‘leg’ (footnote 29) > 
WE *iRu.

(60) i > j/#_V 

“/i/ becomes /j/ before a vowel when word-initial": *iuk  > WE *juk  ‘human 
being’. This /j/ probably had a somewhat stronger articulation than word
internal I)/, cf. the dialectal developments suk, cuk. The same obviously applies 
to word-initial /u/ followed by a vowel, cf. strengthenings like Chap, xnrnrja *1 ’ 
from *u-a-rja  or Barnum’s hwê (i.e. [hwi]). The classification of WE dialects 
based on the initial of *juk  (into “yuk”, “cux”, and “suk/suk”) proposed by 
Hammerich (1958:637-9, repeated 1970:9) is of course arbitrary. The only 
dramatic split within W’E is between Sirenik and the rest, though three main 
dialect areas are fairly distinctly discernible within this rest, viz. Chaplino- 
Naukan, SW Alaskan (including Nunivak), and SE Alaskan.

(61) 6jV > rV (?)

Siberian -rãq, -rãRam from *-8jiaq,  *-ĩ>jiaRom,  WG -tsiaq, -tsiaup. See 2.3.1.

9.8. Special Sirenik sound laws

(62) 5 
z

★ciqdaq ‘beach’ > *srt}Sax  > (WG sigssaq); *a8uk  ‘blood’> *arux  (WG
auk); *kazi-  ‘alone’ > *kari-  (WG Ain-).
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(63) V > a I [+ syllab] 4 I k 
(C) #

“A short vowel of the final syllable or an open internal syllable of a word is 
reduced to /a/”: *siijrn>c  > *stijrsx;  *aki  ‘price’ > *aks  (Chap, aki); *arux  > 
*arax; *ksri-  > *ksrs~.

(64) r > c /__ a 

“/r/ becomes /c/ when preceding /a/”: *rtrjrax  >str)cax, *arax  > acax, *kara-  > 
Ztaca- (8.2.2).

(65) a > a /__# 

“/a/ becomes /a/ in word-final position”; *aks  > aka; *aÔa  ‘eye’, by 62 > *ara,  
by 64 > *aca  > aca (WG isse).

(66) n > j / # 

“Word-initial In/ changes to /j/’’: "naRuja ‘seagull’, by 63 > *naRaja,  by 65 
> *naRzja  > jaRaja (Chap. naRuja, WG nauja). This rule is of course later than 
the Common WE deletion of /n/ when contiguous to /i/ (rule 59), cf. *niRu  
‘leg’ > (59) *iRu  > (63) *iRa  > (65) Sir. iRa, or *juk  > Sir. jux ‘human being’.

9.9. Sound laws shared by all non-Sirenik West Eskimo dialects

(66a) n > n (cf. rule 66)

(67) i > 0 / c__ [+ dental] (?)

"/i/ is lost between /c/ and a dental phoneme", cf. *citamat  ‘four’ > Chap. 
stãmat, Kusk. (t)stauman, Nunivak sta'mãt (thus Jenness 1928, Kn. Rasmussen 
1941:36 has staman), Chugach stãman; *cila  ‘world, weather’ Chap. sLã, 
Kusk. sla, tla, Nun. s'la’, Chug. tLa; *citi  ‘fox’s den’ > Nun. s'ti. Compare Sir. 
sitamaijy, sila, WG sisamat, sise, all proving *-i-.  The evidence of Naukan is 
somewhat embarrassing, considering that Jenness’ stamiit (1928) stands alone 
against a number of words in sit- like sitôq ‘white whale’, sitôquq ‘slides down
hill*,  situk ‘nail’, and even sitámat in MenovScikov 1975. Perhaps the /Í/ was 
only weakened — though apparently very much so — in this environment, to be 
later restored to full strength in Naukan, while the other dialects lost it 
altogether.

(68) R > 0 / [+ syllab] (X) V__ V 

“/R/ is lost in intervocalic position after a non-first vowel": *ataRuciq  ‘one’> 
Sir. atsRasax (63), Chap, atãsiq (with au > a), Kusk. attauciq (with gemination 
before a vowel cluster).
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(69) 6 > 0 I a __|a f

"/8/ is lost (at least) between /a/ and either /a/ or /u/”: *ma8a-ni  ‘here’ > 
maani (8.1.6): Sir. matiyna ‘from here’; *a8uk  ‘blood’ > auk:* s Sir. aĩsx (rules 
62-64).

9.10. Sound laws peculiar to South West Alaska

I 
I
I
I
I

(70) + voice
+ spir _

> (+weak] / V ,.V I” *1

"An intervocalic voiced spirant is weakened, unless preceded by /a/”. Perhaps 
just a manifestation of 32-33. Example: *nayu-8uq  ‘grows’ > ★na'fufiuq.

(71) [+weak] >[-weak]/[+weak] V 

“A weakened spirant is pronounced with normal strength if the nearest preced
ing consonant is itself a weakened spirant’’, cf. ★na'/fuiuq > *na ■/fu8uq.

(72) [+weak] > 0 

"A weakened spirant is lost”, cf. *natfu8uq  > *nau8uq.

(73) 8 > y

Example: *nau8uq  > SW Al. nauyuq. On rules 70-73, see footnote 4.

9.11. Special Chaplino sound laws

(74) a > a/__[+uvular] C

“/a/ changes to /a/ when followed by a cluster-initial uvular”. Examples: 
axtaquq ‘dawns’ with /aRt(a)-/ from *afita-,  cf. Kusk. ertoq\ suff. -laRaquq 
VN ‘begins to —’ from *-laR-(8aR~),  cf. WG ~ler(-tar)-poq.

(75) a > 0 I C1 __ ] [+ segm]

“/a/ is lost in an open non-final syllable if preceded by only one consonant”, cf. 
*itaR-8aqauq ‘enters’ (sec footnote 12) > *itsRãquq  (on /8/-deletion, see 4.1.2 
and footnote 26) > *itRaquq  > itxãquq.

(76) a > 0 / #__

“Word-initial /a/ is lost”, cf. *staq  ‘anus’ > t»q (Nauk. ataq, WG iteq), erg. 
*3tR-om (WG erqup) '>*atRam'>  *atxam  > *ixam,  restructured to taxam on the 
analogy of the inerg., now without loss of /a/ by 74.
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FOOTNOTES

I. For an account of the Pyle-Underhill-Sadock polemics, see Rischel 1974, p. 
280-300, where the whole question of “Gemination of consonants" is treated 
under consideration of postwar publications on the subject (i.e., besides these, 
also Ulving 1953 and Bergsland 1955 and 1959). Rischel’s own approach is pre
dominantly synchronic, and his analysis and results are therefore of limited value 
to the search for the active factors that brought about this alternation. His con
clusion (p. 299) is laudably modest: “One shall then have to speak more vaguely 
about gemination as compensation for the loss of material". The material lost is 
identified as “a vowel segment or a preconsonantal consonant segment". As a 
convenient cover term for the two kinds of vanishing material he chooses the 
word “mora” and states as an essential part of the broader regularity governing 
gemination that “when a mora is lost, the nearest preceding consonant is 
geminated (if possible)" (ibid.). The superordinate regularity thus hinted at is 
throughout the chapter referred to as a “complex rule” which, is nowhere 
satisfactorily formulated, not even, it seems, in the chapter (p. 208-220) devoted 
specifically to “Pre-vocalic consonant deletion and the complex rule”. The 
most precise statement is found on p. 215: “there is a COMPLEX CLUSTER 
ADJUSTMENT RULE which operates on consonant stems marked for its appli
cation if these stems are followed by inflectional endings that begin with a 
consonant. If the rule operates, it removes the final consonant of the stem (and 
there may be stem internal gemination)”. This “complex rule” marking is used 
as one of the most important criteria for a classification of WG noun stems 
(p. 416-420). If I understand this correctly, not even plural formations like 
/ammit/ from /amiq/ ‘fur’ arc considered synchronically predictable; instead the 
stem is conceived of as /amiC^/ I,B with a marking meaning “no anaptyxis be
tween stem-final and ending, gemination when consonantal endings are added".
It may then, I think, be asserted that Rischel’s analysis does not go quite as far 
as even a consistently synchronic analysis could have done (and not nearly as 
far as a linguist interested in the actual diachronic sequence of cause and effect 
would have liked it to). The metathesis theory advocated by Pyle and again by 
Sadock is soberly criticized by Rischel (p. 296): if the derivation of pl. /ammit/ 
from what is synchronically /amiq/ + /—t/ is held to go through a stage */amqit/.
everything is hard to understand, since “uvularity is the very feature that resists 
assimilation". As Underhill rightly objected (1971:307), the assimilation pre
supposed for */amqit/  > /ammit/ is contradicted by the pi. of imeq ‘water’ (in 
Underhill’s morphophonemic notation /imq/) which is emit, by almost unanimous
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consent believed to have passed through a stage */imqit/.  In Underhill’s words, 
“Whatever rules are written to account for either one of these forms will also 
apply to the other”. In Sadock’s opinion this “is simply not true” (1972:7), for 
“assimilations” of the kind *bnqit  > irmit may have been completed before the 
metathesis rule created the same cluster anew in *amiq-t  > *amqit.  Both 
synchronic morphophonemics and comparative evidence clearly show that the 
stem-final uvular was in fact the spirant /R/ and not the stop /q/, so in Eskimo 
*amR-ot ‘waters’ no assimilation has occurred at all, and when the pl. of the 
geminating type is argument! causa “corrected” to *amRit,  the con
tradiction is made clear and the theory disproved. Underhill's own standpoint is 
practically the same as Rischcl’s: “A single consonant [is] replaced by the 
geminate correspondent in some grammatically-determined environment” (Un
derhill 1971:307). Although "gemination regularly occurs in nouns ending in 
-VCVq” (p. 309), “the stems which can undergo gemination [should be] marked 
in the lexicon", and the rule consequently contains the specification of environ
ment “+ [suffix causing gemination]” (309). Practically the same analysis is given 
in Underhill 1976:356. — The abstract of the paper by Charlotte Webb (1973) 
defends a hopeless position: In /amiq/ the stem is held to be /ami-/, the /—q/ be
ing taken as “the absolutive singular morpheme”, and a rule of gemination 
allegedly “doubles the last consonant of the stem just in case the affix is con
sonant initial” (the uvulars /q/ and /r/ being excluded). This analysis can only 
be based on ignorance of the existence of stems that do not have any /—q/ in the 
abs.sg. If the regular plural of a stem /ami-/ is /ammit/, why then is the pl. of 
/aki/ ‘price’ /aki—t/ and not */akki-t/?  — A special “metathesis” theory has 
been advanced by Robert Petersen (1970:334-38), consisting in what is termed 
“iteration of an expression element” (p. 335), i.e. the total or partial antici
pation of a phoneme — vowel or consonant —, which thereby comes to stand 
next to a preceding consonant and produces the geminated counterpart of this 
by assimilation. In this process, “the terminal phone in the base stem, -q, hardly 
plays any significant role” (p. 336), Robert Petersen makes no explicit 
statements about the intermediary steps of the change, but, as the theory is 
formulated, the development of an example like "nasAq ‘cap’: nasa + -up > 
nac'ap, nasa + -it > nuc'at" (ibid.) must be taken to involve a stage *nasuap  
*nasiat with later “assimilation” of su and si to ts! Apart from the bewildering 
phonetics (and the unfounded vowels of the endings), this theory suffers from 
the same shortcomings as Webb’s: if the uvular of nasaq is not part of the stem, 
why then gemination in nutsa-t, but none in nuna-t? — The reader of MenovSii- 
kov’s grammar (1962 and 1967), annoyed at what he believed to be simple 
typographical inaccuracy in the many Greenlandic forms given without the ' 
marking gemination (e.g. 1962:102 “qaqaq” and “sako”), is shocked by the 
later statement (1976:121) that several of the events of gemination treated by 
Rischel are “scientifically unfounded”, “phonologically completely groundless" 
and “quite unbelievable”, this being said to include the plural formations of the 
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type /nannut/ where “gemination . . . has no relation to the plural form”, since 
“phonologically there is not here produced any quantitative change of the 
sound”. Of all attempts to tackle the problem of gemination, this flat denial of 
its existence is certainly the boldest. — The two highly sophisticated synchronic 
descriptions of WG by Henrik Aagesen (1975 and 1977) came to my attention 
too late to be used in drafting the present paper. In them is presented an 
elaborate system of morphophonemic symbols designed to convey the analytic 
information necessary for predicting inflectional forms and derivatives. The 
sections on gemination (1975:29-33, 1977:§ 29) contain a precise descriptive 
statement of the transformation and its distribution, but exclusively in syn
chronic terms with no attempt at diachronic analysis. — It seems, therefore, 
safe to assert that the question of the actual developmental processes involved 
in the rise of Eskimo gemination and their conditioning is to a marked degree 
left open by previous literature. It should be pointed out, though, that a few 
recent studies pertinent to the problem have not been accessible to me; among 
these are The Chicago Conference papers and two papers by Miyaoka on meta
thesis, all mentioned in the brilliant bibliographical and state-of-the-art report 
by Michael Krauss in Current Trends 10 (1973), as well as J. Rischel’s manu
script “Ever again on gemination in West Greenlandic” mentioned in the biblio
graphy of Rischel 1974. [See the Addendum.)

2. The non-occurrence of gemination in Imaklik (on the Diomede Islands in the 
Bering Strait) as described by Menovííikov 1965 reflects not “a serious in
adequacy of the transcription” but rather “the alarming swift loss of what is a 
fundamental and highly functional consonantal contrast in all other attested 
Inuit (but not Yupik) dialects” (possibilities given by Krauss 1973:809 as 
“either . . . or”). The wordsutaqiroq j-toq 'waiting, waits’ and utuqaq ‘old’ given 
by Menovscikov 1964:215f (with an obvious misprint making one read 
utaqiroqtoq as one word) contain intervocalic -q- corresponding to the geminate 
of WG utarqivoq utorqaq (with old geminates, not assimilated clusters, as 
witnessed by Chap, utaqiya-quq utuqaq), whereas a simple (EE) -q-  is lenited 
to /R/ in intervocalic position, cf. taRet ‘veins’~WG taqaq ‘vein’ (the Imaklik pl, 
being analogical after the epenthesis class in -at  as pointed out by Bergsland 
1966a:141), aRun ‘short oar’ = WG aqût ‘rudder’, sRatqerjuraq — WG eqerqoq 
‘little finger’, aReRuq ’stomach’ = WG aqajaroq, or aRayriq ‘partridge’ = Nauk. 
aqaryiq. Chap, aqiryiq, al) quoted from Men. 1964:205ff. Thus inflectional 
forms such as erg. amatRúm from ama:Rúq ‘wolf’ or imánun ‘into the sea’ 
occurring in the Imaklik text reported by Men. 1965:83 must be based on 
levelling within the paradigm surviving as WG amaroq, erg. amarqup (stated 
explicitly by J. Petersen 1951) and imaq, all. pk /immanut/.

*

*

3. Bergsland’s examples of West Eskimo “relics of gemination” are bewildering 
indeed, but a closer inspection seems to deprive them of their cogency. Kusk. 
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agger-taq *> s on the way, is coming’ = WG agger-poq mentioned in 1959:10 
and again in 1966:210 and correctly connected with the verbal stem seen in WG 
aivâ ‘fetches it', Chap, ãya-qã ‘goes to it, visits him’ (cf. further Nunivak ay' ox, 
Naukan ai'voq, Barrow aiRoq ‘he went home’ given by Jenncss 1928, [the 
last-mentioned forairuq, cf. Webster & Zibell 1970:1 26],and Chugach ay’tA? 
‘walks' in Birket-Smith 1953:242) is strongly suggestive of the suffix given by 
Schultz-Lorentzen (1927:294) as --rpoq VV ‘becomes —This is the ingressive 
suffix of such derivations as qauma-voq ‘is bright’ qaumar-poq ‘becomes 
light' or palu-voq ‘lies on its belly’ ** patdlor-poq ‘lies down on his stomach’ 
(semantics from the English translation of Schultz-Lorentzen) treated at some 
length further on in the text (especially sections 1.2.2.4 and 1.2.2.5), where 
the underlying form *-7/?-  is reached. So far, WG ai-vâ agger-poq looks very 
much like Proto-Esk. *ays-paR-a  •+ *ayyaR-puq  matching *palu-puq  -*•  
*palluR-puq. But the halftransitive of aivâ is given as aig-dler-poq (suffix 
identical with -ler-poq VV ‘begins to —, is -ing’) with a velar proved old by the 
entry aik-ler-poq ‘er holt etwas’ in Erdmann 1864. The verbal stem therefore 
obviously contains two velar spirants, and the only form found to account for 
all varieties of the stem is *07073-.  From such a stem-form the transitive ind, 
3.sg.+3.sg., normally made with the morpheme *~paR~a,  would drop the *~p~  
after *-a-.  Consider, for instance, WG -gâ = Kusk. -ka NV ‘has it for his —’ from 
*-fea-[p]a/?-a or WG intensive -qaoq < *-qa-\p]uq,  perhaps also the suffix of 
coordinate action (“appositional mode”) which has a suffix-initial labial after 
all vowels other than *3  as in WG na-vdlu-go ‘having finished it’ contained also 
in Thibert’s (1954:158) inuk atauserk navlugo ‘having finished (counting the 
fingers and toes of) one man, i.e. twenty’ as contrasted with WG *a-stem  forms 
like para-lu-go ‘guarding him’, ila-ga-lu-se ‘having you along’ cited by Schultz- 
Lorentzen 1952:40. The expected Proto-Esk. *ayays-aRa  would give EE 
*aayaa, which would appear to be preserved in Wales-Barrow-Mackenzie atya 
given by Jenness 1928. This appears to have been normalized to WG aiva, while 
in the WE of Siberia, where the prs.ind. was characterized by a succession of the 
two suffixes *-5aR-  and *-qs-  (see footnote 12), the corresponding point of 
departure was *aysy3-8a(R)-qa-aR-a  giving Proto-Esk. *cyayôaqaaRa  -*■  
non-Sir. WE *ayay-aqaRa  > *ayyaqaRa  > *ayyaqã  > Chap, ãyaqã. From this 
stem the derivative *07373-/3/? -puq gave the WG htr. aigdlerpoq by regular 
♦□-dropping in an open, internal syllable (apparently working from right to left 
and therefore not deleting the first *a).  The ingressive of this was presumably 
pre-Esk. *ayaya-yR-puR with the first *□  in an open syllable, and the ensuing 
*ayyayRpuR thus had a cluster *-77-  on a chronological stage preceding gemi
nation which underwent the same devoicing described further on in text (2.4) 
for *-RR-  in the word nuliaq ‘wife’. It was, then, a form *axxayRpuR  that 
underwent gemination and cluster simplification to give Proto-Eskimo *axxaRpuq  
‘begins to go to someone, is on his way’ with phonemically voiceless velar 
spirants. In WE, the voiceless pronunciation was retained even after the simpli-
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fication of the geminate (spelt -gg- in Hinz’s entry aggertoq), whereas EE lost 
the voice distinction but preserved gemination, which in the case of an under
lying non-nasal phoneme gave voiceless articulation by a secondary rule. The 
agreement of WG agger-poq and Kusk. agger-toq is therefore only apparent. The 
example from Nunivak (Bergsland 1966:209f) xyu- ‘cook’ vs. iyan ‘cooking
pot’ is highly questionable, too, since it is in the latter that gemination is ex
pected: Proto-Esk. *zya-puq  ‘cooks’ vs. *9770-71  ‘cooking utensil’ like e.g. 
*cana-puq ‘works' : *canna-n  ‘tool’. Indeed, one should expect Nunivak 77-in 
both words, as this dialect lengthens a simple consonant after word-initial *a-  
which is regularly dropped, cf. n'a ‘house’ < = WG ine “room’ or L'ixtox
‘is scorched’ = WG iligpoq. Whether Nun. iyan, reported unanimously by Jenness 
1928:30 and Knud Rasmussen 1941:33, is indicative of retention of *a-  before 
a former geminate or simply represents a loanword may be left open. The normal 
WE treatment of Esk. *-77-  (arising from *-7-  by gemination) is no different 
from that of single *-7-,  cf. Kusk. nau-qig-toq ‘grows nicely’ = WG naggo-rig- 
poq, Kusk. nau-vik ‘place of growing’ = WG naggu-vik with the same loss of WE 
/yl as in the simple verb nau-goq ‘grows’ = WG nau-voq.

4. The geminates of SE Alaskan Eskimo have been shown to be of relatively late 
origin, cf. the very precise statement in Swadesh 1952:33, “Except for v or j at 
the phonemic initial of the word, whenever a consonant located after the first 
morpho-phonemic vowel of the word comes to be followed by a morpho- 
phonemic vowel group, the consonant is doubled”. A more detailed study has 
been undertaken by Miyaoka (1971) on a high quality level rare in the field of 
Eskimo studies. Miyaoka’s rule doubling a single intervocalic consonant before a 
hiatic vowel sequence (§ 2.2.1, p. 221) should, however, probably be refined to 
apply already at a chronological stage where certain old vowel sequences had not 
yet received a hiatus-filling /rj / — but after the lenition of 5,  7  and R  after 
certain rules (not after a)  had produced a bare zero, as is seen from examples 
like (1)  tums-u-buq > tummsu6uq  (-6- retained on the analogy of stems in 
/—a/ as in North Alaskan) >tummat)u$uq  >tummai)uuq ‘is a footprint’ and (2) 
*qsj)aR-u-5uq > qar)au8uq  > qst)i)au8uq  > gatjqauTug ‘is a nose’. These 
examples appear as illustrations (no. 9 and 22) to Jang H. Koo’s article “The 
copulative ‘u’ in Yupik and crossover convention” published together with 
Miyaoka’s paper in IJAL 37 (Koo 1971). My analysis of the examples, however, 
differs considerably from Koo’s, as I do not consider “crossover convention” 
(something like “morphological metathesis” after certain phonetic changes have 
taken place at the original morpheme boundaries!) realistic as a diachronic 
solution. I take the indicative marker to be 5  in most (probably all) of Koo’s 
examples. In my opinion, the four spirants 6, 7, R, andtu (cover-symbol G, the 
glide w arising in Koo’s examples in the environment “V__ u”), prior to being

* * *
*

* *
*

* *

*

deleted intervocalically, underwent lenition to an intermediary stage I, f, ^f.and 
ip (cover-symbol at which period the second of two such spirants flanking 
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the same vowel was strengthened by dissimilation to a full spirant which was 
preserved even after the first was lost: VGVGV > V(íV<[íV > VØVGV > VVGV. 
Where *5  was not lost, it changed to /y/ (cf. the same sound change in Middle 
Irish), e.g. *aRnaR-u-ôuq  > *aRnuftufruq  > *aRna^uĩ>uq  > *aRnau&uq  > 
aRnauyuq > Koo’s example 18 arenaugoq ‘is a woman’. It should be noted, 
though, that none of Miyaoka’s rules, for all their solid foundation, produces 
Kuskokwim aggertoq discussed in the preceding footnote.

5. Bergsland 1951:179, 1956:§ 4.2, 1958:626 (“possibly”) and again 1959:10. 
Menovscikov (1967a:388) explicitly mentions a “non-phonemic consonantal 
length, especially of m (mm), I (ll), t (tt) between the vowels of the first 
syllables, one of which (most often the first) carries dynamic stress: húfnax 
‘side’, námis ‘veins’, atakan ‘one’, aĩax ‘whale’.”

6. E.g. Rischel 1974:297 “very plausible”. I am not sure to what extent the 
statement in Underhill 1971:300, “We will try to show here that Bergsland’s 
approach is correct”, commits its author to the details of this theory.

7. A different kind of syncope theory was presented by Jenness (1944:6f). 
Here the origin of a pl. form like Barrow taXhit ‘arms’ from taliq was assumed 
to be in a development from taliqi-t  to talirit  (because "q between vowels 
frequently becomes r”), in which the first -t-  was lost and the cluster -lr-  
then assimilated to -ÂÅ-. For this theory, the phonetic identity between the 
two -i- ’s of the proto-form is a mere coincidence, just as the other geminating 
types just happened to have underlying forms in -aqa  and -uqu  giving plurals 
of the structure -Caqa-t  > -CCat  and -Cuqu-t  > -CCut.  This idea raises 
more problems than it solves, and on top of this it combines the disadvantages 
of the traditional assimilation theory (albeit without metathesis) and Bergs
land’s syncope theory, both of which I believe to be incorrect.

* *
* *

*
* *

* * * *

7a. A similar reservation must be made with regard to actual phonetic exactness. 
From the standpoint of phonological universals, many of the consonantal 
sequences appearing in the reconstructions of the present paper are certainly un
usual — though by no means unique: they do not surpass in complexity what 
can be readily found in a description of Georgian or Kamchadal, to say nothing 
of the extreme example of Bella Coola. Strictly speaking, all that can be said 
about a cluster such as /-tyyRp-/ of the word-form *paty-yR-paR-a  (1.2.2.5), 
is that it contained none of the vowels that are known to have existed at that 
time. Whether it was actually pronounced as one asyllabic sequence or rather 
relieved by some non-phonemic auxiliary vowel(s), is impossible to know for 
certain. Sometimes, however, assimilations of neighbouring consonants rather 
obviously indicate the absence of any intervening vowel, and perhaps the mere 
fact that these consonantal sequences could not survive unreduced may also be 
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taken as a general indication of the actual phonetic reality (however transient) 
of these definitely unstable clusters,

8. The Proto-Eskalaut pronunciation of underlying spirants in word-final posi
tion appears to be that of stops, cf. in the Aleut of Veniaminov’s grammar 
(1834) the notation-i? of what is a voiceless spirant -k in later sources (lochel’son 
Bcrgsland, McnovScikov). Then also the spirant pronunciation in the dialect of 
Nunivak and in Sirenik will represent seperate developments posterior to the 
proto-language: if the majority of modem Eskimo dialects agree with Proto- 
Eskaleut in pronouncing these phonemes as stops, they must have been stops in 
the intervening stage of Proto-Eskimo as well. It may be worth while to point 
out that “underlying (morphophonemic) form” and "(reconstructed) proto
form” are not synonymous labels for any presumed older form of a given 
linguistic element, even though “underlying” is in fact used in the present 
paper with reference to some historical reality. In some cases, the analysis in 
terms of underlying forms brings us well beyond the chronological stage of the 
proto-language. The Proto-Eskimo reconstruction of WG atdlut ‘soles’ is allut,  
the Proto-Eskaleut proto-form possibly the same, while the underlying form 
íaluR-Ô^, though based on synchronic analysis, recovers an even older chrono
logical layer.

*

9. The WG forms have regularly lost a voiced spirant (here -7-,  the other 
possibilities being -R-  and -6-)  in intervocalic position (except after a);  /i/ + 
/i/ is realized as a long vowel [i:], /i/ + /u/ is pronounced with an automatic 
glide coinciding with the phoneme /j/ (i.e., /iu/ = /iju/ as also /ia/ = /ija/ and /ui/ 
= /uvi/, /ua/ = /uva/).

*
* * *

10. Kleinschmidt’s orthography kangmup, kangmit strongly suggests an older 
pronunciation [kaijmup], [kapmit], but the spelling -ngm- is also occasionally 
used for [m:] arising by gemination of /m/ as in kangmivoq ‘sews boots’ from 
PE kammipuq  on which see the text further on (section 4).*

11. In Swadesh 1952:168 a “reconstruction of spirant 7 R in final position for 
Proto Eskimo ... is based upon compelling phonological considerations”, an 
attitude that has been commented upon in footnote 8. The earliest explicite 
statement by Bergsland that I have been able to locate is the reconstruction 
*ami(ra)m for WG ammip in Bergsland 1958:626.

12. The Chaplino intransitive present indicative forms in (3.sg.) -(a)quq are 
analysed by Menovscikov (e.g. 1967:94f, 103) as consisting of a morpheme -a- 
(after vowel: nil) of present tense + an indicative marker -qu-. This is not as 
bad as Ulving (1971:97-99) makes it appear, “correcting’’ it to -aq- of present 
tense + -u- of intransitive indicative. Indeed, the question whether the ~q~ 
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belongs to the tense or the mood marker makes very little sense when these 
always appear combined. Not surprisingly, Menovscikov repeats the analysis 
-a-qu- in 1975 (p. 234) for Nankan. Diachronicaliy, the -q- rather obviously 
belongs morphologically to none of its flanking vowels. The Sirenik morpheme 
is -faqaxtax ~ -taqaxtax, and also the Chap.-Nauk. form has a variant with 
suffix-initial -t- restricted to postconsonantal position (e.g., Sir. matáx-taqãxtax 
= Chap.-Nauk. matáx-taquq = WG mátar-poq ‘undresses’). Now the segment 
-quq is obviously identical with the WG intensive suffix -qaoq, continuing 
Proto-Esk. *-qs-uq  (for *-uq  as a conditioned variant of *-puq,  see footnote 
3). As is well-known, any stem-final consonant is deleted before the suffix 
-qaoq (WG ajoqaoq ‘it is very bad’ from ajor-poq). Thus, what precedes the -q
in the Siberian forms can only be determined as consisting of (1) a consonant 
giving Sir. c ~ t and Chap.-Nauk. 0 ~ t, (2) the vowel /a/, with or without 
(3) some suffix-final consonant after it. As (1) can only be the PE consonant 
*S, the only obvious suffix to be seen here is the one appearing as WG -ssar-poq 
~ -tar-poq usually’, like -qaoq of very frequent occurrence and often of 
very slight semantic consequence. This gives a reconstruction *-5a(R)-qa-uq  
for Chap.-Nauk. -(t)aquq and Sir. -caqax-/-taqax~. The Sir. final -tax is pro
bably merely an analogical repetition of the ending of the “near past” (< PE 
act.ptc. in *-iuq).  If the unlenited WG -qaoq is in reality the generalized post- 
consonantal variant — or some other conditioned variant — the real WG corre
spondence of Chap, -(t)aquq may well be the suffix given by Chr. Rasmussen 
1888:135 (no. 89) as “•.-araoq” also meaning ‘usually’ and showing allomorphs 
like -taraoq (after a velar), -ssaraoq (after a vowel), and -araoq (after a uvular 
or dental, which are both retained), thereby clearly pointing to Proto-Esk. 
*-ĩ>aqauq. Thus the exact WG counterpart of Chap, ãnaquq (from *anbaquq  
by anaptyxis in *ana-6a-,  cf. Sir. an-Sa-qaxtax) is in point of fact the 
derivative anissaraoq ‘goes out habitually’ given by J. Petersen 1951:228 
(suffix entry -ssaraoq II).

13. I note in passing that the words naqa  ‘meat, fish' and anuqa  ‘wind'prob
ably present a hardening of R  to /q/ in the environment “__ a #'  completed

* *
* *

at a stage preceding the Eskimo proto-language (and if *naqa  is etymologically 
identical with Aleut qa-x ‘fish’, even preceding the Eskaleut proto-language). 
This assumption is consistent with the fact that Esk. seems to lack words in 
*-Ra and would also yield a rather simple explanation of the alternation 
evidenced by *naqa  vs. *naRa-  ‘eat’ (WG /niqi/ : /niRivuq/, Chap, naqa :naRa- 
quq). The paradigmatic alternation expected in the inflection of this word seems 
to have been levelled by analogy (e.g., crg.sg. WG /niqi-p/, Chap, naqa-m ad
justed to *nt>tp).  The regular paradigmatic behaviour of *-7ĩa  is probably what 
we have in the singularly aberrant WG forms erg. anorrup, pl. anorrit, though the 
material is too scanty to exclude other possibilities.
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14. Kleinschmidt's orthography suj- for a sequence that started out as civ-  
(Chap. sivu - Kusk. Isio - WG sujo ‘front, fore-end of kayak’) and ended up 
as present-day [sij-] must note a vowel which was rounded by (the reflex of) 
the adjacent /v/ — itself palatalized and later becoming /j/ through the in
fluence of this vowel — but which did not merge with the phoneme /u/ until 
after this bidirectional assimilation had been completed. As the development 
“iv > uj” is restricted to cases of /i/ from Esk. 1,  not a,  it dates back to a 
period preceding the merger of i  and a  in anteconsonantal position. As this 
merger is shared by all East Eskimo dialects except for a few from the extreme 
West (Imaklik, Wales, and at least the subdialect of North Alaskan known from 
Bergsland’s Nunamiut materials), it certainly belongs to the oldest innovations 
made by the migrating group of East Eskimos; and as all other EE dialects out
side North Alaska agree in retaining /-iv-/, whether from -iv-  or from

*

* *
* *

*
the active factor triggering the WG development to /-uj-/ cannot have been 
located in the /i/, but must have been a feature of the following “-v-”. That is 
to say, the -v- must have experienced a specific coloration dating back to a time 
when *t  was still distinct from *a:  after *i  there was obviously allophonic 
palatalization to [v], while *a  provoked no such change. With the merger of *1 ’ 
and *a,  the sequences */iv/  (pronounced [iv]) and */av/  ([av]) were distinguished 
as /iv/ vs. /iv/, the palatal timbre now having become phonemic. Outside Green
land the opposition /v'/ : /v/ was eliminated again by loss of the palatal feature, 
while in Greenlandic the palatal /v'/ (but not /v/) exerted an assimilatory in
fluence on the preceding /i/ changing this to [y]. Later, /v'/ fell in with /j/, and 
lyl with /u/, except for the position after /s/ where [y] was retained and later 
merged with /i/: *ivalu  ‘sinew’ > *ivalu  > *yvalu  > *yjalu  > mod. WG ujalo 
(Labr. ina/u); *ctvu  ‘front’ > *sivu  > *smu  > *syv'u  > *sy/u  > mod. WG/si(j)u/. 
In Kleinschmidtian WG, [y] is a mere allophone of /u/, cf. the rule “u zwischen 
s und j klingt immer wie ii" (Kleinschmidt 1851:3) justifying the spelling sujo. 
But in the 18th cty., -y/~ occurred after all consonants, cf. a spelling like aglyok 
in Egede 1750 (cited from Rischel 1974:53), obviously meaning /aylyjuq/, for 
what was later normalized to agdlivoq ‘grows’ (Chap, atjli-quq). For this period, 
lyl must be ranked as phonemic since it is found to contrast with both /i/ and 
/u/: opposed to the /yj/ of */yjalu/  or */kyjalliq/  (mod. WG kujatdleq ‘southern
most’: Thibert kivadlit ‘those of the south’) there was /ij/ in /ki(j)a/ erg. ‘who’ 
and /uj/ in ujamik ‘necklace’ (Chap, ujamik). The /yj/ even contrasted with /iv/ 
from *9t>,  cf. WG + Labr. ivavoq ‘hatches eggs (*»-  reflected by the unstable 
vowel of ivanitsoqI uvanitsoq ‘onion’, literally ‘looking like an egg’), nivag-pâ 
‘shovels it off’ (*-a-  reflected by Wales niiwak-toq, nuak'a ‘he shovels it away’ 
given by Jenness, and by the stem nayay- ‘dig’ appearing in Hammerich’s un
published Nunivak materials). When followed by the phoneme /i/ (whether from 
*r or *a),  both *iv  and *ati  gave WG /iv/: ivik ‘grass-straw’ = Nauk. ivvk, iver-pa 
‘satirizes him in song’ ~ Nunivak yuafíyun ‘a song’ (Jenness 1928:45) from 
*ivaR~. It is doubtful exactly what has happened in the interesting pair con
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I 
I 
I
I

stituted by the spellings kangujarpoq and kangiarpoq ‘moves east’. The morpho
logical analysis is clear, the word being derived from kange ‘east, land side’ with 
the suffix *-vafí-  seen also in kuja-var-poq ‘moves south’ or qutdlarpa ‘lifts it 
up’ (with unetymological spelling for expected -vdl-) = Chap. qulvaRáqã from 
*qula ‘top’. It is clear, too, that *kar)i-vaR-puq  would first become /karjyjaRpuq/, 
and it is possible that this is simply the pronunciation expressed by the spelling 
with -uj-, while kangiarpoq represents the modern pronunciation as /karjijaR- 
puq/. But it is no less possible that -yj- here developed into Kleinschmidtian 
-uj~, in which case the form /karjijaRpuq/ is simply a later (or regional) normal
ization of /kaijujaRpuq/ formed by reintroducing the stem of the base word 
/katji/.

15. On the orthographical rendering of clusters with /1/ as their second member, 
see Rischel 1974:55f, where the development from the richness of 18th cty. 
sources presenting /vl/ (: /pl/?) : /11/ : /yl/ : /kl/ : /Rl/ (: /ql/?) to the meagre 
Klcinschmidtian reality comprising only /11/ : /R1/ is described.

16. These are the examples certified by "ordbogêraq” (and in the case of tarraq 
and kipaq, by Erdmann’s 1864 Labrador dictionary), given here as far as possible 
with the glossings found in Schultz-Lorentzen’s 1927 dictionary. Other examples 
matching the structure of these words for which the handbooks do not give the 
necessary particulars are inaq ‘full-grown seal’, qarraq (glossed in “ordbogêraq” 
as qaemeq, obviously the verbal noun from qaerpoq ‘loses its surface’, precise 
meaning not recorded in the handbooks), qátaq ‘water tank’, tutsaq ‘hearing’ 
and unerraq ‘trace from dragging'. A word fitting the structure of these examples 
but not presenting this type of inflection is qáqaq, -ap, -at ‘mountain’ (no 
cognate known from WE or western EE, origin of /qq/ therefore obscure). For 
the suffixes -rssuaq ‘big’ and -nguaq ‘small’, see footnote 19.

17. Kusk. maraiyaq and Nunivak maRa'ya (Jenness) ‘mud’, however, contain a 
suffix added to the stem which is WG /maRRaq/, and it is not impossible that 
this suffix would give phonetic conditions such that gemination did not occur, 
cf. WG majoriaq and maqigiaq given by Schultz-Lorentzen 1927 as synonymous 
with maiorqaq ‘defile, passage over a mountain’ and marqaq ‘portage.  At any 
rate WE maRajaq is not immediately identical with WG marraq (which probably 
corresponds to Kusk, maraq ‘a plain, low level ground; open country'), as /R/ 
would be dropped intervocalically, and proto-forms like maRj-  or maR5-  
would yield WG maRaj-  and maRt~,  cf. on the one hand WG /aRajuypuq/ ‘is 
bored’ -> /aRajuppaa/ ‘is tired of it’ = Labrador (Erdmann 1864) ariupa, 
/aRajuqqavuq/ ‘is restless’ = Chap. aR]'uqa-quq (from the base-verb perhaps 
Chugach aRajuiq listed by Birket-Smith 1953:242 with the surprising meaning 
‘church’, probably a nomen loci in -vik), and on the other hand active participles 
like /tusaR-tuq/ ‘hearing’ as opposed to /sana-suq/ ‘working’. Thus, the WG 

*

* *
* *
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geminate /RR/ of this word is to be equated with the single /R/ of maRajaq, 
whether this was once a geminate or not.

17a. This is correborated by Aleut (Veniaminov) cuqaq ‘throat’ (Marsh & 
Laughlin 1956:63 cuqaR ‘gullet, oesophagus’), obviously identical with Eskimo 
*cuqqaq ‘baleen’. The initial is Bergsland’s *c t (B. 1959:11).

18. For clarity’s sake the question of gemination or non-gemination of the /1/ 
in this specific position may be left out of consideration. Even if gemination is, 
in the main, found to demand two consonants after the vanishing /R/ or /7/, 
there are enough indications that biconsonantal clusters of the shape GR 
(G = /R/ or /7/) produced gemination even when followed by a vowel. The 
unexplained contrast between WG /1/ and Chap, /z/ (Naukan ukajiq, Sirenik 
ukacsx) is without bearing on the present issue.

19. The lack of syncope in kappaRom  and innaRom  is probably analogical 
after the uninflected forms kappaq  and innaq.  Remains of the regular treat
ment — with syncope — may be seen in the WG suffixes -rssuaq NN ‘a big —’ and 
-nguaq NN ‘a small —’, erg. -rssûp -ngup, pl. -rssuit -nguit. The most likely 
line of development seems to be: -RôgaGR  -Rf>yaGR°m  -R5yaGR°5  
(G = /R/ or /7/) > -R8yuaR  -R0yjfaR°m  -R6j4uaR°5  > -RbuuaR  
*-RbuuR m -RSu)iR  6 (syncope in light internal syllable following a geminate) 
> -R5uaR  -RĨ>g°m  -Rbu°!)  (cluster reduction to the first three of a series) 
> -R&uaR  -RĨ>u°m  -R0u°5  (vocalization of u) > Proto-Esk. -Rbuaq  
*-R8uom -Rf>ust  > EE -Rzu(v)aq  -Rzuum  -Rzu(v)st  > WG /-Rsu(v)aq/ 
/-Rsuup/ /-Rsu(v)it/. It may be noted that the rounded “shwa” of the PE form 
*-R8uom is not phonologically predictable and must be ranked as phonemic.

* *
* *

* * *
* * * *

*
* * *
* * * *

* * * *

19a. The underlying form of this morpheme, synchronically obviously //n\U, is 
here retained for the sake of clarity, although it will be argued below (sect. 
3.3.4) that its original shape was probably something like *-í*  (changing to 
*-ri and further to *-ni).  What is of importance here, is merely the fact that by 
the time the most dramatic change witnessed by these forms, viz. syncopation, 
happened, the ending certainly already formed a syllable of its own.

19b. It may be pointed out, by way of parallel, that all four examples of syncope 
in the WG dialect south of Godthåb, reported by Robert Petersen 1975:199, 
have lost a short vowel in an open syllable following a geminate consonant, 
just like the pre-Eskimo forms: cikiLLuta > cikiLta ‘when we came’, 
isissasimavuq > isissimavuq ‘he will probably enter’, taifami / tassami > tafmi 
I tasmi ‘all right’, atturnnata > atturnta ‘without touching us’.
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19c. When the reconstruction *iRnR-ni  is corrected to *iRnR-c  (cf. footnote 
19a and section 3.3.4), the syllabification becomes more difficult to under
stand. On one hand, gemination and syncope are the effects of a single word
final consonant added to a stem in /-CVG/ (G = /y/ or /R/); on the other, the 
single anaptyxis of *iRn°R-  “ni” indicates a syllable boundary between the 
stem and the ending. In other words, the reflexive ending behaves at the same 
time as a structure /C/ and as a structure /CV/. This may be due to the presence 
of an ultra-short vowel, an embryo of the full vowel that was later to develop 
out of the palatal element of the final consonant. In the development of this 
vowel, there was obviously a period during which it had only part of the 
morphophonemic effects of the other vowels. With regard to anaptyxis, this 
vowel apparently had the same effect on the syllabic structure as the other 
vowels. In other respects, it had no effect at all: it did not keep the ending *-c  
from triggering gemination like any other single final consonant or from being 
nasalized like other word-final stops. Only by the development *-ii  > *-ni  
(rule 13 in Appendix II) did it assume all morphophonemic properties of a full 
vowel.

19d. Oblique case forms like all. ernermut ‘to a son’, atermut ‘to a name’, 
tupermut ‘to a tent', Chap, (and PE) iRnsRmun, atsRmun, tupsRmun, must 
reflect a certain amount of secondary restructuring. The type *iRnaRmun  may, 
however, well be phonetically regular: A change *iRnR-m-nun  > *iRn  R mrtun 
would be very similar to that of the erg. *iRnR-m  > *iRn°R°m  with double 
anaptyxis (see the main text), and after the change mn > tn, one / / would be 
liable to drop out: *iRn°R°mun  > *iRn°Rmun.  For *atR-m-nun  and *tupR-  
rn-nun, however, the same anaptyxis as in the erg. (*atRm,  *tupR  tn) would 
give *atR°mnun  > *atR°mun  > *atRomun  and *tupR  mnun > *tupR  tnun 
> *tupRomun,  the WG continuations of which would be tarqumut and 
ftovqumut. In some pre-stage of the proto-language these forms must have 
been replaced by simple realignments of the synchronic constituents, i.e. the 
“stems” /at°R-/, /tup°R-/ and the case-ending /~mun/ (and /-mi/, /-mar;/, 
/-man/ of the other cases), probably on the very model of the type *iRn  R- 
tnun. The synchronic effect of this analogy was simple metathesis of *atR°tnun  
to *at°  Rmun, which was thus made to agree with the uninflected form *at  R 
like *iRn°  R-mun with *iRn  R. The analogy did not comprise the type *nanuR~  
m-nun > *n<mnu-mun,  no doubt because in this type the /R/ had already been 
dropped with gemination, so that no analogical metathesis was possible.

20. Although this is probably analogical for -jaxaq (imitating the final sequence 
of words like naRuja-Raq), it certainly indicates that the word had no more 
than one stem-final consonant.

20a. If Eskimo *cit)6aq  ‘beach’ may be equated with Aleut sitjSaR ‘femur’ (re
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corded by Marsh Sc Laughlin 1956:72) via a meaning ‘side’ (cf. Latin costa 
‘rib’, in Romance also ‘side’ and ‘coast’), the -Í- is attested directly. The 
initial consonant would be Bergsland’s *Cj  (B. 1959:1 If).

21. The final uvular of Sir. qacax is in disagreement with the form of the 
word in all other dialects (Chap, qũk ‘firewood’, Nauk. qajúk ‘foliage’, WG 
qissuk, other EE dialects agreeing on -uk, cf. Jenness 1928:65) and with inner- 
Sir. derivatives showing qaruy~lqarux~. It is definitely not a misprint in Menov- 
Scikov’s glossary, for the same form appears in the grammar on p. 19 and again 
in the comparative word-list on p, 213, but it may well be due to an inaccuracy 
in Menovicikov’s field-notes at a more preliminary stage, considering that the 
expected form qacax is in fact given on p. 23 and again on p. 52.

22. The spelling -gss- means, of course, merely /-ss-/, i.e. the gemination 
product of Proto-Esk. /5/. For the validity of this analysis cf. the derivative 
qissatigâ ‘cries over it,  literally ‘has it for a means of crying’ from qiS5ata~ks-  
[pfyR-a, and above all the Aleut (Veniaminov) qiĩ>aq ‘weeping’ (whether this be 
the etymological counterpart of Esk. qiĩ>a  in WG qia = Chap, qija or of the 
form qibt>aq  here treated).

* *

*
*

22a. The vowel-length of de-ergativc cases like allative /-tsi(j)aa-mut/ (umiat- 
siãmut ‘into the ship’) is unexplained. It may be due to the insertion of an 
anaptyctic /-a-/ in the heavy underlying cluster of *-aGR-mnurt,  changing this 
to *-aGRamnun,  where the *-G-  would drop out with gemination, leaving the 
Proto-Esk. result *-aRamun.  This would demand a reformulation of the rule 
given in section 1.2.2.5, and all other forms like -rssuar-me and -ngua-me 
(mentioned by Schultz-Lorentzen 1951, § 16) would have to be explained by 
analogy (which is true of at least one of them anyway).

22b. Other examples of the type nulia are furnished by the WG suffixes -rssuaq 
and -nguaq (see footnote 19): igdlo-rssua ‘his big house’, igdlú-ngua ‘his small 
house’, the former developed from *-R5jfaGR-a  through the stages *-R&uuaRa  
> *-RHuuRa  > *-7f5jx<i  > Proto-Esk. *-/?6ua  > WG /-Rsu(v)a/.

23. The surprising form of WG uvê /u(v)ii/ ‘her own husband’ for expected 
*/u(v)i-ni/ must be either analogical or derived from a stem different from the 
inerg. uve. The PE form of this is uyi,  cf. Chap. «71, Sir. uya (through «73),  
Kusk. ue, even Aleut U71 (Veniaminov). One possibility (perhaps the more 
probable) is that /u(v)ii/ is simply a normalization of the same kind as WG 
arqe /aqqi/ ‘his own name’ for expected  /atti/ (at°R-ni  > att°ni  > attni  > 
PE atfi),  which was altered to match the 3-sg. possessive WG arqa ‘his name’ 
/aqqa/ (from utR-a,  Chap, atx-a), doubtless due to the widespread coalescence 
of consonant clusters with the old geminates (cf., e.g., WG kangma ‘his boot’ 

* *

* * * *
*

*
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with Imm/ from /qm/ as seen from Chap, karny-a as opposed to WG kangme 
4.sg. ‘his own boot' with /mtn/ from the old geminate of PE *kammi  < ‘kamrnni 
< *kamm°ni  < *kam° y+ni). This analysis of /u(v)ii/ — mere substitution of 
/—i/ for the /-a/ of 3.sg. /u(v)i(j)-a/ ‘her husband’ — is suggested by Bergsland 
1955:9. It cannot be excluded, however, that /u(v)ii/ is the regular 4.sg. form 
of a derivative *uviaq.  The situation would then be no different from that of the 
doublets use and usiaq, both meaning ‘load, cargo’. The lack of information 
about the plural of usiaq in J. Petersen 1951 may be taken to mean that this is 
usiat without any change in the stem, i.e., the same situation as in nuliaq nuliat. 
The 4.sg. possessive of this would regularly be usi-i*.  A suffix *-aq  of barely 
perceptible function is seen in the correspondence between WG sake ‘father-/- 
mother-in-law’ and Chap, sakiq (pi. sakiRat, i.e., with /—ii—/ from a diphthong) 
‘id.’ (Chap, saki means ‘sister-in-law’) or in Naukan naja"jaq ‘sister’, as opposed 
to WG and Chap, najak. A good account of the different strata in the history of 
the structural normalization of these forms is given by Rischel 1974:291f.

24. I am indebted to Jorgen Rischel (personal communication) for a clarifica
tion of this important point.

24a. In Miyaoka 1975: Table 5 and Koo 1975:46,64, the sg. and the pl. of 
‘your (pl.)’ are both given as -ci. The discrepancy against Hinz’s differentiated 
set -si : -ci is obviously due to linguistic change: The language described in 
Hinz’s grammar represents either a somewhat more conservative dialect than the 
one described by Miyaoka and Koo or simply a somewhat older stage of the 
same dialect. In cases like this, Hinz’s grammar is not to be considered replaced 
by the younger descriptions.

24b. A special note should be made on dual forms of the type /tuppak/ from 
WG tupeq, PE *tupzq  ‘tent’, that are kindly brought to my attention by Prof. 
Bergsland. A number of such forms are recorded by the 18th cty. WG sources:

H. Egede 1741:386 has kannek (= qaneq) ‘mouth’ -*  dual kannek, i.e. 
/qannak/, but also tikek (= tikeq) ‘finger’ -*  dual tikik for expected */tikkak/  
with /—i—/ from the uninflected form.

P, Egede 1760:14f gives ernek (erneq) ‘son’ -*  du. ernek i.e. /iRnak/, tamek 
(tarneq) ‘soul’ -*  du. tamek /taRnak/, ibid. p. 19 ivik ‘grass’ -*■  du. ibek /iwak/, 
malik ‘wave’-*  du. maglek /mallak/ (with “-gl-" from the pl. “maglit" or merely 
graphic for /—11—/?)» but also sauik /savik/ ‘knife’ -*  du. sabbik /sawik/ for ex
pected */sawak/  with /-Í-/ from the sg., likewise umik ‘beard*,  du. umik 
/ummik/ (instead of */ummak/),  also, ibid. p. 54f, tupek /tupiq/ ‘tent’-*du.  
tupek /tuppak/.

Fabricius 1801:70 cites sg. ernek ‘son’ -*  du. er neek, kanek ‘mouth’** du. 
kancek, marnek (marneq) ‘matter in a wound*  -*  du. marncek, shunek (sauneq) 
‘bone’ -*  du. såuncek, onek (uneq) ‘armpit’ -*  du. onaek (wasAI, p. 75 kamik 
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‘boot’ ** du. kamæk /kammak/, umik ‘beard’ -*  du. umæk /ummak/ (also 
"ungmik" after the pl. ungmit).

For Labrador, Bourquin 1891:22 reports a number of already obsolescent 
examples: emeq -*  emSk, alleq ‘harpoon strap’ -*  allSk, aiveq ‘walrus’ —* aivak, 
seqineq ‘sun’ -» seqinãk (for /-nnak/?), attaneq ‘master’ -> attanUk (/-nnak/?), 
tupeq -» tuppák, ipeq ‘dirt’ -*  ipSk (for /ippak/), and nektoralik ‘eagle*  -> 
nektoralãk (/—llak/).

Finally, the dialect of Cape Prince of Wales has retained this dual formation 
down to the 20th cty., cf. the following examples, chosen among the very many 
reported by Jenness 1928: qiiniq -+ qan'Otk, qatik qat'ak, karnik -*■  kOtm'Oik, 
molik -*  mdXũtfe.

Other dialects that preserve the dual have replaced this type by forms echoing 
the stem-formation of the plural, e.g. Barrow irnerik like pl. irnerit, Chaplino 
iRnzRzk like pl. iRnaRst ‘sons’ (WG ernerit), Chap, kamysk like pl. kamyst 
'boots’ (WG kangmit), Barrow ivgik like p). ivgit ‘grasses’, etc. Judging by Fa
bricius 1801:75 “katik", du. "kakkik" like pl. *‘kakkit" (Modern WG qatik 
‘breastbone of bird’, pl. qagkit), the same happened in WG before the loss of the 
dual. The model for this was, of course, the type /nanuq, nannuk, nannut/ where 
the agreement with the pl. with regard to gemination was inhereted.

The type kammak, tuppak is evidently restricted to stems in *-Cy  and *-CR  
with PE uninflected sg. in *-Csk,  *-Csq.  The phonological explanation of the 
type is not too difficult, given the sound laws hitherto formulated. Descriptive
ly, the transformation of an unquestionable underlying form like *tupR-y  to an 
output /tuppak/ involves (1) anaptyxis (by /-a-/), (2) R-dropping with gemina
tion, and (3) word-final hardening. Rules governing all these changes (in this 
order) are in fact known, viz. the a-anaptyxis rule (no, 3 in the list of sound 
laws in Appendix II), the gemination rule (no, 7), and the spirant hardening 
rule (no. 25). There is the minor exception, though, that the a-anaptyxis rule of 
section 1.2.2.5 was only known to change a sequence -CGGC- to -CaGGC- 
(G = y or/?), while a change -CGG#-* -CaGG# is a novelty. From this we may 
simply deduce a more exact formulation of the rule: anaptyctic /a/ arose in a 
sequence “C__ GG^j'”, or, phrased in terms of syllable division, in “C__ GG]”.
The dual forms tuppan and /iRnak/ (ernak) are, therefore, perfectly regular and 
reflect a development

tupR-y > tupaRy > tuppay > PE *tuppak
iRnR-y > iRnaRy > iRnnay > iRnay > PE *iRnak.

It is seen that these rules, all formulated on the basis of different material, by 
their joint operation give actually recorded forms that are synchronically in
transparent and therefore certainly not analogical, a finding that may, I believe, 
be considered quite strong evidence in support of the rules and the general 
theory from which they are sprung.
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25. On previous attempts at explaining this alternation, see Rischel 1974:290. 
My own analysis yields an implicit refutation of the metathesis theory of Robert 
Petersen (1970:334f, the statement, “When /1/ moves forward in this instance 
and causes the first of the two consonants to become long, it [i.e. the resulting 
long consonant] becomes so dominant that it assimilates the second consonant: 
[. . .] sawik + liarp'aq [. . .] becomes saf'hrp'aq” implying an intermediary 
stage cavl(i)yiuR-  in accordance with the general theory of “iteration1’, on 
which see footnote 1) and support for the main point in Bcrgsiand's assumption 
of gemination rather than metathesis in the /-dropping forms (Bergsland 1955:9). 
If Rischel is correct in considering this — within the framework, of Bergsland's 
general theory of gemination — another case of the “Uberdehnung” assumed in 

> /ammit/, my theory is a refutation of the diachronic overtones of 
this idea as well. Since “from a synchronic point of view it is not very interesting 
to set up an elaborate rule sequence to account for these formations, which are 
obviously lexicalized anyway” (Rischel 290), the theory set forth in the follow
ing may claim more than just diachronic relevance in that it avoids just that. The 
/-less forms are — to the extent that they have not been replaced by normalized 
re-formations — perfectly predictable with the rules we already have. Rischel’s 
honest statement of 1974 (291), “These formations are indeed enigmatic” is 
thus, I believe, no longer valid. [Cf. footnote 29a.]

*

26. The Chap, vowel-length appears to be a compensation for the loss of /S/ 
according to a sound-law “PE S V > Chap. V / C__ ”.

27. The same suffix is obviously included in derivations from the names of 
periods (seasons of the year, time of the day) meaning ‘spend — ’ like WG 
ukĩvoq ‘spends winter’ derived from ukjuR-li-  (cf. Chap, uksuq, Nauk. ukjuq) 
through ukjjuli-  > > ukji-  /ukii—/. In aussaq ‘summer’/-us-/ must

*
* *

represent an old cluster (*-jt5-  ?), cf. the lack of gemination in the pl. aussat 
andthelackofienition(*-6->  0) in aussaq itself, two facts convincingly corre
lated by Rischel 1974:259, who says (against Underhill 1971:301), “if /s/ does 
not vanish intervocalically it does not geminate either”; therefore “/aasaq/ is 
perfectly regular” (Rischel ibid.), and aussi-voq ‘spends summer’ is the regular 
derivative with this suffix. Other examples are: uvdli-voq ‘spends the day’ 
(uvdloq. Sir. umlax < PE *umluq),  únui-voq ‘spends the night*  (únuaq), and 
uperni-voq ‘spends spring’ («- *upernaq  in upernarpoq ‘has become spring’, 
Chap. upanRaq, elaborated [diminutive?] WG upernãq).

28. A comparable example with anaptyctic /a/ in the environment “6__ qq”
may, however, be seen in the word for ‘head’. The material comprises two 
seemingly irreconcilable stems: (1) EE (from Barrow to WG, see Jenness 
1928:86) rtiaquq and Sir. icaqax agreeing on a reconstruction *nit>aquq,  and 
(2) WE nasquq (thus Chap., Kusk., Unaaliq and Kn. Rasmussen’s Mainland 
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dialect), Chugach nasqoq, Nauk. najquq (Imakiik nasquq, aberrant within EE, 
is obviously a WE loanword), indicating a reconstruction *najquq  or *nabquq,  
the latter being preferable because of the EE and Sir. *-5-.  Now the original 
paradigm must be reconstructed with a regular alternation of these stems, whose 
distribution becomes evident from an analysis of the WG paradigm niaqoq, pl. 
niarqut, i.e., /ni(j)aquq/, /ni(j)aqqut/. In the sg.inerg. the -q- has not been 
lenited to /R/, which means that it cannot have been intervocalic at the time 
when the EE lenition rules were operative, i.e., the sg.inerg. had a consonant 
cluster and must be reconstructed as *rtabquq.  In the pl. the gemination would 
be impossible if /q/ were to be the second part of a cluster, i.e. here the re
construction must be *nif>aqqut  with anaptyctic /a/ prior to the operation of the 
cluster reduction rules. Now a paradigm *naf>quq,  *niSaqqut  is completely ir
regular, but it is not difficult to see how it came about. The pl. contains a 
stretch *ni'6a-  which, judging by the sg., may well be from older *naba-,  i.e., a 
sequence of two short syllables containing the same vowel and both introduced 
by a consonant of markedly palatal articulation (cf. what was said about *S  in 
the discussion of the suffix -tsiaq in 2.3.1 above). This is obviously a stimulating 
environment for a dissimilation, in the present case the more so as the change 
from *na3a-  to *ni5a-  merely consists in adjusting one of the two identical 
vowels to the palatal surroundings. The full line of development of WG niarqut 
was, then: *nabquR-5  > *na8qqu8 *nabaqquĩ>  > *nibaqqub  Proto-Esk. 
*nibaqqut > EE *niaqqut.  In the sg. the EE generalization of the initial stretch 
nia- of the inflected forms was posterior to the EE lenition rules, during the 
operation period of which the EE sg. must have been something like *natquq.  
From a comparison with ujarak, ujarqat it is seen, then, that both *-bqq-  and 
*-jqq- underwent anaptyxis to *-baqq-  and *-jaqq~,  but only *-jq-  had its 
plosive spirantized to *-]R-,  while *-bq-  was retained.

29. Discounting obvious late derivations like WG pissut ‘means’ (from semantic
ally empty /pi-/ + productive suffix /-ssut/ of instrument nouns) the geminates 
/ss/ and /ss/ appear to be in complementary distribution. As Kleinschmidt 
rightly points out (1851:27) all nouns presenting the alternation between sg. 
-0- and pl. -ss- have /a/ as their last vowel. As no examples of WG /-ss-/ (or 
the equivalent in other languages) from Esk. -SS-  in the environment “i__ u”*
appear to be recorded by the handbooks, the normal treatment in this environ
ment could very well be WG /-ss-/ as in nisut. The resemblance of this *ni5u-  
l*nibuR-  to WE iRu ‘leg’ (Kusk. ero, Chap. iRu, Sir. iRa) is too close to be 
fortuitous; the initial consonant is thus obviously Esk. *n-  which was lost in 
WE when contiguous with /i/ (cf., e.g.,the pair inuk : juk ‘man’ from *inuk,  not 
★ttnuk as suggested by Hammerich 1970:9 [*i-  being proved by Barrow /inuk/], 
nor as Bergsland has it in 1966:219 [this being irreconcilable with equa
tions like WG kingu-mut = Chap, kiiju-mun ‘backwards’]). One might then 
surmise that the sg. of an original paradigm *ĩíibuR,  pl. *nibuR-b  > *nt§ôu5  
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underwent a sort of dissimilation, the second “palatal” (phonetically probably 
[S']) being replaced by an anticipation of the following consonant to yield the 
form *iĩi7fu,  of which EE /ni(j)u/ and WE iRu are regular continuations. If this 
is true, it gives a precious corroboration of the ideas of relative chronology 
expressed above in the text. The obvious reason for the lack of anticipation of 
/R/ in the pl. form is that *nt'Su/i5  had already become *ih'SSuS,  and the fact 
that it was an /R/ that was anticipated in the sg. means, of course, that the 
hardening of word-final *-R  to *-q  had not yet occurred. This order of events, 
first gemination with fi-dropping, later hardening of final spirants, is the same 
as the one established for the development of the type ujarak. The importance 
of this finding should be seen in its proper perspective: as word-final hardening 
is shared by Aleut, this chronology is another compelling reason for considering 
gemination older than the Esk.-Aleut proto-language. A very comparable 
phonemic sequence is seen in the name of the fish glossed as ‘sculpin' or ‘sea 
scorpion’. The material (reviewed by Bergsland 1966:215) comprises for EE a 
vacillation between /kanajuq/ and /kanijuq/ with (WG) pl. /kanassut/ or 
/kanissut/, and for WE a stem /kaiju/ (thus Nunivak, in Chap, reduced to /kaju/). 
A reconstruction *kanif>uq  would reconcile EE /kanijuq/ with WE /kaiju/ 
(apart from the loss of the final uvular, doubtless due to its unpredictability 
from inflected forms in dialects without gemination). To account for the stem 
variant one might, however, reconstruct the paradigm as sg, *kafíif)uq,  pl. 
*kana88ut, the pre-forms of which could then be taken to be *kan8uR,  
*AanSÔuÔ. This would, of course, mean two more ad hoc anaptyxis rules, but in 
view of *-8aqq-  and *-jaqq-  from *-8qq-  and *-jqq-,  a rule giving *-naS6-  
from *-nS5-  seems quite possible, and, once accepted, its application in the 
present paradigm demands the setting up of an ad hoc but irrefutable rule 
changing *-nS-  to *-ni ‘S- in the uninfiected form. I fail to see the point in 
Bergsland’s argumentation in 1966:215 advocating a cluster of nasal + /y/ (my 
/j/) for what 1 consider a separate phoneme */n/.  If in this word *-naju-  was 
reduced to *-nju-  to trigger the cluster *-nj-  presumed to be dropped by rule 
in WE, this reduction is clearly restricted to those languages that did not preserve 
-naj- as WG /kanajuq/ did, and then it has no bearing on Proto-Eskimo. A 
sequence *-a)u-  is retained at least in Chap, qajuq ‘tea, soup' = WG qajoq ‘soup’, 
so it is hard to see where the rule underlying the explanation “due to the re
duction of -ayu- to -yu~” (B. 215) comes from. It certainly cannot be derived 
from a correspondence like WG tarajoq = Chap. taRjuq ‘salt’, for if the Esk. 
proto-form was here *taRajuq,  the *-R-  should have been lost in WG (here 
again we probably have paradigmatic levelling of an old inflection *taRjuq,  pi. 
*taRajjut, the latter showing anaptyxis before the geminate /jj/).

29a. Another confirmation of the rule -CGGC- > -CaGGC- (cf. note 24b) is pro
vided by the possessive inflexion of the word for‘tent’ in the Wales dialect as report
ed by Jenness 1944:31. The l.sg.ie.du. 'my two tents’ is given as tuppags, doubt
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less for /tuppaya/ from PE *tuppayka.  The base word is PE *tup»q,  underlying 
stem *tupR-  (cf. 2.sg. *tupR-sn  > Wales tupqin, WG tovqit, or 3.sg. *tupR-a  
> Wales tupqa, WG tovqa), so the underlying form of *tuppayka  is obviously 
*tupR-y-ka. This first became *tupaRyka,  which underwent regular gemination 
with R-dropping to give the PE form. The pl. form is given as tuppega, no 
doubt also /tuppaya/, which is clearly PE *tuppanka  from *tupR-nka  (underly
ing *~0-k  + *-a  with nasality from the unextended form *-6-A  > *-Ôrj  > *-ng  
> *-nat)  = Aleut -nit)). As the analysis of this form indicates, the definition of 
the cover-symbol “G” should perhaps be extended to include also the spirant 
*5. In fact, this would explain the singularly aberrant possessive inflexion of 
WG kamik ‘boot’. The form kangmáka, phonerøically /kammakka/, ‘my boots' 
is then regular not only as a dual form *kamy-y-ka  > * kamayyka > PE *kam-  
mayka, but also as pl. *kamy-5-ka  *kamayĩ>ka  *kamaynka  > PE *kam-  
manka. In the ergative sg., the regular form must be kamingma from PE 
*kamsyma < *kam  ymtja < underlying * kamy-m-k + -a, while the regular 
form of the erg.pl. must be kangmama, i.e. /kammama/, from PE *kammama  
< *kamayômija  < underlying *kamy-l)-m-k  + -a. The byforms, erg.sg. kang- 
mangma and erg.pl. kamima, are obvious analogical perseverations of the two 
synchronic stems /kamma-/ (over-analysed by Kleinschmidt as “kamga-” on the 
strength of the 3.sg. kangm-a from *kamy-a)  and /kami-/. The total synchronic 
unpredictability of the stem variants /kamma-/ and /tuppa-/ as opposed to 
/kamiy-/ and /tuvaR-/, together with the close correspondence between WG and 
Wales with regard to their distribution in the paradigm, is probably about as 
close to a proof of common linguistic heritage as one can get.

30. Above all the dictionaries by Schultz-Lorentzen (1927) and J. Petersen 
(1951) together with the examples given in the lists of suffixes, p. 303 in the 
former, pp. 203 and 233 in the latter, supplemented by the older treatments in 
Kleinschmidt 1851:117 and Chr. Rasmussen 1888:101.

31. This has been vaguely sensed by Rischel, whose chapter “The uvular nasal” 
(1974:176-81) contains the following suggestion for a solution: “items which 
sometimes (in some usage or other) occur with /NN/, are ultimately related to 
stems with /nq/ ~ /niq/ or /mq/ ~ /miq/, whereas items which never have this 
option have a different morphological status" (p. 180). Some synchronically 
unanalysable examples are WG upern(g)aq ‘springtime’ : Chap. updnRaq, WG 
sujorn(g)a ‘last year  : Chap. sivunRání ‘formerly’, WG pern(g)aq ‘beginner’ = 
Chap. pinRaq ‘first day of the month, new moon; sprout', WG ern(g)er-dlu-ne 
‘at once’ = Chap. nsRiR-lu-ni ‘long ago’ (being the 4.sg. contemporative of the 
verb WG emer-poq ‘does at once’, Proto-Esk. snRiR-,  in Chapllno with loss of 
*a- and anaptyxis in the resulting cluster), WG tôm(g)aq ‘spirit’ = Nauk. tunRaq 
‘demon’, all with WG -rn(g)~ corresponding to Siberian -nR- as against a number 
of examples of invariable WG -m- corresponding to Sib. -Rn- : amaq = aRnaq 

*

*
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‘woman’, emeq = iRnsq ‘son’. It is significant that WG -m(g)~ has not been 
found to correspond to WE -Rn-, nor WG -rn- to WE ~nR~, in a single etymo
logy. The same pattern is revealed by the synchronically analysable forms: WG 
has -rn(g)- when /n/ + /R/ come together in this order as in uneq ‘armpit’ -*  
3,sg. om(g)a, seqineq ‘sun’ -*  erg. seqern(g)up corresponding to Chap, (dual) 
unR-sk and siqinRam (Aleut unRiR ‘armpit’ in Marsh & Laughlin 1956:64 is 
probably a back-formation from inflected forms like the erg. unRim - Esk. 
*unRom, WG srwup); cf. also WG naner-pá ‘presses him or it downwards’ 
(*nansR~)  •*  narn(g)ûpá ‘presses it down with his weight’ (*nanR-ut~).  The 
same is true of -rm-/-r(v)ng- arising from the encounter of /m/ + /R/, cf. the 
synchronically transparent examples imeq ‘water’ -> erg. ermup/ er(v)ngup = 
Chap, msq msRsm (PE *sm3q  *amR-om)  and nimeq ‘winding, tie’ -*■  erg. 
nermup I ner(v)ngup — Chap, nsmzq nzmRdm as against /R/ + /m/ in imar-mio 
‘sea-dweller, aquatic animal’ (cf. Chap. utjaziR-mi ‘Chaplino’). There can be no 
doubt, therefore, that the rules /R/ + /n/ -*•  /Rn/, /R/ + /m/ “*■  /Rm/, /n/ + /R/ 
/NN/ ~ /Rn/, /m/ + /R/ -*  /(v)NN/~ /Rm/are valid for the analysis of WG, both 
on the synchronic and on the diachronic level. The “quite idiosyncratic marking 
of forms” deemed necessary by Rischel (p. 181) “in order for /NN/ to be in
troduced by rule” then boils down to the correct marking of the order of the 
underlying elements.

31a. Ethnic names in -miut (from *-miRu-t  ‘dwellers of —’) like Kuskokwag- 
miut certainly do not contain the “morpheme /iút/, people”, as supposed by 
Mattina 1970:38.

32. In view of the unanimous extra-Greenlandic evidence for A-in the EE forms 
of this word recorded by Birket-Smith 1928:34, the WG is no doubt due to 
assimilation, perhaps starting in the pl. qôrqut from (also occurring) korqut.

33. Miyaoka’s 1974 paper on “/ra/ deletion” and the same scholar's 1975 
“Sketch of Yupik” only came to my attention after the completion of the 
original manuscript of the present paper. The first contains a SW Alaskan 
morpheme cited as apec ‘ask’ (p. 265), while the second, using a somewhat 
different notation, gives numerous stems of the same morphophonemic struc
ture, e.g. /apac/ ‘ask’, /tuque/ ‘kill’ (p. 41), /ayauc/ ‘take away’ (p. 42). Though 
it is gratifying to see the same conclusion as to the underlying nature of the 
stem-final dental reached by another scholar, the SW Alaskan evidence should 
not be overrated: As the last-mentioned example shows, also dental-stem 
verbs of group 1 behave morphophoncmically as c-stems in SW Alaskan. Indeed, 
Miyaoka 1975:55 has the suffix as "/+1 uc/”. This can only be due to a Yupik 
levelling of the two-type situation preserved in WG.

34. The “variant” -singauq given by Hinz (1944:104) in examples like
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unisingauq = un'itsimauq and qánerusingauq = qánerutsimauq ‘he has been told’ 
from qánerutã ‘he said to him’ is restricted to verbs in a stern-final dental (7 
examples in Hinz) and ultimately identical with his suffix -ngauq / -ngkauq VV 
‘is in a condition or state of’ (Hinz 95, § 98). The suffix is in itself obviously 
~nga~, cf. mumig-toq ‘turns round or about’ -» mumigi-ngauq ‘it is (or has been) 
reserved’ with anaptyctic ~i~, nanger-toq ‘stands up’ (Miyaoka 1975:85 
naijaytuq) "*  nangera-ngauq 'is standing’ with anaptyctic -a- (-Í- : -o- probably 
being dependent on the preceding vowel, which is *-t-  in the former and *-a-  in 
the latter as proved by Chap, mumixta-quq : narjátsrÚRa-quq ‘stays in the same 
place’, the rule being supported by Kusk. eriniaq ‘child’= WG emiaq fromh'ffn- 
as against eramig-toq ‘washes myself’ - WG ermig-poq from *sRm-  [ultimately 
probably cf. Miyaoka 1975:88 aymiyya' ‘he washes him (face)’ and the
spelling rh-mtq ’ -tô-a T wash my face’ in Barnum 1901:364). As a variant with
out anaptyxis is given nangingkauq, showing the normal behaviour of uvular 
stems: inar-toq ‘lies down’ ■+ inangkauq ‘is lying’, iter-toq ‘enters’ ■*  itingkauq 
‘is shut in’. Then, of course, in -singauq the -r- is merely the stem-final of the 
base verb and the -i- an anaptyctic vowel, an analysis proved correct by the deriva
tive -ngaitoq VV ‘will not, shall not’ (no. 95), which shows the same variation: 
tai-goq ‘comes*  -> tai-ngaitoq 'will not come’, tikit-ut ‘they arrived’ -> tikis-i- 
ngaitut ‘they will not come’. This is then another example of /c/ as the stem
final of a “t”-stem appearing as /s/ before a consonant, this change being older 
than the insertion of anaptyctic /»/.

35. As -ima- is restricted to the position after stem-final /-c/, -uma- occurring 
in all other environments, the simplest solution would no doubt be one involving 
a spontaneous assimilation of the vowel to the markedly palatal articulation of 
the /c/.

36. The Kusk. form of the suffix -un with verbs in a stem-final dental may be 
seen from examples like apiun ‘question’ from aptâ ‘asks him’ (Hinz 1944, 
Vocabulary) and /kipujun/ (Barnum 1901:344 kê-pũ '-yũn) ‘money’ from 
kipûtâ ‘buys it'; cf. also pikiun (Barnum 1901:226 pũkyũn /pakjun/) ‘monday’ 
frompiktoq ‘moves’ (Chap, paxtáqã ‘lets it go’). According to Miyaoka 1975:66, 
the stem of the verb ‘ask’ is “phonologically” /apac/ (see footnote 33), and the 
instrument-noun suffix is given as /+(Ut/ (M. 1975:54) with a suffix-initial 
subscript 1 indicating spirantization of a preceding stem-final /c/ to /z/ as stated 
by his rule P2 (M. 1975:10). A later rule (P 24, p. 19) changes “prevocalic 
single z next to a boundary” to “y” (my /j/), thus apac+j ut > (2) apaz+i uta > 
(20) npaz+jun > (21e) apz+tun > (24) apy+iun = apjun. If the stem-final /c/ 
is geminated (as is the case in monosyllabic stems — Miyaoka’s rule Pl), the 
process stops at /-zz-/, cf. Atc+1 ut > kizzun ‘sinker’ (M. 1975:19) from (Kusk.) 
kitoq, WG kipoq 'sinks’. It is seen that these developments demand the one
time existence of a suffix-initial consonant (marked j in Miyaoka's notation) 
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and thereby corroborate the analysis of the underlying form as /-Ruta/, at least 
on this not insignificant point.

37. The close correspondence of WG act.ptc. neri-ssoq ‘eating  andpass.ptc. 
neri-ssaq ‘eaten’, both pointing to -6-,  speaks very strongly in favour of this. 
Moreover, the socalied “abbreviated” passive participles like WG sanâq ‘carved, 
manufactured’ from Sana- and (suffix) -liaq ‘a manufactured’ from -li- are 
perfectly regular if the suffix-initial consonant is posited as -0-.  The difference 
between -toq and -t-aq therefore seems to lie either in the quality of the 
following vowel (-t-8uq/  -c-f>uq  vs. -t-8aq/  -c-8aq)  or in a different 
generalization of the stem-final coronal (-c-8uq,  -t-8aq  or -t-8uq,  -c-8aq).  
A major argument in favour of this identity in suffix-initial consonantism is the 
parallel relation of the indicative morphemes, Proto-Esk. intransitive ~puq  : 
transitive -paR~.  These are themselves probably participles in origin, in which 
case the syntax becomes understandable: nanuq  taku-puq ‘the bear sees' and 
*nannu-m nuna taku-paR-a ‘the bear sees the land’ are thus originally meant 
as nominal sentences with unmarked subjects and participial predicates, i.e., “the 
bear (is) seeing” and “the land (is) the bear’s seen (= what the bear sees)”. The 
fact that —puq! -paR-  are no longer participles in Proto-Eskimo is not a bigger 
problem for the analysis than the fact that the Proto-Esk. participles -8uq/  
*-8aq have come to be used as indicative morphemes in a number of Esk. 
dialects in a very illustrative repetition of this process. The objection that the 
transitive sentence has an unusual word order when analysed as containing a 
possessive nominal phrase “des Baren Gesehenes" (like nannu-m  amiR-a ‘the 
bear’s fur’) is not decisive. The answer to the problem is delivered by Aleut 
which is reported by Bergsland (1969:26) to have the basic types (1) tajaRux 
qax qa-kux ‘the man1 ate3 the fish2 ’ with sbj. and obj. kept apart by word 
order alone, (2) tajaRux haqa-kux ‘the man came’ with sbj. in the inergative 
case, the ergative case being restricted to type (3) tajaRu-m qa-ku-‘. ‘the-man 
he-ate-it’ with the obj. inherent in the form of the verb. This is clearly the 
older situation: the types nanuq  nuna taku-puq ‘the bear1 sees3 the land2 ’ and 
*nanrtu-m taku-paR-a ‘the bear sees it’ are perfectly understandable from the 
rules of Esk. syntax in general, with the expression with explicit object obeying 
the rules of word order (SOV) and the variant with “incorporated” object re
presentation agreeing with the syntax of possessive noun phrases (ergative + 
possessum with personal suffix referring to possessor). Both types are nominal 
sentences translatable roughly as ‘the bear (is) land-seeing’ and ‘(it) is the bear’s 
seen (thing)’. The Eskimo innovation nannu-m  nuna taku-paR-a thus merely 
represents a generalization of thepossessive expression to all transitive expressions 
including those with an explicitly stated object, which latter is then quite natu
rally located according to the old rule of word-order, SOV. It will be seen that 
this analysis, which I hope to be able to present elsewhere in fuller detail and 
with further implications, gives a consistent and realistic answer to the problems 
that have provoked so many ingenious, but in my opinion hardly realistic, 
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hypotheses by Hammerich, Mey, and Rischel (see, e.g., the survey in Rischel 
1969).

38. [Note added in proof.) The forms nayua-quq and tuyã-quq 'takes' obvious
ly contain [yw], the development being as follows:

*nayu-8a(R)- > *nayua-  > *nay u'tia-> [nay&ã-]

*tayu-6a(R)~ > *fuyu5a->  *tuyua-  > *tuy >vua- > [tuy^o-]
Because of the preceding /u/, the lip-rounding of [yw ] is not phonemic in 
[tuywã-j. On the whole question of labialized velars and uvulars, see Krauss' 
detailed account of “St. Lawrence Island Eskimo phonology and orthography” 
(Krauss 1975), which did not come to my attention until after the completion 
of the main text.

39. The morphophonemic details are somewhat unclear, cross-dialectal etymol
ogies with -l ,rSuci- being otherwise unknown to me. Is nala-uarpoq ‘keeps 
lying’ or napa-juarpoq ‘keeps standing' the regular form with verbs in stem-final 
/—a/? Was -juar-poq originally restricted to verbs in stem-final /—i/, triggering a 
glide /—j—/? The lack of a variant with suffix-initial 1-3-1, otherwise the ex
pected phenotype of 5  after a,  may be due to the consonantal character of 
the following /u/. What is the underlying difference between -r-tuar- in 
autdlar-tuarpoq ‘travels endlessly’ and the suffix of sila-rssuaq ‘(big) world’? 
Could -tuar-poq contain a stem-final dental consonant originally belonging to 
the verb abstracted from cases like WG nápar-pâ = Chap, napaxta-qa ‘places it 
upright'? And what exactly is the relation of this suffix to Kusk. -taur-toq W 
‘continues to, remains’ (Hinz 1944:102, no. 149)? The latter is apparently only 
made from situational verbs in /'-ot-i like mânitoq ‘is here  (WG mântpoq, 
Proto-Esk. ma5a-ni-ac~)  -  manitaurtoq ‘continues to stay here’, so that the 
-t- evidently belongs to the verbal stem. Was there a spontaneous metathesis 
from -iuaR-  to -iauR-  (or -timR- -tauR-  in Hinz’s dialect (cf. 
Miyaoka’s /+tuyay/ in 1975:56, agreeing with the WG forms and with Barrow 
-tuaq-toq VV ‘merely, only, does nothing else but —’ given by Jenness 1944:27)?

*

* *

*
* *

* * * *

39a. In Aagesen's opinion (1975:33), WG kipput ‘cutting implement' shows 
“strengthening as a compensation for the loss of a stem-final V”, while “in 
Common Eskimo words like ‘aput’ [. . .] ‘angut’ [. . .] (in North Alaska: apun, 
atjun) there is no strengthening”. The reason for this is said to be that “Green- 
landic apparently at a given time made strengthening a quite general process”. 
This view disregards the facts (1) that gemination is not absent from North 
Alaskan, and (2) that gemination is presented also by inflected forms like pl. 
kipputit, where the “i"’ is not lost. In reality, as shown by the development of 
*-t to *-n  common to Eskimo and Aleut, the loss of *-a  must be older than 
the separation of Eskimo and Aleut.

39b. Cf. Miyaoka 1975:56, giving /+sqa/ VV *to  want, ask, tell’.
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40. The variants -utaq and -uciq  (WG -useq) arc obviously straightforward 
extensions of “-nt”. The form -utaq could be the passive participle of the verbal 
derivative, WG -ũpã. Then WG iperautaq ‘whip’ would not belong directly to 
ipcrarpâ ‘lets go of it, beats him with a whip’, but rather to its derivative 
iperáupâ 'strikes it (like a whip) against something’ with the original meaning 
‘struck (like a whip) against something, thing used for whipping’. Likewise 
Chap, qspútaq ‘string, twine’ belongs not to qspá-qã ‘ties it  (WG qipi-vâ 
‘twines it’), but to qspúta-qã ‘ties (something) to it’, being originally the 
participle meaning ‘thing tied to something’. In WG this is the regular passive 
participle of dental stems of type 2, as described in 6.7.3: tuqu-c-  ‘make die, 
kill’ -■  pass.ptc. tuqu-c-ĩ>aq  Proto-Esk. tuqu-taq  > WG toqutaq ‘killed’, in 
Chap, tuqútaq with the specialized meaning ‘fresh un-cut caribou carcass’. The 
normal WG pass.ptc. of stems in underlying -to,  however, was found to be of 
the type nermússaq from EE -iiaq  < PE -t8aq  < older -ta-5aq,  so instead 
of -utaq one expects to find -ussaq in WG, and the whole analysis cries out for 
rethinking. In fact, a closer look at the lexicalized examples that are manifestly 
deverbal in origin reveals that the two types arc in complementary distribution. 
Examples of -ussaq are: tikiússaq ‘brought’ (tikiúpâ ‘comes with it), nagsiússaq 
‘sent along’ (nagsiúpâ ‘sends it for someone’), súpússaq ‘that which has been 
washed away’ (súpúpá ‘washes it away’), nipangíússaq ‘unspoken, verschwiegen' 
(nipangiúpâ ‘is silent about it’), nermússaq ‘that to which something has been 
lashed’ (nermúpâ ‘lashes it to something’). The ending -utaq is found in e.g.: 
quvssautaq ‘chisel’ (quvssar-pa ‘splits it’), nangmautaq ‘carrying strap’ (nangmag- 
pâ ‘carries it on his back’), nivautaq ‘shovel’ (nivagpâ ‘shovels it off’), pitutaq 
Tine, tether, fishing line, traces' (pitug-pa ‘attaches it to something, tethers it, 
harnesses it’), iperautaq ‘whip  (see above). It is clear at once that -utaq belongs 
to verbs in EE /-aut-/ and /-uut-/, while the verbs underlying the participles in 
-ussaq end in /-i(j)ut-/ or /-Cut-/. The obvious rule is now that -utaq is taken 
by verbs in which a stem-final segment /-ut-/ was preceded by a vowel (/a/ or 
/u/), -ussaq by those where /-ut-/ followed a consonant (including the auto
matic glide /j/). This can only be the reflex of a sound law, a kind of cluster 
shortening after vowel group, reminiscent of the formula “V’CV" of the south
ernmost dialects of WG (see Robert Petersen 1970:340 and 1975:197). A pre
stage of East Eskimo dropped the reflex of Esk. /S / in a word-final sequence 
*-Vutĩ>aq, but retained it in a sequence -Cutbaq  (including -ijutt>aq),  thereby 
giving rise to the Proto-EE types -Vutaq  and -Cuziaq.  The exact conditioning 
of the underlying phonetic law cannot, of course, be determined from this one 
type of example, but it appears unquestionable (1) that a sound law is at work, 
and consequently (2) that the suffix -utaq may very well be the regular passive 
participle of the corresponding verbs containing the suffix “-ut” in verbal 
function.

*

*

*
* * *

*
* * *

*

*
* *

* *

The variant *-uciq  is trickier. I know of only one Proto-Esk. class of 
phonemes which in the position before /i/ combine with a /t/ to give Esk. /c/. 
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namely /1/ and /L/. Unless the suffixal extension inherent in *-uciq  be a 
hitherto unknown suffix (which it could well be), this can only be the suffix 
*-liq of “geographical adjectives” like WG kangi-leq ‘situated farther to the east’, 
ava-leq ‘situated farther outside’. These are opposed to kangi-gdleq ‘easternmost’ 
andava-tdleq ‘outmost’ (-gdl- and -tdl- both arbitrarily for /-11—/),so they contain 
no more “comparative” meaning than what is naturally inherent in the lexical items 
from which they are derived: ava- ‘what is to the north (originally: far away) from 
here’, kar)i- ‘what lies east of here’. This is very clear in expressions like 
kange-rput “our east” = ‘what lies east of our place’. Thus the only function 
that can be ascribed to the suffix *-liq  is that of changing a "geographical” 
noun into an adjective. By implication, a derivative made with this suffix from 
a form in *-Rjfat3  ‘means of -ing’ would then simply have the corresponding 
adjectival meaning, i.e., something like ‘useful for -ing’. When substantivized — 
much like WG suju-leq ‘predecessor’ from older "previous” or like a host of parti
ciples — the meaning becomes ‘thing useful for -ing’, i.e., pretty much the same as 
‘means of -ing’. If this analysis is correct, and if Menov&cikov (1967a:392) is 
right in equating the Aleut instrument noun suffix -six (halu- ‘sew’ -*  halu-six 
‘needle’) with Siberian Eskimo -siq, the fusion of *-tl-  before *i  is older than 
the splitting up of the Esk.-Aleut proto-language, in which it is then to be re
constructed with Bergsland’s phoneme *cj  (Bergsland 1959:11).

41. A few further examples of suffix-triggered gemination mentioned by Bergs
land 1955:9 deserve a short comment. (1) One is a true case: inugpoq ‘meets 
human beings’ (also ‘murders’) from inuk contains the suffix -7-  NV ‘come 
across —, get —, kill —seen in, e.g., puissi-g-poq ‘has killed a seal' (puisse) and 
nånu-g-poq ‘has killed a bear’ (nanoq). The development is regular: inuy-y-  
puR and nanuR-y-puR  drop y/R (“G”) before the following cluster, thereby 
triggering gemination according to sound law no. 7: PE innuypuq,  nannuypuq.  
If the stem ends in -CR  (or -Cy),  the combination -CRyp-  (-Cyyp~)  is 
regularly relieved by an anaptyctic /a/ (sound law no. 3), e.g. aivR-y-puR  > 
*aivaRypuR > aivvaypuR  > PE aivvaypuq  > WG auvfagpoq ‘catches walrus’, 
or 3mR-y-puR  > smaRypuR  > ammaypuR  > PE tmmaypuq  > WG imag- 
poq ‘absorbs water (examples borrowed from Rischel 1974:195). In Bergsland’s 
analysis (loc.cit.), the suffix is identified with the “-nig-" (i.e. /-niy-/ < -nay-)  
of (also occurring) inu-nig-poq or agpa-nig-poq ‘there have come guillemots’ 
(from impersonal “one has come across —”), and the process is considered 
parallel to the n-dropping in the 4.sg. possessive forms. This idea is accepted by 
Rischel with some reservations (1974:195 “possibly”). But, as we have seen 
(section 7.0), the spirants /7, R/ only cause gemination before /Ci/, never before 
/Ca/ (I am indebted to Prof. Bergsland himself for the information that the 
suffix is in fact -nig- in the Nunamiut dialect of inland North Alaska). And even 
if a form “nanuR-nay-puR"  did undergo gemination, the outcome “nannu-  
nsy-puR” should have its /u/, not its /a/, syncopated by sound law no.14 to 
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give “*nann(n)aypuR  > PE ‘‘*nannaypuq",  WG ^nánigpoq. Therefore, the 
suffixes of puissi-g-poq and agpa-nig-poq must be considered unrelated, at least 
as far as our diachronic scope goes. The examples quoted by Rischel (loc.cit.) 
in support of an underlying nasal belong to yet another morphological type: 
neqtnagpoq ‘gets meat’ contains Schultz-Lorentzen’s suffix -nagpoq NV ‘gets 
much —' (Sch.-L. 1927:286). As indicated by the semantics (Sch.-L. translates 
the example “gets ample meat”), this is an intensive elaboration of the suffix 
*-«37- (*-ny~),  and indeed a proto-form *naqa-ny-yR-puR  should be treated 
exactly like the intensives of section 1.2,2.5, giving *nsqanayy(R)puR  > 
*naqannaypuR > PE *n3q3nnaypuq  > WG neqtnagpoq. Rischel’s other example 
of this type, ugpánagpoq ‘gets a thigh', represents a secondary spread of the 
suffixal conglomerate /-nnay-/, seeing that the stem of ugpal ‘thigh’ in fact ends 
in *-ta  and the derivative should be expected to end in -tinagpoq, as is the case 
with Schultz-Lorentzen’s sánatí-nagpoq ‘gets enough tools’ (sdnot). (2) Another 
example of Bergsland’s (loc.cit.) is rather obviously spurious: the suffix of 
nipagpoq ‘cries, talks loud’ from nipe ‘voice’ is in all probability a verbal 
application of -pak NN ‘a huge —’, Proto-Esk. *nsp(3)-pay-,  ci. Chap, qavax- 
pay- ‘sleep much’ (Menovscikov 1967:64). (3) One is highly bewildering, as 
the -rr- of pi-nerrar-dlug-poq ‘is a bad hunter’ and pi-nerrar-ig-poq ‘is a good 
hunter’ (segmentation arbitrary, the cut going through the —r- PE *-q-  < 
*-R-k~) can hardly be the geminated counterpart of an old *-R-  lost in the 
normal form of the suffix -niar-poq NV ‘hunts — ’, seeing that Sirenik -niR- 
(ajvaR-nix-tsqaxtax ‘is hunting walrus’ and other examples in Menovscikov 
1964:65) has nothing corresponding to it, and also that the instrument-noun 
derivative pi-niut presupposes absence of any consonant between /i/ and /u/, as 
does the pl. arfer-nia-t ‘whale hunters’ if this is not analogical. But even if 
pi-nerrar- should be the old form, it would merely be another example of the 
type tutsaq ‘hearing’ formed with the suffix which was analysed as *-yR  above. 
There is no need to read the suffix *-naq  of verbal nouns into these formations, 
as Bergsland does in the rest of his examples. The two suffixes were merely 
semantically related, so “variants” like kĩtser-dlug-poq I kîsi-ner-dlug-poq ‘is a 
poor biter, (the dog) will not bite’ were not unlikely to occur. For Bergsland’s 
analysis to be correct, one would have to assume loss of /n/ with compensatory 
gemination in the environment “CV RC", which admittedly would be hard 
to disprove, although it must be ranked as improbable in the extreme that 
gemination should here be due to a different factor from the one active in all 
other (non-emphatic) cases.

41a. For -ni, see section 3.3.4, where an ultimate proto-form *-c  (phonetically 
[-t1] or simply [-t‘]) is suggested, giving *-n  and later *-ni.  Assuming ad
justments of word-final consonants to be posterior to gemination (as suggested, 
at least for the hardening of spirants, by the chronology of *niô8u8  > *niô8ut  
discussed in footnote 29), the following emendation to the diachronic analysis of 
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reflexive forms like /alli/ (sect. 2.0 — 2.1) imposes itself: The ultimate proto
form was *aluR~c,  and the developmental steps should be spelt out as *aluR-c  > 
*alluc > *allun  > *alluni'>  *allni'>  PE *o//i>WG  atdle.

42. A number of additional examples are found in Webster 8c Zibell 1970:111-17: 
imma, amma, agga, pamma, pinna (< piqqa),  pagga, unna, ta-ugga, kivva. A 
complete list of Eskimo demonstratives (28 stems) is found in Miyaoka 1975: 
Table 10.

*

43. As kanna  is merely an emphatic pronunciation of kana~,  there is no 
point in setting up different etymologies for the two surface representations to 
account for the difference (contrary to Bergsland 1955:12 and Bergsland apud 
Rischel 1974:294).

* *

44. The further analysis of the paradigm u-na  u-ôum(-o)  u-kut/  -kuô-a is of 
course open to speculation only, but it seems reasonable to equate the -a of the 
inerg.sg. with the optional particle -a of the other forms, and the remaining -n 
with the -5- of the erg., the -u- then being of anaptyctic origin (as in the l.pl. 
morpheme -put).  The -k- of the pl. could have arisen by assimilation in the 
dual form, perhaps prior to the insertion of the -u-. If we write the alternating 
consonant tentatively as D, we get a paradigm with the endings -D,  erg.

* * *

*

*
dual *-D-y,  pl. There would then be no basic difference between
nominal and pronominal declension.

44a, [Note added in proof.] On the development of [kiw-], i.e. /kii-yw—/, from 
[kwui7-], see Krauss 1975:49.

45. The labial consonant marking the 1st person is posited as m  on the strength 
of forms like Chap, xwankut ‘we’ < PE u-a-nkut  (EE u(v)~a~"fut  being 
analogical to the intr.vb.) and Chap, unitaq-i-nkut ‘he leaves us’C PE-a-nfc«t  
(-Í- analogical) revealing a nasalizing influence on the initial of the pronoun 
seen in Aleut timas^tuman, Esk. (postcons.) -tskut  ‘us’ in cases where all three 
consonants -tk-tn-  came together in postvocalic position.

*
* *

*

*
*

[Footnotes 46—48 were added in proof:]
46. The geographical term “Alaska” is here used in a broad, linguistic, sense not 
prejudicing identity (or even similarity) between the linguistic and the political 
border. In fact, one of the modem dialects of the Mackenzie River Delta is re
ported to agree with Barrow, e.g. in having /n/ and/I'/ (Webster &• Zibell 1976: 
274).
47. It is unclear to me, however, whether the Krauss' failure (Zoc.ctt.) to mention 
Bergsland’s Nunamiut phoneme /Î/reflects a difference of opinion of this point.

48. The Chaplino form, given by Rubcova as awk, is for /aakw/ with labialization 
of the velar and subsequent monophthongization, cf. Krauss 1975:48f and see 
footnote 38.
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WORD INDEX

The index includes, in principle, all Eskimo and Aleut words and word forms 
quoted in the present paper. In the Eskimo index, non-Greenlandic forms are 
listed under the corresponding WG entries. Failing these, whichever dialect forms 
come first in the quotation order are used as catchwords. The general order of 
quotation is: West Greenlandic (WG forms given in quotation marks are from 
the early works of the Egedes and Fabricius), Labrador (L), Ungava, Coronation 
Gulf (Cor,), Thibert’s Canadian Eskimo (Thib.), Mackenzie River Delta (Mck), 
Barrow and other forms of North Alaskan (B), Cape Prince of Wales (W), Imaklik 
(Im), Kuskokwim and other forms of SW Alaskan Yupik (K), Unaaliq, Nunivak 
Island (Nun.), Chugach (Chug.), Naukan (N), Chaplino (Ch), and Sirenik (Sir.). 
The index does not include: (1) reconstructed forms (apart from a few personal 
endings), (2) the personal endings of the tables of sections 3.3.0 and 3.4, (3) 
word quotations of a trivial nature (some doubtful cases are included), and 
(4) non-Eskimo-Aleut words quoted as parallels. For Kuskokwim, the phone- 
micizations of Miyaoka 1975 are sometimes given in the index for the sake of 
clarity, even where not quoted in the main text.

References are to the sections of the main text. Bracketed figures following 
the section numbers 9.1 through 9.11 refer to the numbered sound laws of that 
chapter (“Appendix IT’). Footnotes are referred to by the letters FN preceding 
the numbers.

The orthography used for WG is that of Kleinschmidt. The alphabetical order 
is: a, c/c, d/5, /, g/y, i/e/s, j (y), k, l/L, m, n, ng (t)J, p, q, r/R, s, rs, t, u/o, v/w, 
x/x, z.

ESKIMO

(West Greenlandic catchwords are unmarked. Within an entry, dialect labels [WG, 
B, Ch, etc.] are omitted, if a word belongs to the same dialect as the preceding.)

-a (3.sg.) 3.3.5

-a (particle) 3.3.2

Sir. aftalRax-ts-q 6.7.3

K ugakan. agên 6.7.2

agdlak, pl. agdlait 4.1.1:
L agla-lerivoq 4.1.1;
WG agdlag-poq, agdla-ul,
11 aglaun, N aiqdrt, aliyaquq, 
a\‘ trysq' oq 6.3.2

agdler-poq. agdler-ut 6.3.4

agdli-uoq, "aglyok", Ch aqliquq 
FN 14

B agga FN 42

agiar-poq, agi-ut 6.3.3

Sir. ayani, ayani-rax, ayna 2.3.1

Ch ayldR-aquq 6.6.1, 6.7.2, 
ûyíûmûfja 6.7.2, aylataqã 
6.7.1, 6.7.2, aylasimã 6.7.2, 
aylãtiquq 6.6.1, 6.7.1, 6.7.3, 
6.7.4, aylãtisiq 6.6.1

N oylux-luq 6.7.3

agpa, Lakpa, Thib. akpak, W atpak, 
Ch. aLpa 8.2.2; WG agpa-nig-poq 
FN 41
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agsserpd, agssiorpoq, see auk

agtor-pd, agtu-i-wq 6.7.4; dial.
atturnnut a, attumta IN 19b

ai-i'd. B aiRoq (airuq), B Mck W 
aiya (aigaa), Nun. ay'o$. Chug. a“f‘Uq, 
N ai'voq, Ch. âyaqá', WG aig-dter- 
poq, L aikíerpok; WG aggcr-poq 
FN 3; K agger-to q FN 3, FN 4

(ajag-pâ) K ayag-toq, ayakan, ayên
6.7.2; K /ayauc-/ FN 33; WG 
(ajagutaq) pl. ajagútat, ajagut- 
serpâ 4.1.2

ajor-poq FN 12; ajortoq 6.7.3, ajortu- 
liaq 4.1.5, 4.2.1; ajoqaoq FN 12

(ake) Ch. aki 9.8 (63), Sir. aka 9.8 
(65); WG akê 2.3.0, akit 1.3.1

(aki-voq) N aki-ûq 6.7.3; WG a/truaiif, 
Ch. aArøãlan, WG akivavkit, Ch. 
akiqamkan 8.3

aki-ler-pá 4.1.2, 6.6.1; Kafcí/erá,
Ch. akilaRáqã 4.1.2; WG akiitssuk. 
Ch. akiLitxu 8.3; WG akileqâ 1.2.2.1, 
akdiut 6.6.1, akíngitsoq 4.3.3

(aleq) L alleq, du. allãk FN 24b

aloq, K Ch aluq 1.0.2; WG pl. atdlut
FN 8; loc.sg. atdlumc 2.0, 2.1;
du. atdlungne 2.1; pl. atdlune 2.0,
2.1; 4.sg.ie.sg. atdle 1.0,2, 2.0,
2.1, FN 41a; erg. atdlume 2.0, 2.1;
4.sg,pl. atdlune 2.0, 2.1

alug-pá, B aluktoq, /aluun/. WG alug- 
ssar-poq, alugssa-ul 6.3.2

Ch ama-nĩRaquq 2.3.0

amaroq, erg.amarqup; Im. ama.Rúq, 
erg. amarAum FN 2

ameq 1.0, FN 1, K ameq 1.0, Ch. arniq
1.0, 2.3.1, Sir. 2.3.1; erg.
WG ámip 1.3.0, FN 11; pl. ámit 
1.0, 1.1.0, 1,3.0, 1.3.1, 2.3.0, 
FN 25, K Ch dmíí 1.0; 2.sg.erg.
pl. K amerpit/ ámivit 3.1; 4.sg.
WG ãme 2.3.0

(ameq) ám-iorpoq 4.1.7

(ameq amigssaq) amigss-iorpâ 4.1.7

(ameq) Ch amtráq, Sir. amirax 2.3.1;
Ch amir-iRaquq 4.1.7

(ameq) amer-pâ 6.6.1, 6.7.4; amiuoq
6.7.4; a mint. amíut 6.6.1

B amma FN 42

L amna, apsoma, see au-

-an 3.sg.erg.sg. 3.3.5

K -an conjunctive 6.7,2

K âna, ânavut, dnarr, ânasing 3.1

(ani-voq) K anoq (annuq), N ãnuq. 
Ch anuq, Sir. ancsx * 6.7.3; 
WG ani-ssaraoq FN 12, Ch ãnaquq 
6.7.2, FN 12, Sir, anfoq^xtax 
6.7.3, FN 12; Ch an-uma-qa 
6.7.2; K anerícfrâ, anertúmauq 
6.7.2.

(dnorâq) ánorâ-lugpoq, ánorâr- 
dlugpoq 4.3.4

anore, Ch anuqa 1.2.1; WG erg.
anorrup, pl. anorrit FN 13

Ch aryaq 1.2.1, Iglulik ag^aq
6.6.1; Ch pl. aryat 1.2.1;
3,sg. aryã 1.2.1, 6.6.1; 2.sg. 
K angiarpit / angiavit 3.1; 
Chfli]/fl-Z.uA 4.3.4; arya-pik, 
Sir. ar\jå-pix 7.1

anguur-poq, angût 6.3.3

angut 9.1. (1 1), FN 39a, B arjun 
FN 39a; WTG angute-qarpoq, 
anguta-uvoq 9.1 (11);
angusũsarpoq 4.1.9;
K angutsiortoq 4.1.7, 4.2.2;
angûtluk 4.3.4

api-voq, Ch. apã-nRãn 6.3

K apt-â /apac/ FN 33, FN 36;
"apaí” FN 33;apíun FN 36

aput 6.3, FN 39a; crg. apúltm 6.3; 
B apun FN 39a; N apa /ápun. 
Sir. apata 6.3; WG Lapujrn- 
voq 4.1.1

aqajaroq, Im. aReRuq FN 2

aqigsseq 2.3.1; Im. aRayriq FN 2;
Ch aqdryĩq 2.3.1. FN 2; N
aqaryiq FN 2

(Ch aqsák^k) Ch aqsakax-Líqaquq 4.1.1

N Ch -aquq/ -taquq, -aqá/ta-
qã9.2 (30), FN 12

aqîit. Im. aRun FN 2

arajug-poqt arajúpâ, Lariupa;
Chug. aRajuiq; WG arajttrqavoq> 
Ch aRjuqaquq FN 17

(Sir. a#ax-ra?axrax) Sir. aRaR-a, 
aRax-si 8.3, aRaRat-9qsxt9mk9n 
6.7.2; aRaR-3t-i-caqaxtax 6.7.3, 
6.7.4; aRaRas-ama-ri-mkan 6.7.2

:-araoq/ -taraoq/ -ssaraoq FN 12

{arfeq) arfer-niat FN 41

Z.uA
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arnaq 1.1.7, 2.2, 2.3.0, 3.1, FN 31; 
Ch aRnaq FN 31; WG arnap, arnat 
1.1.7, 3A;amara 1.2.2.2;
arnama, arnat, amarpit, arná, 
arnâla 3. liarne 2.2, 7.1; 
arnarput, arnavta, arnarse, amavse, 
arnât, arndta, arnartik 3.1;
arn-issarpoq, L arna-lijarpoq 
4.1.9; K arenaugoq FN 4

arq-ar-poq, Ch. atx-áRa-quq, Sir. 
atx-áx-tzqĩxtzx 6.7.4

ChaRviyaq 1.2.2.1

assag-pâ, assa-i-voq 6.7.4

ássik, 3.sg.ie.pl. ássinge
6.7.4; ássi-livâ, Ladsi-livâ 
4.1.11

-at 3.pl.ic.sg. 3.3.5

-ata 3.pl.erg.pl. 3.3.5

(ataneq) Lattaneq, du. attanftk 
/atannak/ FN 24b

atâr-poq, atárut 6.3.4

atauseq 6.6.1; K attauciq, Ch
atásiq 9.9 (68); Sir. atzRz- 
S9X 6.6.1, 9.9 (68)

(ateq) Ch atsq, erg. atxzm 1.2.2.6; 
all. WG ater-mut. Ch atsR-mun 
FN I9d; 3.sg. WG arqa, Ch atxa, 
4.sg. WG arqe FN 23; Ch at9- 
liRãquq 4.2.2; WG atserpá 
4.1.2, 4.2.2, 4.2.3 (3), K 
at sera 4.1.2, 4.2.2

ater-poq. Ch ãtx-aquq 6.7.4; WG 
arqáupâ. Ch ãtxãtaqã 6.7.4;
K atr-ar-toq 6.7.4

K. Ch atkuk 6.7.2

atungak, atúngerpá, atúngĩvoq 
6.6.1; atúngivoq 4.1.11

ator-poq, ator-fik 5.2.2; K ator-toq, 
atuan, atoqan 6.7.2

auk 4.1.2, 9.8 (62) WE auk 9.9
(69), Sir. ac9x 4.1.2, 9.8 
(64); WG au-lik 4.3.2; agss-erpâ 
4.1.2, 4.2.3 (2); agss-iorpoq 
4.1.7

aulavoq, K arulauq 1.2.2.4: au- 
tdlarpoq 1.2.2.4, 1.2.2.5; 
B aulaq-toq, aularin, aularitci 
8.3; Chug. aRulaRtuq 1.2.2.4; WG 
autdlartípá, autdlartitsivoq 
6.7.1; autdlar-tuarpoq FN 39;
autdlait, pl. -aisit 6.6

aussaq, pl. aussat, auss-ivoq FN 27

(quveq) Laiveq, du. aivak FN 24b;
WG auvfa-g-poq FN 41; Ch ajvz-HRa- 
quq 4.2.1, Sir. ajv9R-nix-t9q9xt9x 
FN 41 

av- : avfa, avane 8.0, 8.1.3; avna avssuma 
avkua 8.1.3; L amna apsoma 8.2.1;
B avva, K avâne. Ch awávani 8.1.3; 
WG (ta-)avane 8.2.2; ava-leq, ava- 
tdlcq FN 40; Ch awãliq 8.1.3

avdla. Ch aLa 2.3.0

(avqut) avqut-dluk 4.3.4

K -cici-/ -cit-, N -sisi-/ -sit-. Ch -sti-/ 
-st- 6.7.1

Sir. -Ĩ9q9x-/ -tsq»x- FN 12

Sir. -c»q9xt9x ~~-tiqsxtsx 6.7.3, FN 12

Sir. -C9x 6.7.3

-Ha 9.8 (28)

-gâ, K -ká FN 3

-gigpoq 4.3.4, 5.1, 5.1.2; -rigpoq 5.1, 
' -rigpoq 4.3.4

-J9k 3.3.5

K -gimigtnuk / -ymsynuk/ 3.3.1

-git /—it 8.3; -git/-rit, -gitse/-ritse 8.3

-yka 3.5.0

-ykzta 3.3.5

t-g-poq FN 41

-guk/-uk/ -ssuk 8.3

-i 3.sg.ie.pl. 3.3.5

WG K -i-/-si- (htr.), WG 
-ssi-, K N Ch -i- 6.7.1

-iaq ‘manufactured’ 4.1.5

-iaq ‘travelling’ 4.1.6

-iar-poq 4.1.6, -iar-tor-poq
6.8.3

iga-voq 5.2, FN 3; Nun. xya- 
FN 3; WG iggavik, igavfik, 
W uyôik 5.2; Nun. iyan FN 3

igalâq, igalássat, L igalatjat;
WG igalásserpâ, Ligalatjerpâ
4.1.2

igipâ. Ch xtáqS 4.1.2

*goq, îgkat, igk-ersorpá 4.1.3

(igdlo) igdlu-ga, -t, igdlo-rput, 
igdlo-rse, -rtik, igdlúka, 
igdlu-tit, -vut, -se 3.1;
igdiu-gigpoq 5.1; igdlúnguaq
6.8, igdlúngua 6.8, FN 22b;
(igdlorssuaq) igdlorssua FN 22b

igssuk. Sir. iyhx 6.7.3

ik- : ika, ikane, ínga igssuma 
igkua; Ch iká, ikáni, ikna 
iksxkut; Sir. ikna ixksra 
8.1.1;WG (ta-)ikane 8.2.2

3.sg.ie.pl
3.pl.erg.pl
3.sg.ie.pl
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I
I
I

ikipd, ikit-si-voq 6.6: ikitsit 
6.6, 6.8.4

tkior-pd, ikiu-i-voq; K ikaiord, 
ikaiar-i-oq 6.7.1; B tkayoq-sima- 
lanniari-pkin 6.7.2

Ch ikna’qa-IRi, ikndqa-rdR-inaq 
2.3 J

ila, 3.sg. tlá (Esk.) 1.2.1;
ila-ga-lu-se FN 3; (tfa-voq) 
ila-ssi-voq 6.7.1, 6.7.4

“EE ilaa" 2.3.0

ilig-poq, Nun, L'ixtox FN 3

(ili-voq) di-ssi-uoq 6.7,1, 6.7.4;
iliveq, Ch Livdq 6.7.1

K itle 2.3.0

Iluliar-miti-t 7.1

fm- : fmo, t&na; Ch ímant', fmna; WG 
(ta-)imane; Ch ta-zima-uák, 
ta-zima-kan 8.2.2

—ima—, sec -sima-
imaq; loc. r'manut, Im. tmanun FN 2;

WG ima-vik, imar-pik, K imar-pik 7.1; 
WG imar-mio 7.1, FN 31; ima-er-pâ. 
Ch imi-ijyuq, Sir. fma'Jto-lijutc 6.6.1; 
WG L t'm-er-pá, Ch im-ÍRaqã 4.1.2, 
6.6.1; K im-erd 4.1.2; WG htr.
im-i-voq /imm-i-i-vuq/, t'míí, Chug, 
ímín 6.6.1

imeq 4.1.5, FN 1, FN 31; erg. ermup, 
er(v)ngup 9.6, FN 31; pl. rrmit 
FN 31; Ch maq, maRam FN 31; WG 
imer-ter-pd, htr. imer-ter-i-voq 
6.7.4; t'magpoq FN 41; t'miaq 4.1.5

B fmma FN 42

imúpâ, imorqut 6.5

-tn 3.sg.erg.pL 3.3.5

inápd 6.6.1, 6.7; inass ut 6.7; ínat-sí- 
voq, inatfit 6.6.1

-inaq, Ch -i)-rnaq 1.2.2
K inart-oq, inangkauq FN 34

me 4.1.7, FN 3; Nun. n a FN 3; Ch 
na, na-t 4.1.7; Ch na-liRaquq 4.1.7

iner-poq, inrr-sima-voq 1.2.2.4;
iner-pd, ini-ler-pd 4.3.2;
inaq 1.2.2.4, FN 16, inaup*  1.2.2.5

inu*  1.1.2, 9.3 (35), 9.5 (48),
9.7 (60), 9.8 (66), FN 29, 
FN 41; Linn*  4.1.8; B 
inuk 9.5 (48); WE ju*  FN 
29; Chug, cuk, suk 9.7 (60). 
Ch juk, Sir. jux 9.8 (66);
WG erg. inup 1.1.2; L inu-lipogut
4.1.8; WG inu-nig-poq, inugpoq 
FN 41; (tnû-uoq) inûuik, inûvfik 
5.2 

fi)- : Ch irja-ni, iyna iqkut 8.2.2;
Str. iyna iqĩama it)kara 8-1.1 ; 
Ch fa-^irjani, ta-ziyna ta-ziqkut 
8.2.2

ingncq, ingnerup; Ch kanaq, kan Ram 
6.8.4; WG ingncr-si-voq 7.1

L ipeq. du.ipãk /ippak/ FN 24b

iperar-pd, iparáupã, iprrautaq FN 40 

(ipipd) ipit-er-pd, ipiterut 6.3.4 

(ipo) ipu-lerpâ, iperpd; Ch pu-HRaqa 
4.2.3 (3)

-ipoq 4.1.8

(iput) ipusiaq 4.1.5, ipusiorpoq 4.2.2
eqaluk, pL eqatdlut, eqatdl-iat; Ch 

iqdLuk, Sir. iqdLux 4.2.3 (note)

eqerqoq, Jm aRatqeryuraq FN 2

eqiter-pd, cqiter-ut, Ch qataqã 6.3.4
-eraoq, -erivoq 4.1.1

ermig-paq; K eramig-toq, aymiyya', 
rh-mĩq-tô-H FN 34

N aRndq, Ch aRnaq 1.2.2.1; N aRviyaq, 
Ch aRviyaq 1.2.2.1; see also ertoq

erneq 1.1.7, FN 31, "erne* ” FN 24b; 
erg. ernerup 1.1.7, 1.2.2.6; pl. 
emerit 1,1.2, 1.1.7, FN 24b; du. 
/tRnak/ "emek" “ernæk" FN 24b; 
all. ernermut FN 19d; l.sg. ernera 
2.2; 3.sg. ernera 1.2.1; 4.sg. erne 
1.0.2, 2.2; L erneq, du. ernftk FN 24b; 
B du. irnerik, pl. irnerit FN 24b; Ch 
iRnaq 1.1.7, FN 31; erg. iRnaRam, 
du. iRnaRak, pl, fRnaRat 1.1.7, FN 
24b; fRnaRmun FN 19d; l.sg. iRnaqa 
2.2, 3.sg. iRnaRa 1.2.1; WG ern-i^voq 
4.1.5, 4.1.7, 4.1.11, 4.2.3, 7.1, 7.2; K 
erin-i-oq 4.1.5. 4.1.11, 4.2.3; Ch 
iRn-i-quq 4.1.1 1, 4.2.3; WG ern-i-or- 
poq 4.1.7; ern-iaq, K erin-iaq 4.1.5, 
FN 34.

erner~poq, em(g)er-dlu-net Ch naRiR-lu- 
ni FN 31

-erpd NV 4.3.2

erqar- : B itqaq-tuq. Ch naqdR-aqa 6.8.3; 
(WG erqar-tor-pû) erqartĩtpâ, htr. 
erqartûssivoq 6.7; erqartũssut 6.7, 
6.8.3, 9.6 (50); erqartũssinera, 
erqartũĩsissoq, erqartũssivik, erqar- 
tũssit, erqartũssissut 6.7

-erssárpoq 4.1.4

ersser-poq, ersserqigpoq 5.1.2

-ersorpâ 4.1.3

Kertoq, Ch axldquq 4.3.4, 9.11 (74). 
See also N aRnáq.

isigak, pl. isigkat; L itigak, pl. itikkat;
L itik-ittdrpok 4.2.3 (note);
Ch itáyaq. Sir. fraTax 4.2.3 (note)

3.sg.erg.pL
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ucr-poq 9.6 (49), K iler-toq FN 34, 
Ch itx-ãquq 6.7.2, 9.11 (75); WG 
(dial.) tsissasimavuq, isúsimavuq 
FN 19b; iscr-ter-pd, iser-ter-t-voq 
6.7.4; K itingkauq FN 34; N 
ííxiííã 6.7.3; Ch ítxumdQa 6.7.2

Sir. askd-sta-, aska-tax, jkati-caqaxtax 
6.7.4

ũugdleg 1.2.2

líuma, isúmap, isúmal, isúm-crpá 
4.2.3 (3)

-issarpoq 4.1.9

use 2.3J. 9.6 (50); Sir. aca 2.3.1,9.8 
(65); WG issi-lerivoq 4. LI; isserpd, 
ersserpoq, ersserqigpoq 5.1.2

-ii (= -gii) 8.3

-it 3.pl.ie.pl. 3.3.5

-ita 3.pl.erg.pl. 3.3.5

iteq, erg. erqup; N ataq; Ch taq, 
erg. C»x»m 9.11 (76)

-iorpoq 4,1.7

-íúpa 4.1.7, 7.2

WG L ivavoq, WG ivanitsoq / uvanitsoq 
FN 14

N tWxíuRã-qã, iudxtuR-e-quq, 
ivdxtuR-i-naq 6.7.1

iuiangeq, K ivisaiq, N ivjE'q 9.6 (51)

ivik, N ávak FN 14; WG du. /iwak/ 
“ibek”; B du. ivgik, pl. ivgit FN 24b

—ivik 4.LIO
iver-pd 9.6 (51), FN 14; Nun. yuaRyun

FN 14

ivssoq, ivss-erpâ, ivssivoq 6.6.1

-itroq 4.1.1 1

-ĩvoq 6.6.1

Ch javuqũn, javuqũtat, javuquta-li- 4.2.2

Ch -jaxaq FN 20

Ch -jai), K -rtf] 3.2
-juarpoq, -tuarpoq, -uarpoq; B -tuaqtoq; 

K -taurtoq, /-Huya?/ FN 39

-ka 3.5.0

kamík 1.1.7, erg. kangmup 1.1.7, 9.1 (23);
pl. kangmit 1.1.7, 9.4 (47), FN 10; du. 
/kammak/ "kamafk" FN 24b; 3.sg.
kang ma, 4.sg. kangme FN 23; l.ig.du./ 
pl. kangmaka, kamingma, kangmama, 
kangmangma, kamima FN 29a; W kamik, 
du. karricik FN 24b; Ch kamak 1.1.7;
erg. k am yam 1.1.7, 9.1 (23); du. kamyak 
FN 24b; pl. kamyat 1.1.7, FN 24b; Ch 
kama-£uk 4.3.4; WG kangm-i-voq FN 10; 
kangm- ior-pd 4.1.7, 6.3.3; Ch kam-iR-aquq 
4.1.7; WG kangm-iut 6.3.3; kangm-eraoq / 
kangm-erivoq 4.1.1 

kan- : kana, kanane, Aána katuma kákua; 
B kanna kal'uma; K kanane, kana katum 
kankut; Ch kanani, kana kankut; Sir.
kana kankara 8.1.10; WG (ta-)kanane, 
B tak- 8.2.2

K -kan 6.7.2

kanajoq kandsut, kanioq kanisut; Nun. kaiju. 
Ch kaju FN 29

kange FN 14; kange-rput FN 40; kangi-leq, 
kangi-gdieq FN 40; kangujarpoq / kangv 
arpoq FN 14

kangeq, 3.sg. karra; King Island kax'a; 
Ch kaiyaq, kat]Ra 9.6 (56); WG Kdng- 
iarpoq (Kangeq) 4.1.6

kángusugpoq, B kan rjujukrug, K 
karinguyugtog, Ch kajqújuydquq, 
Sir. kajĩjajux-táqaxtax 3.2.0

kapi-vd 6.2, 6.7,4; kapi-ssi-voq 6.3.1, 
6.7.4; kdpúpd 6.2, 6.5; kaput 6.2, 
kdporqut 6.5; N kapún; Ch kapaqd 6.2

kdvfarigpoq 5.1.2

kdvigpoq, kdvig-tuarpoq 5.1.2

kiag-poq, kia-ldrpoq 4.3.3

kig- : kigga, kigane, kinga kigssuma kigkua; 
W kiyata; L ktngna; K kax- /kxxaani/ 
("(yráne*')  8.1.7; (tá-)kigane, B tatk- 
8.2.2; Cor. tdtkiya 8.1.7

kigarpâ, kigerpoq, kiggípâ, kiggerqut 6.5

kigut LL2, 4.1.1. 6.3; Lkigui 4.1.1; WG erg. 
kigutip, pl. kigutit 1.1.2; Ch xũíû 4.1.1, 
6.3, pl. xutaf 4.1.1; Sir. kayata 6.3; WG L 
kiguserivoq 4.1.1, Ch xũsiqaquq 4.1.1, 
4.2.2

-kak 3.3.5

-kan 3.3.5
kikiak, kiAúj-nipa 4.1.7

Ch kalyúta-quq. Sir. kalyati-ma-cax 
6.7.2

kiiorraq 1.2.2

K krnka, kink-i-oq 6.7.1

kingu-mul. Ch kitju-mun FN 29
ktpaq 1.2.2, 1.2.2.4, 5.1.6, FN 16; erg.

kipaup 1.2.2.5; L pl. kippait
ktpt-vá 1.2.2.4, 6.2; htr. kipi-ssi-voq 

6.3.1; Ch kapáqa 1.2.2.4, 6.2; K Ai'pá 
6.2; K kiptiia FN 36; WG krønr^ 1.2.2.4, 
6.2; kipineq 1.2.2.4; Ch kapnaq 1.2.2.4, 
6.2; WG kiput 6.2, FN 39a; pl. kiputit 
FN 39a

ktpoq, K kitoq, kizzun FN 36

Aw*-  9.8 (62), Airime, Ch karr'flmi, kazamd- 
Raq 8.2.2; Sir. kaia- 9.8 (64), kad'ama/ijux 
8.2.2

• ktsi-ner-dlug-poq, kitser-dlug-poq FN 41; 
»ee also kĩ-vâ

kitd, kitâ-liaq 4.1.6

3.pl.ie.pl
3.pl.erg.pl
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-kildiivoq. -kildliorpoq 4.1.7

Ai-t'J 6.3, 6.7. i; K Aixaa, l'naaliq Axxaa, 
Chug. kix-maR-luq, N kaxáqâ 6.3; cf. 
also kigut and ktsi-

kivfaq; K kivgaq, kivg-iorâ; Ch kavyaq 4.1.7

B kivua FN 42

Aur-uá, htr. hui-Sĩi-voq, ptc. kurssissoq 6.7, 
6.7.1; Atiúrut 6.7, 6.8.3; K åuuá, åtw-ûma- 
uq 6.7.2; Ch fcuuagã, kuviquq 6.7.1

kujak, 4.sg. kujanr 3.5.2

(kujat) kujatdleq, Thib. kiuadlit, WG Jtu/a- 
uar-poq FN 14

Ch kujĩ)át kujrp-rãq 2.3.1
kûk, Ch du. kiwak, Sir. kucax; WG kugssiorpoq 

8 2 i

kuvdloq, L kublot Ch kumlu; L kublo-lrrivoq, 
Ch kumlu-Liqaquq 4.1.1

-lárpoq VV 4.3.3

-li- FN 37

-ltaq/-iaq NN 'manufactured*  4.1.5, FN 37

-liaq/-iaq NN ‘travelling’ 4.1.6

-liarpoqf-iarpoq 4.1.6.

- /rt, Ch -fojfc 4.3.2

- lipoq/~ípoq 4.1.8

- leq FN 40

-leraoq/-eraoq. -lerwoq/-eviuoq, Ch -Liqaquq/ 
-îqaquq 4.1.1

-ler-poqt -Irr-pá ‘begin’, Ch -laR-uquq 4.3.2, 
9.11 (74); WG -ifr-tar-poq 9.11 (74), 
-ler-tor~poq 6.8.3

-lerpã/-erpd ‘supply’ 4.1.2, 4.3.2;
-lersorpâ/-crsorpâ 4.1.3; -tcrssarpoq/
-crssârpoq 4.1.4

-lissarpoqf-issarpoq 4.1.9

- líssuk 8.3. 9.3 (41); B-Zírung 9.3 (41);
Ch -Litxu 8.3

- liuk. Ch -Liyu 8.3

- liorpoq/-iorpoq, L -liorpoq 4.1.7;
-liúpâ/-iúpá 4.1.7, 7,2

-lwik/-imk 4.1.10
-livoq/-ivoq 4.1.1 1

-lĩvoq/'-íuoq 6.6.1

-lu-/-vdlu- FN 3

Sir lu, 1 .pl, lu-pu, 4-pl./u-tarj
3,1; see also igdlo

— Itik, K -í/u,  Ch -Luk 4.3.4*

- lutaq/-utaq 4.3.1

- ma 3.5.0

majoriaq FN 17, majorqaq 1.2.2, FN 1 7

makipoq 5.1.2, 6.7.1; K muktoq 6.7.2, 
N Ch makataquq 5.1.2, 6.7.1; WG makitoq 
6,7,3; K maJcũftan, maktshan 6.7.2; WG 
makittpd, N måkasitaqã, mákasisêquq 6.7.1; 
WG makita-voq, rnakttaq, makitarigpoq 
5.1.2

mahk 4.1.2, 4.1.7, FN 24b; du. /mallak/ 
"maglek* ’, pl. “maglit”; W mdlik, du.
mô\íxk FN 24b; WG magdl-erpoq 4.1.2, 
magdl-iorpoq 4.1.7

manigpoq, mantpoq 6.5

maníA, Ch mant'A 4.1.7; WG máni-liorpoq, 
Ch mani-HRaquq 4.1,7, 4.2.1

Ch maijnaÆraí/ 2.3.0

maqigiaq FN 17, marga? 1.2.2, FN 17

marneqt ''marnek^ du. “marnask" FN 24b

marraq 1.1.2, 1.2, 1.2.0, 1.2.2, 1.2.2.I, 1.2.2.2, 
1.2.2.4, 1.2.2.6, 1.3.1, 2.3.2, 3.5.2, FN 17; 
crg. marraup 1.1.2, 1.2, 1.2.0, 1.2.2, 1.2.2,1, 
1.2.2.2; pl. marrart 1.1.1, 1.2. 1.2.0, 1.2.2, 
1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.2, 1.3.1, 3.5.2; K maraq FN 17; 
K marayaq 1.2.2; WE maRajag, K maraiyaq, 
Nun. maRa'ya FN 17

/mas-/ : maria, mane, mana matuma mdkua; 
K manr, mana maíum ma/tuf; Ch mã, mãnt, 
mana maZum makut; Sir. mana makzra, 
macsyna, WG manga, Sir. marâmu 8.1.6; 
further, WG ma‘ne 9.3 (37), (ta-)máne 8.2.2; 
WE mãní. Sir. macs7na 9.9 (69); WG mânĩpøq, 
K mânitoq, mânitaurtoq FN 39; WG mdssû 
9.6 (50)

mdtarpoq, N Ch matáxtaquq, Sir. matáxtaq^xtax 
FN 12.

maío 4.1.7, 4.2.3; matuierpã 4.2.3 (3), 
matuliúpâ 4.1.7, 4.2.3 (3), 7.2; matserpá, 
rrmtserfik, matĩiúpâ 4.2.3 (3)

mafu/, máluserpâ 4.1.2

K -míginuk /-nuynuk/ l.du.erg.sg./pl. 3.3.1

míkígpâ, 1.2.2.4, míkagpoq 1.2.2.4, 1.2.2.5

W K mínguA 6.6, 6.7.1; K mingugá. Chug. 
mingug-i-uq 6.7.1 ; W mingcrivoqt 
míngerit, mtngerisit 6.6

mêraq, pl. mrrqat 1.2.1,2.5

merqut, merqusiuik 4.1.10

merssorpoq, merssorqigpoq 5.1.2

Ch mzRútLuk 4.3.4

múdigpâ, mísilĩvoq 6.7.4

Ch mdĩúnã^ug, masúnã^ã, masuniLaq 6.7.1

-mío 6.6.1, 7.1; Ch -mt. Sir. -maRa 6.6.1

B -mnuå, WG -imuA 3.3.1

-mía 3.5.0

K mumigtoq, mumigtngauq, Ch mumixtagug 
FN 34
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-nagpoq FN 41

nagsiúpâ, nagsiússaq FN 40

(nagtoralik) L nektoralik, du, nektoralûk
FN 24b

najak, N najayaq, Ch najak FN 23; WG 4.sg.
nátne 3.5.2

(nâlagpoq) nâlagtoq 6.7.3, nâla-lrrivoq 4.1.1

nalavoq 1.2.2.4, nala-uarpuq FN 39. mitdlarpuq
l.2.2.4, 1.2.2.5

naluvoq, Ch naLãquq 6.7.4

nalunarpoq; nalunaerpaq, K natlunaerâ Ch 
nal.úniRaqa 6.5; nalunaerut 1.3.4, 6.5, 
K naí/una^run, Ch naLúniRun 6.5; WG 
nalunáipoq, nalunacrqut 6.5, 6.7, 6.8.1

naner-pã, nam(g)úpâ FN 31

nano? / narto 4.2,3 (3), du. nJnuA FN 24b;pl. 
nanut FN 1, FN 24b; nánu-g-poq FN 41, 
nán-crivoq 4.2.3 (3)

K nangcrtoq /naqaxluq/, nangcrangauq, 
nangingkauq, Ch narjátsrúRaqaq FN 34

nang mag-pa, nangmauí, nMfmaiita? 4.3.1, 
FN 40

Ch nãijnaq 2.3.0

napavoq 1.2.2.4; napa-juarpoq FN 39; fiáparpâ, 
Ch napaxtaqã 1.2.2.4, 6.5, FN 39; WG 
náparqut 6.5

nâptpá, nûpisimavât 6.7.2

nâqt pl, nawat 2.5, 4.1.1; L nãk, nakset, WG 
násserivoq, L. natserivok 4.1.1

K /na'qa'/ nâkai, nakioq 6.7.1

naqípâ, naqitsivoq, naqitsít 6.6.1; naqitará, 
naqitarivâ 6.3; naqitarsswoq 6.3.1, 
naqitarut 6.3

nasaq, erg. nalsap, pl, natsat FN 1

Ch naipátaqã, N nájpztaqã 6.8.3

nâtisimavoq 6.7.2

(natseq) natsiaq, Ch nazíRaq, Sir. naciRax
8.2.2

nauja 1.2.1,9.3 (37), 9.8 (66); Ch naRuja
1.2.1,9.8 (66); Sir. jaRsja 9.3 (35), 9.8 
(66); WG naujâq 1.2.2.1; Ch naRujaRaq 
1.2.2.1, FN 20

nauvoq 1.2.1, 6.7.4, FN 3; K naugoq 6.7.2,
9.10 (73), FN 3; Ch naywãquq 1.2.1, 6.7.4, 
FN 38: K naungan, nauAun 6.7.2; WG 
nagguvik, naggorigpoq, K nauvik, nauqtgioq 
FN 3

nâvdlugo, Thib. nâulugo FN 3

-m 2, 3.3.6, FN 41a

niaqoq, pl. niarqut 4.1.1, FN 28; EE niaqoq
FN 28; Im,, Unaaliq, Mainland nasquq FN 28, 
K nasqoq 6.8.3, FN 28; Chug, naĩqoq FN 28;
N najquq 6.8.3, FN 28; Ch nãsquq 4.1.1, 
6.8.3; Sir. icsqsx FN 28; WG niarq-era-oq, 
niarq-eri-voq, Ch nãsq-iqaquq 4.1.1, 4.2.3 (1) 

-ntar-poq FN 41, Ch -niR- 2.3.0, Sir. -niR- FN 41
-nig-poq FN 41

nimeq 6.7.3, FN 31; erg. nrrmup, ner(v)ngup 
FN 31; Ch nímsq 6.7.3, FN 31; erg. nimfam 
I N 31; WG nimer-pâ, Ch nzmRáqã 6.7,3; 
nrrmúpá, nrrngúpâ 6,7.3, FN 40; Ch 
namRũtaqã 6.7.3; WG nermúrøag 6.7.3, 
FN 40.

nipe, nipagpoq FN 41; nipangiúpâ, nipangiússaq 
FN 40

neqe, Ch naqa; erg. WG neqip. Ch n^am FN 1 3; 
WG neqi-lior-poq, Ch naqz-HRaquq 4.2.1; 
WG neqíhagpoq FN 41

nertuoq 1.2.1, 5.2, FN 13; Ch naRaquq 1.2.1, 
FN 13; WG nert-guk 8.3, neri-ssoq 6.7.3, 
FN 37; nert-ssaq FN 37; nerri-vik 5.2

-ner-poq 7.1

nío 4.2.3 (3), 9.3 (37. 40), 9.8 (66), FN 29; pl. 
niíwí 4.2.3 (3), FN 29; 4.sg. níse 4.2,3 (3); 
K ero FN 29; Ch iRu 9.3 (35), 9.8 (66).
IN 29; Sir. iRa FN 29; WG ntseraoqt 
niseriDoq 4.2.3 (3)

(niuver-poq) Lníuvertet niuvertik, niuverti- 
liarpoq 4.1.6

nivag-pâ FN 14, FN 40;*B  nivaktuq, W nûwaktoq, 
nuak a, Nun. FN 14; WG níirø-uf-at?
FN 40

K nízjo, nivû-iíortoq 4.1.7

-nfca 3.5.0

Ch -nkut FN 45

nuú, nuûig, nuúíâí, nui'ss-erpoq 4.2.3 (3)

nujaq 2.5, pl. nutsat 1.1.0, 2.5; K Ch nujaq, 
Sir. nujax 2.5

núA, Ch nuraA; WG Nû-liarpoq 4.1.6

nukaq, 4.sg. nugke 2.3.0; nukagpiaq Mck B 
W nukátpiaq, L nukáppiaq, Thib. nukapiak, 
Ch nukaLpiyaq 8.2.2

Sir. nuLa 9.7 (58)

nuliaq 1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.2, 2.4, FN 3. FN 23; pl.
nuliat 2.4, FN 23; Ch nulĩq 1.2.2.1, 2.4; 
erg. nu/íxam 1.2.2.1; pl. nulixat 1.2.2.1, 
2.4; Sir. nucíx 2.4; 3.sg. WG nu/w 2.4, 
FN 22b; K nuierra 2.4

nuna, nuruip, nunat, 3.1; mew nuiwnr 
(loc. and 4.sg.) 2.0, 2.1; poss. ntínomû, 
nunaí, nunaurf / nunarprí, nunagpit, nunavit, 
nuno, nunafa 3.1; nunûi 2.3.0; nunarpwí, 
nunarse, nurwt, nunáía, numirttÅ 3.1; Ch 
nunamí, nunaní (loc. and 4,sg.) 2.1; nunausÅ, 
nunaxpa/t, nunarøA 3.1; B nujiúåput, nuriuAíi, 
nundttng 3.1; WG nuna-lîpoq 4.1.8

norraq, Ch nuRaq 1.2.2

nuíaq, nuíaggarffc, nutaggarigpoq 5.1.2

K -ngauq/-ngkauq/-singauq; -ngaitoq FN 34

-ngr/a- 4.3.3

Ch -Ti^inaq 1.2,2
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-nguaq 6.8, FN 19; erg. -ngûp 9.1 (23), FN 19; 
pl. -nguit FN 19; 3.sg. -ngua FN 22b; loc.
-ngua-me FN 22a

B pagga FN 42

-pak, -pagpoq, Ch -pay- FN 41

palase, palast-harpoq 4.1.6

paler-pâ, patdlarigpoq 5.1.2

palu-voq 1.2.2.4, FN 3; patdlorpoq 1.2.2.4, 
FN 3; ptc. patdlortoq, K palortoq 1.2.2.4

B pamma FN 42

(pana) Ch pana-vut, panazi, panapq 3.1; 
pana-rãq, -rãRsm, -rãRit 1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.2

panik 1.1.7, erg. paniup 1.1.7, 9.3 (37). pl. panit 
1.1.7; 3.sg.pl. pant 2.3.0; 4.sg. pane 3.5.2;
Ch panik, paniy^m, paniyat 1.1.7

panerpoq, panertoq, pdnarigpoq 5.1.2

(párâ) pâra-lu-go FN 3

parnaerut, N paqnêRun 6.3.4

patig-pá 1.2.2.4, 5.2.2; Ch patxaqã 1.2.2.4; WG 
patigfik 5.2.2; pátagpâ 1.2.2.4, 1.2.2.5, 5.1.2, 
5.2.2; pátagpoq, pátagfik 5.2.2;pássúpá 8.3

Ch patamiyaqã 1.2.2.4

pateq 1.1.7, 6.3.4; erg. parqup 1.1.7; pl.
parqit 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.7; Ch patsq patxsm 
patxat 1.1.7; WG pater-pá, parq-ut. Ch 
patíxtaqã 6.3.4

paor-poq, pautit, parrûpâ 6.3.2

pav- : pavfa, pavane, pavna pavssuma pavkua;
B pavva, pa van i; K pavane 8.1.5; WG 
(ía-gjpauane, B tatp- 8.2.2

-pik/-vik 7.1

pik- : ptka, pikane, pinga pigssuma pigkua;
Cor. piqna, W pika; Ch píká, pikáni, pikna 
pikaxkut; Sir. pikna pixksra 8.1.2; WG 
(ta-g)pikane, L tatpikane, Cor. Mck B 
tatpika 8.2.2

K piktoq. Ch pixtáqã, K pikiun /pakjun/ 
"pũkyũn" FN 36;pikiutâ, pikiuts-i-oq 
6.7.4

pi-ler-på, pi-ler-sor-pâ 4.3.2

(pilerpoq) pdertorpoq 4.3.2

B pinna FN 42

pi-niar-poq 6.3.3; pi-nerrar-dlug-poq, 
pi-nerrar-ig-poq FN 41;pí-ní-uí 6.3.3, 
FN41

pem(g)aq, Ch pinRaq FN 31

pêrpâ 4.3.2

pe-rqig-poq 5.1.2

pissut FN 29

pitdlarpâ, pitdlarqigpoq 5.1.2
pitugpâ, pitûtaq FN 40

pivdluarquvâ, pivdluarqu-ssi-voq, 
pivdluarqússut 6.7.

pugtavoq, pugtaqut 6.5

puisse, puissi-g-poq FN 41; puissi-ngniarpoq
2.3.0

pujor-sior-poq, pujorsiut 6.3.3

-poq, —puk, -put; -voq, -puk, -put 3.5.1

pôq 2.5, pl. puggut 1.1.0, 2.5

(puto), putuliût, putsiorpâ 4.2.3 (3)

K puvoq. Ch puvuq 6.7.3

qaivoq; qaigit, qaigitse; qarrit, qarrttse 8.3; 
qaerquvâ 6.7, 6.8.3; B qai-tqo-ga 6.8.3; 
WG qaerqu-ssi-voq, qaerqússut 6.7, 6.8.3; 
qaerqu-ssi-ner-a 6.7

qajaq 2.5, 5.1, 4.1.7, 4.1.10; pl. qáinat 2.5, 
4.1.7; Ch qajaq. Sir. qajix 2.5; K qayarpit I 
qayavit 3.1; WG qajarigpoq 5.1; qáin-iorpoq 
4A.7; qain-i-vik 4.1.10; qaja-lik, K qajahk 
4.3.2; WG qajartu-tdlarqigpoq 5.1.2

qajoq 6.6.1, FN 29; Ch qajuq FN 29; WG 
qajũtaq, Ch qajutaq, Sir. qajáR-ztáx 6.6.1

qalipak, qalipagpá, qalipa-i-voq 6.7.1

qalu-ssi-voq 6.7A
qam- : qáma, qamane, qavna qavssuma qavkua; 

K qamâne, qamina qamum qamkut; Ch qama, 
qamani, qãmni qamkut; Sir. qamamu, qamna 
qamksra 8.1.8; WG (ta-r)qamane, B tatq- 
8.2.2

Ch qamaxt-aquq, prt. qamaxtuq, Sir. qamdxtzx 
6.7.3

K qamorâ, Sir. qamĩáxtaqíxtaRá 9.2 (30)

qamipâ, qamitsivoq, qamitsit 6.6.1

Ch -qamkzn, >NG -vavkit 8.3

Ch qamúq, qamúRaqã 9.2 (30)

qaneq "kannek”, du. /qannak/ "kannek”, "kannaek”, 
W qániq, du. qdn'ak FN 24b; K qánerutâ, 
qánerusingauq, qánerutsimauq FN 34

qâq. Sir. qafox 4.1.2; WG qáss-erpâ 4.1.2

qáqaq, -ap, -at FN 1 6

qarraq FN 16

qasigiaq. Ch qaziyjaq. Sir. qaciyj^qc 8.2.2; WG 
qasigiarniarpoq. Ch qaziyjaRniRaquq 2.3.0; 
qaziyjaRaq 2.3.0

qatik, pl. qagkit, du. "kakkik**,  pl. **kakkit ’\ 
W qatik, du. qat'dk FN 24b

Ch -qãtzn, WG -våtit 8.3

qdtaq FN 1 6
qauma-voq, qáumarpoq FN 3; qáumat 8.2.1

-qaoq FN 3, FN 12; N Ch -quq FN 12

qav- : qavfa, qavane, qavna qavssuma qavkua;
B qava; Ch qawã, qawãní, qawxkut 8.1.4;
WG (ta-r)qavane 8.2.2

3.sg.pl
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Ch qaváq 9.2 (30); K qavar-toq 6.7.3, 9.2 (30);
N Ch qauaxtuq 6.7.3, Ch qaváRaquq, qaváRuik 
9.2 (30); qavax-pay- FN 41; Sir. qavíxttqáxtox 
9.2 (30)

Qavdlunât nunãt. qavdlunât nunâ-hat 4.2.1

qia 2.3.2, FN 22, qiak 2.3.2; Ch qija FN 22; 
Mck qif'aq, erg, qtf’aup 2.3.2; WG 4,sg, 
qtgsse 2.3.2, 5.2.2; qíssatigâ FN 22

qigdtoq 1.2.2

qilak, pl. qilait, Chqiiayat 1.2.1; Sir. qífox 9.7 
(58)

qinerpoq, B /qiniqtuq/, lm. qinzRatoq, Ch 
qinãxtaquq; WG qern(g}utit 6.3.4

qtngaq 2.3.0. FN 4; pl. qt'ngat 2.3.0; K 
FN 4

(qingmvq) Ch qikmi'q, qikmírãq 2.3.1.4.3.2

qipiuá, Ch qapáqã 6.2. FN 40; WG qivneq, Ch 
qapnáq 6.2; WG qipúpâ, qiputit 6.2; Ch 
qapútaqã, qtpútaq 6.2, FN 40; WG qipi-ssi- 
voq 6.3.1

qiporqaq 1.2.2

qissuk 2.3.1. FN 21; N q»júk FN 21; Ch qũk 
4.1.2, FN 21; Sir. q»?»x (-**)  2.3.1, 4.1.2; 
qiruy-fq^rux- 4.1.2. FN 21; WG qissuq-siør- 
poq, Ch qũx-siR-ãquq, Sir. qarux-siR-, 
qarux-siR-iti-c^qaxtzx, qirux-six-ta 6.7.4; 
q^rux-tux-tzqax-tax 2.3.1; WG qiss-tarpoq 
4.1.6, qíss-iúpâ 4.1.7, Ch qtRaqa 4.1.2, 
4.2.3 (2)

qitornaq, K /qatunRaq/; WG qitornavnuk, K 
/qatunRamâ7nuk/, /qa tunRa-pa t/ 3.1, 3.3.1

qujavoq, Ch qujaquq, qujaRaquq 1,2.2.4

qule FN 14; qutdleq 1.0, 1.2.2; qutdlarpã, Ch 
qulvaRáqã FN 14

Ch -quq, -quk. -qut 3.5.1, FN 12

-qut 6.0, 6.5

qorsuk, qorsôrqigpoq 5.1.2

qôroq, qôrqerpâ, qôrqît 6-6-1
qôrqut, kôrqut FN 32

quvdle, quvdlip 1.1.2

quussarpã, quvssaulaq FN 40

4.3.4, 5.0, 5,1.1,5.1.2

-ritse/-gitsr 8.3

-rpã 5.1.2

‘-rpoq FN 3

-rqigpoq 5.1.2
-rguí FN 36

-rquuá, -rqusstvoq 6.8.3

-rssuaq FN 16, FN 19;erg. -rssûp, pl. —rjjuít 
FN 19; loc. -rjjudrme FN 22a; 3.sg. -rssua 
FN 22b

-rwî 6.0

ratfgag 1.2.2

(sagdlo) sagdluvoq, sagdlutigâ 6.1

saAf, Ch sakt, sakíq sakíRat FN 23

sdko, sãku-lissarpoq 4.1.9

wm- ; sama, samane, sauna savssuma savkua;
Ungava samani; K fjcAamánr, tjAamrna Ishamun 
tshamkut; Ch sámát samáni, samna samkut; Sir. 
íûmd, ídmnû samksra 8.1.9; (ía-)ramanr 8.2.2

iana-uo<7 2.5, 5.2, 6.7.2, 6.7.5, 7.2; N janaûg
6.7.3; WG sanáput 2.5; sana-ssoq 6.7.3, FN 17; 
sanâq FN 37; jana-jímatícx/ 6.7.2; ranaí 6.1, 
6.7,2, 6.7.5, FN 41; N ranan 6.1; WG sánápâ, 
sánásstuoq 6.7.2; sânatínagpoq FN 41; xana- 
rtgpoq 5.1.1; saruipr*  5.2, 5.2.1, 7.2; sánaviup 
7.2

sanrraq. pl, sanerqal 4.2.3 (note)

sapi-vá 6.3, 6.7.1, 6.7.4; Ch sãpaqã 6.3; WG htr. 
sav-ssi-uoq 6.3.1, 6.7.1, 6.7.4; saput 6.3, 6.3.1; 
N sapútaq 6.3

sûvík 4.1.5, 4.1.7; 4isauikf' FN 24b; Ch sauik
4.1.7; WG du. /sawik/ 4tsabbik” FN 24b; 
sagf-íaq, L saui-lia-nga 4.1.5; WG sagf- 
lorpoq / savfiorpoq, Ch saviRaquq 4,1.7, 
4.2.1, 4.2.3, FN 25

WG K-xí- htr. (-Í-JĨ-) 6.7.1

K -ri, Ch -zi 3.2

Ch -rí, K-cí 3.2

Ch sifLuyak, safLuya-bk 4.3.2

sigssaq 2.3.1, 4.1.8, 9.8 (62); Sir. rí’nca*  2.3,1, 
9.8 (64); WG sigssar-mio 2.3.1; Sir. jírjra/?- 
maRú 2.3.1, 6.6.1; WG sigss-ípoq 4.1.8

síko, Ch xtiu, JíAuå; WG siku-liaq, sik-iarpoq, 
ĩtkerpoq 4.2.3 (3); sikuarpoq, sihua-ldrpoq 
4.3.3

sila, K sta / t/a, Nun. r'/o, Ch sLã, Sir. sila 9.9 
(67); WGíía-/u*.  Lsila-tuk, K tla-tluk, 
Ch sLa-Luk 4.3.4; WG sila-rdluk 4.3.4, 
stla-rssuaq FN 39

sili-voqt sitdlit, K slin 6.7.5

-sima- (-j-írna-), B -rima-. K-c-íma-, -urrw-, 
Ch -s-ima-, -uma-, Sir. -f-ama-, -ama*  6.7.2

rímrt 4.1.2, 6.6.1; stm-erpá 4.1.2; simêrpâ, 
simêrsivoq, simêrsit 6-6.1

N simi'Raqã, simt'Rêquq 6.7.1

K -ríi), Ch -pij 3.2

K -singauq FN 34

Ch -siq FN 40

seqtneq, erg. seqern(g)up FN 31; L seqineq, 
du. seqinak FN 24b; Chnc/tnWarn FN 31

áúamûf 6.7.4, 9.6 (49), 9.9 (67); EE rítamat
9.6 (49); K (í)stauman, Nun. sta'mát / 
jtaman, Chug. ĩtãman, N stamdt / sitámat 
9.9 (67); Ch stãmat 6.7.4, 9.9 (67); Sir. 
sítamaijr; 9.9 (67)

rũe, Nun. r'ti 9.9 (67)
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sisu-voq 6.7.4. 9.9 (67); N sitãquq 9.9 (67), 
Ch stãquq, prt. stũmáq, VN stuLiq 6.7.4; 
Ch staRaR-, Sir. sdiRcaR-, Ch stãRãtaqã, 
Sir. sit9Rcax-t9q9xt9x, íitsRcuR-iti-ĩaqĩxtax, 
Ch stáRaR-vik, Sir. sú*RcaR-v»x  6.7.4

N -sit-/-sisi-, K -cit—/-cĩti-, Ch -JÍ-/-JÍÍ- 6.7.1

Njííu* 9.9 (67)

N sitôq 9.9 (67)

K /+sqa/ **ská ” FN 39b; Ch /-sqa-/ **-sga- ”, 
prt. -sq-uma-, N /-sqa-/ ” 6.7.4

sujápá, suja-lárpá 4.3.3

sujo 9.6 (54, 55), FN 14; K tsio, Ch sivu FN 14; 
WG sujugdlcq, Ch sivuliq 1.2.2, 2.4; WG 
sujuleq FN 40

sujorn(g)a, Ch siuunRáni FN 31

so, K tsha 4.1.5
su-liaq, K tsha-liaq 4.1.5
su-li-voq, K tsha-li-oq 4.1.5, 4.1.11; WG 

suli-ssuti-gâ, sugdlisit 6.7

sungaq, sungârpoq, sungárqigpoq 5.1.2

supi-vâ, K tshupá, Ch sũpaqã 6.2; WG htr. 
supi-ssi-voq 6.3.1, 6.7.1 •, súput, Nun. cupun 
6.2; WG súpúpá, súpússaq FN 40; L supôrut, 
supôrusijarpoq 4.1.9

-sor-poq, see -tor-poq
sorqaq 1.2.2, 2.3.2; erg. sorqaup 1.3.1; Ch suqaq 

1.2.2, \.2.2.\; suqam, suqat 1.2.2.1

Ch sfápayáquq, sxápayútaqá 6.7.4

-ssar-poq / -tar-poq; -ssaraoq/-araoq/-taraoq;
N Ch -(t)aquq, Sir. -C9q9x-/~t9q9x- FN 12

-«í-. K N Ch-í- 6.7.1

-ssi-voq, -ssivoq 6.8.3

-ssuk, Ch. -t-xu 8.3

K -shor-toq / -tshor-toq 6.7.4
-ssut 6.0, 6.7, 6.7.5, 6.8.3

-t (“-ut”) 6.0, 6.6.

'-Í 6.0

ta- 8.2.2
ta-gpavane, B tatp- 8.2.2

ta-gpikane, Cor. Mck. B tatpika 8.2.2

K tai-goq 6.8.3, FN 34; Unaaliq ipv. tai 8.3; Ch 
tayi-quq, prt. tayimarya 6.7.2; ipv. layi 8.3;
K tai-ngaitoq FN 34, tai-skâ 6.8.3

ta-ikane 8.2.2

ta-imane, Ch ta-zím- 8.2.2

ta-kanane 8.2.2

tá-kigane, B ta-tk- 8.2.2

(takuvoq) ipv. taku-guk / takúk, taku-si-uk 8.3; 
takordlûgaq, takordlûgkerssârpoq, takordlômeq, 
takordlômi-lerssdrpoq 4.1.4

taleq 3.1, 9.2 (28). 9.3 (36); B taliq FN 7, Ch 
taLiq 3.1; pl. B taXXit FN 7; l.sg. WG talera 
3.3.1, 5.1,9.2 (28). Ch taLiqa 3.3.1, 5.1; 2.sg. 
WG talerpit tatdligpit tatdlivít, Ch taLixpik 
taLtxpsk taLixpik 3.1; WG taler-pik, K 
tatler-pik 7.1

tâlutaq, L tálutak 4.3.1

ta-mâne 8.2.2

(tan'i-) N tanáquq 6.7.1, Ch tãnaqã 6.4, 6.7.1; 
htr. N tancquq 6.7.1; VN Ch tám-Liq 6.4, 
6.7.1; WG tanípå 6.4; tarn(g)ut 6.4, 9.6 
(57, 57ba)

Sir. taryaR-a 1.2.1

N Ch -taqã, -taquq, see -aqã, -aquq
taqaq, Im. pl. taRet FN 2

K táq-oq, Chug, tarquq, Ch tãqaquq; K táqkan, 
taq-ngan 6.7.2

-taraoq/-ssaraoq/-araoq FN 12

tarajoq, Ch taRjuq FN 29

tarneq "tarrtek”, du. /taRnak/ “tameå” FN 24b

Ch taRnuxaq, taRnuxakik 3.3.1

-tar-poq/-ssar-poq FN 12

ta-rqamane, B tatq- 8.2.2

ta-rqavane 8.2.2

tarraq 1.2.2, FN 16; tarrípoq, tarris-ima-voq 
6.7.2

ta-samane 8.2.2

tatdlimat, Ch tal.imat 2.4; Sir. tasim^tjij 2.4, 
9.7 (58)

B ta-ugga FN 42

tá-una 8.0, 8.2.1; táussuma, “táursoma", táukua, 
**táuko'\ L tâmna, tâpsoma, tâpkua; Ungava 
tanna, tatsoma, takkoa; B taamna, taauruma, 
taapkua; K tauna, taum, taukut; Ch tãna, tãm, 
tãkut; Sir. tãna, tacíma, tavikzra; WG tássa, 
Mck tagva (etc.); K toi, tua, toine; Ch táwa, 
tawâni; Sir. tava, tavini 8.2.1; WG tássane 
8.2.1, 8.2.2; tafíamí, tassami, tafmi, tasmi 
FN 19b

K -taurtoq FN 39

Ch ta-ziyna, la-zit)kul, ta-zif)ani 8.2.2
Ch ta-zíma-kan, ta-zima-uĩk 8.2.2
K tigilig-toq /U7I7-/ 6.7.3

tigu-vá, Ch tuyáquq 6.7.4. FN 38; WG tigu-
6.7.1; tigumiaq, tigumisserpâ, tigumissĩvoq 
6.6.1

(tikípoq) tikigit, tikítit, tikissuk 8.3; cikiLLuta, 
cikiLta FN 19b; tikitsoq, tikítoq 4.3.3, 6.7.3; 
K tikitut FN 34; WG tikiúpá, tikiûssaq FN 40; 
tikiútoq 6.7.3; tikis-i~ngaitut FN 34

tikeq, **tikek*\  du. ^tikik" FN 24b

time 1.1.2; timip 1.1.2, 1.1.7, 9.1 (23); timit
1.1.7

(tíngí-voq) K tingoq /tatjquq/, N íarjug, Ch tiquq, 
Sir. (9)t9i)é9x,t9ĩ)C9q9xt9x 6.7.3; WG tíngúpâ, 
N t9T)útãqã, t9t)ús-ê-quq 6.7.1
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Sir. -taqaxtax, see -caqaxtax
-tĩpã, -titsivoq, K ~tsitâ/-tstâr N -sitaqa, Ch -staqa, 

-stiquq 6.7.1

-tdlar-poq 5.1.2

-tsiaq 2.3, 2.3.0, 2.3.1, 9.1 (18), 9.3 (34), 9.7 (61); 
-tsiaup 2.3.1, 9.7 (61); -tsiait 2.3.1; -tsê 2.3.0, 
2.3.2, 9.1 (18), 9,3 (34); NAI. -tsiai 2.3.0, 2.3.2; 
WG -tsíâmut FN 22a; Ch -rãq 2.3.1, 9.7 (61); 
-rãRam 9.7 (61); Sir. -rax 2.3.1

-tsivoq 6.7.3

-tsit 6.7.5
-tuarpoq, B -luaqtoq, K -taurtoq FN 39
Ch tuyãquq, -qâ 6.7.4, FN 38 i tuyutaqã, tuyús-imã 

6.7.2; see also

(tugto) Thib. tuktu-si, tuktu-wut 3.1; Ch furjtu-r]- 
aquq 2.3.0

tuluvaq, pl. tulugkat, L tulugak 2.5, 8.3

(tume) K tummaijuuq FN 4

tunivd, tunissoq, tuni-ssi-ssoq 6.7; tuntssut 6.7, 
6.7.5

(lûngavik) túngavi-lcrpâ, L tungavilcrpá, K 
tusingavi-lerd 4.1.2

tupeq 4.1.9, FN 24b, FN 29a; “tupek”, du. 
/tuppak/ “tupek”, L tupeq, du. tuppak FN 24b; 
WG 2.sg. tovqit, 3.sg. tovqa; W tuppaga, tupqin, 
tupqa, tuppega FN 29a; WG túp-issarput 4.1.9

-toq 4,3.3; -toq, -t-aq FN 37

toqu-voq 5.2, 6.7.3, 6.7.4, 6.7.5; toqussoq 6.7.3; 
torquvik 5.2; torquti-gå, toqússut 6.7; toqúpâ 
5.2, 6.7.1, 6.7.3; toqutsivoq 6.7.1, 6.7.4;
toqutaq FN 40; toquvfik 7.2; Ungava torquti-, 
toqoguti 6.7; K toqun 6.7,5; toqûtd /tuque-/ 
6.7.1, 6.7.2, 6.7.4, FN 33; toqûtsioq 6.7.1, 
6.7.4; toqútnmauq 6.7.2; N toqútã 6.7.3; Ch 
tuqdquq 6.7.4, tuqutuq 6.7.3, tuqútaq FN 40; 
Sir. tuqicax 6.7.3

torn(g)aq FN 31; K ítíneraq, tunerroq 4.1.11; N 
tunRaq FN 31

K /+tu"pajy/, see -taurtoq
-torpoq/-sorpoq 6.8.3

tusar-poq 5.1,1, FN 41; tuyarit, tusaritse 8.3; 
tusartoq FN 17; tusar-ner-poq, tusar-nĩ-poq 
TA'.tutsaq 5.1.1, FN 16, FN 41; tutsarigpoq 
5.1.1, 5.1,2

tuue(q) 3.2, 9.3 (37); B tui, K íura, Ch tufa, N 
tup 3.2

-uarpoq FN 39

K /+, uc/ FN 33, FN 36
ûgaq/ ûvaq 4.2.3 (note), 8.3; úvkat 4.2.3 (note);

Ch ukaq 8.3

B ta-ugga FN 42

ûg-pá, usserpá, K vigd 8.2,1
ugpat, ugpdnagpoq FN 41

ugrjufc, Sir. wT^ax 6.7.3

ujalo 9.6(54), FN 14; L ina/u FN 14
WG Ch ujamik FN 14

ujarak, ujarqat 4.2.3 (2, note), FN 28; Ch ufRdk; 
WG ujarq-erivoq, L ujarkerivoq, Ch ujR-ĨRaqã 
4.2.3 (2, note)

ujoruk, Ch ujRú 4.2.3 (2, note)
-uk 8.3

ukaleq, N ukajiq, Ch ukaziq, Sir. ukaĩax 1.2.2.1, 
FN 1 8; WG ukaliaq, Ch ukaziRaxaq 1.2.2.1

Ch ukaliq. Sir. ukaeax 2.4

K ukfar-toq, ukfaran, ukfaqan 6.7.2

Ch ukiniquq, ukiniq 6.7.3

(ukioq) N ukjuq, Ch uksuq; WG uktvoq FN 27

uldput 6.2, 6.3.1; Ch ulãpaquq, WG ulaptpoq 6.2
uiima-voq, ulimavik 5.2; Ch uh'mãquq 5.2, 

u/ímãq 6.7.3, u/tma<jnax*T)a  6.7.2, ulimavik 
5.2; u/tmajiaqa rja, ulimastiquq 6.7.1, ulimasta 
6.7.4; Sir. ucámacáqaxtá# 6.7.2; urama-ca-ij 
6.7.3, ucama-ma-ra-q 6.7.2, ucámajíû 6.7.4

-unuj- 6,7.2, FN 35; K -umauq; Ch -urnaq, -umd 
6.7.2

umtaq 4.1.7, 4.3.2; umtorpoq 4.1.7; unĩũiísĸimuí 
FN 22a; umtalik, Ch urnilak 4.3.2; K umyuar- 
tlugtoq 4.3.4

umrt, du. /ummik/ “umiV' /ummak/ “umæk'', 
"ungmik ", pl. ungmit FN 24b

K -un / -tsun FN 36

una, see uva-
unáq, unarrat 1.2.1, 2,5

uneq FN 24b, FN 31; "onei”, du. /unnak/ "onæk” 
FN 24b; erg. omup, 3.sg. orn(g)a, Ch du. unRak 
FN 31

unerraq FN 16

K unftå 6.7.2; unítsimauq 6.7.2, FN 34; unisingauq 
FN 34; Ch unftaq-i-nAut FN 45

N unáxtaqã, unáxs-ê-quq 6.7.1

B unna FN 42

tinuaq, linu-ivoq FN 27

Ch uqaziA-mi FN 31

-úpá 6.7.2, FN 40;-újí<iq, -utaq FN 40

-utaq/-lutaq 4.3.1
upern(g)dq, Ch upanRaq FN 27, FN 31; WG 

upernarpoq, upemivoq FN 27

oqaq 1.3.1, 4.1.6, 4.3.4; pl. orqat 1.3.1,4.1.6, 
L Oqaq, Oq-iarpoq 4.1.6; WG oqa-lugpoq 
4.3.4; oqalorqigpoq,'oqatdlorigpoq 5.1.2; 
oqar-poq 6.7.4; oqáupá 6.7, 6.7.4, 6,7.5; 
oqáussivoq 6.7, 6.7.4; oqáuĩĩut 6.7, 6.7.5

orssoq 4.1.1, 4.1.2; Koqoq, Ch uqũq. Sir. uqcag 
4.1.2; WG orss-eriuoq, L orqss-erivoq 4.1.1; WG 
orss-erpâ, L orkserpa, K oq-erâ. Ch uq-iRaqã 
4.1.2

tL$e,*  uitaq, usiat FN 23
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-useq FN 40

-ut 6, 6.0. 6.3. 6.3.2; -ut 6.0. 6.2

utarqi-uoq; Im utaqiroq, -toq; Ch utaqiyaquq
FN 2

utorqaq 1.2.2. FN 2; Im utuqaq FN 2; K utoqaq 
1.2.2; Ch utuqa 1.2.2, FN 2

uva- : uvfa 8.1.11; uwne 8.1.11, 9.3 (39); una 
8.1.11, 8.2.0; ûma 8.1.11. 8.2.1; ukua; K vane, 
una 8.1.11; urn 8.1.11,8.2.1; ukut; Ch xwa, 
xwam una 8.1.11; ũm 8.1.1 1. 8.2.1; ukut; Sir. 
mani, una 8.1.11; ucima 8.2.1

uvatsiaq. Thib. owatsiark 2.3.1

uvanga 8.1.11; K hwê /wii/, /wiiija/ 9.7 (60); Ch 
xwatya 8.1.11,9.7 (60); Sir. maija 8.1.11; dual: 
Ch xwankuk 3.3.1; pl.: (WG uvagut) Ch xwankut 
FN 45; all.pl. WG uvavtinut, K vangkutnun, Ch 
xwaqkuNun; WG uvavtinu-liaritse 4.1.6

uve 9.3 (39). FN 23; Mck uvi 9.3 (39); K ue /ui/ 
FN 23; Ch 9.3 (39). FN 23; Sir. uya FN 23 

uvkaq 1.2.2

uvdloq, uvdl-tvoq; Sir. umhx FN 27

uvsigpoq 6.6; uvseraoq, uvserivoq, uvserut 6.3, 6.€
uvserit, uvserisit 6.6; Ch umsixqaqã 6.3

-vavkit, Ch -qamkzn 8.3

-vátit, Ch -qatin 8.3

-vik/-ptk 7.1

‘~vik 5, 5.0, 5.2; Sir. -V9x 5.2

-vig-sor-poq 6.8.3

- vdlu-/-lu- (appos.) FN 3

- vnuk, B -mnuk 3.3.1

- voq, -puk, ^put 3.5.1

Ch ta-zim- 8.2.2

Ch ia-ziij- 8.2.2

ALEUT

diax FN 5

dtakan FN 5

cuqaq (cuqaR) FN 17a 

iax 2.3.1

-bin 3.4

•-6Ú 3.5.0

-6i*  3.3.4, 3.5.0, 9.1 (24)

hakakuif, hakakuq(it)), hakakux-t(xin), hakakuf- 
txibix, hakakux, hakakux-txicix, hakakus 3.5.1

halusix FN 40

hujuq 9.2 (31)

húinax FN 5

ilax, 3.sg. ilã 1.2.1

-kimis 3.5.0

-kin 3.5.0

-Air, 3.3.2, 3.5.0 

kitax 4.2.3 (note) 

—kix 3.5.0

-masH-man 3.5.0, 9.1 (22)

-max 3.3.4, 3.5.0

-mbix 3.3.4

-mil) 3.3.2, 3.5.0, 9.1 (24) 

-misf-min 3.5.0, 9.1 (24) 

no'mũ FN 5

-nit, 3.3.2, 3.5.0

-ij 3.3.2, 3.5.0

qa- FN 13

qax FN 13

qibaq FN 22

nijôaR FN 20a
-six FN 40

(tanax) 4.sg.ie.sg. tana.n, ei 

timasftuman FN 45

til) 3.5.1
txicix 3.5.1

txiôix 3.5.1

txin 3.3.3, 3.5.1, 9.1 (12)

-txin 3.5.0

ay! 9.3 (39), FN 23

unRiR, erg. unRim FN 31

-:x 3.5.0
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ADDENDUM: The Chicago Conference Papers.

Upon completion of the main manuscript, I received the congress report "Papers 
on Eskimo and Aleut Linguistics" (Hamp 1976). The following individual papers 
of the volume are of relevance to problems discussed in the present paper:
1. Alvin Cearley’s paper “Epenthesis, Metathesis and Assimilation in West Green- 
landic" (p. 22-42) could have been of decisive importance, had its solutions 
been realistic. To Ceariey, amiq ‘skin’, qiqaq ‘nose’, and aluq ‘sole’ are underly- 
ingly am  + qi, qit]  + qa, al  + qu with three different suffixes of unknown 
function added to otherwise unknown word-stems, a circular solution designed 
only to obey the rules specifically formulated to apply to such structures. The 
decisive rule is here one of metathesis of +qi -  +i<? (and +qa ■  +aq, +qu ■+ +uq) 
in word-final position, e.g. am+qi  ■+ am+iq = amiq. In inflected forms, assimi
lation is assumed: am + qi + t -+ pl. ammit. In ujarak, pl. ujarqat, a suffix +ka 
is said to have been metathesized to +ak. Now, the Esk. morpheme of 1 ,sg. 
possessive was exactly +ka, which is not metathesized, cf. Chap, nuna-ka ‘my 
country’. This means that not even the reservation expressed in a note (p. 41), 
“I would now claim that most of the rules of this paper are morphological, 
rather than phonological”, can save any of the solutions proposed in the paper. 
— One minor point may be noted: WG âq ’sleeve’, pl. atsit, which C. finds him
self unable to analyse (p. 42), is, of course, simply Proto-Esk. ajiq,  pl. ajjit,  
cf. Thibert’s "aek" (Barrowasiq is a back-formation from the pl.).

* * *

* *
*

* *

2. D. Gary Miller: Reconstruction in the Eskimo-Aleut Verbal System (p. 179
201) gives the consonant of the indicative morpheme (WG -voql-poq) as zero, 
taking the actual /-v-/ as a glide, and the allomorph /—p—/ as a development from 
this -v In this, as elsewhere, he simply disregards the problem of gemination 
(as his footnote 5 on p. 189 in fact expressly states for WG táko ‘sight’, i.e. 
/takku/, which is consistently treated as if it were simply /taku/): If Labrador 
malikpoq ’follows’ is /malik-wu-q/ (M., p, 189) why then does the same mor
pheme in /akivuq/, /akipput/ geminate as a l/p/l?

*

3. Osahito Miyaoka’s paper "Word-Initial Differentiation in Western Eskimo” 
(202-210), treating of underlying /ÍV-/ and /uV-/, is interesting in that it arrives 
independently at the reconstruction inuk  of the word for ‘human being’ given 
in my footnote 29, a very gratifying agreement of views, indeed.

*

4. Robert Petersen: On the Phonological Length as an Element of Expression in 
the Eastern Eskimo Dialects (p. 211-220) is a condensed version of his 1969 
paper already discussed in footnote 1.
5. Robert Underhill’s long expected paper on “Noun Bases in Two Eskimo 
Dialects: A Study in Comparative Morphophonemics" (239-271) has a few 
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interesting statements on anaptyxis. The difference between the two uvular- 
stem types, (1) amaq amap arnat without anaptyxis and (2) sorqaq sorqaup 
sorqait with the same anaptyxis as velar stems, is said to lie in the stem-final 
consonant: for type (1) the underlying form is set up as /arnaq/, for type (2) 
as /surqar/. Rules of Q-deletion (and gemination, where possible) and lack of 
anaptyxis apply therefore only to type (1). The rules in fact explain the material 
selected for investigation, but they are easily refuted by a glance at the language 
as a whole. As the paradigm mêraq ’child’, pl. mêrqat proves, there is no deletion 
of intervocalic í'q/', not even after non-first vowel mora, where it is merely 
lenited to East Eskimo /R/t /miiRaq/, /miiqqat/ is from Proto-Esk. *miCiqaq,  
*miCiqqat (where C is a voiced spirant). Furthermore, Underhill’s /—r/ does not 
explain the constant geminate in the uninflected forms of the type sorqaq, 
marraq, norraq etc.’, and not at all the intrusive /-a-/ of inaq, both of which 
phenomena are regularly triggered by my *-yR  of section 1.2. — Another point 
of interest to the present study is the problem of underlying vs. anaptyctic shwa, 
a decisive difference in the development of ergatives like (1) *ciyuts-m  > WG 
siutip ‘ear’ vs. (2) *iRn  R m > WG emerup ‘son’. This difference is explained 
by Underhill (p. 266) as governed by the underlying position of the morpheme 
boundary: “/siuta+p/” vs. “/itnar+ap/”. As a diachronic solution, this is of course 
unrealistic.
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